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REVIEW 

The monograph  “EU Integration and Implementation of Human Rights of New 

Generation in the Legal System of the Republic of  Srpska” is a systematic and 

theoretically synchronized scientific interpretation and interpretation from an 

international legal perspective consisting of  a unique analytical approach in defining 

the current state of human rights with special reference to four human rights in the legal 

system of the Republic of  Srpska entity: the principle of the best interests of the child 

in criminal proceedings; the right to freedom of expression on the Internet; the right to 

privacy on the Internet and the right to non-discriminatory access to higher education. 

Concidering the fact that there has not been many papers on this topic and that there 

has been a relatively small number of researchers who have scientifically dealt with the 

human rights of the new generation, both in the Republic of  Srpska and in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, the authors of this publication Veljko Turanjanin, PhD and Aleksandar R. 

Ivanović, PhD are placed among those original and authoritative interpreters who are 

scientifically motivated to present the results of their research endeavor in the form of a 

monograph, which ultimately implies the aspiration to apply basic European standards 

in the legal system of the Republic of  Srpska. In their research, the authors used very 

complex methodological techniques, characteristic of legal science, but due to the 

dynamic nature of human rights the subject of scientific analysis were those rights were 

later normatively established. According to international law, the states have a primary 

obligation to protect human rights within their jurisdiction. The obligation includes a 

preventive and sanctioning dimension, which basically means that in addition to 

legislation that needs to be harmonized with the requirements and standards of the 

European Union, the state should take measures to protect the individual in exercising 

all rights set out in the European Convention and protocols. The principles of human 

rights contain a vision of a free, just and peaceful living environment, and in 

accordance with such a vision, institutions should treat the individual, i.e. citizens.  

The monograph in its composition, form, structure and content fully corresponds to 

high methodological standards, which gives it a scientific character. The logical 

connection of chapters that are conceived to form a coherent compositional whole, but 

also methodologically structured chapters that do not autonomously lose their meaning 

and significance, further enrich this book. 

In addition to excellent analyzes of the legal framework of these four human rights 

in the Republic of  Srpska in the light of international requirements, especially the 

European Union, the authors used a comparative approach to review the state of 

application of some of these rights in Germany, Slovenia, Montenegro and Croatia.  

In structural terms, the book contains four thematic chapters and concluding 

remarks in addition to the introduction. In the first chapter, the authors deal with the 

theme of “EU Integration and the Principle of the Best Interests of the Child in 

Criminal Proceedings in the Republic of Srpska”, focusing on international standards 

and adopted documents such as: Convention on the Rights of the Child, EU Directive 

on Procedural Guarantees for Suspected or Accused Children in Criminal Proceedings, 
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the Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe and the case 

law of the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. Analyzing the juvenile 

criminal law framework in the legislation of the Republic of Srpska, the authors 

pointed out both the similarities and the shortcomings in relation to the EU legal 

framework. 

The second chapter processes “EU Integration and Freedom of Expression on the 

Internet in the Legislation of the Republic of Srpska”, in light of established 

international standards in documents such as: Declaration on Freedom of 

Communication on the Internet, Recommendation on Freedom of the Internet, 

Recommendation on the Role and Responsibility of Internet Intermediaries, 

Recommendation on the Free, Cross-border Flow of Information on the Internet, the 

2000 Directive on Certain Aspects of Information Society Services in the Internal 

Market, Resolution (1510) on Freedom of Expression and Religion and the European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The 

emergence of the Internet as a new electronic medium marked a turning point, not only 

in communication and availability of information, but also greatly contributed to 

lifestyle changes. 

Based on the fact that nowadays the Internet makes an integral part of social life and 

that it is necessary to establish a clear policy that will ensure the freedom of expression 

of each individual within the legal system, this right in the Republic of Srpska should 

apply to all individuals, even those serving prison sentences, in accordance with Article 

10 of the European Convention. The authors came to the conclusion that in the 

Republic of Srpska there is no regulation that does not adequately regulate freedom of 

expression on the Internet, and that it is necessary to enact a law that would harmonize 

this area with international standards and documents, especially Article 10 of the 

European Convention on human rights. 

The third chapter deals with “EU Integration and the Right to Protection of Privacy 

on the Internet in the Legislation of the Republic of Srpska” in the context of normative 

harmonization of the legislation of the Republic of Srpska with the documents and 

standards of the European Union. Protecting privacy is one of the key issues in using 

the Internet. In other words, the existing technologies have made it possible to collect 

personal data very easily and almost free of charge and monitor the online activities of 

users, which is a fertile ground for their misuse. European Union rules on the right to 

privacy on the Internet guarantee the protection of every individual‟s data, whether 

electronic or paper. With the Stabilization and Association Agreement (Article 79), 

Bosnia and Herzegovina undertook to harmonize the issue of personal data protection 

with the law of the European Union, and on that occasion, the Law on Personal Data 

Protection was adopted at the level of the state of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The authors 

of this publication singled out all relevant international documents as well as those that 

are a product of domestic legislation and extensive analysis established the extent to 

which domestic legislation meets international standards and what needs to be 

improved in the legal system of the Republc of Srpska in order to protect privacy of the 

individual on the Internet. 
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In the last chapter, “EU Integration and Non-discriminatory Access to the Right to 

Higher Education in the Legislation of the Republic of Srpska”, the authors of the book 

in their scientific analysis deal with international standards and documents adopted by 

the European Union, neighboring countries (Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro and 

Germany) and make a comparison with the documents that were created in the legal 

system of the Republic of Srpska. Furthermore, they state that on the basis of 

international law, two types of the right to education should be distinguished: the right 

to general education, i.e. that which belongs to everyone by birth and the right to non-

discriminatory access to higher education (this right has a limited scope and does not 

apply to all persons by birth, but to those who have the capacity, ability and desire for 

this level of education). Comparisons with legal solutions in the surrounding countries 

certainly give a broader picture to all potential readers about the legal framework of 

this right in the legal system of the Republic of Srpska, which, according to the authors, 

is in line with the Declaration of Human Rights, Convention on Discrimination in 

Education, European Convention on Human Rights and other international instruments 

accepted and ratified by Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Summarizing all the above, the monograph ,,EU Integration and Implementation of 

Human Rights of  New Generation in the Legal System of the Republic of Srpska”, by 

Veljko Turanjanin, PhD and Aleksandar R. Ivanović, PhD has the following 

characteristics: 

The monograph emphasizes the dynamism of human rights, which represents their 

continuous development, and as a consequence, fourth-generation human rights are the 

result of social development, including the sphere of the Internet and modern social 

communication, child protection and the best interests of the child in criminal 

proceedings and the right to higher education. 

The composition of the manuscript, the unique way of interpreting this rather 

complex matter, the construction of the conceptual-categorical apparatus, the use of 

relevant sources and the drawing of conclusions fully meet very demanding 

methodological standards. 

Scientific interpretations and intellectual debates on human rights, especially on this 

“new” group of human rights, are necessary especially nowadays when there are 

myriad of examples of violations and misinterpretations of these human rights, 

especially when it comes to two unavoidable principles in their understanding: 

universality and indivisibility. The concept of universality requires that the framework 

for the exercise of human rights should be applied to all, without exception, while the 

concept of indivisibility should ensure the equal application of all rights, without a 

selective approach in order to place some rights above others. 

With precise analyzes of the international legal framework for human rights as well 

as the mechanisms that monitor its implementation, the authors of the book give their 

view on how political representatives in the Republic of Srpska can contribute to 

greater protection of these four human rights. 

The monograph “EU Integration and Implementation of Human Rights of New 

Generation in the Legal System of the Republic of Srpska”, written by  Veljko 
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Turanjanin, PhD and Aleksandar R. Ivanović, PhD has been recommended with 

pleasure and with full academic responsibility to the publisher for publication. This 

monograph is intended for the general reading public, which does not necessarily 

possess legal knowledge, as well as for all those who express a certain interest in 

knowledge. Also, the monograph is recommended for policy makers, for students 

studying human rights, and especially for law students, noting that it represents a 

scientifically acceptable analytical approach in explaining these topics. 

 

Reviewers:  

Academician Professor Miodrag Simoviš, PhD 

Nevzet Veladţiš, PhD 

Emir Šoroviš, PhD 
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PREFACE 

The monograph “EU Integration and Implementation of Human Rights of New 

Generation in the Legal System of the Republic of Srpska” is the result of our joint 

work on the project “European Integration as a Framework for the Implementation of 

Hybrid Human Rights in the Legal System of the Republic of Srpska”. Human rights 

have not stopped developing for many years. As professor Schabas emphasizes, the 

seeds of the European Convention on Human Rights were sown back in 1948, when the 

United Nations General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Some rights were later transferred to the European Convention on Human Rights, and 

through the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights there has been a 

constant change and improvement of the content of existing human rights. As is often 

emphasized, the Convention is a living instrument. The doctrine of a living instrument 

is, in fact, a method of judicial interpretation developed and used by the European 

Court of Human Rights to interpret the Convention in the light of today‟s conditions. 

The doctrine was first articulated in the case of Tyrer v. the United Kingdom back in 

1978, and led to various judgments on certain issues, as well as to an assessment of the 

implications of new technologies on human rights. The positive obligations prescribed 

by the European Court of Human Rights are especially important for national 

legislations, which are reflected in numerous obligations of different character. 

Although this Court is often criticized, and from time to time goes through difficult 

times when interpreting human rights, it remains in the first place when we talk about 

the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

The central subject of our research is human rights of new generation, since, in 

addition to the already established human rights, in recent years there has been a 

gradual emergence of new human rights that need to be legally protected. We have 

covered four human rights of new generation: the principle of the best interests of the 

child in criminal proceedings; the right to freedom of expression on the Internet; the 

right to privacy on the Internet and the right to non-discriminatory access to education. 

The main goal we set is to provide an objective and qualitative assessment of the 

achieved level of protection of these human rights in the legal system of Republic of 

Srpska, based on providing legal solutions based on European Union standards and the 

jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights. In that way, the Republic of 

Srpska would appropriately harmonize its legislation with the set EU requirements and 

make a new step forward in European integration. We believe that this is a good time to 

publish the monograph, given the fact that the legislation of the Republic of Srpska 

should be harmonized with the standards required by both the European Union and the 

European Court of Human Rights on the one hand, while Bosnia and Herzegovina is in 

the process of accession to the European Union. 

PhD Veljko Turanjanin covered the best interests of the child in criminal 

proceedings, the right to freedom of expression on the Internet and the right to privacy 

on the Internet, whereas PhD Aleksandar Ivanoviš is the author of the monograph in 

which the right to a non-discriminatory approach in education has been explained. We 
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hope that the monograph will be useful to all those who deal with the protection of 

human rights in the Republic of Srpska, and beyond. 

 

East New Sarajevo, November 2021 

Authors 
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INTRODUCTION 

The subject of the author‟s research is human rights of the new generation. 

Namely, in addition to the already established human rights, over the last few years 

there has been a gradual emergence of new human rights that need to be legally 

protected. The monograph covers four such human rights such as the principle of 

the best interests of the child in criminal proceedings, the right to freedom of ex-

pression on the Internet, the right to privacy on the Internet and the right to non-

discriminatory access to education. The main goal we set before us is to provide an 

objective and qualitative assessment of the achieved level of protection of these 

human rights in the legal system of the Republic of Srpska, based on which we 

have provided legal solutions derived from the standards of European Union. In 

that way, the Republic of Srpska would appropriately harmonize its legislation with 

requirements set by the EU and make a new step forward in European integration. 

In the first place, juvenile delinquency is becoming an increasingly pronounced 

European issue from year to year (Kochanczyk & Stachelek, 2018: 117), and ac-

cording to leading understandings, juvenile delinquency, today, determines the 

criminality of a society in the future (Sokoviš, 2013: 24). Nowadays, it is a special 

type of crime, since the key determinant in this field is juvenile as a life stage in 

which psychophysical development and socialization are still ongoing, and the spe-

cifics of juvenile delinquency are related to biological and psychosocial character-

istics of juveniles in connection with the special place that minors have in the legal 

system (Nikoliš-Ristanoviš, 2012, 184). By the way, the chances for correction of 

juveniles are far higher than when it comes to adult perpetrators of criminal acts. 

As a result, it is considered that educational measures are more appropriate for 

them with careful handling in criminal proceedings (Nikoliš-Ristanoviš, 2012: 

184). Therefore, in theory, it is believed that the largest number of juveniles will 

leave criminal activities at the end of adolescence, but still a smaller number will 

continue to commit crimes (Lukoviš, 2018: 535). 

Taken as a whole, in modern criminal legislation, criminal law issues related to 

juvenile delinquency are regulated in different ways in relation to adults, and these 

issues are regulated either by a special legal text or within a special chapter in the 

criminal code (Sokoviš & Bejatoviš, 2009: 15). They also impose special criminal 

sanctions, which are called differently in various legal systems (educational sanc-

tions, educational measures, security measures, etc. (Šoroviš, 2015: 240)). There-

fore, the literature points out that a number of reasons are in favour of special juve-

nile legislation, although the difficulties that arise have not been eliminated (Periš, 

2006: 18). The juvenile justice system was created in Western countries - the Unit-

ed States, Great Britain and Australia at the turn of the XX and XXI century. These 

new separate justice systems for children and youth were based on the legal doc-

trine of parens patriae, that has been described as declaring the state to be the ulti-

mate guardian of every child (Platt, 1977; Jensen & Jepsen, 2006). The state was 
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empowered to exercise its authority over parental authority when the best interests 

of the child required state intervention. At this time, similar tendencies occurred in 

the Scandinavian countries, abolishing the jurisdiction of the adult juvenile crimi-

nal court and creating municipal social work committees instead of juvenile courts 

(Jensen & Jepsen, 2006: 2). During the development of the criminal status of juve-

niles, two basic models of juvenile justice crystallized: the welfare model and the 

justice or judicial model. Nowadays, the third, mixed model appeared which essen-

tially combines two beforementioned models (Šoroviš, 2013: 50-51; Škuliš, 2011: 

98-108).  

Professors Ljubinko Mitroviš and Jelena Kuprešanin emphasize that the speci-

ficity of juvenile justice is reflected in the fact that its focus is on juveniles who, 

due to their age and vulnerability, require special attention and approach tailored to 

their needs. In addition to the legal framework the cooperation of different profes-

sionals involved in the process, with diverse experiences and approaches, is of 

great importance. The best interests of the child should permeate all stages of the 

criminal proceedings, so that the final outcome is not additional traumatization of 

the juvenile and his family (Mitroviš & Kuprešanin, 2018: 118). 

The principle of the best interests of the child will be clarified through an analy-

sis of key international documents (the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Di-

rective (EU) 2016/800 on procedural safeguards for children suspects or accused 

persons in criminal proceedings, Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the 

Council of Europe on child-friendly justice, case law of the European Court of 

Human Rights). After that, we will analyse the juvenile criminal legislation of the 

Republic of Srpska, with the analysis of the conformity of the legislation with the 

required standards in the field of EU integration. 

In the second place, the right to freedom of expression on the Internet, as well as 

the right to protection of privacy on the Internet will be analysed. The right to free-

dom of expression is simply the right of everyone to freely express their views and 

opinions. Without this freedom, a democratic society does not exist (Olteanu, 2015: 

263). Essentially, in the basis of both democracy and the free market lies freedom 

of speech (Parker, 2010: 3). Moreover, some authors emphasize that the role of 

freedom of speech in democracy is only one of many (Curtis, 2000: 18). Europe 

has a long tradition of guaranteeing this freedom, which goes back to the Declara-

tion on the Rights of the Man and of the Citizen (Voorhoof & Cannie, 2010: 407-

408). Freedom of expression, today, can be achieved through various media such as 

radio, television, newspapers, but also the Internet, which has emerged as a new 

medium offering unprecedented opportunities to promote freedom of expression 

and dissemination of information (Nolasco, 2016: 29), as and the development of 

democracy (Imre, Pjesivac, & Luther, 2016: 386).1 Also, it represents one of the 

                                                 
1 It is interesting to follow the development of freedom of expression by John Stuart Mill. 

See O‟Rourke, 2001. 
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most important human rights and freedoms which are often subjected to various 

types of justified or extremely unjustified prohibitions. It is not disputed that some 

speeches should be banned and restricted, but at the same time, if we look at the 

range of judgments of the European Court of Human Rights and analyse them, it is 

clear that there is no consensus on which points should be restricted (similar: 

Smith, 2016: 567; Gumenco, 2015: 74; Wimmer, 2006). The meaning of the term 

"Internet freedom" varies from state to state (Brehm, 2021: 13). 

The Internet is a branch of the 1969 U.S. military program called the AR-

PANET, and the next phase of development came in the 1970s. In the mid-1980s, 

the National Science Foundation took over and expanded its use to civilian net-

works. In the last decade, the introduction of the World Wide Web has dramatically 

changed public access to the Internet (Damania, 2002: 245). The Internet, as we 

know it today, has experienced tremendous growth, and it is no longer controlled 

by governmental or state institutions. In the last thirty years, no communication 

network has been developed so rapidly, affecting so many of the world‟s popula-

tion (Magee, 2002: 276). The rapid growth of the Internet, on the other hand, has 

inevitably caused a number of constitutional implications. Freedom of speech, the 

right to privacy, the right to information and property rights are some of the key 

issues currently being discussed. Other questions will undoubtedly arise as the In-

ternet continues to spread (Damania, 2002: 246). 

Nowadays, the Internet has a huge impact on interpersonal interaction and eve-

ryday life, personal development, retail and trade, administration, territorial organi-

zation and management. Information technologies have changed communication 

patterns allowing people to interact in unexpected ways (Topornin, Pyatkina, & 

Bokov, 2021). Today, the Internet has become a central and necessary means of 

exercising the right to freedom of expression and opinion including political (Shah, 

Cho, Eveland, & Kwak, 2005: 532),2 and in many ways, the modern conception of 

the Internet has become almost synonymous with freedom of expression, despite 

the existence of states that restrict public access to the Internet, such as China 

(Sears, 2015: 172). Moreover, freedom of speech is seen as a constitutive good of 

the Internet (Nunziato, 2003: 194). The Internet has taken humanity by a giant step 

towards instant access to information and communication with all individuals and 

organisations, but it is clear that its most natural environment is in free societies 

(Dimitrova & Beilock, 2005: 174; Lu & Luo, 2020; Brophy & Halpin, 1999: 351; 

Schermer & Wagemans, 2010), while changing the traditional role of the mass me-

dia (Zeno-Zencovich, 2008: 101). The Internet infrastructure, on the other hand, is 

often viewed as neutral towards the content and policies spilling over (Bradshaw & 

DeNardis, 2018: 335). 

                                                 
2 Here it is inevitable to recall the idea of introducing an internet tax in Hungary (Ferrari, 

2018). 
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From the very beginning and during its implementation, the Internet was mostly 

unregulated. Moreover, in theory, there is a debate regarding the difficulties of the 

state to regulate the behaviour of individuals on the Internet and to regulate the ar-

chitecture of the Internet itself (Cohen-Almagor, 2012: 353; Lessig, 1999: 43-44). 

This has probably led to the principle of freedom that a large part of the world to-

day connects with the Internet. The reason for the existence of the Internet was cer-

tainly absolute freedom, but in recent years, individuals have begun to use the huge 

potential of the Internet to manifest various antisocial behaviours (Cohen-Almagor, 

2017: 973). At the same time, many countries have taken their stand that they need 

more influence in the process of disseminating information on the Internet, regard-

less of the reasons behind it. Nowadays, social networks like Facebook,3 have led 

to a revolution in the world of modern communication (McGoldrick, 2013: 125), 

which has different implications for freedom of expression.4 On the one hand, eve-

ryone has the opportunity to express their thoughts via the Internet; while on the 

other hand, we have recorded a huge number of people who have been convicted of 

criminal, civil or administrative proceedings precisely because of freedom of 

speech.5 Additionally, reaching a consensus on human rights related to the Internet 

proved to be one of the most complex efforts in the Internet governance (Pet-

trachin, 2018: 338). Also, it is important to note that often, when we talk about in-

ternet freedoms, priority is given to the needs of the market, and not to human 

rights (Cerda Silva, 2013: 19). At the same time, the privacy of the Internet users 

can be violated, most often by state interference. 

The aim of the fourth part of the Study is to provide an objective, qualitative as-

sessment of the current situation regarding the protection of the right to non-

discriminatory access in ensuring the right to higher education in the legal system 

of the Republic of Srpska, as well as to offer legislative, institutional and imple-

mentation models based on current theoretical views and examples of good practic-

es. Namely, the right to education is a basic human right guaranteed by many inter-

national and regional treaties, while the right to a non-discriminatory approach in 

ensuring the right to higher education is a right derived from it, and which, unlike 

the general right to education, belongs to all human beings by birth, it has a more 

limited range and is intended primarily for vulnerable groups, i.e. to the students 

who come from these groups. This right, unlike the right to education, is prescribed 

to a lesser extent by international documents, and in theory is quite contested, so a 

comprehensive approach is necessary for its adequate analysis. Accordingly, the 

Study first gives a brief overview of the general right to education, the basic princi-

                                                 
3 Essentially, there is no universally accepted definition of social media (Oozeer, 2014: 

342). 
4 This is discussed around the world (for example, Cohen, 1997).  
5 For example, according to some data in China, the number of about 60 people serving 

prison sentences for freedom of speech is mentioned (Farrell, 2007: 577). 
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ples and structure of international legal agreements governing this area of human 

rights. After that, the connection between the right to education and the right to a 

non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to higher education has been 

pointed out. This is followed by an analysis of universal and European documents 

regulating the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education, 

followed by a comparative legal analysis of legislative and institutional models of 

protection of this right in the legal systems of member states and candidates for EU 

membership. The second part of the Study represents a doctrinal interpretation of 

the right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to higher education, 

while at the very end an analysis of the existing status of implementation of this 

right in the legal system of the Republic of Srpska has been given. The final part of 

the Study presents an analysis of the development, monitoring and evaluation of 

public policy documents aimed at the implementation of this right in the Republic 

of Srpska and provides conclusions in terms of qualitative assessment of compli-

ance of the domestic legal framework of the Republic of Srpska with the require-

ments of the Stabilization and Association Agreement and recommendations of the 

European Commission and other relevant bodies that monitor the implementation 

of the agreement in the field of human rights protection, as well as conclusions on 

the harmonization of the national legal framework of the Republic of Srpska with 

good practice of EU member states and candidate countries. 

As far as the methodology is concerned, doctrinal and comparative law methods 

were used, i.e. classical legal hermeneutic method, taking into account both formal 

sources of this right and material sources of the same (basic practices and historical 

development), but also respect for the hierarchy between examined legal norms 

with simultaneous teleological interpretation of the abovementioned norms (i.e. 

interpretation of international and legal provisions in the light of their legal, social 

and economic context and objectives). The normative framework is separated from 

the relevant international treaties and European legal instruments and their basic 

political documents, relevant national legislative rules and preparatory acts, profes-

sional literature and human rights reports. 
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1. EU INTEGRATION AND THE PRINCIPLE OF THE BEST INTER-

ESTS OF THE CHILD IN THE CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA 

1.1. International Standards in the Field of the Best Interests of the Child in 

Criminal Proceedings 

1.1.1. Convention on the Rights of the Child 

In theory, it is considered that the principle of the best interests of the child was 

introduced into legislation primarily by the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

(hereinafter: the Convention),6 and then elaborated by numerous legal acts, includ-

ing criminal law. The Convention on the Rights of the Child was adopted by the 

United Nations in 1989, and every country, with the exception of two states (USA 

and Somalia), has ratified it. But before that, it should be noted that the very term 

“child” was first introduced by the Declaration on the Rights of the Child from 

1924 (Šoriš, 2019: 32). For the first time in history, a comprehensive corpus of 

children‟s rights was created with the adoption of the Convention on the Rights of 

the Child (Mitroviš, 2016: 600). 

The Convention is used as the main framework for the Danish Institute for Hu-

man Rights and other organizations, including UNICEF and Penal Reform Interna-

tional, in helping states develop a humane juvenile justice system based on human 

rights.7 The Convention stipulates that, in all activities concerning children, wheth-

                                                 
6 Professor Vlaškoviš states that the concept of the best interests of the child appeared al-

most two centuries before the adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, alt-

hough the terminology was not used consistently (Vlaškoviš, 2012: 350; Douglas, 2004: 

161; Palacio Sánchez Izquierdo, 2000; López Martín, 2001; Castañón, 2013).  
7 The basic principles developed by the Convention can be summarized: the best interests 

of the child should be a primary concern; States parties shall take all appropriate measures 

to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or ill-treatment, 

neglect or negligent treatment, abuse or exploitation, including sexual abuse; no child shall 

be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; nei-

ther the death penalty nor life imprisonment without the possibility of release shall be im-

posed for criminal offenses committed by persons under the age of eighteen; the arrest, de-

tention or imprisonment of a child must be in accordance with the law and shall be used 

only as a last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time; every child deprived of 

his liberty shall be separated from adults unless it is considered in his best interests; every 

child deprived of liberty shall have the right to prompt access to legal and other appropriate 

assistance, as well as the right to challenge the lawfulness of his or her deprivation of liber-

ty; the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law; the right to be 

immediately and directly informed of charges against him or her; the right to legal or other 

appropriate assistance in the preparation and presentation of his defense; the right not to be 

compelled to testify or to plead guilty; the right to examine the witness of the opposing par-
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er undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts, administrative 

authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary 

consideration. The child must be provided with such protection and care as is nec-

essary for his or her well-being, taking into account the rights and obligations of his 

or her parents, legal guardians or other individuals legally responsible for the child 

and shall take all appropriate legislative and administrative measures (Article 3 of 

the Convention). As we can see, knowing the best interests of the child is no longer 

the exclusive privilege of the parents, where the child is not only seen as a family 

member but also much wider, and in this process the basic interpreter of this prin-

ciple passes from the parent to the state (Ponjaviš, 2009: 17; Komar, 2008: 25; 

Janţiš, 2009: 247; Vlaškoviš, 2012: 351).8 Article 9 of the Convention stipulates 

that it should be ensured that a child is not separated from his or her parents against 

his or her will, unless the competent authorities, under judicial supervision, deter-

mine in accordance with applicable law and procedure that such separation is nec-

essary and is in the best interests of the child. In any proceedings, interested parties 

have the right to participate in the proceedings and to express their views. Also, the 

child has the right to maintain personal relationships and direct contacts with both 

parents regularly, unless it is contrary to the best interests of the child. In cases 

where the separation is the result of a measure taken by a contracting party, such as 

detention, arrest, exile, deportation or death (including death occurring for any rea-

son while the person is under the state control) of one or both parents of the child, 

that the contracting party shall, upon request, provide the parents, the child or an-

other family member, with the necessary information on the whereabouts of the 

absent family member (s), unless providing such information would be detrimental 

to the child‟s welfare. The contracting parties shall further ensure that the mere 

submission of such a request does not produce any negative consequences for the 

person(s) concerned (Article 9 of the Convention). In essence, this is the only pro-

vision that recognizes the child‟s right to information in the case of a conflict be-

tween the parents and the law. 

                                                 

 
ty and to participate and examine the witness on his or her behalf; if it is considered that he 

has violated the criminal law, to review this decision and all measures imposed for it by a 

higher competent, independent and impartial body or judicial body; the right to have his or 

her privacy fully respected at all stages of the proceedings; establishing a minimum age 

below which children will be presumed incapable of violating criminal law; different dispo-

sitions will be available to ensure that children are treated in a manner appropriate to their 

well-being and proportionate to their circumstances and the offens (Nations, 2000: 275-300; 

Jensen & Jepsen, 2006: 4-5). 
8 In this field, the inevitable literature is the book written by Alice Miller For Your Own 

Good, which clearly describes parental violence against children under the slogan that it is 

for their good (see more in: Fattah, 2001: 19). The upbringing and education of children is a 

complex process (Šoroviš, 2012: 211), and it must not include violence. 
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In its general comment on Article 3 (1), the Committee on the Rights of the 

Child expressed the view that the principle applied to children affected by their 

parents' conflict with the law “and indicated that, in its view, referral to a “court” 

extended to criminal proceedings with direct or indirect best interests of the affect-

ed child or children” (Comment No. 14 of 29 May 2013). The Committee also not-

ed that when a parent or guardian commits a criminal offense, alternatives to deten-

tion should be considered on a case-by-case basis with full consideration of the 

likely effects of different punishments on the best interests of the affected child or 

children (Ibid; Millar & Dandurand, 2018: 240). At the same time, in General 

Comment No. 10, the Committee drew attention to diversionary measures, which 

should not be exclusively related to children who commit a crime for the first time, 

as well as to minor offenses, as they have great scope and significance (Ceroviš & 

Brašiš, 2016: 613).  

Then, for the purposes of the Study, it is necessary to analyse Article 40 of the 

Convention. Namely, the states should recognize the right of every child alleged as, 

accused of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law to be treated in a man-

ner consistent with the promotion of the child‟s sense of dignity and worth, which 

reinforces the child‟s respect for the human rights and fundamental freedoms of 

others and which takes into account the child‟s age and the desirability of promot-

ing the child‟s reintegration and the child‟s assuming a constructive role in society. 

To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of international instru-

ments, states parties shall, in particular, ensure that: (a) No child shall be alleged as, 

be accused of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law by reason of acts or 

omissions that were not prohibited by national or international law, at the time they 

were committed; (b) Every child alleged as or accused of having infringed the pe-

nal law has at least the following guarantees: (i) to be presumed innocent until 

proven guilty according to law; (ii) to be informed promptly and directly of the 

charges against him or her, and, if appropriate, through his or her parents or legal 

guardians, and to have legal or other appropriate assistance in the preparation and 

presentation of his or her defence; (iii) to have the matter determined without delay 

by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body in a fair hear-

ing according to law, in the presence of legal or other appropriate assistance and, 

unless it is considered not to be in the best interest of the child, in particular, taking 

into account his or her age or situation, his or her parents or legal guardians; (iv) 

not to be compelled to give testimony or to confess guilt; to examine or have exam-

ined adverse witnesses and to obtain the participation and examination of witnesses 

on his or her behalf under conditions of equality; (v) if considered to have infringed 

the penal law, to have this decision and any measures imposed in consequence 

thereof reviewed by a higher competent, independent and impartial authority or 

judicial body according to law; (vi) to have free assistance of an interpreter if the 

child cannot understand or speak the language used; (vii) to have his or her privacy 

fully respected at all stages of the proceedings. 
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States parties shall seek to promote the establishment of laws, procedures, au-

thorities and institutions specifically applicable to children alleged as, accused of, 

or recognized as having infringed the penal law, and, in particular: (a) the estab-

lishment of a minimum age below which children shall be presumed not to have the 

capacity to infringe the penal law; (b) whenever appropriate and desirable, 

measures for dealing with such children without resorting to judicial proceedings, 

providing that human rights and legal safeguards are fully respected. A variety of 

dispositions, such as care, guidance and supervision orders; counselling; probation; 

foster care; education and vocational training programmes and other alternatives to 

institutional care shall be available to ensure that children are dealt with in a man-

ner appropriate to their well-being and proportionate both to their circumstances 

and the offence. 

It is important to mention here the Council of Europe Strategy for the Rights of 

the Child (2016-2021),9 which states that according to the United Nations Conven-

tion on the Rights of the Child, children will be given the opportunity to be heard in 

all judicial and administrative proceedings concerning and have access to compe-

tent, independent and impartial grievance mechanisms when their rights are violat-

ed, and in addition, states parties recognize the right of every child in conflict with 

the law to be treated in a manner consistent with the promotion of the child‟s sense 

of dignity and consideration of the age of the child and the goal of his integration 

into society. In all activities concerning children, whether undertaken by public or 

private social welfare institutions, courts, administrative authorities or legislatures, 

the best interests of the child must be a primary consideration. (Mitroviš & 

Kuprešanin, 2018: 119).  

The above-mentioned Council of Europe Strategy on the Rights of the Child re-

calls the four general principles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (non-

discrimination, the best interests of the child, the right to life, survival and devel-

opment and the right to be heard). Point 52, when considering child-friendly jus-

tice, states that in all measures concerning children, whether taken by public or pri-

vate social welfare institutions, courts, administrative authorities or legislatures, the 

best interests of the child should be a primary significance. It is also important to 

note that in the period covered by the Strategy, the Council of Europe will encour-

age the implementation of its standards in family law, including amendments to the 

European Convention on the Adoption of Children and the Recommendation of the 

Committee of Ministers on Family Mediation and resolving child relocation dis-

putes. Then, the Council of Europe will take measures on the best interests of the 

child in the context of new forms of family and bioethics, especially with regard to 

surrogacy of motherhood and parenthood and biomedically assisted fertilization. 

Particular attention will be focused on assessing the best interests of the child in 

                                                 
9http://arhiva.mup.gov.rs/cms_cir/decaipolicija.nsf/Strategija%20Saveta%20Evrope%20o

%20pravima%20deteta%20(2016%20-%202021).pdf, access: January 2021.  

http://arhiva.mup.gov.rs/cms_cir/decaipolicija.nsf/Strategija%20Saveta%20Evrope%20o%20pravima%20deteta%20(2016%20-%202021).pdf
http://arhiva.mup.gov.rs/cms_cir/decaipolicija.nsf/Strategija%20Saveta%20Evrope%20o%20pravima%20deteta%20(2016%20-%202021).pdf
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family matters, and exploring how member states can introduce new laws, regula-

tions and procedures to ensure that the best interests of the child are of primary im-

portance when deciding on deprivation of parental care, some form of protection 

and family reunification. 

In addition to the Convention, the Beijing Rules, the Riyadh Guidelines, the 

Havana Rules, the Tokyo Rules, as well as the European Rules on Social Sanctions 

and Measures are also important for the principle of the best interests of the child. 

Moreover, the recommendations of the Council of Europe are important (Recom-

mendation R (87) 20 on social response to juvenile delinquency, Recommendation 

R (88) 6 on social response to delinquent behaviour of young people from migrant 

families, Council of Europe Recommendation (2003) 20 members on new ways of 

treating juvenile delinquency and on the role of juvenile justice (see more in: Sel-

man, Mitroviš, Uletiloviš, Mirkonj & Šain, 2010: 10; Rakiš, 2019: 13). For in-

stance, the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for Juvenile Justice (Beijing 

Rules) consist of six parts, regulating general principles, investigation and prosecu-

tion, trial and decision-making, extra-institutional measures, institutional proce-

dures and research, policy planning and evaluation. Among the goals, it is especial-

ly accentuated that the system of juvenile justice emphasizes the principle of the 

welfare of the child (Šoroviš, 2015: 238).  

1.1.2. Directive (EU) 2016/800 of the European Parliament and of the Coun-

cil of 11 May 2016 on Procedural Safeguards for Children who are 

Suspects or Accused Persons in Criminal Proceedings  

The principle of the best interests of the child in juvenile criminal law could be 

observed in two directions, when the juvenile is a perpetrator of a criminal offense 

and when he or she is a victim of a criminal offense.  

For the purposes of the first considerations, the most important is Directive 

(EU) 2016/800 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 may 2016 on 

procedural safeguards for children who are suspects or accused persons in criminal 

proceedings, which prescribes minimum rules regarding certain rights of children, 

which are suspected or accused in criminal proceedings or are subject to 

proceedings under the European Warrant arrest,10 although the best interests of the 

child are also mentioned in other directives which will not be the subject of this 

Study, unless they directly concern the proceedings in which the juvenile is ac-

cused. In other words, the Preamble already emphasizes the requirement that in 

situations where children are accused or suspects in criminal proceedings or are 

                                                 
10 Article 1 of Directive (EU) 2016/800. Due to the novelties it brings, changes in national 

legislation were inevitable (for example, in Croatia, see Crnţec & Mišerda, 2017: 550, and 

in Latvia, Kronberga, 2017: 80-81). 
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subject to European Arrest Warrant proceedings, the best interests of the child must 

be the primary goal.11  

The Directive applies to children who are suspects or accused in criminal pro-

ceedings, pending a decision on whether they have committed a criminal offense, 

including, where applicable, sentencing and resolving appeals. The application of 

the Directive is linked to the moment of arrest, if the child is subject to a European 

Arrest Warrant procedure. Also, the application of the Directive or its individual 

provisions is prescribed in a situation when criminal proceedings have been 

initiated against the child, but in the meantime he or she turns 18 if the application 

of the Directive or some of its provisions is appropriate given the circumstances of 

the case, including maturity and vulnerability of the child. However, member states 

may not apply the Directive when a child reaches the age of 21. The Directive also 

applies to children who were not suspects or accused, but became so during a 

police interrogation or interrogation of another body. When it comes to the moment 

of criminal liability, the Directive does not affect national legislation, except that it 

is stipulated that a child is considered to be a person under 18 years of age.12 

Without prejudice to the right to a fair trial, in respect of less serious criminal 

offenses, if the law of a member state provides for a sanction to be imposed by a 

body other than the court having jurisdiction in criminal matters, and such a 

sanction may be appealed or referred to such a court; or if deprivation of liberty 

cannot be imposed as a sanction, the Directive applies only to proceedings before a 

court having jurisdiction in criminal matters. In any case, the Directive fully applies 

when a child is deprived of liberty, regardless of the stage of the criminal 

proceedings.13 Unlike previous solutions, the application of this Directive is 

guaranteed from the moment when the child becomes a suspect in the commission 

of a criminal offense, before the formal notification of that fact, which is in every 

respect a better solution (Radiš, 2018: 473). 

According to Article 3 of the Directive, as we have said, a child is any person 

under the age of 18. Then, the holder of parental responsibility is any person who 

has parental responsibility towards the child, where parental responsibility 

represents the rights and obligations related to the child or his property, which are 

assigned to a natural or legal person by a court decision, application of legislation 

or agreement with legal effect; the right to contact with the child. As in the 

Directive governing the position of the victim, if it is suspected that it is a child, 

                                                 
11 Point 8 of the Preamble. 
12 The purpose of the Directive is essentially to establish procedural guarantees that will 

ensure that children suspected or accused in criminal proceedings can understand and fol-

low the procedure, and exercise the right to a fair trial and prevent children from repeating 

the crime, as well as encourage their social interaction.  
13 Article 2 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
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and it is not known whether he or she is 18 years old, it is assumed that it is a 

child.14 

The idea of fair trial also extends through this Directive, no matter how much it 

is a disputed concept (Kostoris, 2016: 13). From the point of view of the legislation 

of the Republic of Srpska, two important articles regulate the provision of 

information, and should be implemented in the legislation. In the first place, 

children must be informed of their rights under Directive 2012/13/EU and of the 

general aspects of the conduct of the proceedings, when informed of the fact that 

they are suspects / accused persons. There are three points to providing 

information. In the first place, the mentioned information is provided as soon as the 

child is informed that he / she is a suspect / accused, given the right to be informed 

of parental responsibility in accordance with Article 5, the right to counsel 

assistance under Article 6, the right to privacy under Article 14 and the right to 

accompany the holder of parental responsibility during stages of proceedings other 

than court hearings, according to Article 15, and the right to legal aid in accordance 

with Article 18 of the Directive. Secondly, at the earliest appropriate stage of the 

proceedings, information is provided on the right to an individual assessment under 

Article 7; the right to a medical examination, including the right to medical 

assistance under Article 8; the right to deprivation of liberty and the use of 

alternative measures, including the right to periodically detention review, as 

provided for in Articles 10 and 11; the right to accompany the holder of parental 

responsibility during a court hearing, pursuant to Article 15 § 1; the right to appear 

in person at trial, pursuant to Article 16, and the right to effective remedies under 

Article 19 of the Directive. In the third place, after deprivation of liberty, he is 

entitled to special treatment during deprivation of liberty, according to Article 12 of 

the Directive. This information shall be provided in writing, orally or in both forms, 

in simple and accessible language, and such information shall be recorded in 

accordance with national law. Where children are served with a letter of 

entitlement in accordance with Directive 2012/13/EU, member states shall ensure 

that such a letter includes a reference to their rights under this Directive.15  

Member states shall ensure that the holder of parental responsibility receives, as 

soon as possible, the information which the child is entitled to receive in 

accordance with the article described above.This information shall be provided to 

another appropriate adult designated by the child and accepted as such by the 

competent authority, if the provision of such information to the parent is not in the 

best interests of the child, or is not possible because no parent is available or his or 

her identity is unknown or may, on the basis of objective and factual 

circumstances, significantly jeopardize criminal proceedings. If the child has not 

appointed another appropriate adult or if the child has appointed a person who is 

                                                 
14 Article 3 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
15 Article 4 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. See more in Pleiš & Radiš, 2019. 
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not acceptable to the competent authority, the latter authority, taking into account 

the best interests of the child, shall determine and provide information to another 

person. That person may also be the representative of an authority or of another 

institution responsible for the protection or welfare of children. If the circumstances 

that led to the application of these provisions cease to exist, all information that the 

child receives and that is still important for the procedure is provided to the holder 

of parental responsibility.16  

The assistance of counsel, which is provided for in Article 6 of the Directive, is 

extremely important. Children who are suspects or accused persons in criminal 

proceedings have the right of access to a lawyer in accordance with Directive 

2013/48/EU and nothing in the Directive, or in Article 6, shall affect that right. 

Member states shall ensure that children are assisted by a lawyer to enable them to 

exercise their rights of defense effectively. The fundamental right of any person 

accused of violating the law to be represented in court by counsel, and therefore 

young offenders should also be in contact with lawyers. Legal assistance at every 

stage of court proceedings is extremely important, as it is often the only way to be 

informed of their rights and to be respected, and the role of a lawyer may require 

knowledge of more skills than mere legal knowledge. When dealing with juvenile 

delinquency, defense attorneys must keep the best interests of the child in mind as 

the most important goal to be achieved (Silval, 2006: 275). From the moment they 

learn that they are a suspect / accused of a crime, member states provide the 

children with the assistance of lawyer without undue delay. In any case, children 

are entitled to the assistance of lawyer from any of the following moments, 

whichever is earlier: before questioning by the police or another body responsible 

for enforcing legislation or judicial authority, upon the performance of investiga-

tive actions and the action of gathering of evidence, without undue delay after 

deprivation of liberty or where they have been summoned to appear before a court 

having jurisdiction in criminal matters, in due time before they appear before that 

court. According to Article 5 of Directive 2013/48/EU, suspects or accused persons 

deprived of their liberty have the right to have at least one person, such as a relative 

or employer, self-appointed, informed of their deprivation of liberty, without undue 

delay if so desired. If the suspect or accused person is a child, the holder of parental 

responsibility for the child must be informed as soon as possible of the deprivation 

of liberty and the associated reasons, unless this would be contrary to the best 

interests of the child, in which case another appropriate adult shall be notified. A 

person under the age of 18 is a child.  

Member states may temporarily derogate from the application of these 

provisions if justified by the particular circumstances of the case, if there is an 

urgent need to prevent serious adverse consequences for the life, liberty or physical 

integrity of a person or if there is an urgent need to prevent a situation where 

                                                 
16 Article 5 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800 (Valcu, 2016: 85). 
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criminal proceedings could be seriously endangered. If member states temporarily 

derogate from the application of the provision applicable to a suspected / accused 

child, they shall ensure that the competent authority responsible for protecting the 

welfare of the child is informed without undue delay of the deprivation of liberty of 

the child.17 Assistance by a lawyer shall include the following: a) member states 

shall ensure that children have the right to meet in private and communicate with 

the lawyer representing them, including prior to questioning by the police or by 

another law enforcement or judicial authority; b) member states shall ensure that 

children are assisted by a lawyer when they are questioned, and that the lawyer is 

able to participate effectively during questioning. Such participation shall be con-

ducted in accordance with procedures under national law, provided that such pro-

cedures do not prejudice the effective exercise or essence of the right concerned. 

Where a lawyer participates during questioning, the fact that such participation has 

taken place shall be noted using the recording procedure under national law; c) 

member states shall ensure that children are, as a minimum, assisted by a lawyer 

during the following investigative or evidence gathering acts, where those acts are 

provided for under national law and if the suspect or accused person is required or 

permitted to attend the act concerned: identity parades; confrontations; reconstruc-

tions of the scene of a crime.18  

Member states shall respect the confidentiality of communication between chil-

dren and their lawyer in the exercise of the right to be assisted by a lawyer provided 

for under this Directive. Such communication shall include meetings, correspond-

ence, telephone conversations and other forms of communication permitted under 

national law. Provided that this complies with the right to a fair trial, member states 

may derogate from paragraph 3 where assistance by a lawyer is not proportionate 

in the light of the circumstances of the case, taking into account the seriousness of 

the alleged criminal offence, the complexity of the case and the measures that could 

be taken in respect of such an offence, it being understood that the child‟s best in-

terests shall always be a primary consideration. In any case, member states shall 

ensure that children are assisted by a lawyer: when they are brought before a com-

petent court or judge in order to decide on detention at any stage of the proceedings 

within the scope of the Directive and during detention.19 Member states shall also 

ensure that deprivation of liberty is not imposed as a criminal sentence, unless the 

child has been assisted by a lawyer in such a way as to allow the child to exercise 

the rights of the defence effectively and, by all means, during the trial hearings be-

                                                 
17 Article 5 of the Directive 2013/48/EU (Vocht, Panzavolta, Vanderhallen, & Oosterhout, 

2014: 499). 
18 Article 6, paragraphs 1-3 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800.  
19 At this point, we must draw attention to the fact that there are also individuals who be-

lieve that sometimes it is in the best interest of the child to remain in custody (more on this: 

Stapleton, 2006: 61). 
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fore a court. Where the child is to be assisted by a lawyer in accordance with this 

Article but no lawyer is present, the competent authorities shall postpone the ques-

tioning of the child, or other investigative or evidence-gathering acts, for a reason-

able period of time in order to allow for the arrival of the lawyer or, where the child 

has not nominated a lawyer, to arrange a lawyer for the child. In exceptional cir-

cumstances, and only at the pre-trial stage, member states may temporarily dero-

gate from the application of the rights provided for in paragraph 3 to the extent jus-

tified in the light of the particular circumstances of the case, on the basis of one of 

the following compelling reasons: a) where there is an urgent need to avert serious 

adverse consequences for the life, liberty or physical integrity of a person; b) where 

immediate action by the investigating authorities is imperative to prevent substan-

tial jeopardy to criminal proceedings in relation to a serious criminal offence. 

Member states shall ensure that the competent authorities, when applying this para-

graph, shall take the child‟s best interests into account. A decision to proceed to 

questioning in the absence of the lawyer under this paragraph may be taken only on 

a case-by-case basis, either by a judicial authority, or by another competent authori-

ty on condition that the decision can be submitted to judicial review.20 

Member states must ensure that the special needs of children with regard to 

protection, education, training and social integration are taken into account. There-

fore, children who are suspected or accused in criminal proceedings need to be 

assessed individually. Individual assessment is an obligation of the state (Horvat, 

2018: 589), taking into account the child‟s personality and maturity, economic, 

social and family background, and any possible individual vulnerability of the 

child. The individual assessment shall, in particular, take into account the child‟s 

personality and maturity, the child‟s economic, social and family background, and 

any specific vulnerability that the child may have. The extent and detail of the indi-

vidual assessment may vary depending on the circumstances of the case, the 

measures that can be taken if the child is found guilty of the alleged criminal of-

fence, and whether the child, in the recent past, has been the subject of an individu-

al assessment. The individual assessment shall serve to establish and to note, in 

accordance with the recording procedure in the member state concerned, such in-

formation about the individual characteristics and circumstances of the child as 

might be of use to the competent authorities when: a) determining whether any 

specific measure to the benefit of the child is to be taken; b) assessing the appropri-

ateness and effectiveness of any precautionary measures in respect of the child; c) 

taking any decision or course of action in the criminal proceedings, including when 

sentencing. The individual assessment shall be carried out at the earliest appropri-

ate stage of the proceedings and before indictment. In the absence of an individual 

assessment, an indictment may nevertheless be presented provided that this is in the 

                                                 
20 Article 6, paragraphs 4-8 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. This right, like many other 

existing ones, has been further extended by this Directive. See Stanila & Stan, 2018: 32. 
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child‟s best interests and that the individual assessment is in any case available at 

the beginning of the trial hearings before a court. Individual assessments shall be 

carried out with the close involvement of the child. They shall be carried out by 

qualified personnel, following, as far as possible, a multidisciplinary approach and 

involving, where appropriate, the holder of parental responsibility, or another ap-

propriate adult and/or a specialised professional. If the elements that form the basis 

of the individual assessment change significantly, member states shall ensure that 

the individual assessment is updated throughout the criminal proceedings. Member 

states may derogate from the obligation to carry out an individual assessment 

where such derogation is warranted in the circumstances of the case, provided that 

it is compatible with the child‟s best interests.21  

Children deprived of their liberty have the right to a medical examination with-

out undue delay, in particular for the purpose of assessing their general mental and 

physical condition. This examination should be as invasive as possible and should 

be performed by a doctor or other qualified professional. Therefore, the examina-

tion must be performed by professional staff (Horvat, 2018: 589). The results of the 

medical examination shall be taken into account when determining the capacity of 

the child to be subject to questioning, other investigative or evidence-gathering 

acts, or any measures taken or envisaged against the child. The medical examina-

tion shall be carried out either on the initiative of the competent authorities, in par-

ticular where specific health indications call for such an examination or on a re-

quest by any of the following: the child, the holder of parental responsibility, or 

another appropriate adult or the child‟s lawyer. The conclusion of the medical ex-

amination shall be recorded in writing.Where required, medical assistance shall be 

provided. Member states shall ensure that another medical examination is carried 

out where the circumstances so require.22 

It is necessary to provide audio-visual recording of children‟s examinations. 

Member states shall ensure that questioning of children by police or other law en-

forcement authorities during the criminal proceedings is audio-visually recorded 

where this is proportionate in the circumstances of the case, taking into account, 

inter alia, whether a lawyer is present or not and whether the child is deprived of 

liberty or not, provided that the child‟s best interests are always a primary consid-

eration. In the absence of audio-visual recording, questioning shall be recorded in 

another appropriate manner, such as by writing a record which is duly verified. 

These provisions shall be without prejudice to the possibility to ask questions for 

the sole purpose of the identification of the child without audio-visual recording.23  

Deprivation of liberty of a child at any stage of the proceedings is limited to the 

shortest appropriate period of time. The age and individual situation of the child 

                                                 
21 Article 7 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
22 Article 8 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
23 Article 9 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
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should be taken into account and the particular circumstances of the case, as well. 

Deprivation of liberty, in particular detention, shall be imposed on children only as 

a measure of last resort. Any decision on detention is based on a reasoned decision 

which is subject to judicial review. Such a decision shall also be subject to periodic 

review, at reasonable intervals of time, by a court, either ex officio or at the request 

of the child, of the child‟s lawyer, or of a judicial authority which is not a court. 

Without prejudice to judicial independence, decisions to be taken are taken without 

undue delay.24 The competent authorities shall, if possible, use measures that are an 

alternative to detention (alternative measures).25 

Children who are detained are held separately from adults, unless it is consid-

ered to be in the child‟s best interests not to do so. Children who are kept in police 

custody are held separately from adults, unless: it is considered to be in the child‟s 

best interests not to do so; or in exceptional circumstances, it is not possible in 

practice to do so, provided that children are held together with adults in a manner 

that is compatible with the child‟s best interests. When a detained child reaches the 

age of 18, member states shall provide for the possibility to continue to hold that 

person separately from other detained adults where warranted, taking into account 

the circumstances of the person concerned, provided that this is compatible with 

the best interests of children who are detained with that person. Furthermore, chil-

dren may be detained with young adults, unless this is contrary to the child‟s best 

interests. When children are detained, member states shall take appropriate 

measures to: a) ensure and preserve their health and their physical and mental de-

velopment b) ensure their right to education and training, including where the chil-

dren have physical, sensory or learning disabilities; c) ensure the effective and reg-

ular exercise of their right to family life; d) ensure access to programmes that foster 

their development and their reintegration into society; e) and ensure respect for 

their freedom of religion or belief. These provisions also apply to situations of dep-

rivation of liberty other than detention. The measures taken shall be proportionate 

and appropriate to such situations of deprivation of liberty. However, points (b), 

(c), and (d) apply to situations of deprivation of liberty other than detention only to 

the extent that is appropriate and proportionate in the light of the nature and dura-

tion of such situations. Children who are deprived of liberty can meet with the 

holder of parental responsibility as soon as possible, where such a meeting is com-

patible with investigative and operational requirements. These provisions shall be 

without prejudice to the nomination or designation of another appropriate adult.26  

Criminal proceedings involving children are treated as a matter of urgency and 

with due diligence. Children are always treated in a manner which protects their 

dignity and which is appropriate to their age, maturity and level of understanding, 

                                                 
24 Article 10 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
25 Article 11 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
26 Article 12 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
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and which takes into account any special needs, including any communication dif-

ficulties that they may have.27 

Privacy of children during criminal proceedings is protected. Therefore, court 

hearings involving children are usually held in the absence of the public, or allow 

courts or judges to decide to hold such hearings in the absence of the public. Rec-

ords are not publicly disseminated. While respecting freedom of expression and 

information, and freedom and pluralism of the media, the states have to encourage 

the media to take self-regulatory measures in order to achieve the mentioned objec-

tives.28 And otherwise, very often the freedom of expression and the freedom of the 

media are regulated by the same constitutional provision (Cohen-Almagor, 2006: 

1). 

Children have the right to be accompanied by the holder of parental responsibil-

ity during court hearings in which they are involved. A child shall have the right to 

be accompanied by another appropriate adult who is nominated by the child and 

accepted as such by the competent authority where the presence of the holder of 

parental responsibility accompanying the child during court hearings: would be 

contrary to the child‟s best interests; is not possible because, after reasonable ef-

forts have been made, no holder of parental responsibility can be reached or his or 

her identity is unknown; or would, on the basis of objective and factual circum-

stances, substantially jeopardise the criminal proceedings. Where the child has not 

nominated another appropriate adult, or where the adult that has been nominated by 

the child is not acceptable to the competent authority, the competent authority shall, 

taking into account the child‟s best interests, designate another person to accompa-

ny the child. That person may also be the representative of an authority or of anoth-

er institution responsible for the protection or welfare of children. Where the cir-

cumstances which led to an application of some of the mentioned situations cease 

to exist, the child shall have the right to be accompanied by the holder of parental 

responsibility during any remaining court hearings. In addition to this right, chil-

dren have the right to be accompanied by the holder of parental responsibility, or 

by another appropriate adult, during stages of the proceedings other than court 

hearings at which the child is present where the competent authority considers that: 

it is in the child‟s best interests to be accompanied by that person and the presence 

of that person will not prejudice the criminal proceedings.29 

Children have the right to be present at their trial and shall take all necessary 

measures to enable them to participate effectively in the trial, including the oppor-

tunity for children to be heard and to express their views. Children who were not 

                                                 
27 Article 13 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
28 Article 14 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
29 Article 15 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
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present at their trial have the right to a new trial or to another legal remedy, in ac-

cordance with, and under the conditions set out in the Directive (EU) 2016/343.30 

The rights referred to in Articles 4, 5, 6 and 8, Articles 10 to 15 and Article 18 

apply mutatis mutandis, in respect of children who are wanted persons at the time 

of their arrest on the basis of a European arrest warrant proceedings in the execut-

ing member state.31 National law in relation to legal aid guarantees the effective 

exercise of the right to be assisted by a lawyer pursuant to Article 6.32 Children 

who are suspects or accused persons in criminal proceedings and children who are 

wanted persons have an effective remedy under national law in the event of a 

breach of their rights under this Directive.33 

Finally, the obligation to train organs is prescribed. Staff of law enforcement au-

thorities and of detention facilities who handle cases involving children, receive 

specific training to a level appropriate to their contact with children with regard to 

children‟s rights, appropriate questioning techniques, child psychology, and com-

munication in a language adapted to the child. Without prejudice to judicial inde-

pendence and differences in the organisation of the judiciary, and with due respect 

for the role of those responsible for the training of judges and prosecutors, judges 

and prosecutors who deal with criminal proceedings involving children have spe-

cific competence in that field, effective access to specific training, or both. With 

due respect for the independence of the legal profession and for the role of those 

responsible for the training of lawyers, there is a need for promoting the specific 

training to lawyers who deal with criminal proceedings involving children. 

Through their public services or by funding child support organisations, the mem-

ber states shall encourage initiatives enabling those providing children with support 

and restorative justice services to receive adequate training to a level appropriate to 

their contact with children and observe professional standards to ensure such ser-

vices are provided in an impartial, respectful and professional manner.34 Member 

states shall meet the costs resulting from the application of Articles 7, 8 and 9 irre-

spective of the outcome of the proceedings, unless, as regards the costs resulting 

from the application of Article 8, they are covered by medical insurance.35 

The non-regression clause stipulates that nothing in the Directive shall be con-

strued as limiting or derogating from any of the rights and procedural safeguards 

that are ensured under the Charter, the ECHR, or other relevant provisions of inter-

national law, in particular the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, or the law 

                                                 
30 Article 16 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
31 Article 17 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
32 Article 18 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
33 Article 19 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
34 Article 20 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
35 Article 22 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
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of any member state which provides a higher level of protection (Banoviš, Beja-

toviš & Turanjanin, 2020).36 

1.1.3. Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 

Child-friendly Justice 

The process of adjusting the judiciary to be more appropriate for children im-

plies the application of the Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council 

of Europe on child-friendly justice37 (Vujiš & Stevanoviš, 2015: 44). The 

guidelines represent the Council of Europe‟s immediate response to Resolution No. 

2 on child-friendly justice, adopted at the 28th Conference of European Ministers of 

Justice, which required specific guidelines for member states in this area. The 

Committee of Ministers then instructed four Council of Europe bodies to draw up 

guidelines on child-friendly justice, proposing solutions to assist member states in 

setting up such justice systems to meet the specific needs of children in order to 

ensure that children have effective and appropriate access to justice with effective 

and appropriate treatment in this area, whether in the civil, administrative or 

criminal areas of law.38 

It is important to note, and what is in any case highlighted in the commentary to 

the Guidelines, they are based on existing international, European and national 

standards and build on those standards. Their guiding principle represents the best 

interests of the child, as they take into account the basic principles established by 

the European Convention on Human Rights and the relevant case law of the Court 

                                                 
36 Article 23 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. Otherwise, some authors find it surprising 

that restorative justice is not mentioned in this Directive (Filippi, 2018: 145). 
37 The Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on child-

friendly justice were adopted on 17 November 2010. The guidelines address the issue of the 

place and role, as well as the attitudes, rights and needs of the child in judicial proceedings 

and in alternatives to such proceedings. They should be applied in all ways in which it is 

possible for children to be, for any reason and in any capacity, brought into contact with all 

competent authorities and services dealing with the enforcement of criminal, civil or admin-

istrative law, and the aim of these guidelines is to ensure that all such rights fully respect 

the rights of the child, including the right to be informed, to have legal representation, to 

participate in and be protected in such proceedings, to pay due regard to the level of his or 

her maturity, and ability to understand the procedure as well as the circumstances of the 

case itself. Respect for the rights of the child must not jeopardize the rights of other partici-

pants in the proceedings. The guidelines are based on existing principles set out in a number 

of international instruments, and on the case law of the European Court of Human Rights.  
38 Efforts to reform juvenile criminal law and harmonize it with newly established Euro-

pean standards are intensifying in the Republic of Serbia, primarily through the understand-

ing of juvenile delinquency, causes and consequences, all with the aim of establishing the 

concept of justice tailored to the child. (Stevanoviš, 2015: 652). 
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and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. The guidelines 

promote and protect, inter alia, the right to information, representation and 

participation of children in judicial and extrajudicial proceedings, giving the child a 

place and enabling his or her voice to be heard in the judiciary at all stages of the 

proceedings. As a practical tool, the Guidelines are good practice and suggest 

practical solutions to correct legal inconsistencies and gaps (for example, they 

address specific techniques that allow the child to be heard), (including everything 

related to the courtroom environment)), and, in this sense, the Guidelines are not 

just a declaration of principles, but tend to be a practical guide for the application 

and dissemination of internationally agreed and binding standards. 

The guidelines are based on five basic principles, namely the principles of 

participation,39 the best interests of the child, dignity,40 protection against 

discrimination41 and rule of law.42 The principle of the best interests of the child is 

                                                 
39 The principle of participation should be respected including the right of all children to 

be informed of their rights, to be shown the appropriate means provided to them for access 

to justice and to be consulted and heard in proceedings in which they themselves participate 

or which affect them. This includes paying due attention to the attitudes of children, bearing 

in mind the degree of their maturity and all the difficulties in communication that they may 

face, in an effort to make that participation meaningful. Children should be considered full 

rights holders and treated accordingly; they should be able to exercise all their rights in a 

way that takes into account their ability to form their own views and the circumstances of 

the case itself. 
40 According to the principle of dignity, children should be treated with care, sensitivity, 

justice and respect as long as the procedure or discussion of the case lasts, and special atten-

tion should be paid to their personal position, well-being and specific needs, with full re-

spect for their physical and mental integrity. Children should be treated in this way regard-

less of how they came into contact with judicial or extrajudicial proceedings or any other 

intervention, and regardless of their legal status and status in any proceedings or case. Chil-

dren must not be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 
41 Children‟s rights should be ensured without any discrimination on any grounds, such as 

gender, race, color or ethnic origin, age, language, religion, political or other opinion, na-

tional or social origin, socio-economic origin, parental status (one or both), connection with 

a national minority, property status, birth, gender identity or other status. Vulnerable chil-

dren, such as migrant children, refugees or asylum seekers, unaccompanied children, chil-

dren with disabilities, homeless or street children, Roma children and children placed in 

residential care may need to provide concrete protection and assistance. 
42 The principle of the rule of law should be applied to all children, in full, in the same 

way as to adults. Elements of valid (judicial) procedure, such as the principles of legality 

and proportionality, the presumption of innocence, the right to a fair trial, the right to legal 

advice, the right of access to a court and the right to appeal, should be guaranteed to chil-

dren in the same way as adults and must not be diminished or denied under the pretext of 

the best interests of the child. This applies to all judicial and extrajudicial and administra-
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essentially embodied in the fact that member states should guarantee the effective 

exercise of the right of children to have their best interests a primary concern in all 

matters affecting or have influence on them. When assessing the best interests of 

the children involved or the children affected: a) their views and opinions should be 

given due weight; b) all other rights of the child, such as the right to dignity, liberty 

and equal treatment, should be respected at all times; c) all competent authorities 

should adopt a comprehensive approach in order to take due account of all the 

interests at stake, including the psychological and physical well-being and the 

legal, social and economic interests of the child. The best interests of all children 

involved in the same proceeding or case should be assessed and weighed for each 

of those children individually, in an effort to reconcile any conflicting interests of 

those children. Although the judiciary has the final say in terms of expertise and 

responsibility for final decision-making, member states should, where necessary, 

coordinate efforts to establish multidisciplinary approaches to achieve the goal of 

assessing the best interests of children in all proceedings those children are 

included. 

For the Council of Europe, the protection of children‟s rights and the promotion 

of child-friendly justice is a priority. The issue of child protection occupies a prom-

inent place in the Action Plan of the Third Summit of the Heads of State and Gov-

ernment of the Council of Europe, which was held in Warsaw in 2005. Although 

there are a number of legal instruments at the international and European level, as 

well as at the level of individual states, there are still large gaps in law and practice, 

and governments and professionals working professionally with children require 

guidelines that could provide them with effective application of the standards es-

tablished in those legal instruments. 

From their first involvement in and contact with the justice system or other 

competent authorities (such as the police, immigration, education, social or health 

services) and as long as the process lasts, children and their parents should be 

without delay and duly informed, inter alia, of the following: 

а. on their rights, in particular on the specific rights that children have in 

relation to judicial or extrajudicial proceedings in which they are or may be 

involved, as well as on the instruments at their disposal to remedy possible 

violations of their rights, including the possibility to intervene either for court, or 

for out-of-court proceedings, or to undertake any other intervention; this may 

include information on the likely length of proceedings, possible access to 

procedural appeal mechanisms and independent appeal mechanisms; 

                                                 

 
tive proceedings. Children should have the right to access appropriate independent and ef-

fective grievance mechanisms. 
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b. about the system and procedures that this participation implies, taking into 

account the special place that the child will have and the role that he could play in 

that procedure, as well as in the various process steps; 

c. on existing support mechanisms for a child participating in court or out-of-

court proceedings; 

d. on the appropriateness and possible consequences of given court or out-of-

court proceedings; 

e. where appropriate, of the charges or what follows after their claim or 

complaint; 

f. about the time and place of the court proceedings and other relevant events, 

such as hearings, if the child is personally concerned; 

g. on the general progress and outcome of the procedure or intervention; 

h. on the availability of protective measures; 

i. on the mechanisms available for reviewing decisions affecting the child; 

j. on the possibilities for obtaining compensation from the perpetrator or from 

the state through judicial proceedings, through alternative civil proceedings or 

through some other proceedings; 

k. on the availability of services (health, psychological, social, translation and 

other organizations or organizations providing support) and on how to access such 

services, as well as, on how to access emergency financial support, where 

applicable; 

l. on all special arrangements available to protect the best interests (of the child) 

as far as possible in the case that he or she resides in another country. 

Member states should provide for limited access to all records or documents 

containing personal data or sensitive data relating to children, in particular in pro-

ceedings involving such children. If the transfer of personal and sensitive data is 

required, member states should arrange for such transfer in the best interests of the 

child and in accordance with the relevant data, protection legislation (Guideline 8). 

Professionals working with or for children (such as lawyers, psychologists, doctors, 

police officers, immigration officials, social workers and mediators) in proceedings 

involving children or directly affecting children should be provided with a common 

assessment framework which will provide the necessary support to all decision-

makers, enabling them to serve the interests of the child in each given case (Guide-

line No. 17). 

Then, if a child is ordered to be deprived of liberty, he or she should, as a rule, 

be detained separately from adults. When children are kept in the same place with 

adults, it should be exclusively for exceptional reasons and based only on the best 

interests of the child. In all circumstances, children should be detained in premises 

appropriate to their needs (Guideline No. 20). Alternatives to court proceedings, 

such as mediation, alternative treatment (in relation to judicial mechanisms) and 

alternative dispute resolution, should be encouraged whenever they can serve the 

best interests of the child. If such alternatives are applied before court proceedings, 
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this should not be used as an obstacle to the child‟s access to justice (Guideline No. 

24) 

In each individual case, from the moment of first contact with the justice system 

onwards, with each step along the way, the child should be given all relevant and 

necessary information.43 This first applies equally to children as victims, children as 

alleged offenders or children who have the status of any participant in the dispute 

or a person personally concerned by the case.44 Although it is not always practical 

to provide information at the very beginning of the child‟s participation in contacts 

with the competent authorities, this should be done as soon as possible. However, 

situations may arise in which children do not need to be given information (when it 

is contrary to their best interests). In cases involving children, judges and other 

professionals should use the support and advice of experts in various fields when 

making decisions that will directly or indirectly affect the child‟s current or future 

well-being, for example when assessing the best interests of the child or possible 

harmful consequences of the procedure on the child, etc. The question of whether 

children should be detained with adults is not new at all. In some cases, such as 

those with very young children, it may be in their best interest not to be separated 

from the detained parent, as is the case of children of detained immigrants who 

should not be separated from the family (Turanjanin & Sokoviš, 2019). Several 

Council of Europe member states believe that in large sparsely populated areas, it 

may be in the best interests of a child to be detained in an adult facility (facilitating 

visits by parents who may live several hundred kilometers away, for example). 

However, in such cases, extreme vigilance on the part of the prison administration 

is required to prevent adults from abusing children. 

A system of lawyers who specialize in the defense of children and youth is 

recommended, while respecting the free choice of lawyers by the child himself. It 

is important to clarify the role of the child‟s lawyer. A lawyer does not always have 

to emphasize what he considers to be the best interests of the child (which must be 

done by a guardian or public attorney), but he or she is obliged to determine and 

defend the child‟s views and opinions, as when it comes to an adult client. The 

lawyer should seek the child‟s informed consent for the best strategy that can be 

used. If the lawyer does not agree with the child‟s opinion, he or she should try to 

convince the child, just as he or she would with any other client. The role of a 

                                                 
43 This is an important task for ombudsmen dealing with the protection of children's rights 

and organizations dealing with children's rights. 
44 This right is also covered by a number of instruments, such as the United Nations Con-

vention on the Rights of the Child (Article 13, paragraph 1, Article 37, paragraph d, Article 

40, paragraph 2b, [ii], Article 42), the United Nations Guidelines on justice in matters 

where children are victims or witnesses of criminal offenses (ECOSOC Res. 2005/20, 22 

July 2005, VII), as well as the European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights 

(ETS No. 160, Art. 3). 
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lawyer differs from the role of an ad litem guardian, which is mentioned in 

Guideline No. 42, since the guardian is appointed ad litem by the court and not by 

the “client” as such, so he or she should assist the court in defining what represents 

the best interests of the child. However, it should be avoided that the functions of a 

lawyer and a guardian ad litem merge in one and the same person, because a 

conflict of interest could have been arisen. In certain cases, the competent authority 

should appoint either an ad litem guardian or some other independent 

representative to represent the child‟s views. This can be done at the request of the 

child or some other relevant party. 

Children need to know exactly what the possible consequences might be in 

accordance with their opinion and what the consequences of the statements the 

give, may be.45 A child in criminal proceedings cannot be prevented from having 

his or her voice heard solely on the basis of his or her age. Whenever a child takes 

the initiative to have his or her voice heard in a case that directly concerns him or 

her, the judge should not, unless it is in the best interests of the child, refuse to hear 

the child, but should hear his or her views on the issues that are relevant in the 

present case (Guideline No. 47). The judge should not refuse to hear the child 

without giving valid reasons, unless it is in the best interests of the child himself 

(Guideline No. 47). Children should be clearly informed that if a judge hears them, 

it does not mean that they “win” in the court proceedings. In order to gain trust and 

respect for a given verdict, the child‟s lawyer should make a special effort and 

explain why the child‟s opinion was not accepted in such a way that it was 

implemented or why a certain decision was made, just as it does when it comes to 

adult clients (Guideline No. 48). 

In all proceedings involving children, the principle of urgency should be applied 

in order to respond quickly to circumstances and protect the best interests of the 

child, while respecting the rule of law (Guideline No. 50). In accordance with the 

law, the judiciary should be able to make decisions that immediately, without 

delay, become enforceable, where it is in the best interests of the child (Guideline 

No. 53). Therefore, respect for the best interests of the child may require flexibility 

in the conduct of judicial authorities, in the implementation of certain decisions, in 

accordance with domestic law, as indicated in Guideline No. 53. In the buildings 

where the courts are located, special rooms for conversations with children and 

hearings of children can be designated, whenever possible, so that the best interests 

of the child will always be taken into account. Also, when we talk about the court 

environment tailored to the child, it can mean that officials do not wear wigs or 

judge‟s uniforms or any other uniforms. This can be applied depending on the 

child‟s age or the function of the official in question. Depending on the 

circumstances and attitudes of the child himself, it may turn out that, for example, 

uniforms enable the child to clearly understand that he or she is talking to a police 

                                                 
45 European Convention on the Exercise of Children‟s Rights, Article 3c. 
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officer and not to a social worker, which has a certain significance. It can also 

strengthen the child‟s feeling that the competent authorities are treating his or her 

case with care and seriousness. In short, the environment can be relatively formal, 

but the behavior of officials should be less formal and should, in any case, be 

appropriate to the child. It is possible to establish special courts for children and 

youth, or at least such a court panel.46 As far as possible, children should not be 

allowed to stand trial in adult courts, according to the procedure provided for 

adults, and sentencing for adults.47 In accordance with the requirements for 

specialization in this field, specialized departments or units may be established 

within the police authorities (Guideline No. 63).48 When more than one hearing 

(interview) is required, it would be desirable for them to be conducted by the same 

person to ensure the coherence of the approach in the best interests of the child 

(Guideline No. 66). When it comes to the best interests and well-being of the child, 

the judge should be able to allow the child not to testify (Guideline No. 72). The 

procedural laws of the member states in this area vary considerably from country to 

country, so that in some countries there may be less strict rules on the testimony of 

children. In any case, member states should give priority to the best interests of the 

child in the application of the law relating to testimony. Examples related to 

Guideline No. 70, include the absence of a requirement for the child to take an oath 

or make some other similar solemn declaration. These guidelines are not intended 

to affect the guarantees of the right to defense in different legal systems; however, 

the guidelines call on member states to adopt, where necessary, some common 

elements of the rules on evidence in order to avoid further trauma for children. In 

the end, it is always the judge who will consider the seriousness and validity of any 

testimony or statement. 

The guidelines encourage member states to: 

a. support research covering all aspects of child-friendly justice, including 

child-friendly interviewing and hearing techniques and the dissemination of 

information on and training in such techniques; 

b. exchange international practice and promote international cooperation in the 

field of child justice; 

                                                 
46 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 40.3. 
47 Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, No. R (87) 

20 on Social Reactions to Juvenile Delinquency and on Proceedings against Juveniles, par-

agraph 5. 
48 For example, in the Republic of Serbia, the Ministry of the Interior, with the support of 

international and domestic partners through participation in projects, as well as with the 

allocation of its own funds, provided and supported systematic and permanent professional 

training of police officers dealing with juveniles in criminal and misdemeanor proceedings 

(Zeţeviš, 2016: 631). 
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c. support the publication and the most comprehensive possible public 

awareness of versions of all relevant legal instruments that are designed in a child-

friendly way; 

d. establish or maintain and, where necessary, strengthen and promote 

information bureaus specializing in the field of children‟s rights, probably related 

to bar associations (chambers), social services, the Ombudsman for Children‟s 

Rights, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), etc.; 

e. facilitate children‟s access to courts and appellate mechanisms and further 

recognize and facilitate the role of NGOs and other independent bodies or 

institutions, such as protectors of citizens for the rights of a child (children‟s 

ombudsmen), in supporting effective children‟s access to courts and independent 

appellate mechanisms, such as nationally and internationally; 

f. consider the possibility of establishing a system of specialized courts and 

lawyers for children and further develop and improve courts in which both legal 

and social measures can be taken for the benefit of children and their families; 

g. develop, promote and facilitate - for children and others acting on their behalf 

- the use of universal and European mechanisms for the protection of human rights, 

and in particular children‟s rights, in seeking justice and protection when domestic 

remedies do not exist or have been exhausted; 

h. make human rights, including children‟s rights, a mandatory part of the 

curriculum and training of professionals working with children; 

i. develop and support systems aimed at raising parents‟ awareness of children‟s 

rights; 

j. establish interdisciplinary interdepartmental centers that are completely 

adapted to children, and are intended for child victims and witnesses (criminal 

offenses); these centers could hear child victims and witnesses for forensic 

purposes, perform a comprehensive assessment of them and enable them to receive 

all relevant therapeutic services of relevant professionals in these centers; 

k. establish specialized and accessible information and support services, such as 

online consultations, helplines and community-based services, all of which should 

be free of charge; 

l. ensure that all interested professionals working in contact with children in 

judicial systems receive appropriate support and training, as well as practical 

guidelines for working so that children‟s rights can be guaranteed and exercised 

appropriately, especially when assessing the best interests of the child in all forms 

procedures in which children are involved or concerned. 

The Commentary and interpretation of the Guidelines emphasize that children 

may come into contact with court and out-of-court proceedings in many different 

ways: when their parents divorce or when child custody proceedings are conducted, 

when they commit a crime themselves, when they witness criminal offenses acts or 

are victims of committing a crime, when seeking asylum, etc. Children are right 

holders and in this context it is necessary that all procedures be more child-friendly 
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in order to best support them if they have to rely on some judicial or extrajudicial 

procedure to protect their rights. The Child-Friendly Justice Guidelines seek to 

address the status and position of children and the ways in which they are treated in 

court and out-of-court proceedings. However, before a case is brought before a 

court, it may prove that it is in the best interests of the child to resort to alternative 

dispute resolution methods, such as mediation. These guidelines cover both court 

and out-of-court proceedings. In all cases concerning children, the best interests of 

the child shall be a primary consideration. An accurate and precise assessment of 

the situation should be made. The guidelines encourage the development of 

multidisciplinary methods for assessing the best interests of the child, while 

acknowledging that this is a very complex undertaking. The assessment of the best 

interests of the child is even more difficult when those interests need to be balanced 

with the interests of other participants in the procedure, such as other children, 

parents, victims, etc. All this should be done professionally, and deal with each 

subject individually. The best interests of the child must always be considered in 

combination with the rights of other children, for example, the child‟s right to have 

his or her voice heard, the child‟s right to be protected from violence, the child‟s 

right not to be separated from his or her parents, etc.49 A comprehensive approach 

must be the rule.  

1.1.4. European Court of Human Rights’ Approach  

An analysis of judgments, both national and international, shows that the 

principle of the best interests of the child is not always considered explicitly (Millar 

& Dandurand, 2018: 238). For many years, the preambles of legal acts and court 

opinions have explicitly approved punishment as an appropriate sanction for juve-

nile delinquency, with juvenile laws increasingly using the rhetoric of responsibil-

ity, individual responsibility, punishment and public safety, rather than child wel-

fare or “best interests” (Feld, 1988; Feld, 2006: 422). Both the Commentary and the 

interpretations of the Guidelines of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of 

Europe on child-friendly justice point out that it is astonishing how little the princi-

ple of “best interests” is used in juvenile cases, which is completely contrary to the 

situation in family law cases. “In many Council of Europe member states, there is a 

worrying tendency for juvenile offenders to be increasingly treated as adults.50 It is 

                                                 
49 Practical suggestions on this can be found in the UNHCR Guidelines for Determining 

the Best Interests of the Child, 2008. 

(http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/48480c342.html). 
50 See T. Hamabrberg (Hammarberg) (http://www.coe.int/t/commissioner/Viewpoints/ 

090202_en.asp). 

(https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=1017235&Site=CommDH&BackColorInternet=FE

C65B&BackColorIntranet=FEC65B&BackColorLogged=FFC679). 
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understood that the rights of all children must be respected, including the rights of 

those children who break the law. A purely criminal approach is not in line with the 

guiding principles of juvenile justice as formulated in Article 40 of the United Na-

tions Convention on the Rights of the Child.51 Interventions that are more socio-

educational in nature are significantly more in line with this instrument, and in 

practice they have been shown to be more effective.”52 Therefore, it is necessary to 

refer to the positions of the European Court of Human Rights. 

The principle of the best interests of the child has also found a place in the in-

terpretations of the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter: the Court). Alt-

hough this principle is not directly mentioned anywhere in the European Conven-

tion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (hereinafter: 

the Convention), the jurisprudence of the Court says otherwise. The right to liberty 

and security of both adults and minors is given considerable attention in the Con-

vention, given that the enjoyment of freedom of movement is a necessary precondi-

tion for the exercise of almost all other rights and freedoms, and that restricting or 

denying this freedom may be called into question and the physical and spiritual 

integrity of man and his overall well-being (Sykes, 1958). Although in stating the 

legal grounds for deprivation of liberty, one specific basis is especially emphasized, 

which applies only to minors (Article 5, paragraph 1, item d of the ECHR), this 

does not make the possibility of juveniles deprived of liberty in all respects basics 

that apply to adults. This is evidenced by several judgments of the European Court 

of Human Rights, which were passed on the petitions of minors.53 From the work-

ing materials created during the conception of the ECHR, we have learnt that in the 

phase of preparation of this Study, the idea that the deprivation of liberty of minors 

in connection with criminal proceedings should be covered by Article 5 paragraph 

1, point c, of the ECHR, i.e. the same basis that applies to adults, while deprivation 

of liberty of minors in connection with administrative procedures and social protec-

tion, i.e. for the purpose of performing educational supervision or bringing to the 

competent authority, should be covered by a special basis from Article 5, paragraph 

1, point d) ECHR (Kovaţeviš & Turanjanin, 2014: 308).  

In the well-known cases of T. and V. v. the United Kingdom, two ten-year-old 

boys kidnapped and beat a two-year-old to death, so they were tried as if they were 

adults, under the watchful eye of the media, which reported on it in detail. The Eu-

ropean Court of Human Rights later found that the boys‟ trial was incomprehensi-

ble and intimidating, and that they were therefore unable to participate effectively 

                                                 
51 General comment No. 10 on the rights of the child in juvenile justice (CRC/C/GC/10, 

25 April 2007), paragraph 71. See also Committee of Ministers Recommendation No. R 

(87) 20 on social reactions to juvenile delinquency. 
52 General comment No. 10 on children‟s rights in juvenile justice (CRC/C/GC/10, 25 

April 2007). 
53 Guvec v. Turkey, 2009; Kosti and others v. Turkey, 2007. 
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in the proceedings against them, and ruled that Article 6 of the Convention had 

been violated in that case, which guarantees the right to a fair trial.54 In several 

family law cases, the European Court of Human Rights has held that domestic 

courts should assess the difficult issue of the best interests of the child on the basis 

of a reasoned, independent and up-to-date psychological report, and that the child, 

if possible and in accordance with his age and level of maturity, should hear the 

psychologist and the court in all matters concerning access (parents), permanent 

residence of the child and custody of him.55 

For example, in the case of Sahim v. Germany the Court found that there had 

been a substantial violation of the rights under the European Convention on Human 

Rights due to the failure to hear the views of the child himself, and noted that the 

domestic court should have taken significant steps to ensure direct contact with the 

child and, only in that way, the best interests of the child could be determined. 

These cases could have happened in almost every member state of the Council of 

Europe. They illustrate the need for enhanced access to justice and for improved 

treatment of children in court and out-of-court proceedings, as evidenced by the 

increase in knowledge and awareness of professionals working professionally with 

children in such proceedings and the importance of providing them with tailored 

training was able to guarantee the best interests of the child, which together will 

benefit the better exercise of the judicial function. That is, Article 8 requires 

domestic authorities to strike a fair balance between the interests of the child and 

the interests of the parents and, in that process, to attach particular importance to 

the best interests of the child which, depending on their nature and seriousness, 

may outweigh the interests of the parents. This primarily means that the parent 

cannot, according to Article 8, have the right to take such measures that could harm 

the health and development of the child.56 

In Guvec v. Turkey, the Court considered the length of detention of a minor. 

Following general remarks on the best interests of the child, the Court recalled that 

in at least three judgments concerning Turkey, the Court had expressed doubts 

about the practice of detaining children in pre-trial detention and found violations 

                                                 
54 T. v. the United Kingdom, 1999; V. v. the United Kingdom, 1999. 
55 First of all, Elzholtz v. Germany, 2000: 53, Zomerfeld v. Germany, 2003: 67–72. See 

also the dissenting, partly dissenting opinion of Judge Ress, joined by Judges Ridurejo and 

Türmen in Zomerfeld v. Germany. In the case of Bronda v. Italy, the interests of the child 

were considered to go beyond the interests of all the other participants in the proceedings: 

“[...] The Court attaches particular importance to the overriding interests of the child, now a 

14-year-old girl, who has always strongly emphasized that she does not wish to leave the 

home of her adoptive parents.” In Cini and Others v. Romania, which concerned the adop-

tion case, the Court ruled as follows regarding the child‟s refusal to be adopted by a foreign 

family: “in such matters [...] the interests of the child may, depending on their nature and 

seriousness, to override the interests of the parents.” 
56 Sahim v. Germany, 2003, § 66. 
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of Article 5 § 3 of the Convention for significantly shorter periods than the one car-

ried out by the applicant in the present case. For example, in Selçuk v. Turkey the 

applicant had spent about four months in remand prison when he was sixteen years 

old,57 and in Nart v. Turkey the applicant spent forty-eight days in detention when 

he was seventeen years old.58 In the case of Guvec v. Turkey, the applicant was de-

tained at the age of fifteen for more than four and a half years. In the light of the 

foregoing, the Court considers that the length of the applicant‟s detention was ex-

cessive and violated Article 5 § 3 of the Convention. 

Avoiding unnecessary delays is also very important in criminal cases. In the 

case of Bouamar v. Belgium, an extremely rapid judicial review of the lower 

Court‟s decision was required in a case involving the detention of a minor. It was 

concluded that the unjustified passage of time could not be considered compatible 

with the speed required by the conditions of Article 5 paragraph 4 of the European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights.59 

There are several cases against the United Kingdom involving juvenile 

offenders (criminal offenses). The Court emphasized that special measures should 

be taken to modify the procedure applied in adult courts to alleviate the difficulties 

involved in adult trials, because they had been accused very young. Thus, for 

example, lawyers should not wear wigs and clothes in the courtroom, and juvenile 

defendants should not sit in a separate, elevated box, but should be allowed to sit 

next to their legal representative or social worker. The hearing should be organized 

so that their feelings of intimidation and inhibition are minimized. Following the 

case of T. and V. v. the United Kingdom, which concluded that the trial in premises 

typical of domestic courts was intimidating to the child, a Practical Guide to the 

trial of children and young people before the courts of Her Royal Highness was 

drawn up. This was done in order to avoid intimidation, humiliation or mental 

suffering of the child who is being tried in the future. Elements of this practice 

include: the possibility for the child to visit the courtroom before the trial, to get 

acquainted with it, the possibility of police support to avoid the press intimidating 

or abusing the child, giving up wigs and judges‟ uniforms in the courtroom, an 

explanation of the procedure. manner and words that the child can understand, 

limited attendance at hearings, etc. 

For example, the Polish Ministry of Justice encourages and implements the idea 

of child-friendly facilities in cooperation with a non-governmental organization. 

The main goal is to protect child witnesses and victims of crime, especially those 

that involve sexual or domestic violence, by applying the principles of interviewing 

children in conditions that are completely appropriate for them, and so that the 

conversation is led by experts. The procedure is such that it is ensured that the 

                                                 
57 Selçuk v. Turkey, 2006. 
58 Nart v. Turkey, 2008. 
59 Bouamar v. Belgium, 1988, § 63. 
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judge talks to the children in the presence of a psychologist. Other persons involved 

(prosecutor, lawyer, accused, private prosecutor) are present in a separate room and 

have the opportunity to participate in the conversation thanks to the existence of a 

communication system between the rooms, double-sided mirrors and / or direct 

transmission devices. Important details designed to make children feel more 

comfortable include: guaranteed privacy (soundproof door between the room where 

the conversation takes place and all other rooms / rooms); rooms equipped in 

accordance with the needs of children to ensure their physical and mental safety 

during the interview; the use of neutral colors and upholstery in the room, which 

allows children to spend time comfortably (there are, among other things, two sizes 

of tables and chairs, a sofa or an armchair and a soft carpet); equipped with 

materials and other items that can be useful for collecting information from the 

child (colored pencils, paper, dolls, toys, etc.). 

1.2. The Criminal Justice System of the Republic of Srpska in the Context 

of the Best Interests of the Child 

In the Republic of Srpska, the principle of the best interests of the child is 

provided for primarily by the Family Code.60 Through this legal text, the stated 

transition of the right of the basic interpreter of the principle of the best interest of 

the child from the individual to the state is visible. In Article 6, the legislator 

                                                 
60 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 18/2005, 72/2011 and 6/2015. For 

example, this legal text stipulates that the child‟s right to live with his / her parents can be 

limited only by a Court decision when it is in the best interest of the child (Article 60 of the 

Family Law). The child‟s right to maintain personal relations with a parent with whom he 

or she does not live may be limited only by a Court decision when it is in the best interests 

of the child (Article 61 of the Family Law). The child has the right to the provision of the 

best possible living and health conditions for his proper and complete development (Article 

62 of the Family Law). Parents exercise parental rights jointly and amicably even when 

they do not lead a joint life if they conclude an agreement on joint exercise of parental 

rights and if the Court assesses that this agreement is in the best interest of the child (Article 

75 of the Family Law). By the agreement on joint exercise of parental rights, the child‟s 

parents agree in writing that they will perform parental rights and duties jointly, by mutual 

agreement, which must be in the best interest of the child (Article 76 of the Family Law). 

One parent exercises parental rights on the basis of a Court decision when the parents do 

not lead a joint life, and they have concluded an agreement on joint or independent exercise 

of parental rights, but the Court considers that this agreement is not in the best interest of 

the child, and one parent exercises parental rights Court decisions when the parents do not 

lead a life together if they conclude an agreement on the independent exercise of parental 

rights and if the Court assesses that the agreement is in the best interest of the child (Article 

77 of the Family Law). Then, the child can be adopted (Article 89 of the Family Law) or 

foster care can be established if it is in his best interest, etc. (Article 111 of the Family 

Law). 
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explicitly prescribes that everyone is obliged to be guided by the best interests of 

the child in all activities concerning the child, the state has an obligation to take all 

necessary measures to protect the child from neglect, physical, sexual and 

emotional abuse, as and from any kind of exploitation.61 

The Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina also ruled on the issue of 

the best interests of a child. For example, in the Decision on Admissibility and 

Merits AP 60/03 of 23 July 2004, the Constitutional Court took the position that 

there was no violation of the right to family life in a case in which the decision to 

entrust and support children was made on the basis of an expert assessment of all 

fact in the best interest of children, respecting the needs of children and on the basis 

of positive legal provisions. This decision does not interfere with the appellant‟s 

right of access to children, nor does it end his family life with the children and does 

not interrupt the authenticity of their family ties. Namely, it is considered that it is 

in the interest of the social community that, if parents cannot reach an agreement, 

children are provided with the best conditions for protection and upbringing. 

At the beginning of these considerations, it should be emphasized that the 

criminal status of juvenile offenders is regulated by three special laws of the same 

name - the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Criminal 

Proceedings, which have limited territorial application (referring to the Republic of 

Srpska, Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Brţko District), where each of 

the above legal texts “autonomously regulates the overall status of juveniles, i.e, 

issues of substantive, procedural and executive juvenile criminal law” (Mitroviš, 

2018: 523). Although Bosnia and Herzegovina is on the path to joining the 

European Union, and it is necessary to implement the standards that exist in the 

EU, for certain legal areas, including the principle of the best interests of the child, 

it is important to take into account research conducted in non-EU countries.62 For 

example, some authors believe that, based on American experience, it is prudent to 

advise nations in the midst of juvenile justice development and implementation to 

embark on empirically supported models of human development, delinquency 

research and related theories, best practices confirmed by scientific research and 

human rights principles (Jensen, 2006: 94; Sampson, 1993; Welch, 2001). 

All three legislations in Bosnia and Herzegovina have decided to introduce a 

completely new form of society‟s response to the commission of a crime by minors 

                                                 
61 Article 6 of the Family Law. 
62 Jašareviš emphasizes that in Bosnia and Herzegovina, today, there is a certain 

closedness of bodies and institutions responsible for youth care in their own “zone of re-

sponsibility”, as a result of the process of decentralization of responsibility for youth care in 

the emerging socio-economic and socio-political relations typical for countries in transition, 

such as BiH, and the consequence of such a situation is worrying data on the increase of 

juvenile delinquency and other manifestations of socially unacceptable behavior of young 

people (Jašareviš, 2018: 170). 
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in the form of the application of an alternative measure called police warning 

(Mitroviš, 2018: 523). In the following text, emphasis will be placed on the 

legislation of the Republic of Srpska. 

The Law on the Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Criminal 

Proceedings stipulates, inter alia, that their best interests should be taken into 

account when treating children.63 It is a standard that, in addition to the standards of 

the right to life, survival and development of the child, non-discrimination and 

respect for the opinion of the child, is the basis of the newly established system of 

juvenile criminal law in the Republic of Srpska (Simoviš, Jovaševiš, Mitroviš & 

Simoviš, 2021: 41). In the first place, it is necessary to start from the provision of 

Article 9, which stipulates that emphasizing the welfare of a minor who is in 

conflict with the law, the law prescribes the possibility of choosing and applying 

legally prescribed sanctions and measures adapted to personal characteristics, 

environment and circumstances, which the juvenile lives in proportion to the 

circumstances and gravity of the committed crime and respect for the rights of the 

person injured by the crime. In essence, this is the principle of proportionality. It is 

positive that this legal text recognizes the need for a conceptual definition of social 

history, which means the finding and opinion that the social worker submits at the 

request of the prosecutor or judge and it contains information about the identity and 

personality of the juvenile, the reasons for collecting data, analysis of collected 

data, family data, social diagnosis and prognosis, as well as a proposal of measures 

to be taken.64  

According to Professor Mitroviš, the social anamnesis is one of the most im-

portant written documents of a social worker, and it follows the life path of a minor 

                                                 
63 Article 1 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Criminal 

Proceedings (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 13/2010, 61/2013 and 

68/2020). Some comparative criminal law legislations, such as the Republic of Serbia, do 

not recognize this institute. Ivana Stevanoviš points out that children are still not accepted 

in Serbia as right holders, and the key principles regarding the best interest and the right of 

the child to be heard and to participate in decisions are still not understood in society. Alt-

hough the position of children in Serbia is directly influenced by political, economic and 

social circumstances, it is conditioned by local attitudes towards children and their rights, 

and one of the basic characteristics of attitudes towards children is excessive protection, at 

least in its verbal expression, because the structure of a typical family in Serbia is patriar-

chal, and the extended family plays an important role in providing support and advice. Go-

ing from the north of the country to the south, the characteristics of patriarchy are more and 

more pronounced and widespread. This family structure with extremely dominant pater 

families directly influences attitudes towards children and their rights to participation, pri-

vacy and expression. Attitudes towards women and girls are often discriminatory, which is 

again more evident in the south of the country (Stevanoviš, 2006: 392). 
64 Article 12, point (j) of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles 

in Criminal Proceedings. 
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from his birth to the moment when the social worker entered his or her life. In other 

words, “the anamnesis seeks to determine the circumstances that affected the juve-

nile‟s development and behavior, and to determine the roadmap that could help the 

juvenile choose behaviors and opportunities that would help the progress of his or 

her personality and life circumstances. The social anamnesis contains: a) general 

data of the minor: name and surname, date and place of birth, address, telephone 

number, name of the parent and maiden name of the mother; data on childhood, 

schooling, education, additional education or training, skills and knowledge that 

could help the minor to achieve a better quality of life, employment, marital status, 

persons who live or are in close contact and have an impact on the minor‟s life, and 

finally data on the juvenile‟s attitude towards himself or herself, family, work, or-

ganization of life, activities, way of spending free time, interests and preferences; 

b) data on the family of the minor: parents, brothers and other relatives who have a 

significant role in the minor‟s life, their general data (age, education, health status, 

employment, social status, place of residence), relationship with these persons, in-

terconnection and level of mutual readiness for help and support, and the possible 

existence of some other persons who are important for the minor‟s life; c) data on 

the health condition of minors: past and present picture, and possible prognosis; if 

the juvenile has health difficulties, it must be determined where the health data 

were taken from: the statement of the juvenile, relatives, medical documentation; d) 

data on the material circumstances of the juvenile: regular and additional income, 

unused earning opportunities, existing unused opportunities (the right to support 

from relatives, care assistance, etc.), needs that the juvenile fails to meet with re-

gard to existing income; d) data on the housing situation of the minor: current - 

whether they meet the needs with regard to the number of family members, predic-

tions and possibilities of more favorable solutions, to what extent the minor is able 

to solve housing problems alone, is there someone in the family who can and is 

willing to help, whose help would be realistic to expect and seek, has anything been 

done about it; f) opinion of the social worker and e) proposal of the social worker 

on the measures to be taken” (Mitroviš, 2011). 

In criminal proceedings against a juvenile offender, it is very important to get to 

know the person of the juvenile, and getting to know the person establishes the 

genesis of “delinquent behavior and tries to penetrate the person of the juvenile to 

determine which measures would give the most effect to his re-education” 

(Simoviš, Jovaševiš, Mitroviš & Simoviš, 2015: 176; Tadiš, 1992). In theory, it is 

considered crucial to determine whether such behavior is part of his or her 

personality structure or an expression of frustration due to maladaptation (Simoviš, 

Jovaševiš, Mitroviš, & Simoviš, 2015: 176). 

It should be emphasized here that only subjects who have acquired special 

professional knowledge in the field of juvenile delinquency can participate in 

criminal proceedings against juvenile offenders, and in accordance with that, the 

legal text itself provides special norms related to expertize and professional training 
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(which includes an orderly and organized way of acquiring special knowledge and 

skills, strengthening the skills needed to successfully perform jobs in a particular 

profession, or workplace, as well as activities undertaken to continuously improve 

the skills of employees), training and education of all participants in proceedings 

against juvenile offenders (Mitroviš, 2015: 114).  

The role of the guardianship authority is extremely important in criminal 

proceedings initiated against a minor. In the Republic of Srpska, the Center for 

Social Work has multiple powers, which are elaborated by the Law on Social 

Protection.65 The literature states that “professional procedure in the Center for So-

cial Work enables the assessment of delinquent behavior of minors, and appropriate 

experts of the Center, during the procedure, assess his or her personality, which 

changes depending on maturation, acquisition of knowledge, personal experiences, 

life circumstances, his or her family life, schooling of minors, relationships of mi-

nors with parents, peers, others, as well as images of themselves and their own per-

sonality. Such an analysis makes it possible to better understand why the juvenile 

came into conflict with the law and to determine the measures and treatments that 

will give the best results, through the development of an individual plan - case 

management. The guardianship authority is obliged to provide appropriate forms of 

assistance and support to parents, to take the necessary measures to protect the 

rights in the best interests of the child, and on the basis of direct knowledge or in-

formation” (New Horizon, 2016; Mitroviš & Kuprešanin, 2018: 122). 

In order to protect the best interests of the child in the best possible way, Article 

76 prescribes the obligation to treat the child with care. Namely, when taking 

actions in which a juvenile is present, and especially during his or her interrogation, 

one acts cautiously, taking into account the maturity, other personal characteristics 

and protection of the juvenile‟s privacy so that criminal proceedings would not 

adversely affect his or her physical, mental and cognitive development. Then, 

before initiating the preparatory proceedings for the offense charged against the 

juvenile, the prosecutor is obliged to obtain information from the competent 

guardianship authority regarding the age, maturity and other personality traits of 

the juvenile, the environment and circumstances in which he or she lives, in order 

                                                 
65 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 37/2012, 90/2016, 94/2019 and 

42/2020. Among other things, the Center for Social Work provides first professional assis-

tance to citizens, decides in the first instance on the exercise of rights established by the 

Law on Social Protection and decisions on extended rights in local self-government units; 

decides in the first instance on the exercise of rights in the field of child protection; decides 

in the first instance on the exercise of rights in the field of family law protection and guard-

ianship; works on the implementation of measures against juveniles in criminal proceed-

ings; provides social services in the process of resolving rights in the field of social protec-

tion; supervises foster families; keeps records and documentation on rights, services pro-

vided and measures taken within its activities and issues certificates based on records and 

pays monetary rights determined by this law and other regulations and general acts. 
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to decide whether the prosecutor will act for the specific case by applying the 

principle of opportunity, approach the procedure of application of the educational 

recommendation or will issue an order to initiate the preparatory procedure.
66

  

The best interest of the child is a key determinant when assessing the possibility 

of applying the principle of opportunity.67 For criminal offenses punishable by a 

fine or imprisonment of up to five years, the prosecutor may decide not to initiate 

preparatory proceedings even though there is evidence that the juvenile committed 

the offense, if he or she considers that it would not be appropriate to prosecute the 

juvenile, given the nature of the crime and the circumstances under which it was 

committed, the previous life of the juvenile and his personal characteristics. The 

prosecutor may act in the same manner in the case of a criminal offense punishable 

by imprisonment for more than five years if such conduct is in accordance with the 

principle of proportionality. In order to determine these circumstances, the 

prosecutor may request information from the parents, i.e. guardians of the juvenile, 

other persons and institutions, and when necessary, he or she may summon these 

persons and the juvenile for the purpose of direct notification. The prosecutor 

should seek the opinion of the guardianship authority on the expediency of 

initiating proceedings against the juvenile.68 The principle of opportunity is very 

                                                 
66 Article 87 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crimi-

nal Proceedings. 
67 The principle of opportunity in proceedings against juvenile offenders has been imple-

mented in the legislation of the countries of the region primarily thanks to Recommendation 

R (87) 18 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, which stipulates that the 

reasons for discretion of prosecutors must be stated in law, to be based on the public inter-

est, and when applying discretionary prosecution, the prosecutor must take into account the 

nature, circumstances, seriousness and consequences of the committed crime, and the per-

sonality of the defendant, the probability of conviction, the effects of punishment and the 

position of the injured party. It is recommended that the principle of discretionary prosecu-

tion should be resorted to or extended whenever the historical development and the consti-

tution of the member states allows it; otherwise measures should be adopted that have the 

same goal (ĐurŤiš, 2011: 406; Ţvoroviš & Turanjanin, 2015: 318; Turanjanin, 2016; 

Gilliéron, 2014; Jehle & Wade, 2006: 24).  
68 For example, in Spain, according to the legislation, the entire legal intervention in crim-

inal proceedings against a juvenile should be based on the “superior interest of the juve-

nile”, i.e. the best interests of the child, a principle mentioned several times in the legal text; 

and the overall action of both the prosecutor and the defense counsel should follow this 

principle. In essence, any decision, and in particular the choice and determination of the 

measure to be applied, should be adopted in the light of this principle. Therefore, judges 

must impose a sentence not only on the basis of the gravity of the crime, but also on the 

basis of relevant psycho-social and family conditions. Moreover, the prosecutor is not 

obliged to prosecute whenever a crime has been committed, and he can decide whether to 

prosecute or not. However, Spanish law is not clear enough as to the content of this con-

cept. This is an important limitation that should have been avoided by appropriate attitudes 
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important in this procedure. In this regard, we agree with the understanding that it 

is necessary to expand this concept in future reforms of juvenile justice, for 

example, by expanding the circle of persons authorized to implement them 

(Stevanoviš, 2018: 518).69  

When assessing the application of the educational recommendation, the best 

interest of the child is also taken into account, recognized through the 

determination that before issuing an order to initiate preparatory proceedings 

against a minor for criminal offenses for which the principle of opportunity is 

possible, the prosecutor is obliged to consider the possibility and justification. The 

prosecutor informs the juvenile and his or her parents, i.e. guardian or adoptive 

parent about such possibility of resolving a specific case, nature, content, duration, 

consequences of application of the educational recommendation, as well as 

consequences of refusal of cooperation, execution and fulfillment of the 

educational recommendation.70 

The imposition of criminal sanctions against juvenile offenders has its own spe-

cifics, since this procedure contains enhanced ways of protecting his or her person-

ality, and in that context, despite the fact that the initiation of proceedings against a 

juvenile and the imposition of criminal sanctions are conditioned by the existence 

of the crime, nature and gravity, which is always taken into account when assessing 

and choosing a criminal sanction, is not of great importance here. Essentially, in the 

first place, the best interest of the child is taken through the study of the minor‟s 

personality, his or her psychological characteristics, level of upbringing, motives 

for committing a crime and the social environment in which he or she lives 

(Simoviš, Jovaševiš, Mitroviš, & Simoviš, 2015: 344).  

When we talk about the application of alternative measures and the execution of 

criminal sanctions, it is positive that the legislator emphasizes the individual 

approach. Namely, in Article 126, the legislator definitely takes the position that 

during the execution of criminal sanctions against a juvenile, he should act in a 

                                                 

 
towards the personal development of minors, their educational needs, etc. It is believed that 

the interests of minors should really be related to the re-education and re-socialization of 

minors (Palacio Sánchez Izquierdo, 2000: 58; Cuesta, 2006: 101). 
69 In the Republic of Serbia, the priorities expressed in the Action Plan for Chapter 23 and 

proposed in the Draft of a New Law on Juvenile Criminal Offenders and Protection of Ju-

veniles in Criminal Proceedings are reflected in improving the specialization of all partici-

pants in criminal proceedings against juveniles, enabling the public prosecutor to apply all 

educational orders, with the expansion of the range of existing educational orders, the ex-

pansion of the possibility of serving the principle of opportunity and for criminal offenses 

punishable by up to eight years in prison, in improving the system of execution of criminal 

sanctions, etc. (Stevanoviš, 2016: 594). 
70 Article 90 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crimi-

nal Proceedings. 
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manner appropriate to his age, degree of maturity and other personality traits, 

respecting the dignity of the juvenile, encouraging his overall development and 

participation in his own resocialization adhering to modern pedagogical, 

psychological and penological knowledge and experiences.71 Then, the care for the 

health of the juvenile according to whom the institutional educational measure or 

sentence of juvenile imprisonment is carried out is provided in accordance with the 

accepted medical standards that are applied to the juveniles in the wider 

community. Juveniles against whom an institutional educational measure or 

sentence of juvenile imprisonment is executed, shall be subjected to a systematic 

examination by an appropriate health institution at least once a year. The report on 

the health condition is submitted to the judge and the prosecutor, the parent, i.e. the 

guardian or adoptive parent of the juvenile, as well as to the professional advisors 

or the guardianship authority. Special attention is paid to the needs of pregnant 

minors and mothers with babies, drug addicts, alcoholics and minors with special 

needs, and at least twice a year a report on the mental state of minors is compiled 

and submitted to the judge, supervising the execution of the criminal sanction, the 

parent, i.e. his or her guardian or adoptive parent, as well as the guardianship 

authority.72 

It is prescribed by the legislator that the execution of the educational measure 

and punishment of juvenile imprisonment is based on an individual program of 

dealing with a juvenile adjusted to his or her personality and is in accordance with 

modern achievements of science, pedagogical and penological practice. Individual 

programs are made on the basis of a complete overview of the maturity and other 

personality traits of the juvenile, his or her age, level of education, earlier life of the 

juvenile and behavior in the social environment, forms of behavioral disorders, 

type of crime and circumstances under which it was committed. The individual 

program specifically determines: the level of maturity of the juvenile, other 

personality traits, the possibility of inclusion in the process of education and work 

training, use and organization of free time, work with the parent, adoptive or 

guardian of the juvenile and other family members, and other forms of 

psychosocial, pedagogical and penological influence on the minor.73 

This legal text also stipulates the actions of the competent authorities when it 

comes to criminal acts that were committed to the detriment of the child. These are: 

murder, aggravated murder, murder of a child at birth, inducing suicide and 

assisting in suicide, grievous bodily harm, kidnapping, unlawful deprivation of 

                                                 
71 Article 126 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crim-

inal Proceedings. 
72 Article 127 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crim-

inal Proceedings. 
73 Article 128 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crim-

inal Proceedings. 
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liberty, child trafficking, rape, crimes of sexual abuse and exploitation of a child, 

extramarital affair with a child, child abduction, child neglect and abuse, violence 

in the family or family community, violation of family obligations, avoidance of 

providing support, enabling the use of narcotics, robbery and burglary. However, 

the legislator has completely determined the possibility for the prosecutor to initiate 

criminal proceedings against adult perpetrators of other criminal offenses 

prescribed by criminal law, if he deems it necessary for the special protection of the 

persons of children and minors who participate in criminal proceedings.74  

When acting in criminal cases against perpetrators of crimes against children, 

when conducting procedural actions, special care is taken towards the child against 

whom the crime was committed, having in mind his or her age, personality traits, 

education and circumstances in which he or she lives, in order to possible harmful 

consequences for his or her future life, upbringing and development were avoided. 

The hearing of the child is performed with the help of an expert advisor or another 

expert.75 Simply expressed, a kind of vigilance of all participants in the criminal 

proceedings against the child or juvenile to whose detriment the crime was 

committed, is especially emphasized when undertaking certain evidentiary actions. 

At this point, it is important to mention the interrogation of a child who was 

damaged by a crime. Namely, the examination of witnesses is a criminal procedure 

action taken by the court with the aim of establishing the complete factual situation 

and it is a precondition for making a lawful court decision (Simoviš, Jovaševiš, 

Mitroviš, & Simoviš, 2015: 531). If a child injured by any of the above criminal 

offenses is examined as a witness, the examination may be conducted no more than 

twice. The prosecutor or the police officer shall examine the witness through 

technical devices for the transmission of images and sound, without the presence of 

the prosecutor or the police officer in the room where the witness is. The hearing of 

the child is conducted with the help of an expert advisor or other expert, on the 

basis of whose opinion, when it is not contrary to the interests of the child or the 

interests of criminal proceedings, the presence of the parents in the room where the 

witness is.76 

It is also important that the legislator recognizes the need to determine the role 

of an expert counselor and an expert, by amending this legal text. Namely, Article 

186a prescribes, among other things, that a professional is a professional worker of 

the guardianship authority - psychologist, pedagogue, social pedagogue - special 

educator, special pedagogue - special educator, social worker who has a certificate 

                                                 
74 Article 184 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crim-

inal Proceedings. 
75 Article 186 paragraph 1 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juve-

niles in Criminal Proceedings. 
76 Article 186 paragraph 2 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juve-

niles in Criminal Proceedings. 
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of professional competence to perform work in the field of youth crime and 

criminal protection of children, experience in child protection and care and 

professional skills in communication with children, with the help of which the 

examination of a child as a witness damaged by the aforementioned criminal 

offenses is performed. The assistance provided to a witness by an expert counselor 

or expert, is aimed at providing emotional support to the child, reducing levels of 

anxiety, stress, additional trauma, fear and other harmful effects caused by the 

child‟s participation in court proceedings, in order to positively affect the child‟s 

ability to understand his or her role by to positively influence the child's ability to 

understand his role by gaining a sense of security about the proceedings, and thus 

to ensure the quality and value of witness testimony to positively influence the 

child‟s ability to understand his or her role by gaining a sense of security about the 

proceedings, and thus to ensure the quality and value of witness testimony. When 

examining a child as a victim of a criminal offense, the expert counsel or expert 

mediates in the communication between the prosecutor or the police officer and the 

witness, if necessary influences the formulation of questions to the witness in order 

to adapt the witness‟s ability to understand that the questions does not provoke 

additional traumatization of witnesses, and intervenes if necessary to protect the 

welfare of witnesses.77 The report of these experts should contain complete psy-

chophysical characteristics of the juvenile in relation to the socio-economic condi-

tions in which the juvenile lives, and is aimed at resocialization: basic information 

about the juvenile, his or her personality, mental development, personal character-

istics and preferences, health status, description of his or her previous life with an 

emphasis on events that are important for understanding his or her current behav-

ior, possible changes in the environment, schooling, school success, relationship 

with friends, peers, family situation, information about parents, marital, family and 

parental relationships, upbringing, economic status family, possible sociopatholog-

ical phenomena in the family, recidivism, with prior acquaintance with the circum-

stances of the crime (Mitroviš & Kuprešanin, 2018: 124). 

In line with the best interests of the child is the provision prohibiting 

confrontation with the suspect / accused, in a situation where a child or a minor 

who is seriously physically or mentally traumatized by the circumstances under 

which the crime was committed or suffers from serious mental disorders, make it 

particularly sensitive.78  

The Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Srpska79 prescribes new provi-

sions on the role of the injured party in criminal proceedings, which have an impact 

                                                 
77 Article 186а paragraphs 1-3 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and 

Juveniles in Criminal Proceedings. 
78 Article 187 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crim-

inal Proceedings. 
79 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 53/12, 91/17, 66/18 and 15/21. 
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on the position of juveniles in criminal proceedings. Among the rights of the in-

jured party, it is explicitly prescribed that this procedural subject has the right to a) 

submit a proposal and evidence for the realization of the property claim and to pro-

pose temporary measures for its security, b) point out the facts and propose evi-

dence relevant to the subject of proof, c ) engages a lawyer, d) examines the files 

and examines the cases that serve as evidence, d) is informed about the failure to 

conduct an investigation, the initiation of an investigation, the suspension of the 

investigation, the withdrawal of the indictment or the withdrawal of the indictment, 

e) file a complaint when it is determined by the CPC, f) is instructed on the possi-

bility to take over the prosecution and represent the indictment when it is deter-

mined by the CPC, g) attends the pre-trial hearing, h) attends the main trial, and 

files an appeal against the decision on the costs of the criminal proceedings and a 

property claim, i) be informed of the outcome of the proceedings and be served 

with a final judgment, and j) take other actions determined by the CPC, and the 

prosecutor and court informs him or her of these rights. The injured party may be 

denied the right to examine the files and examine the cases in the case of docu-

ments and objects whose disclosure could jeopardize the purpose of the investiga-

tion.80 

If the prosecutor issues an order not to conduct an investigation, suspends the 

investigation, or withdraws from the criminal prosecution until the indictment is 

confirmed, he or she is obliged to inform the injured party within eight days from 

the day the order was issued and instruct the injured party to file a complaint to the 

chief district prosecutor. The injured party has the right to file a complaint within 

eight days from the day when he or she received the said notice and instruction. If 

the injured party has not received them, he or she may file a complaint within three 

months from the day when the prosecutor issued an order not to conduct an 

investigation, suspend the investigation, or drop the criminal prosecution. The chief 

district prosecutor shall, within 30 days, and in complex cases up to three months 

from the day of receipt of the complaint, reject, adopt or reject it by a decision, 

against which an objection to the chief republic prosecutor is allowed within eight 

days from the day of receipt of the decision. The chief republic prosecutor will 

decide on the objection to the decision within 30 days, and in complex cases up to 

three months from the day of receiving the objection. By the decision approving the 

objection, the chief republic prosecutor will issue a binding instruction to the acting 

prosecutor to undertake, i.e. to continue the criminal prosecution. The chief 

republic prosecutor will, within 30 days, and in complex cases up to three months 

from the day of receiving the complaint, decide on the complaints in the cases of 

the Special Department for the Suppression of Corruption, Organized and the Most 

Serious Forms of Economic Crime. No objection is allowed against the decision of 

the chief republic prosecutor. The injured party has the right to file a complaint to 

                                                 
80 Article 46a of the CPC. 
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the chief district prosecutor due to the duration of the proceedings, when the 

investigation is not completed within the new deadline set by the chief district 

prosecutor and if the indictment is not filed within the additional deadline set by the 

chief prosecutor.81 

If the prosecutor, after confirming the indictment, declares that he or she 

withdraws from the indictment, the Court will ask the injured party if he or she 

wants to take over the criminal prosecution and represent the indictment. If the 

injured party is not present, the Court will inform him or her within eight days 

about the prosecutor‟s withdrawal from the indictment and instruct him or her that 

he or she can declare whether he or she wants to take over the criminal prosecution 

and represent the indictment. The injured party is obliged to state immediately or 

within eight days from the day when he / she has received the notification and 

instruction whether he / she wants to take over the criminal prosecution and 

represent the indictment, and if he / she did not receive the notification and 

instruction, within three months from the day when the plaintiff stated that he / she 

was dropping the indictment. If the injured party declares that he / she is taking 

over the criminal prosecution, the Court will continue, i.e. determine the main trial. 

In the case that the injured party does not declare himself / herself within the 

deadline or declares that he / she does not want to take over the criminal 

prosecution, the Court issues a decision on the suspension of the procedure, i.e. a 

verdict rejecting the accusation. Then, if the injured party is not present at the pre-

trial hearing or the main trial, and he / she was duly summoned, or the summons 

could not be served due to failure to report to the court the change of residence, it is 

considered that he / she will not continue the criminal prosecution, that is, a verdict 

dismissing the charge.82 

For criminal offences for which the injured party submits a proposal, this 

proposal has to be submitted to the competent prosecutor. The proposal for 

criminal prosecution is submitted within three months from the day when the 

injured party found out about the criminal act and the perpetrator. If the injured 

party has filed a report or a proposal for the realization of a property claim in 

criminal proceedings, it is considered that he has also filed a proposal for criminal 

prosecution, and if several persons have been harmed by the crime, criminal 

prosecution will be undertaken or continued at the suggestion of any injured 

party.83 

The injured party, as well as his or her legal representative and attorney are 

obliged to inform the prosecutor or the Court before which the criminal 

proceedings are being conducted about any change in the address of residence or 

                                                 
81 Article 46b of the CPC. 
82 Article 46v of the CPC. 
83 Article 46g of the CPC. 
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domicile.84 If the injured party is a child or a person who is completely deprived of 

legal capacity, his or her legal representative is authorized to give all statements 

and to take all actions for which the injured party is authorized. A legal 

representative can exercise his rights through the lawyer.85 If the injured party dies 

within the deadline for giving a statement to the court on taking over the criminal 

prosecution or for submitting a proposal to the prosecutor for criminal prosecution, 

i.e. during the procedure, his / her legal representative, spouse or illegitimate 

spouse, children, parents, adoptive parent, brother and sister may within three 

months after his / her death, give a statement to take over the criminal prosecution 

or submit a proposal, or give a statement to remain with the proposal. These 

provisions apply accordingly to the legal successor of a legal entity that has ceased 

to exist.86 

The rights of the injured party as a prosecutor are especially prescribed. Thus, 

the injured party as a prosecutor has the right to a) represent the prosecution, in 

accordance with the provisions of the CPC, b) submit a proposal and evidence for 

the realization of a property claim and propose temporary measures to secure it, c) 

hire a lawyer and d) undertakes other actions, when it is determined by the CPC. In 

addition to the stated rights, the injured party as a plaintiff has rights that belong to 

the plaintiff, except for those rights that the plaintiff has as a state body.87 The 

capacity of the injured party as a prosecutor ceases: a) by withdrawal from the 

accusation, b) by taking over the criminal prosecution by the prosecutor and c) by 

death, i.e. termination of the legal entity.88 

The injured party, as a prosecutor, may give a statement of withdrawal to the 

Court before which the criminal proceedings are being conducted until the end of 

the main trial or the trial before the second instance court. The statement of 

withdrawal is irrevocable. If the injured party, as the plaintiff, does not appear at 

the pre-trial hearing or the main trial, even though he / she was duly notified or the 

notice could not be served due to failure to report to the Court the change of 

address, he / she is considered to have dropped the accusation, a verdict dismissing 

the charge.89 It should also be noted that in the proceedings conducted on the 

accusation of the injured party as a prosecutor, the prosecutor has the right to take 

over the criminal prosecution and representation of the accusation until the end of 

                                                 
84 Article 46d of the CPC. 
85 Article 46Ť of the CPC. 
86 Article 46e of the CPC. 
87 Article 46ţ of the CPC. 
88 Article 46z of the CPC. 
89 Article 46i of the CPC. 
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the main trial.90 The provisions of Article 46g paragraph 4, 46d, 46d and 46e CPC 

shall apply accordingly to the injured party as a prosecutor.91 

1.3. Analysis of the Conformity of European Union Standards and Juvenile 

Criminal Legislation of the Republic of Srpska  

We can see that the criminal legislation applied to juveniles in the Republic of 

Srpska is more harmonized with the standards that exist in the European Union 

when we talk about the best interest of the child. What is important in the next 

period is the harmonization of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children 

and Juveniles in Criminal Proceedings with the mentioned Directive. First of all, it 

is necessary to insist on the legislative anticipation of the best interests of the child 

at every stage of the procedure. 

Throughout the procedural part of the Law, it is discussed in several places 

about informing parents, guardians or adoptive parents about various aspects of the 

procedure. However, the right to information from the Directive should be 

implemented and consolidated in the legislation, and the right to inform a third 

party at the request of a minor should be introduced, primarily if informing the 

parent / adoptive / guardian is not in the best interest of the child, but also in case of 

two exceptions. Then, the provision on action in case the child does not appoint 

another person is important, which should be provided for in the Law. 

According to Article 77 of the Law, a juvenile must have a defense counsel 

during the first interrogation by the prosecutor or an authorized official, as well as 

during the entire criminal proceedings. However, the Directive has moved the 

moment, so a defense counsel is required before the first examination, and not 

during the examination, of course, with additional moments. 

Individual assessments shall be conducted with the strong involvement of the 

child and conducted by professional staff in accordance, as far as possible, with a 

multidisciplinary approach and, where deemed appropriate, with the involvement 

of a parent or other appropriate adult and / or specialist. In the event of a significant 

change in the elements underlying an individual assessment, member states shall 

ensure that the individual assessment is updated during the duration of the criminal 

proceedings. Member states may derogate from the obligation to carry out an 

individual assessment if that derogation is justified by the circumstances of the 

case, provided that it is in the best interests of the child.92 The law provides for a 

                                                 
90 Article 46j of the CPC. 
91 Article 46k of the CPC. 
92 Article 7 of the Directive (EU) 2016/800. 
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social anamnesis, which we have already talked about, with the provison that this 

article should be supplemented and clarified.93 

Article 84 of the Law, on the other hand, prohibits audio and video recording of 

the course of proceedings against a minor, but only for the purpose of publishing 

the course of proceedings. At the same time, this does not mean that recording for 

the prescribed purpose is prohibited, but it is necessary to explicitly provide for this 

in the legal text. This is particularly the case if we take into account the case law of 

the European Court of Human Rights with regard to witnesses who do not have to 

testify at the main trial. 

Article 103 of the Law stipulates that a juvenile must be detained separately 

from adults. Accordingly, it is necessary to amend this article, as well as to specify 

Article 96 of the Law, which prescribes the deprivation of liberty and stay of 

minors in the competent organizational unit of the RS Ministry of Interior. In 

particular, the provisions regarding the coming of age of minors and the extension 

of detention should be implemented. 

Based on the explained article of the Directive, it is necessary to implement the 

best interests of the child in Article 109 of the Law. Namely, this article stipulates 

that the prosecutor, minor, defense counsel,94 parents / adoptive parent / guardian 

are invited to the session, and a representative of the guardianship authority may 

also attend it. When the parent or guardian is not able to attend the session or is not 

capable or is unknown or when a special guardian is not appointed for the juvenile, 

the judge in the interest of the juvenile calls a representative of the guardianship 

authority and then his presence is mandatory until the procedure ends. Although 

this solution is in the way of the one provided by the Directive, it is necessary to 

further specify and expand the provision.  

Provisions specifying the composition of trial chambers may also in some way 

indicate that juveniles are taken into account as important determinants. In the 

legislation of the Republic of Srpska, in criminal proceedings against juvenile 

offenders, a special panel for juveniles is formed, composed of three judges. In 

other legislations, this panel includes either lay judges, who are usually teachers 

and educators, and there are also legislations in which, in addition to a professional 

judge, there is also a psychologist and a social worker (Silval, 2006: 276). 

                                                 
93 Article 87 of the Law on Protection and Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Crimi-

nal Proceedings. 
94 The issue of costs of defense counsel in proceedings against juveniles is one of the cur-

rent topics in criminal procedure legislation (Iliš M., 2015). 
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2. EU INTEGRATION AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION ON THE 

INTERNET IN THE LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF 

SRPSKA 

2.1. International Standards on the Right to Freedom of Expression on the 

Internet 

Larry Alexander in his famous essay, at the very beginning, raises the question 

of whether freedom of expression is a universal right (Alexander, 2013; Alexander, 

2005). Undoubtedly, this freedom is guaranteed by a number of international doc-

uments (Wehbe, 2018), and inseparable from democracy, it is contained in a num-

ber of national, European, international95 and regional instruments that promote this 

concept, recognized as the only one capable of guaranteeing human rights protec-

tion. First of all, according to Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, no one can be disturbed because of their opinion. Also, everyone 

has the right to freedom of expression, which means the freedom to seek, receive 

and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, whether oral-

ly, in writing, through the press or in artistic form, or by any other means of choice. 

The exercise of these freedoms entails special duties and responsibilities. It may, 

therefore, be subject to certain restrictions which must nevertheless be expressly 

provided for by law and which are necessary a) for respect for the rights or reputa-

tions of others, b) for the protection of national security or public order, or public 

health or morals. These are negative rights in the sense that the state has no right to 

interfere with them, except in permissible exceptional circumstances (Kozhamber-

diyeva, 2008: 1; Lor & Britz, 2007). Also, according to Article 19 of the United 

Nations Declaration of Human Rights, everyone has the right to freedom of opinion 

and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference. 

In this part of the paper, the emphasis will be placed primarily on the positions of 

the European Court of Human Rights. 

The enlargement of the Council of Europe has inevitably led to an increase in 

the importance and sensitivity of the rights protected by Article 10 of the Conven-

tion, and the interpretation of many important articles and delimitation of protected 

rights often implies a balance between the interests of applicants and the interests 

of other individuals or the public (Kuhelj, 2003: 62). Public expression of opinion 

nowadays also means expressing opinions via the Internet. According to Article 10 

of the ECHR, everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right includes 

freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without 

interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. However, Article 10 of 

                                                 
95 For example, Article 13 of the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights, Article 

19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966, or Article 9 of the 

1981 African Charter on Human and Civil Rights. 
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the Convention does not prevent States from requiring licenses to operate televi-

sion, radio and cinema companies. As the exercise of these freedoms entails duties 

and responsibilities, it may be subject to formalities, conditions, restrictions or pen-

alties prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society in the interests of 

national security, territorial integrity or public security, to prevent disorder or 

crime, health or morals, to protect the reputation or rights of others, to prevent the 

disclosure of information obtained in confidence, or to preserve the authority and 

impartiality of the judiciary. In essence, it is difficult to overestimate the historical 

importance of the ideals underlying these guarantees - the development of demo-

cratic societies has been crucially conditioned by a plural public sphere in which 

opinions are articulated and challenged (Hansen, 2018: 101). 

By 2010, the Court had identified and clarified the scope and restrictions on the 

right to freedom of expression and information in Europe in more than 600 judg-

ments, protecting journalists (Ajevski, 2014), publishers, broadcasters, individual 

citizens, civil servants, academics, politicians, artists and NGOs (we can follow the 

increase in the number of cases through the periods: 1960-1969: 1 case, 1970-1979: 

3 cases, 1980-1989: 12 cases, 1990-1999: 75 cases, 2000-2009: 540 cases (Voor-

hoof & Cannie, 2010: 410-411)). In its interpretation of Article 10 of the Conven-

tion, the Court held that “freedom of expression is one of the fundamental founda-

tions of a [democratic] society, one of the fundamental conditions for the progress 

and development of every human being”.96 The Court has on several occasions em-

                                                 
96 Handyside v. the United Kingdom, § 49. Namely, Richard Handyside, a citizen of Great 

Britain, was the owner of the London publishing house Stage 1, which was founded in 

1968. In September 1970, he bought the copyright to publish the “The Little Red School-

book” for Great Britain. The authors of the book were Danes Soren Hansen and Jesper Jen-

sen, and the book was intended for school children and concerned education in general, but 

approximately one tenth of the text referred to sex education. The book was first published 

in Denmark in 1969, and then, after being translated and adapted, was published in Bel-

gium, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy, the Nether-

lands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland, as well as in several non-European countries. In 

addition, it was on sale in Austria and Luxembourg. After the “Little Red School Book” 

was translated into English, Handyside prepared an edition for Great Britain. The book was 

scheduled to go on sale on April 1, 1971. When printing was completed, the publisher sent 

several hundred copies to various publications, from local and national newspapers to edu-

cational and medical journals. Also, advertisements for the sale of the book were published 

in numerous publications. After receiving several complaints, on March 30, 1971, the Brit-

ish authorities took measures in accordance with the Immoral Publications Act of 1959 and 

1964. On March 31 and April 1, the police seized all copies of the book that they found in 

the premises of R. Hendside and in the printing house (about 18,800 copies of the total cir-

culation of 20,000 copies were missing and later sold, for example, to the schools that or-

dered them). Hendyside was then prosecuted, and on July 1, 1971, the court imposed a fine 

and ordered the books to be destroyed. Hendside appealed this decision, but it was rejected. 

Namely, the second instance court heard the witnesses and on October 29, 1971, it conclud-
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phasized the importance of this article, which applies not only to “information” or 

“ideas” which have been favorably received or considered offensive or indifferent, 

but also to those insulting, shocking or disturbing - simply such are the require-

ments pluralism, tolerance and generosity without which there is no “democratic 

society”.97, 98 

Freedom of expression is subject to exceptions, which, however, must be strict-

ly interpreted and the need for any restrictions must be convincingly established.99 

                                                 

 
ed that the book was immoral and that its goal was to seduce the vast majority of children 

who would read it. The Court also considered, taking into account many of the good sides 

of the book, that Handside did not prove that the publication would be justified because it 

was in the public interest. The renewed edition of the “Little Red School Book” was pub-

lished on November 15, 1971, and no proceedings were instituted in connection with it. 
97 Handyside v. the United Kingdom, § 49; Observer and Guardian v. the United King-

dom, § 59. In Observer and Guardian v. the United Kingdom, the Court ruled that there was 

no violation of the Convention on Interim Measures issued in July 1986, which limited the 

publication of two newspapers, to trials in which the public prosecutor sought permanent 

bans, due to details of unauthorized memoirs alleging illegal the conduct of the Security 

Service and the information obtained from their author, a former employee of the Service. 
98 In recent theory, there is also a discussion of the problem of misinformation, which is 

defined as the deliberate creation and exchange of information that someone knows to be 

inaccurate (Nunez, 2020: 785). 
99 Stoll v. Switzerland ([GC], § 101, Morice v. France ([GC], § 124), Pentikäinen v. Fin-

land ([GC], § 87. The case Stoll v. Switzerland concerns the sentencing of the applicant, a 

journalist by profession, to the payment of a fine for disclosing in the press a confidential 

report by the Swiss Ambassador to the United States concerning the strategy to be adopted 

by the Swiss Government in negotiations with, inter alia, the World Jewish Congress and 

the Swiss banks on the topic of compensation to Holocaust victims for unclaimed funds 

deposited in the accounts of Swiss banks. In December 1996, the Swiss ambassador to the 

United States drafted a “strategic document” classified as “confidential” in the context of 

the negotiations in question. The document was sent to an official who dealt with the issue 

at the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Bern. Copies were sent to nineteen other peo-

ple from the Swiss government and federal authorities and to Swiss diplomatic missions 

abroad. The applicant obtained a copy, presumably as a result of a breach of official secrecy 

by a person whose identity remains unknown. The Zurich weekly published, inter alia, two 

articles by the applicant entitled “Ambassador Jagmetti insults the Jews” and “The ambas-

sador in bathrobe and climbing boots puts his foot in it”. The next day, the Zurich daily 

printed extensive excerpts from the strategic document; subsequently, other newspapers 

also published excerpts. The court ordered the applicant to pay a fine of 800 Swiss francs 

(approximately 476 euros) for publishing “secret official exercises” within the meaning of 

Article 293 of the Criminal Code. The Federal Court ultimately dismissed the applicant‟s 

appeals. The Swiss Press Council, while accepting that the publication was legitimate be-

cause of its particular importance at the time of the public hearing on the property of Holo-

caust victims, took the view that the applicant had irresponsibly made the ambassador‟s 
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remarks in a shocking and scandalous way to make the timeline of events clear enough. The 

Press Council added that, in contrast, other newspapers put the affair in the right context by 

publishing a strategic document almost in its entirety. 

In the case Morice v. France, in 1995, Bernard Borrel, a judge who had been seconded in 

the context of cooperation agreements between France and Djibouti, was found dead. 

The investigation by the Djibouti gendarmerie in the days that followed concluded that he 

had committed suicide. His widow, disputing the finding of suicide, filed a complaint as a 

civil party, and appointed the applicant to represent her in the proceedings. Two judicial 

investigations were opened in respect of premeditated murder committed by a person or 

persons unknown. The judicial investigation was assigned to investigating Judges M. and 

L.L. In June 2000 the Indictments Division of the Court of Appeal removed those judges 

from the case and transferred it to a new investigating judge, Judge P. Shortly afterwards 

the same Division upheld a request by the applicant for the withdrawal of the high-profile 

“Scientology” case from Judge M. In September 2000 the applicant and one of his col-

leagues wrote to the French Minister of Justice in connection with the judicial investigation 

into Judge Borrel‟s death. They stated that they were approaching the Minister once again 

about the conduct of Judges M. and L.L. which was “completely at odds with the principles 

of impartiality and fairness” and they asked for an investigation to be carried out by the 

General Inspectorate of Judicial Services into the “numerous shortcomings [...] brought to 

light in the course of the judicial investigation”. The following day, an article in the news-

paper Le Monde stated that Mrs Borrel‟s lawyers had “vigorously criticised” Judge M. to 

the Minister of Justice, accusing her in particular of conduct which was “completely at odds 

with the principles of impartiality and fairness”, and adding that she had apparently failed to 

register an item for the case file and to transmit it to her successor.The two judges filed a 

criminal complaint as civil parties against the publication director of Le Monde, the journal-

ist who had written the article and Mr Morice, accusing them of the offence of public defa-

mation of a civil servant. The applicant was found guilty of complicity in that offence by 

the Court of Appeal and was ordered to pay a fine of 4,000 EUR. The sum of 7,500 EUR in 

damages was awarded to each of the judges, to be paid by the applicant jointly with the two 

other defendants. In a judgment of 11 July 2013 a Chamber of the Court found, by six votes 

to one, that there had been no violation of Article 10. On 9 December 2013 the case was 

referred to the Grand Chamber at the applicant‟s request. However, the Grand Chamber has 

taken a completely different position on this issue. 

Finally, in the third cited case, Pentikäinen v. Finland, in 2006 the applicant was sent to 

report on a demonstration in his capacity as a journalist and photographer. When the 

demonstration turned violent, the police decided to prevent the demonstrators from march-

ing and to allow a peaceful demonstration to be held on the spot. They later sealed off the 

area and ordered the protesters to disperse. Despite being repeatedly asked to leave the sce-

ne, the applicant decided to remain with the demonstrators. Shortly afterwards he was ar-

rested along with a number of demonstrators and detained for over 17 hours. He was subse-

quently found guilty of disobeying police orders but no penalty was imposed. That decision 

was upheld on appeal and the applicant‟s subsequent complaint to the Supreme Court was 

rejected. In a judgment of 4 February 2014 a Chamber of the Court held, by five votes to 

two, that there had been no violation of Article 10. On 2 June 2014 the case was referred to 
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At the same time, in addition to general considerations, the Court has examined in 

its case law the positive obligations of states to protect the exercise of this right. 

These positive commitments include, inter alia, requiring states to establish an ef-

fective mechanism for the protection of authors and journalists (Geamanu, 2017; 

Kenny, 2020) in order to create a favorable environment for participation in the 

public debate of all stakeholders, allowing them to express their views, opinions 

and ideas without fear, even if they are contrary to those defended by official au-

thorities or a significant part of public opinion, or even if they are irritating or 

shocking to these others.100 For example, the Court has repeatedly found a violation 

                                                 

 
the Grand Chamber at the applicant‟s request, which made the same decision, with votes 

13:4.  
100 Dink v. Turkey, § 137; Khadija Ismayilova v. Azerbaijan, § 158. In a case Dink v. Tur-

key, the applicants are a journalist, now deceased, and five of his close relatives. The tragic 

assassination of Hrant Dink in January 2007 marked a turning point, shifting global and 

national attention to violations of freedom of expression in Turkey and the ability of the 

Turkish media, as a communicative space, to maintain a democratic public sphere. The kill-

ing sparked a heated public debate in Turkey, followed by large public rallies in Istanbul, 

with tens of thousands of people taking to the streets carrying signs reading: “We are all 

Armenians, we are all Hrant Dink” (Christensen, 2010: 178). The first applicant, a Turkish 

national of Armenian extraction, was publication director and editor-in-chief of a Turkish-

Armenian weekly newspaper. In 2003 and 2004 he wrote a series of articles for the news-

paper in which he expressed his views on the identity of Turkish citizens of Armenian ex-

traction. He commented, among other things, that Armenians‟ obsession with having their 

status as victims of genocide recognised had become their raison d‟être, that this need on 

their part was treated with indifference by Turkish people and that, as a result, the traumas 

suffered by Armenians remained a live issue. In his view, the Turkish component in Arme-

nian identity was both poison and antidote. He also wrote that “the purified blood that will 

replace the blood poisoned by the “Turk” can be found in the noble vein linking Armenians 

to Armenia”. He wrote a further article in which he referred to the Armenian origins 

of Atatürk‟s adopted daughter. Extreme nationalists reacted to the articles by staging 

demonstrations, writing threatening letters and lodging a criminal complaint. In 2005 a 

criminal court found the journalist guilty of denigrating “Turkishness” (Turkish identity) 

and imposed a suspended prison sentence on him. In 2006 the Court of Cassation upheld 

the finding of guilt. In early 2007 the criminal court to which the case had been remitted 

discontinued the proceedings on account of the death of the journalist, who had been assas-

sinated a few weeks earlier. The public prosecutor‟s office instituted criminal proceedings 

against eighteen persons on suspicion of involvement in terrorist activities and assassina-

tions; the proceedings are still pending. Several investigations and sets of proceedings 

aimed at establishing whether the gendarmerie and police departments in question had 

known about the assassination plot and had been negligent were discontinued, with the ex-

ception of one set of proceedings against two non-commissioned gendarmerie officers, still 

pending. The Court took the view that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the Con-

vention. 
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of the right to freedom of expression in cases in which journalists rejected police 

orders to withdraw from certain public gatherings (Wiersma, 2020: 261). As a con-

sequence, Article 10 of the Convention enjoys a very wide scope, either in terms of 

the substance of the ideas and information expressed, or in terms of the form in 

which they are transmitted. 

During the development of the network, this right spread to the Internet, which 

today plays an important role in people‟s daily lives and in all aspects of human 

society. It is constantly evolving and providing citizens with access to information 

and services, networking and communication, as well as a global exchange of ideas 

and knowledge. The impact of the Internet on social, economic and cultural activi-

ties is also growing. An increasing number of cases related to the Internet before 

the European Court of Human Rights. The ECHR has taken the view that the Inter-

net has now become one of the main means by which individuals exercise their 

right to freedom of expression and information, thus providing essential tools for 

participation in activities and discussions on political and general interest issues.  

The Council of Europe‟s Internet Governance Strategy 2012-2015 attaches im-

portance to the rights of the Internet users. Although access to the Internet has not 

yet been formally recognized as a human right (noting differences in the national 

context, including domestic law and policy), it is considered a condition and driver 

of freedom of expression and other rights and freedoms. At the same time, we em-

phasize that the United Nations has already stated that access to the Internet is a 

human right (Park, 2013: 1132). However, due to its importance in everyday life, 

the Internet has managed to become an important topic from a human rights per-

spective. The right to access the Internet is related to freedom of speech, which in 

turn largely combines freedom of opinion and freedom to receive or communicate 

information or ideas without the participation of public authorities and without any 

boundaries (Mita-Baciu, 2014: 44). Consequently, disconnection of an Internet user 

                                                 

 
In a case Khadija Ismayilova v. Azerbaijan, the applicant, a well-known investigative 

journalist highly critical of the Government, had published articles alleging corruption in-

volving the President and his family. In 2012 she received a threatening letter demanding 

that she cease her activities. Hidden cameras were installed in her flat by unknown persons 

without her knowledge and consent, and intimate videos of her were taken secretly and dis-

seminated on the Internet. During the ensuing criminal investigation, the applicant lodged a 

complaint that the prosecuting authorities were refusing to take obvious and simple investi-

gative steps. In response, the prosecuting authorities published a report on the status of the 

investigation. That status report alleged that the applicant and her lawyer had been spread-

ing false information in the media and went on to disclose sensitive personal details such as 

the names and addresses of her friends, family and colleagues. The applicant complained 

that her rights under Articles 8 and 10 had been breached, owing to the authorities‟ failure 

to protect her from unjustified intrusions into her private life linked to her work as a jour-

nalist. 
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may adversely affect the exercise of his rights and freedoms and may even consti-

tute a restriction on the right to freedom of expression, including the right to re-

ceive and transmit information. The ECHR further considers that the Internet has 

today become one of the main means of exercising the right to freedom of expres-

sion and information by individuals. Freedom of expression refers not only to the 

content of information, but also to the ways in which it is disseminated, as any re-

striction imposed impedes the right to receive and transmit information. Such ob-

stacles may be accepted only if they meet the conditions set out in Article 10 (2) of 

the ECHR.101 Therefore, measures imposed that affect the availability of the Inter-

net to individuals include the responsibility of the State under Article 10 of the 

Convention.  

2.1.1. Declaration on Freedom of Communication on the Internet 

When we talk about freedom of expression on the Internet, it is necessary to 

continue with the Declaration on Freedom of Communication on the Internet, 

adopted at the 840th meeting of Deputy Ministers held on May 28, 2003. Accord-

ing to the first principle of the Declaration, member states will not apply strict rules 

to online content than those applicable to other means of delivering content. Then, 

according to the third principle, public authorities will not deny the public infor-

mation and other communication on the Internet by general blocking or filtering 

measures, regardless of borders, but this does not preclude the installation of filters 

to protect minors, especially in places they have access to, such as school or librar-

ies. In compliance with the protection measures referred to in Article 10, paragraph 

2 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Free-

doms, it is possible to take measures to remove identifiable content on the Internet 

or, alternatively, to block access to such content or a final decision on its illegality. 

Member states should encourage and prod access to all online communication and 

information services in a non-discriminatory manner and at an affordable price. 

Then, active public participation by setting up sites should not be subject to licens-

ing or other requirements with a similar effect. The provision of services over the 

Internet should not be subject to special authorization systems.  

                                                 
101 Autronic AG v. Switzerland (No. 12726/87). This is an old judgment, in which the ap-

plicant, Autronic AG, a limited liability company established under Swiss law with its reg-

istered office in Dubendorf (Canton of Zurich), specializes in electronics and in particular 

sells 90 cm antennas for home use. Its application refers to the reception in Switzerland of 

unencrypted television programs made and broadcast in the then Soviet Union. Namely, 

public broadcasting is one of the recognizable innovations to which Western Europe has 

contributed to the development of mass communications of the twentieth century, and in its 

various national forms it nurtures a model of broadcasting that is not under state control, as 

it was in the former Central and Eastern European countries commercially run, as is the 

case in the United States (Porter, 1993: 46). 
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Member states shall not impose on service providers a general obligation to 

monitor content on the Internet which they have made available or which they 

transmit or store, nor shall they require them to actively search for facts or circum-

stances which indicate illegal activity. Namely, many influential legal commenta-

tors have advocated the need to protect individuals in their private lives while 

strengthening democratic participation and strong public debate by ensuring that 

those involved are protected from stigmatization, victimization, and shame (Row-

land, 2003). Therefore, it is also necessary to ensure that service providers are not 

liable for content on the Internet, if their function is limited, as defined by national 

law, to the transmission of information or the provision of access to the Internet. In 

cases where service providers have wider powers and keep the content they receive 

from other parties, member states may hold them jointly and severally liable if they 

do not act quickly and do not remove or deny access to information or services as 

soon as they become illegal, under domestic law or, in the case of a claim for dam-

ages, after becoming aware of facts or circumstances that indicate the illegality of 

the activity or information. In defining the obligations of service providers under 

national law, due regard should be paid, first of all, to respect for the right to free-

dom of expression of those who made that information available, and then to the 

analogue right of users to that information. In any case, the mentioned limitations 

of liability will not affect the possibility of issuing a court injunction to service 

providers ordering them to interrupt or prevent, as far as possible, some violations 

of the law (Principle 6). In order to ensure protection against online surveillance 

and to promote the free expression of information and ideas, member states will 

respect the will of the Internet users not to disclose their identities. This will not 

prevent member states from taking measures and cooperating to trace those respon-

sible for crimes under domestic law, the Convention for the Protection of Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and other international treaties in the field of 

justice and police (principle 7). 

2.1.2. Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)5 of the Committee of Ministers to 

Member States on the Internet Freedom 

According to the Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)5 of the Committee of Minis-

ters to member states on the Internet freedom, it emphasizes that the European 

Convention on Human Rights applies both offline and online. The member states 

of the Council of Europe have negative and positive obligations to respect, protect 

and promote human rights and fundamental freedoms on the Internet. Freedom on 

the Internet is understood as the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fun-

damental freedoms on the Internet and their protection in accordance with the Con-

vention and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Then, free-

dom on the Internet is understood as the exercise and enjoyment of human rights 

and fundamental freedoms on the Internet and their protection in accordance with 
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the Convention. These indicators of internet freedom focus on the right to freedom 

of expression, the right to freedom of assembly and association, the right to privacy 

and the right to an effective remedy. It builds on existing and established standards 

and mechanisms for the application of human rights. A comprehensive approach to 

the Internet freedom takes into account all indicators, as they aim to provide guid-

ance in conducting qualitative and objective assessment and reporting on the Inter-

net freedom in Council of Europe member states. They are not designed to assess 

the level of the Internet freedom or as a means of comparing countries. 

According to Article 1 of the Recommendation, the protection of human rights 

and fundamental freedoms on the Internet is guaranteed by law, which must be in 

full compliance with the Convention, and any state interference in the exercise of 

human rights and fundamental freedoms on the Internet must also be in accordance 

with the Convention. Laws and policies related to the Internet are assessed at the 

stage of their development in relation to the impact that their application may have 

on the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Internet-related laws 

and policies are evolving in an inclusive and transparent process that enables the 

participation of all stakeholders, including the private sector, civil society, academ-

ia and the technology community. Then, every state body that has regulatory or 

other competence in relation to internet issues carries out its activities without po-

litical or commercial interference, in a transparent manner and protects and pro-

motes internet freedom. The state has an obligation to protect individuals from 

high-tech crime through effective criminal justice or other measures. If such 

measures risk interference with the right to privacy, the right to freedom of expres-

sion or the right to peaceful assembly and association, they shall be subject to con-

ditions and safeguards against abuse. These measures must be in accordance with 

Articles 8, 10 and 11 of the Convention, and should be specifically prescribed by 

law, which is accessible, precise, clear and predictable; strives for a legitimate goal; 

necessary and proportionate in a democratic society and provides effective reme-

dies.  

Article 2 prescribes the right to freedom of expression. First of all, the Internet 

should be accessible and accessible to all groups of the population without any dis-

crimination. The public should have access to the Internet in facilities supported by 

public administration (the Internet access points), educational institutions or private 

owners (universal social service). Next, the state should take reasonable steps to 

provide the Internet access to those on low incomes, in rural or geographically re-

mote areas, and to people with special needs, such as people with disabilities. Also, 

there must be no general, state restrictions on access to the Internet, except when in 

accordance with Article 10 of the Convention. Namely, the state should recognize 

in law and practice that the exclusion of individuals from the Internet, as a general 

rule, is a disproportionate restriction of the right to freedom of expression. Any re-

striction on access to the Internet, including that in penitentiary institutions, must 

comply with the conditions of Article 10 of the Convention relating to the legality, 
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legitimacy and proportionality of restrictions on freedom of expression and the pos-

itive obligation of the State to protect the right to freedom of expression. Before 

restrictive measures on Internet access are applied, the court or an independent ad-

ministrative body determines that disconnection from the Internet is the least re-

strictive measure to achieve a legitimate aim. The permanent necessity of the re-

strictive measure is continuously assessed by the mentioned bodies. These condi-

tions do not apply to cases of non-payment by users for their internet services. 

Where restrictive measures are applied, a person is entitled to due process before a 

court or an independent administrative body whose decisions are subject to judicial 

review, in accordance with Article 6 of the Convention. 

Another aspect of freedom of expression is the freedom to receive information. 

Consequently, Article 3 stipulates that any measure taken by public authorities or 

private sector actors to block or otherwise restrict access to the entire internet plat-

form (social media, social networks, blogs or any other website) or tools infor-

mation and communication technologies (instant messaging or other applications) 

or any request by public authorities to carry out such actions meets the require-

ments of Article 10 of the Convention relating to the legality, legitimacy and pro-

portionality of the restriction. Any measure taken by public authorities or private 

sector actors to block, filter or remove the Internet content or any request by public 

authorities to carry out such actions shall comply with the requirements of Article 

10 of the Convention relating to the legality, legitimacy and proportionality of re-

strictions. The Internet service providers, as a general rule, treat the Internet traffic 

equally and without discrimination on the basis of the sender, recipient, content, 

application, service or device. The Internet traffic management measures are trans-

parent, necessary and proportionate in order to achieve important public interests in 

accordance with Article 10 of the ECHR. The Internet users or other interested par-

ties shall have access to a court in accordance with Article 6 of the Convention in 

respect of any action taken to restrict their access to the Internet or their ability to 

obtain and transmit content or information. The state shall provide the public in a 

timely and appropriate manner with information on restrictions on the freedom to 

receive and transmit information, such as listing websites that have been blocked or 

removed, including details of the legal basis, necessity and justification of such 

restrictions, court order granting the right to appeal (Article 3). 

It is necessary to mention here the regulation of the position of the media. The 

editorial independence of media operating on the Internet is guaranteed by law, 

policy and practice. They are not under pressure to include or exclude information 

from their reporting or to follow certain editorial directions. The media do not need 

to obtain a permit or license from the government or government agencies, other 

than company registration, to be allowed to work online or blog. Journalists and 

other media actors who use the Internet are not exposed to threats or harassment by 

the state. They do not practice self-censorship for fear of punishment, harassment, 

or assault. The confidentiality of sources of journalists and other media actors is 
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protected by law and respected in practice. Media websites and websites of new 

media actors are not affected by cyber-attacks or other actions that disrupt their 

functioning (for example, denial-of-service attacks). There are rapid and efficient 

investigations into threats and crimes against journalists and new media actors. 

There must be no climate of impunity. 

Any restriction on the right to freedom of expression on the Internet must com-

ply with the requirements of Article 10 of the Convention. The law provides for 

strict control over the scope of restrictions and effective judicial oversight to pre-

vent abuse of power. The law should indicate clearly enough the scope of discre-

tion of public authorities regarding the application of restrictions and the manner of 

exercising this discretion; to pursue a legitimate aim, as set out in detail in Article 

10 of the Convention; the restriction must be necessary in a democratic society and 

proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. Namely, there should be a serious so-

cial need for a restriction, which is implemented on the basis of a decision of a 

court or an independent administrative body that is subject to judicial review. The 

decision should be targeted and specific. It should also be based on an assessment 

of the effectiveness of restrictions and the risks of excessive blockade. This as-

sessment should determine whether the restriction may lead to a disproportionate 

ban on access to the Internet or certain types of content and whether this is the least 

restrictive means of achieving the stated legitimate aim. 

2.1.3. Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)2 of the Committee of Ministers to 

Member States on the Role and Responsibilities of the Internet Inter-

mediaries  

Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)2 of the Committee of Ministers to member 

states on the role and responsibilities of the Internet intermediaries was adopted on 

March 7, 2018. The Recommendation provides a number of important provisions 

for these considerations. Thus, any request or other action of state bodies addressed 

to the Internet intermediaries that infringe on human rights and fundamental free-

doms, must be prescribed by law, implemented within the limits prescribed by law 

and is a necessary and proportionate measure in a democratic society. States should 

not put pressure on the Internet intermediaries by illegal means (1.1.1.). Laws, reg-

ulations and policies applicable to the Internet intermediaries, regardless of their 

purpose or scope, including commercial and non-commercial activities, should ef-

fectively protect human rights and fundamental freedoms enshrined in the Europe-

an Convention on Human Rights, and should maintain adequate safeguards against 

arbitrary application in practice (1.1.2.). States have an ultimate obligation to pro-

tect human rights and fundamental freedoms in the digital environment. All regula-

tory frameworks, including self-regulatory or co-regulatory approaches, should 

include effective oversight mechanisms to meet this obligation and be accompanied 

by appropriate remedies (1.1.3).  
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Any request or other action by public authorities addressed to the Internet in-

termediaries to restrict access (including blocking or removal of content) or any 

other measure that could lead to a restriction of the right to freedom of expression 

must be prescribed by law, to pursue one of the legitimate objectives set out in Ar-

ticle 10 of the Convention, to be necessary in a democratic society and be propor-

tionate to the goal. Public authorities should carefully assess the possible impact, 

including unintentional, of any restrictions before and after their application, while 

trying to apply the least intrusive measures necessary to achieve the policy objec-

tive (1.3.1.). Then, state authorities should receive an order from a judicial authori-

ty or other independent administrative body, whose decisions are subject to judicial 

review, when asking intermediaries to restrict access to the content. This does not 

apply in cases concerning content that is illegal regardless of the context, such as 

content that includes material on child sexual abuse, or in cases where accelerated 

measures are required in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 10 of 

the Convention (1.3.2.). When the Internet intermediaries restrict access to third 

party content on the basis of a government order, public authorities should ensure 

that effective redress mechanisms are available and that applicable procedural safe-

guards are in place. When intermediaries remove content based on their own terms 

and services, this should not be considered as a form of control that makes them 

responsible for third party content to which they provide access (1.3.3.). Public au-

thorities should not directly or indirectly impose a general obligation on intermedi-

aries to monitor content to which they simply give access or which transmit or store 

it, whether automated or not. Public authorities should ensure that sanctions im-

posed on intermediaries for non-compliance with regulatory frameworks are pro-

portionate, as disproportionate sanctions are likely to restrict legal content and af-

fect the right to freedom of expression (1.3.6.). Furthermore, states should ensure, 

in law and practice, that intermediaries are not liable for third party content to 

which they merely provide access or which transmit or store it (1.3.7.).  

Internet intermediaries should respect the rights of users to receive, produce and 

transmit information, opinions and ideas. All measures taken to restrict access (in-

cluding blocking or removal of content) as a result of a government order or re-

quest should be implemented using at least restrictive means (2.3.1.). When re-

stricting access to content in accordance with their content restriction rules, inter-

mediaries should do so in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner. Any re-

striction of content should be done using the least restrictive technical means and 

should be limited in scope and duration to what is strictly necessary to avoid collat-

eral restriction or removal of legal content (2.3.2.). Any restriction on the content 

should be limited to the precise determination of the order or request and should be 

accompanied by information to the public, explaining which content is restricted 

and on what legal basis. Notification should also be given to the beneficiary and 

other affected parties, unless this is hampered by ongoing law enforcement activi-

ties, including information on procedural safeguards, adversarial possibilities for 
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both parties, and appropriate and available safeguards (2.3.3.). All members of in-

termediary staff involved in content moderation should be provided with adequate 

initial and ongoing training on applicable human rights laws and international 

standards, their relationship to the conditions of use of intermediaries and their in-

ternal standards, as well as on action to be taken in the event of a conflict. Such 

training may be organized internally or externally, including through associations 

of intermediaries, and its scope should be commensurate with the importance of the 

role of intermediaries and the impact that their actions may have on users‟ ability to 

exercise their freedom of expression. Staff should also have appropriate working 

conditions. This includes allocating sufficient time to assess the content and ability 

to seek professional support and qualified legal advice where necessary (2.3.4.). In 

cases where the content is restricted by intermediaries in accordance with their con-

tent restriction rules, as they contain indications of a serious criminal offense, the 

restriction should be accompanied by appropriate measures to ensure the retention 

of evidence for an effective criminal investigation. If intermediaries have specific 

knowledge of such limited content, they should report it without delay to the law 

enforcement authority (2.3.7.). 

2.1.4. Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)1 of the Committee of Ministers to 

Member States on Protecting and Promoting the Right to Freedom of 

Expression and the Right to Private Life with Regard to Network Neu-

trality  

The next important act is Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)1 of the Committee 

of Ministers to member states on protecting and promoting the right to freedom of 

expression and the right to private life with regard to network neutrality, which was 

adopted on 13 January 2016. The Preamble clearly states that in the information 

society, the exercise and enjoyment of the right to freedom of expression, including 

the right to receive and impart information and ideas, and their participation in 

democratic life, increasingly rely on the accessibility and quality of internet con-

nections. These issues raise concerns regarding the protection and promotion of the 

right to privacy and the right to freedom of expression, which are guaranteed by 

Articles 8 and 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights, as well as in the 

light of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data No. 108. There are also implications for access to the 

diverse and pluralistic information and media content of online public services, 

which are fundamental to democracy and cultural diversity. The right to freedom of 

expression, including the right to receive and impart information, is not an absolute 

right. However, any restrictions on the exercise of this right must meet the re-

quirements of Article 10 § 2 of the Convention. The principle of net neutrality sup-

ports the non-discriminatory treatment of internet traffic and the right of users to 

receive and transmit information and use the services of their choice. It strengthens 
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the full exercise and enjoyment of the right to freedom of expression because Arti-

cle 10 of the Convention applies not only to the content of information, but also to 

the means of disseminating it. Also, the principle of net neutrality supports techno-

logical innovation and economic growth.  

Among the basic principles is the clear aspiration that the Internet users have the 

right to freedom of expression, including the right to receive and transmit infor-

mation, using services, applications and devices of their choice, in full compliance 

with Article 10 of the Convention. These rights must be enjoyed without discrimi-

nation on any grounds such as sex, sexual orientation, race, color, language, reli-

gion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, affiliation with a national 

minority, property, birth or other status. The right of the Internet users to receive 

and transmit information must not be limited by blocking, slowing down, degrad-

ing or discriminating against the Internet traffic related to certain content, services, 

applications or devices or traffic related to services provided on the basis of exclu-

sive arrangements or tariffs. The Internet users should have the right to the Internet 

connection with the characteristics defined in the contractual agreements concluded 

with the Internet access service providers on the basis of specific and adequate in-

formation provided to users regarding all aspects that may affect their Internet ac-

cess and their right to receive and transfer of information (Article 1). 

2.1.5. Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)6 of the Committee of Ministers to 

Member States on the Free, Transboundary Flow of Information on the 

Internet  

Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)6 of the Committee of Ministers to member 

states on the free, transboundary flow of information on the Internet reiterates that 

the right to freedom of expression, including the right to receive and transmit in-

formation and ideas without interference and regardless on borders, the cornerstone 

of a democratic society and one of the basic conditions for its sustainability and 

progress and for the development of every human being. The provisions on rights 

and freedoms set out in the European Convention on Human Rights and Article 19 

of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights apply equally online and 

offline. Article 10 of the ECHR applies not only to the content of information, but 

also to the means of dissemination or hosting, as any restriction imposed by means 

of dissemination necessarily impedes the right to receive and transmit information. 

Among the general principles, it is emphasized that states have an obligation to 

guarantee everyone in their jurisdiction the right to freedom of expression and the 

right to freedom of assembly and association, in full compliance with Articles 10 

and 11 of the ECHR, which apply equally to the Internet. These rights and free-

doms must be guaranteed without discrimination on any grounds such as sex, sexu-

al orientation, race, color, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or 

social origin, affiliation with a national minority, property, birth or other status.  

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?Reference=CM/Rec(2015)6
https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?Reference=CM/Rec(2015)6
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States should protect and promote the global free flow of information on the In-

ternet. Also, interference with the Internet traffic on their territory should pursue 

legitimate objectives set out in Article 10 of the ECHR and other relevant interna-

tional agreements and must not have an unnecessary or disproportionate impact on 

the cross-border flow of information on the Internet. States should exercise due 

diligence in assessing, developing and implementing their national policies in order 

to identify and avoid disruptions to the Internet traffic that have a negative impact 

on the free cross-border flow of information on the Internet. This means taking into 

account the following points:  

1. Assessment - regulatory or other measures that may have such an impact 

should be assessed in terms of the state‟s responsibility to respect, protect and pro-

mote the human rights and fundamental freedoms contained in the ECHR; 

2. Transparency, predictability, accountability - when developing policies and 

regulatory frameworks that may affect the free flow of information on the Internet, 

states should ensure transparency, including the results of such evaluations, pre-

dictability of their implementation and accountability; in particular, the proposed 

regulatory frameworks should be published in accordance with appropriate proce-

dures and with sufficient time to allow for public comment; 

3. Proportionality and revision of measures - states are obliged to ensure that 

blocking content or services that are considered illegal, is in accordance with Arti-

cles 8, 10 and 11 of the ECHR.  

In particular, measures adopted by state authorities to combat illegal content or 

online activities should not lead to unnecessary and disproportionate influence out-

side the borders of that state. States should seek to develop measures that are least 

intrusive and least disruptive and implement them through a transparent and ac-

countable process. Measures adopted or promoted by states should be regularly 

reviewed to determine their practical effectiveness and whether they are still neces-

sary or proportionate.  

States should encourage, facilitate and support the development of appropriate 

self-regulatory codes of conduct so that all actors fully respect the right to respect 

for private and family life, the right to freedom of expression and the right to free-

dom of assembly and association (Articles 8, 10 and 11 of the ECHR), in particular 

as regards the free flow of internet traffic. States should promote the cooperation of 

more stakeholders in the development and application of best technical practices 

that respect the right to freedom of expression, the right to freedom of assembly 

and association and the right to respect for private and family life, including as-

sessments of the need for action and proportionality of measures on internet traffic.  
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2.1.6. Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

8 June 2000 on Certain Legal Aspects of Information Society Services, 

in Particular Electronic Commerce, in the Internal Market (“Directive 

on Electronic Commerce”) 

When it comes to the right to freedom of expression on the Internet, it is neces-

sary to draw attention to Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of 

the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of information society services, 

in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (“Directive on electronic 

commerce”), which it uses when necessary, the ECHR when considering a viola-

tion of the rights guaranteed by Article 10 of the Convention on the Internet. Thus, 

the Recital states, inter alia, the following: 

“... (9) The free movement of information society services can in many cases be 

a specific reflection in Community law of a more general principle, namely free-

dom of expression as enshrined in Article 10(1) of the Convention for the Protec-

tion of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which has been ratified by all 

the member states; for this reason, directives covering the supply of information 

society services must ensure that this activity may be engaged in freely in the light 

of that Article, subject only to the restrictions laid down in paragraph 2 of that Arti-

cle and in Article 46(1) of the Treaty; this Directive is not intended to affect na-

tional fundamental rules and principles relating to freedom of expression. ... 

(42) The exemptions from liability established in this Directive cover only cases 

where the activity of the information society service provider is limited to the tech-

nical process of operating and giving access to a communication network over 

which information made available by third parties is transmitted or temporarily 

stored, for the sole purpose of making the transmission more efficient; this activity 

is of a mere technical, automatic and passive nature, which implies that the infor-

mation society service provider has neither knowledge of nor control over the in-

formation which is transmitted or stored. 

(43) A service provider can benefit from the exemptions for “mere conduit” and 

for “caching” when he is in no way involved with the information transmitted; this 

requires among other things that he does not modify the information that he trans-

mits; this requirement does not cover manipulations of a technical nature which 

take place in the course of the transmission as they do not alter the integrity of the 

information contained in the transmission. 

(44) A service provider who deliberately collaborates with one of the recipients 

of his service in order to undertake illegal acts goes beyond the activities of “mere 

conduit” or “caching” and as a result cannot benefit from the liability exemptions 

established for these activities. 

(45) The limitations of the liability of intermediary service providers established 

in this Directive do not affect the possibility of injunctions of different kinds; such 

injunctions can in particular consist of orders by courts or administrative authorities 
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requiring the termination or prevention of any infringement, including the removal 

of illegal information or the disabling of access to it. 

(46) In order to benefit from a limitation of liability, the provider of an infor-

mation society service, consisting of the storage of information, upon obtaining 

actual knowledge or awareness of illegal activities has to act expeditiously to re-

move or to disable access to the information concerned; the removal or disabling of 

access has to be undertaken in the observance of the principle of freedom of ex-

pression and of procedures established for this purpose at national level; this Di-

rective does not affect member states‟ possibility of establishing specific require-

ments which must be fulfilled expeditiously prior to the removal or disabling of 

information. 

(47) Member states are prevented from imposing a monitoring obligation on 

service providers only with respect to obligations of a general nature; this does not 

concern monitoring obligations in a specific case and, in particular, does not affect 

orders by national authorities in accordance with national legislation. 

(48) This Directive does not affect the possibility for member states of requiring 

service providers, who host information provided by recipients of their service, to 

apply duties of care, which can reasonably be expected from them and which is 

specified by national law, in order to detect and prevent certain types of illegal ac-

tivities...” 

2.1.7. Directive 98/34/ЕC on Establishing the Procedure for Providing Infor-

mation in the Field of Technical Norms and Regulations  

Information society services are defined by Directive 98/34/EC and these are 

services that are usually provided for a fee, at a distance, by electronic means and 

at the personal request of the recipient of the services; a service provider is any 

natural or legal person that provides an information society service, and a service 

provider with a business seat is a service provider that is in fact engaged in eco-

nomic activity, using a permanent business seat for an unlimited period of time. 

The existence and use of the technical means and technologies required for the ser-

vice do not, in themselves, constitute the business seat of the provider. According 

to Article 12, where the information society service provided consists of the trans-

mission by a communication network of information received from the recipient of 

the service or where that service consists of providing access to the communication 

network, member states must ensure that the service provider is not responsible for 

the information transmitted: (a) does not initiate the transfer; (b) does not select the 

transferee; and (c) does not select or alter the information contained in the trans-

mission. The activities of transmission and provision of access include automatic, 

temporary and temporary storage of transmitted information, if such storage is used 

exclusively for the transmission in the communication network and provided that 

the information is not stored longer than is reasonably necessary for transmission. 
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This shall not affect the possibility for the Court or administrative authority, in ac-

cordance with the legal system of the member state, to require the service provider 

to terminate or prevent the infringement.  

If the information society service provided consists of the transmission of in-

formation by a communication network provided by the recipient, member states 

must ensure that the service provider is not responsible for the automatic, tempo-

rary and transient storage of that information solely for the purpose of services at 

their request, provided:  

(а) that the provider does not change the information; 

(b) that the provider complies with the conditions of access to information; 

(c) that the provider complies with the rules regarding the updating of infor-

mation prescribed in a generally recognized and used manner in the activity; 

(d) that the provider does not interfere with the lawful use of technology, which 

is generally recognized and used in the business, for the purpose of obtaining in-

formation on the use of information and 

(e) that the provider acts promptly to remove information or deny access to in-

formation which it has retained as soon as it becomes aware that the information in 

the initial transmission was removed from the network or denied access, or that a 

court or administrative order has been issued for such removal or disabling.  

This shall not affect the possibility for a court or administrative authority, in ac-

cordance with the legal system of a member state, to require the service provider to 

terminate or prevent the infringement. Where the information society service pro-

vided consists of the storage of information received from the recipient of the ser-

vice, member states must ensure that the service provider is not responsible for the 

information stored at the request of the recipient of the service, provided:  

(а) that the provider has no actual knowledge of the illegal activity or infor-

mation and, in respect of the claim for damages, is unaware of the facts or circum-

stances from which the illegal activity or information would be apparent, or 

(b) that the provider, immediately upon receiving such knowledge, acts prompt-

ly to remove that information or to block access to the information.  

This shall not apply where the recipient acts under the jurisdiction or control of 

the service provider, nor does it affect the ability of a court or administrative au-

thority to require the service provider to terminate or prevent infringements in ac-

cordance with the legal system of a member state and it does not affect member 

states to establish procedures governing the removal or denial of access. Member 

states may not impose on recipients of services a general obligation to monitor the 

information they transmit or store when providing the described services, nor a 

general obligation to actively seek out facts or circumstances that would indicate 

illegal activities. Member states may impose obligations on information society 

service providers to inform the competent public authorities immediately of alleged 

illegal activities or information undertaken or provided by the recipients of their 

services or an obligation to provide the competent authorities, at their request, with 
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information identifying the recipients of their services to have information retention 

agreements (Articles 13-15). 

2.1.8. Resolution 1510 on Freedom of Expression and Respect for Religion 

Beliefs 

Certain other acts are important for these considerations, primarily due to hate 

speech on the Internet. In the first place, Resolution 1510 on freedom of expression 

and respect for religion from 2006 expressed the view that freedom of expression 

should not be further restricted due to the increased sensitivity of religious groups, 

with hate speech towards any religious group incompatible with Article 10 of the 

European Convention for the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms 

(see also Raosavljeviš, 2015: 63). 

2.1.9. ECRI General Policy Reccomendation No. 7 (revised) on National Leg-

islation to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination 

ECRI General Policy Reccomendation No. 7 on National Legislation to Combat 

Racism and Racial Discrimination was enacted on 13 December 2002 and revised 

on 7 December 2017. This recommendation defines the concepts of racism and di-

rect and indirect racial discrimination. Then, it is prescribed what should be includ-

ed in the constitutional, civil, administrative and criminal legislation, if it has not 

already been introduced. In the case of hate speech, criminal law should criminalize 

intentional public incitement to violence, hatred or discrimination, public insult or 

defamation or threat against a person or group of persons on the grounds of race, 

color, language, religion, nationality or national origin or ethnic origin, followed by 

public expression, with a racist aim, of an ideology advocating supremacy or un-

derestimating or denigrating a group on the basis of race, color, language, religion, 

nationality or national or ethnic origin, public denial diminishing importance, justi-

fying or forgiving racist for the purpose of the crime of genocide, crimes against 

humanity or war crimes, dissemination or distribution in public or production or 

storage for the purpose of distribution in public, for racist purposes, written, picto-

rial or other materials containing public incitement to violence, hatred or discrimi-

nation, public insult or slander or threat, and founding or leading a group that sup-

ports racism, as well as aiding and abetting group and participation in its activities 

with the intention of assisting in the commission of previous forms of crime, and 

racial discrimination in the performance of official duties or occupations.  
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2.1.10. Recommendation 1805 on Blasphemy, Religious Insults and Hate 

Speech Against Persons on Grounds of Their Religion 

This recommendation underlines the importance of respecting and understand-

ing cultural and religious diversity in Europe and around the world and recognizes 

the need for ongoing dialogue. Respect and understanding can help avoid friction 

in society and between individuals, and every human being must be respected, re-

gardless of religious beliefs. With regard to blasphemy, religious insults and hate 

speech against persons based on their religion, the state is responsible for determin-

ing what should be considered criminal offenses within the limits imposed by the 

case law of the European Court of Human Rights. In this regard, it is considered 

that blasphemy, as an insult to religion, should not be considered a crime. A dis-

tinction should be made between issues relating to moral conscience and those re-

lating to what is lawful, matters belonging to the public domain and those belong-

ing to the private sphere (paragraph 4). The Assembly welcomed the preliminary 

report on this topic adopted by the European Commission for Democracy through 

Law (Venice Commission) on 16 and 17 March 2007 and agreed that in a demo-

cratic society, religious groups must be tolerated, as well as other groups, public 

statements and debates about their activities, teachings and beliefs, provided that 

such criticism does not constitute intentional and unjustified insults or hate speech 

and does not constitute incitement to disturb the peace or violence and discrimina-

tion against members of a particular religion. Public debate, dialogue and improved 

communication skills between groups and the media should be used to reduce sen-

sitivity when it reaches a reasonable level (point 5). It was also confirmed that hate 

speech against persons, whether on religious grounds or otherwise, should be pun-

ished by law in accordance with General Policy Recommendation No. 7 on the na-

tional legislation for the fight against racism and racial discrimination of the Euro-

pean Commission against racism and intolerance. In order for speech in this sense 

to qualify as hate speech, it is necessary for it to be directed against a person or a 

certain group of people. National law should penalize statements calling for a per-

son or group of persons to be exposed to hatred, discrimination or violence based 

on their religion (point 12). 

2.1.11. European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 

Through the Case Law of the European Court of Human Rights  

2.1.11.1. Applicability of Article 10 of the Convention  

Before analyzing the standards guaranteed by the European Convention on Hu-

man Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, it is necessary to explain the basic rules 

for the application of Article 10 of the Convention. In the first place, it is necessary 

to explain the applicability of Article 10 of the Convention.  
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Article 10 does not apply only to certain types of information or ideas or forms 

of expression, especially those of a political nature; it also includes artistic expres-

sion such as painting, play production and information of a commercial nature.
102 

Moreover, the Court has repeatedly specified that freedom of expression extends to 

the publication of photographs and even photomontages. The Court also held that 

Article 10 applied to forms of conduct, to rules governing clothing or to the display 

of protective symbols, including in prison. The Court also found in the case of 

Mariya Alekhina and Others v. Russia that the protest performance in the cathedral 

consisted of a mixture of verbal and non-verbal expression, and was a form of artis-

tic and political expression which was within the scope of Article 10 of the Con-

                                                 
102 See verdicts: Markt intern Verlag GmbH and Klaus Beermann v. Germany, § 26; Mül-

ler and Others v. Switzerland, § 27, Ulusoy and Others v. Turkey; Casado Coca v. Spain, 

§§ 35-36; Mouvement raëlien suisse v. Switzerland [GC], § 61; Sekmadienis Ltd. v. Lithua-

nia. For example, in the judgment in Ulusoy and Others v. Turkey, the applicants are actors 

in a theater troupe. The regional governor‟s office refused to authorize them to stage the 

play in Kurdish. They initiated administrative proceedings requesting that the refusal be 

annulled. The Office of the Regional Governor informed the Administrative Court that the 

play in question could undermine public order, given the criminal records of actors who 

were convicted or prosecuted for their activities in support of the PKK (Kurdistan Workers‟ 

Party). Their case was dismissed and the proceedings ended with confirmation of that deci-

sion by the Supreme Administrative Court. The Court ruled in violation of Article 10 of the 

Convention. Then, in the judgment of Casado Coca v. Spain the disciplinary sanction im-

posed on a member of the Bar Association for violating the ban on professional advertising 

did not lead to a violation of Article 10 of the Convention.  

In the case on Mouvement raëlien suisse v. Switzerland, the applicant is a non-profit asso-

ciation constituting the national branch of the Raelian Movement, whose declared aim is to 

make initial contact and establish good relations with extraterrestrials. In 2001 it sought 

permission from the police to put up posters which featured, among other things, pictures of 

extraterrestrials‟ faces and a flying saucer and displayed the movement‟s website address 

and telephone number. The authorisation was denied and appeals by the association were 

all rejected. In a judgment of 13 January 2011, a Chamber of the Court found unanimously 

that there had been no violation of Article 10 on the ground that the authorities had suffi-

cient reason to consider necessary the denial of the authorisation requested by the applicant 

association, in view of the link to the website of Clonaid (a company offering specific ille-

gal cloning services), possible sexual abuse of minors within the Movement and the promo-

tion of “geniocracy” (a doctrine whereby power should be given to individuals with the 

highest intellect). With regard to the 9:8 vote, the Grand Chamber reached the same conclu-

sion. Finally, in a case of Sekmadienis Ltd. v. Lithuania, the applicant company was fined 

the equivalent of 580, 00 EUR by the State Consumer Rights Protection Authority for 

breaching Article 4 § 2 (1) of the Law on Advertising for running an advertising campaign 

violating public morals. The campaign took the form of a series of advertisements showing 

models in designer wear with captions reading “Jesus, what trousers!”, “Dear Mary, what a 

dress!” and “Jesus [and] Mary, what are you wearing!” The applicant company‟s appeals to 

the domestic courts were dismissed.  
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vention.103 In Tatár and Fáber v. Hungary, it considered an illegal and brief gather-

ing of two persons who hung dirty laundry on the fences of a parliament building 

as a form of expression protected by Article 10 of the Convention.
104

 

The Court must also determine whether there has been an interference with the 

exercise of the right to freedom of expression and what the forms of interference 

are. As is clear from the provisions of Article 10 of the Convention, freedom of 

expression is not absolute and is subject to restrictions. The Court considers that 

interference with the right to freedom of expression may involve a wide range of 

measures, usually “formality, condition, restriction or penalty”. Moreover, the 

Court considers that, in determining whether there has been an interference with 

the right to freedom of expression, there is no need to dwell on the characterization 

given by the domestic courts. In several cases, the fact that the evidence based on 

the applicant‟s conviction consisted only of a form of expression led the Court to 

find that there was interference.105 In the event that the applicant denied before the 

domestic criminal courts his responsibility for the materials which led to his con-

viction, the Court considered that conviction constituted an interference with the 

exercise of his right to freedom of expression. In the Court‟s view, a different 

treatment would be tantamount to requiring him to admit the acts with which he is 

charged, contrary to his right not to be incriminated, which is at the heart of the 

notion of a fair trial protected by Article 6 of the Convention. In addition, failure to 

accept that a criminal conviction constitutes interference, on the ground that the 

person concerned has denied any involvement in the acts in question, would lead 

                                                 
103 Mariya Alekhina and Others v. Russia, 2018. More on the development of freedom of 

expression in Russia. See: Papmehl, 1971. 
104 Tatár and Fáber v. Hungary, 2012. 
105 Yılmaz and Kılıç v. Turkey, § 58; Bahçeci and Turan v. Turkey, § 26. In a case Yılmaz 

and Kılıç v. Turkey, at the material time the two applicants were members of Hadep (the 

People‟s Democratic Party). Both were arrested following demonstrations held to protest 

against the arrest of Abdullah Öcalan, former leader of the illegal armed organisation PKK 

(Kurdistan Workers‟ Party). The applicants were each sentenced by the National Security 

Court to about four years‟ imprisonment for aiding and abetting an illegal organisation. The 

Court unanimously ruled for violation of Article 10 of the Convention. Bahçeci and Turan 

v. Turkey is a case in which the applicants are Turkish nationals, born in 1982, who were 

sentenced in May 2002 to imprisonment for spreading propaganda against the unity of the 

Turkish nation and the territorial integrity of the State. Relying on Article 6 § 1 (right to a 

fair trial), the applicants complained that the State Security Court had not been impartial, 

and under Article 10 (freedom of expression) they claimed that their right to liberty had 

been violated by the criminal conviction, thoughts and expressions. The court unanimously 

concluded that there had been a violation of Article 10 and declared the remainder of the 

application inadmissible. The applicants were awarded 1,500.00 EUR each for non-

pecuniary damage and 1,000.00 EUR together for costs and expenses.  
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that person into a vicious circle that would deprive him of the protection of the 

Convention.106 

Thus, users have the right to receive and transmit information on the Internet, in 

particular to create, reuse and distribute content via the Internet. The Court exam-

ined the relationship between the protection of intellectual property and freedom of 

expression in relation to cases of criminal conviction for copyright infringement. 

The Court considered such judgments to be an interference with the right to free-

dom of expression which must be justifiably prescribed by law, to pursue the legit-

imate aim of protecting the rights of others and to be considered necessary in a 

democratic society.107 Sharing or allowing others to share files on the Internet, even 

copyrighted material, for profit, is covered by the right to receive and transmit in-

formation as provided for in Article 10 of the ECHR.108 This is a right that is not 

absolute and therefore there is a need to weigh, on the one hand the interest in the 

exchange of information, on the other hand, the interest in protecting the rights of 

copyright owners. The Court emphasized that intellectual property benefits from 

the protection afforded by Article 1 of the Protocol to the ECHR, which protects 

the right to property. Thus, it is a question of balancing two competing interests 

that are both protected by the ECHR.  

The Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to member states to pro-

mote the value of the Internet for public services includes specific guidelines on 

measures and strategies regarding freedom of communication and creation on the 

Internet regardless of borders. In particular, measures should be taken to facilitate, 

where possible, the “re-use” of the Internet content, which means the use of exist-

ing digital content sources to create future content or services in a way that is com-

patible with regard to intellectual property rights. Member states have a primary 

                                                 
106 Müdür Duman v. Turkey, § 30. The applicant was the director of a district branch of a 

political party. In 2000, in the aftermath of a public demonstration, the police conducted a 

search of the branch premises and found various items related to the PKK (Kurdistan 

Workers‟ Party) and its leader, Mr Öcalan. As a consequence, the applicant was prosecuted, 

and subsequently convicted to six months imprisonment for praising and condoning acts 

proscribed by law.  
107 Neij and Sunde Kolmisoppi v. Sweden No. 40397/12. See further Ashby Donald and 

others v. France, No. 36769/08 § 34. During 2005 and 2006 the applicants in Neij and Sun-

de Kolmisoppi v. Sweden has been involved in various aspects of one of the world‟s largest 

file-sharing services on the Internet, The Pirate Bay website. The service they provided 

allowed users to contact each other via torrent files and share digital material by sharing 

files. In 2008, they and others were charged with complicity in the commission of crimes on 

the grounds that they continued to infringe on the copyrights of users of music, movies and 

computer games on the website. The applicants were convicted. The Court declared this 

application manifestly inadmissible (see the analysis of the judgment and the impact in 

Geiger & Izyumenko, 2014).  
108 Ibid.  
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obligation under Article 10 of the ECHR not to interfere in communication be-

tween individuals, whether legal or natural. The Court confirmed that the effective 

exercise of the right to freedom of expression may also require positive protection 

measures, even in the sphere of relations between individuals. State liability may 

exist as a result of failure to adopt appropriate domestic legislation.109 A violation 

of the ECHR can also be established when the interpretation of a national court‟s 

legal act, be it a private contract, public document, legal provision or administrative 

practice, seems unreasonable, arbitrary, discriminatory or, more broadly, incon-

sistent with the fundamental principles of the European Convention on Human 

Rights.110  

Freedom of expression is not an absolute right and may be subject to re-

strictions. Interference with freedom of expression must be seen as any form of 

restriction coming from any body exercising public authority or duties or employed 

in the public service, such as courts, prosecutors, police, any law enforcement 

agency, intelligence services, central or local councils, government departments, 

decision-making bodies and public professional structures. In accordance with Ar-

ticle 10 § 2 of the ECHR, any interference must be prescribed by law. This means 

that the law must be accessible, clear and precise enough for individuals to be able 

to regulate their behavior. The law should provide sufficient safeguards against 

restrictive measures subject to abuse, including effective control by a court or other 

independent executive body. Interference must also pursue a legitimate aim in the 

interests of national security, territorial integrity or public security, to prevent riots 

or crime, to protect health or morals, to protect the reputation or rights of others, to 

prevent disclosure of information received in confidence, or to maintain the author-

                                                 
109 Vgt Verein gegen Tierfabriken v. Switzerland, No. 24699/94, § 45. 
110 Khurshid Mustafa and Tarzibachi v. Sweden, No. 23883/06 § 33; Pla und Puncernau 

v. Andorra, No. 69498/01, § 59, ECHR 2004-VIII. The applicants in a case Khurshid Mus-

tafa and Tarzibachi v. Sweden, are married couple of Iraqi origin with three minor children, 

rented a flat in Stockholm under a private tenancy agreement. The agreement included obli-

gations by the tenant not to install “outdoor antennae and the like” and to maintain “order 

and good custom”. On moving in, the applicants made use of an existing satellite dish in 

order to receive television programmes in Arabic and Farsi. Following a change of landlord 

they were instructed to dismantle the dish and, when they failed to do so, were served with 

a notice terminating the tenancy. Although they took down the existing dish and replaced it 

with a mobile unit attached to an arm that could be passed through the kitchen window, the 

landlord issued proceedings. These were dismissed at first instance but on appeal by the 

landlord a court of appeal held, in accordance with subsection 42-1(2) of the Land Code, 

that the applicants had neglected their obligations to such an extent that they had forfeited 

the right for the tenancy agreement to be prolonged. The landlord offered to allow the ap-

plicants to stay if they agreed to remove the satellite dish, but they refused and had to move 

out. They complained to the European Court of a violation of their freedom to receive in-

formation.  

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{%22appno%22:[%2223883/06%22]}
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ity and impartiality of the judiciary. This list is exhaustive, but its interpretation and 

scope are evolving according to the case law of the Court. Simply put, it is difficult 

today to strike a balance between protecting freedom of speech and ensuring public 

safety (Lysaker & Syse, 2016: 104). Therefore, interference must be necessary in a 

democratic society, which means that it must be proven that there is an urgent so-

cial need for it, that it pursues a legitimate goal and that it is the least restrictive 

means to achieve that goal. These requirements are summarized in a language ac-

cessible to the user, i.e. any restrictions on freedom of expression must not be arbi-

trary and must pursue a legitimate aim in accordance with the ECHR, such as, inter 

alia, the protection of national security or public order, public health or morals and 

must be in accordance with human rights instruments (see more in: Mchangama, 

2016).111 

In the case of restrictions, public authorities may take general blocking or filter-

ing measures throughout the country only if the filtering involves specific and 

clearly identifiable content based on a decision on its illegality by a competent na-

tional authority that may be considered by an independent and impartial tribunal or 

regulatory body, in accordance with the requirements of Article 6 of the ECHR.112 

Public authorities should ensure that all filters are evaluated both before and during 

their application to ensure that their effects are proportionate to the purpose of the 

constraints and therefore necessary in a democratic society, to avoid unjustified 

blocking of content.113 

Measures taken to block certain Internet content must not be arbitrarily used as 

a means of general blocking of information on the Internet. They must not have a 

collateral effect in making large amounts of information inaccessible, thus signifi-

cantly restricting the rights of the Internet users. They should be prescribed by law. 

There should be strict control over the scope of blocking and effective judicial re-

view to prevent any abuse of power.114 A judicial review of such a measure should 

weigh the competing interests at stake, strike a balance between them and deter-

mine whether a less far-reaching measure could be taken to block access to certain 

internet content. Search engine filtering and de-indexing involves the risk of violat-

ing the freedom of expression of the Internet users. Search engines should not be 

required to proactively monitor their networks and services to detect potentially 

illegal content and should not perform any ex ante filtering or blocking unless or-

dered to do so by a Court or other competent authority. De-indexing or filtering of 

                                                 
111 Yildirim v. Turkey, No. 3111/10 § 64-70. 
112 See CM/Rec(2008)6. 
113 Ibid.  
114 Association Ekin v. France, No. 39288/98. 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/Pages/search.aspx#{%22fulltext%22:[%22yildirim%22],%22documentcollectionid2%22:[%22GRANDCHAMBER%22,%22CHAMBER%22],%22itemid%22:[%22001-115705%22]}
https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?Reference=CM/Rec(2008)6
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certain websites at the request of state authorities should be transparent, narrowly 

tailored and regularly reviewed.115 

The Internet users should be given information when filtering is enabled, why a 

particular type of content is filtered, and they should understand how and by what 

criteria filtering works (for example, blacklists, whitelists, keyword blocking, con-

tent evaluation, deindexing, or filtering certain webpages location or content using 

a browser). They should be given concise information and guidelines regarding the 

manual switching of the active filter, namely who to contact when content is found 

to be unjustifiably blocked and the means by which the filter can be switched for a 

particular type of content or website. Users should be provided with an effective 

and easily accessible remedy.  

It is possible for companies, such as social networks, to remove content created 

and available to the Internet users. These companies may also deactivate user ac-

counts (e.g., user profile or presence on social media) justifying their action by dis-

regarding their terms and conditions of service use. Such actions may constitute an 

interference with the right to freedom of expression and the right to receive and 

impart information if the conditions of Article 10 § 2 of the ECHR are not met.116 

According to the guiding principles of the United Nations (which are not a bind-

ing instrument), companies have a responsibility to respect human rights, which 

requires them to avoid provoking or contributing to harmful human rights impacts 

and to ensure cooperation in remedying such impacts. The duty to protect and pro-

vide access to an effective remedy is basically up to the states. Corporate social 

responsibility of online service providers implies an obligation to combat hate 

speech and other content that incites violence or discrimination.117  

The issue of anonymity is also very important. This is based on the case law of 

the Court, the Budapest Convention and other instruments of the Committee of 

Ministers. The Court considered the issue of confidentiality of internet communica-

tions in a case that causes the failure of a member state of the Council of Europe to 

force an internet provider to disclose the identity of a person who indecently adver-

tised a minor on an Internet dating website. The Court held that, although freedom 

of expression and confidentiality of communications were the primary considera-

tion, such a guarantee could not be absolute and other legitimate imperatives, such 

as the prevention of disorder or crime or the protection of the rights and freedoms 

                                                 
115 See in detail: Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)3 of the Committee of Ministers to 

Member States on the Protection of Human Rights with Regard to Search Engines, Appen-

dix, part III. 
116 Recommendation CM/Rec (2011)7 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on 

a New Notion of Media, § 7, Appendix, § 15; 44-47; 68-69; Recommenda-

tion CM/Rec(2012)4 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the Protection of 

Human Rights with Regard to Social Networking Services, § 3. 
117 Ibid.  

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?Reference=CM/Rec(2012)3
https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=1835645&Site=CM
https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?Reference=CM/Rec(2012)4
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of others, must be given from time to time. The state has a positive obligation to 

provide a framework that reconciles these competing interests.118 The Budapest 

Convention does not criminalize the use of computer technology for the purpose of 

anonymous communication. According to the report, “modification of traffic data 

to facilitate anonymous communication or modification of data for the purpose of 

secure communication (e.g. encryption) should in principle be considered a legiti-

mate protection of privacy.119 

The question of whether there has been an interference with the right to freedom 

of expression is closely linked to the possibility of a chilling effect on the exercise 

of this right. Thus, in the event that the criminal proceedings were concluded rather 

quickly by a dismissal order or an acquittal, the Court considered that, in the ab-

sence of other related proceedings, the proceedings could not be considered a deter-

rent to the applicants‟ publishing activities and therefore did not interfere with their 

freedom of expression.120 The Court examines conditions and actions that may 

have a restrictive effect on the enjoyment of freedom of expression on a case-by-

case basis. In any event, it considers that the mere allegations that the impugned 

measures had a “cold effect”, without clarifying in which specific situation such an 

effect occurred, were not sufficient to constitute interference for the purposes of 

Article 10 of the Convention.121 For example, the following consequences may be 

                                                 
118 K.U. v. Finland, No. 2872/02 § 49. 
119 Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, Article 2, Explanatory Report, §. 62. 
120 Metis Yayıncılık Limited Şirketi and Sökmen v. Turkey (dec.), §§ 35-36. 
121 Schweizerische Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft and others v. Switzerland, § 72. In 

August 2004 the applicant, a radio and television broadcasting company, requested permis-

sion to film a prisoner serving a sentence for murder, with a view to broadcasting the inter-

view in a feature on the trial of another person accused in the same case. The prisoner con-

cerned, whose case had attracted a great deal of media interest, had agreed to the interview. 

The request was refused, for reasons concerning the need to maintain peace, order and secu-

rity in the prison and to ensure equal treatment among the prisoners. The applicant company 

lodged various appeals against the decision, but to no avail. The Court ruled in violation of 

Article 10 of the Convention, emphasizing in particular that the concessions to which the 

applicant company was prepared should have been taken into account, such as recording 

while the other detainees were working and keeping the interview short. In its complaints 

the applicant company suggested that the interview could be recorded in the visiting room, 

which could have been closed for the occasion. However, the domestic authorities do not 

appear to have taken these arguments into account. In view of this, the argument that the 

recording could interfere with the private lives of the other detainees did not appear to be 

relevant or sufficient to justify an interference with the applicant‟s company. As to the need 

to maintain order and security in the prison, neither the domestic authorities nor the Gov-

ernment had explained how, in practice, order and security in the prison could have been 

effectively compromised, especially if the interview was recorded under proposed limited 

conditions by the applicant company, from one cameraman accompanied by a journalist, 

whose presence could probably disrupt the functioning or endanger security. Furthermore, 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{%22appno%22:[%222872/02%22]}
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considered in the Court‟s case-law as forms of interference with the right to free-

dom of expression: 

- conviction combined with a fine or imprisonment; 

- an order for payment of damages, even where it is symbolic; 

- a conviction, even where enforcement has been suspended; 

- the mere fact that he has been investigated in criminal proceedings or the actu-

al risk of an investigation under a vaguely drafted law that has also been vaguely 

interpreted by national courts; 

- ban on publication; 

- confiscation of the publication; 

- confiscation of newspapers and magazines sent to the closed applicant by his 

relatives and radios in his possession, by the prison administration; 

- refusal to provide a broadcast frequency; 

- a court decision preventing a person from receiving a transmission from tele-

communications satellites; 

- advertising ban; 

- disciplinary punishment imposed on a doctor for violating professional ethics, 

for criticizing medical treatment provided to a patient or prosecutor, following crit-

icism for legislative reforms; 

- an order to disclose journalistic sources even if the order has not been carried 

out or if the source has already appeared and the journalist has been forced to testi-

fy against him; 

- a statement by the head of state of his intention not to appoint the applicant, a 

judge, to any other public office on the grounds that he had expressed an opinion 

on a constitutional issue, which allegedly contradicted the opinion of the head of 

state; 

                                                 

 
Article 10 protected not only the essence of the expressed ideas and information, but also 

the means by which they were transmitted. Therefore, it is not up to the domestic courts or 

the Court to replace their views with media views on which journalistic reporting technique 

should be adopted. Therefore, the fact that the applicant company broadcast a telephone 

interview with a prisoner was not relevant: various means and techniques were used for the 

interview, it did not have such a direct impact on viewers and was broadcast under another 

program. Accordingly, the broadcasting of the interviews in no way removed the interfer-

ence caused by the denial of the recording permit in prison. It is true that the national au-

thorities were in a better position than the Court to decide whether and to what extent al-

lowing foreigners to enter the prison was compatible with the order and security there. 

However, given the rather concise reasoning given by the national authorities and the ab-

sence in their decisions of a real balancing of the interests involved, they failed to show 

convincingly that the absolute ban imposed on the applicant's company shooting in prison 

was strictly proportionate to the objectives pursued. 
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- refusing to give permission to record in prison during the preparation of a tel-

evision program and interviewing one of the detainees; 

- refusal to grant access to a reception center for asylum seekers in order to ob-

tain statements on living conditions there; 

- arresting and detaining protestants. 

In cases concerning disciplinary proceedings or the removal or appointment of 

judges, when determining whether the measure complained of constituted an inter-

ference with the applicant‟s freedom of expression, the Court first determined the 

scope of the measure by placing it in the context of facts and relevant legislation.122 

                                                 
122 Baka v. Hungary [GC], § 140; Wille v. Liechtenstein [GC], §§ 42-43; Kayasu v. Tur-

key, §§ 77-79; Kudeshkina v. Russia, § 79; Poyraz v. Turkey, §§ 55-57; Harabin v. Slo-

vakia, § 149; Kövesi v. Romania, § 190; Cimperšek v. Slovenia, § 57. In a case Baka v. 

Hungary, The applicant, a former judge of the European Court of Human Rights, was elect-

ed President of the Supreme Court of Hungary for a six-year term ending in 2015. In his 

capacity as President of that court and of the National Council of Justice, he expressed his 

views on various legislative reforms affecting the judiciary. The transitional provisions of 

the new Constitution (Fundamental Law of Hungary of 2011) provided that the legal suc-

cessor to the Supreme Court would be the Kúria and that the mandate of the President of the 

Supreme Court would end following the entry into force of the new Constitution. As a con-

sequence, the applicant‟s mandate as President of the Supreme Court ended on 1 January 

2012. According to the criteria for the election of the President of the new Kúria, candidates 

were required to have at least five years‟ experience as a judge in Hungary. Time served as 

a judge in an international court was not counted. This led to the applicant‟s ineligibility for 

the post of President of the new Kúria. In a judgment of 27 May 2014, a Chamber of the 

Court held unanimously that there had been a violation of Article 6 § 1 of the Convention 

(right of access to court) because the applicant had been unable to contest the premature 

termination of his mandate. It also found a breach of the applicant‟s right to freedom of 

expression under Article 10 after finding that the premature termination of the applicant‟s 

mandate had been as a result of views expressed publicly in his professional capacity. On 

15 December 2014 the case was referred to the Grand Chamber at the Government‟s re-

quest. The Grand Chamber ruled in violation of Article 10 of the Convention.  

Of particular interest is the case of Wille v. Liechtenstein. The applicant, Herbert Wille, 

a Liechtenstein national, was born in 1944 and lives in Balzers (Liechtenstein). In 1992 a 

controversy arose between His Serene Highness Prince Hans-Adam II of Liechtenstein and 

the Liechtenstein Government on political competences in connection with the plebiscite on 

the question of Liechtenstein‟s accession to the European Economic Area. At the relevant 

time, the applicant was a member of the Liechtenstein Government. Following an argument 

between the Prince and members of the Government at a meeting on 28 October 1992, the 

matter was settled on the basis of a common declaration by the Prince and the Government. 

On 16 February 1995, in the context of a series of lectures on questions of constitutional 

jurisdiction and fundamental rights, the applicant gave a public lecture at the Liechtenstein-

Institut, a research institute, on the “Nature and Functions of 

the Liechtenstein Constitutional Court”. In the course of the lecture, the applicant expressed 

the view that the Constitutional Court was competent to decide on the “interpretation of the 
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Constitution in case of disagreement between the Prince (Government) and the Parliament”. 

This lecture was reported in the local press. On 27 February 1995 the Prince addressed a 

letter to the applicant concerning the above lecture. The Prince disagreed with the appli-

cant‟s statement on the competence of the Constitutional Court and also noted an earlier 

political controversy. He continued that he had reason to believe that the applicant did not 

feel bound by the Constitution and expressed opinions which clearly infringed the Constitu-

tion. The applicant was, therefore, disqualified from holding a public office. The Prince 

wished to inform him in good time that he would not appoint him to public office, should 

he be proposed by the Parliament or any other body. In his reply of 20 March 1995, the 

applicant explained his legal opinion and complained that the Prince‟s announcement inter-

fered with his right to freedom of expression and to freedom to express academic opinions. 

In a further letter to the applicant dated 4 April 1995, the Prince replied that he had attempt-

ed to avoid a public discussion in informing the applicant, in a personal letter, about his 

decision as early as possible. In April 1997 the applicant was proposed by 

the Liechtenstein Parliament for a further term of office as President of the Administrative 

Court. However, the Prince did not appoint him. The applicant complains that the Prince‟s 

letter of 27 February 1995 informing him that he would not appoint him to public office, 

should he be proposed by the Parliament or any other body, violated his right to freedom of 

expression, as guaranteed by Article 10 of the Convention. He further complains under Ar-

ticles 6 and 13 of the Convention that he had no remedy to defend his reputation and to seek 

protection of his personal rights. 

In a case of Kayasu v. Turkey, the applicant was a public prosecutor at the relevant time. 

In 1999, acting as a private citizen, he lodged a criminal complaint against former generals 

of the army who had been the main instigators of the military coup of 12 September 1980. 

No action was taken on the complaint and the case received a certain amount of press cov-

erage. In 2000 the Supreme Council of Judges and Public Prosecutors imposed a discipli-

nary sanction on the applicant in the form of a reprimand, having found that the words used 

by the applicant in his complaint were liable to offend certain statesmen who had worked to 

secure the stability and viability of the State. The applicant appealed against that decision 

but was unsuccessful. In the meantime, in his capacity as a public prosecutor the applicant 

had drawn up an indictment against Mr Kenan Evren, a former Chief of Staff and former 

President of Turkey who had been the main instigator of the military coup of 12 September 

1980. In March 2000 the Ministry of Justice gave permission to prosecute the applicant for 

abuse of position on the ground that he had distributed copies of the indictment to the press 

and given statements to journalists he had received at his home. Furthermore, the Chief 

Public Prosecutor considered that the submissions filed by the applicant had amounted to an 

allegation of an offence and, on that account, took no further action on them by virtue of 

transitional Article 15 of the Constitution, which provided that the instigators of the 1980 

coup were immune from prosecution. The criminal proceedings against the applicant result-

ed in him being convicted by the Court of Cassation of abusing his position and causing 

offence to the armed forces. He was sentenced to suspended criminal fines. As to the charge 

of causing offence, the Turkish courts held that the indictment drawn up by the applicant 

had gone beyond the bounds of criticism and was directed at the armed forces as a whole, 

accusing them of being an institution that abused its power and had no hesitation in point-
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ing its weapons at citizens and destroying the rule of law. They also found that by distrib-

uting the document in question to journalists, the applicant had sought to reach a wider au-

dience, thereby demonstrating his intention to insult and offend the State‟s military forces. 

From April 2000 the applicant was suspended from his post as a public prosecutor, and in 

February 2003 the Supreme Council of Judges and Public Prosecutors dismissed him from 

his post. His subsequent application to the Objections Committee, four of whose nine 

members had sat as members of the Supreme Council of Judges and Public Prosecutors that 

had given the decision, against which he was appealing, was rejected in November 2003. 

The applicant was no longer entitled to practise law as a result of his dismissal from the 

legal service. The Court unanimously ruled in violation of Article 10 of the Convention.  

In a case Kudeshkina v. Russia, in 2003 the applicant, who at the time held judicial office 

at the Moscow City Court, was appointed to sit in a high-profile criminal case concerning 

abuse of powers by a police investigator, Mr Zaytsev. The applicant submitted that during 

the proceedings in question, the President of the Moscow City Court, Ms Yego-

rova, called her to her office and asked her certain questions regarding the conduct of the 

trial. The parties disagreed on the circumstances of the applicant‟s withdrawal from the 

case. The applicant herself submitted that Ms Yegorova had removed her from the case 

without giving reasons, while the Government claimed that the case had been assigned to 

another judge on the grounds that she had delayed its examination. The applicant subse-

quently asked for Ms Yegorova to be charged with a disciplinary offence for having alleg-

edly exercised unlawful pressure on her. The judge appointed to examine the applicant‟s 

allegations concluded that Ms Yegorova had decided to re-assign the case because she dis-

approved of the way the applicant was conducting the hearing and because there existed 

“confidential reports by relevant agencies” on the applicant‟s examination of the Zaytsev 

case. The competent authority therefore decided not to institute disciplinary proceedings 

against Ms Yegorova. Several months later the applicant stood as a candidate in a general 

election to the Russian Duma. During her campaign, which included a programme for judi-

cial reform, she gave interviews to two newspapers and a radio station in which she was 

highly critical of the Russian judiciary. Among other things, she expressed doubts as to the 

independence of the courts in Russia and fears of “judicial lawlessness” within the country. 

She was not elected to the Duma but was reinstated in her previous judicial office. Mean-

while, the President of the Moscow Judicial Council sought the applicant‟s removal from 

office claiming that during her election campaign she had behaved in a manner that was 

incompatible with the authority and standing of a judge. In May 2004, without hearing rep-

resentations from the applicant who was absent, apparently without a valid excuse, the 

competent authority decided to remove her from office, stating that she had “disseminated 

[…] false and untruthful fabrications” and that the statements were “clearly based on fanta-

sies, on knowingly false and distorted facts”. The authority further concluded that the appli-

cant had “disclosed specific factual information concerning the criminal proceedings 

against Mr Zaytsev before the judgment in this case had entered into legal force”. The ap-

plicant subsequently appealed to the Moscow City Court and requested the transfer of her 

case owing to lack of impartiality, to no avail. By a narrow majority, the Court found a vio-

lation of freedom of expression. 
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In a case Poyraz v. Turkey, the applicant, chief inspector of the Ministry of Justice, was 

responsible for conducting an inquiry into alleged professional misconduct on the part of a 

judge. In the report he co-authored, the professional conduct of the judge – who had in the 

meantime been appointed to the Court of Cassation – was severely criticised through wit-

ness accounts of, inter alia, acts of sexual harassment. The report was leaked to the press 

and received widespread television coverage, featuring interviews with the applicant, the 

judge and witnesses. In response to accusations that he was involved in a political conspira-

cy against the judge, the applicant issued a written statement to the press in which he assert-

ed that the judge was currently the subject of fifteen separate inquiries and that he had not 

named the harassment victims in order to prevent deaths from occurring. The judge brought 

an action for damage against the applicant in the latter‟s personal capacity. The applicant 

was ordered to pay damages and was unsuccessful in his appeal to the Court of Cassation. 

No violation of freedom of expression was established in this procedure. 

The application in Harabin v. Slovakia was declared inadmissible. The applicant, the 

President of the Slovakian Supreme Court, was the subject of disciplinary proceedings be-

fore the Constitutional Court (plenary session) after he refused to allow an audit by Minis-

try of Finance staff which he considered should have been conducted by the Supreme Audit 

Office. The applicant challenged four of the judges due to hear his case, including two who 

had earlier been excluded from other sets of proceedings in which he had been involved, on 

the grounds that his past dealings with certain of the judges in question meant that there was 

a risk of bias. His opponent in the proceedings, the Minister of Justice, challenged a further 

three judges on like grounds. The Constitutional Court rejected all the challenges. It subse-

quently found the applicant guilty of a serious disciplinary offence and reduced his annual 

salary by 70%. In his application to the European Court, the applicant complained, inter 

alia, of a violation of his right to a fair hearing by an impartial tribunal.  

In 2013, the President of Romania in the case of Kövesi v. Romania appointed chief pros-

ecutor of the National Anti-Corruption Directorate. In 2016, the High Trial Chamber gave a 

favorable opinion on the proposal of the Minister of Justice to reappoint the Applicant for 

the next three-year term. Parliamentary elections were held in December 2016. A new par-

liamentary majority was formed and a new government was established. In August 2017, 

the Minister of Justice announced a fundamental reform of the judicial system. The 

amendments and legal process have met with criticism in Romania and internationally. In 

February 2018, the Minister of Justice submitted a proposal to remove the applicant from 

her position, referring to the public statements she had made regarding the reforms. On 9 

July 2018 the applicant was removed from office by presidential decree. In the Court's 

view, the removal of the applicant from the post of Chief Prosecutor did not have a legiti-

mate aim and, moreover, was not a measure “necessary in a democratic society” within the 

meaning of that provision. 

In the case of Cimperšek v. Slovenia, the applicant applied for the title of forensic expert. 

He passed the appropriate exam and was called to take the oath. However, the Minister of 

Justice rejected his application on the grounds that he was not a suitable candidate for the 

position. In making that decision, the Minister relied on the contents of the applicant‟s blog 

and letters of appeal for delays in the work of the Ministry and the postponement of the oath 
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After this step, it is necessary to pass the analysis of three tests: legality of interfer-

ence, legitimacy of interference and necessity in a democratic society. What can be 

observed is the fact that the Court first analyzes whether the interference was “pre-

scribed by law” and whether it “pursued one of the legitimate aims” within the 

meaning of Article 10 § 2, and finally whether the interference was “necessary in a 

democratic society”; in most cases this is a matter which determines the conclusion 

of the Court in the given case. 

Interference with freedom of expression violates the Convention if it does not 

meet the criteria set out in the second paragraph of Article 10 of the Convention. 

Thus, freedom of expression is not absolute - it allows individuals to form and de-

velop their opinions and express themselves in that way, but freedom of expression 

is subject to certain restrictions (Bakircioglu, 2008: 2). It is therefore essential to 

determine whether the interference is “prescribed by law”. The interpretation of 

domestic law is primarily up to the national authorities, and especially to the courts. 

If the interpretation is not arbitrary or manifestly unreasonable, the Court‟s role is 

limited to determining whether the effects of that interpretation are compatible with 

the Convention.123 Thus, the Court held that a norm could not be regarded as a 

“law” if it was not formulated with sufficient precision to enable a citizen to regu-

late his conduct and must, if necessary with appropriate advice, anticipate, to the 

extent reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a particular action 

can cause.124 However, it is further stated that these consequences should not be 

                                                 

 
ceremony. The Court unanimously ruled on the violation of the right to freedom of expres-

sion.  
123 Cangi v. Turkey, § 42. Namely, in this case the applicant was a member of an initiative 

group composed of private individuals and non-governmental organizations fighting to pre-

vent the destruction of the ancient site of Allianoi. The case concerned the authorities‟ re-

fusal to provide the applicant with an official copy of the minutes of a meeting of the 

Committee on Cultural and Natural Heritage held on 26 January 2010, regarding plans to 

preserve this ancient site and the planned construction of a dam. The request was rejected 

by the administrative courts and his individual appeal to the Constitutional Court was de-

clared inadmissible in October 2014. Relying on Article 10 (freedom of expression), the 

applicant complained of a violation of his right to receive and communicate information of 

public interest as a citizen and a member of a non-governmental organization that fights for 

the protection of the ancient site and for the promotion of public awareness on that issue. 

The Court ruled in violation of Article 10 of the Convention. 
124 Perinçek v. Switzerland, § 131. The applicant is a doctor of laws and chairman of the 

Turkish Workers‟ Party. In 2005 he took part in various conferences during which he pub-

licly denied that there had been any genocide of the Armenian people by the Ottoman Em-

pire in 1915 and subsequent years. In particular, he described the idea of an Armenian gen-

ocide as an “international lie”. The Switzerland-Armenia Association lodged a criminal 

complaint against the applicant on account of his comments. The applicant was ordered to 

pay ninety day-fines of 100,00 Swiss francs (CHF), suspended for two years, a fine of 
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predicted with absolute certainty, because experience has shown that it is unattain-

able. While certainty is desirable, it can bring excessive rigidity, and the law must 

be able to keep pace with changing circumstances. Consequently, many laws are 

inevitably based on terms that are, to a greater or lesser extent, unclear and whose 

interpretation and application are questions of practice.125 The Court also held that 

an individual could not claim that a statutory provision lacked predictability simply 

because it was applied for the first time in his case.126 In addition, the Court empha-

                                                 

 
3.000,00 CHF, which could be replaced by thirty days imprisonment, and the sum of 

1.000,00 CHF in compensation to the Switzerland-Armenia Association for non-pecuniary 

damage. In a judgment of 17 December 2013 a Chamber of the Court held by five votes to 

two that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the Convention which by 10 votes “for” 

and seven “against” made the same decision. 
125 Lindon, Otchakovsky-Laurens and July v. France [GC], § 41. The first applicant, a 

writer, is the author of a work presented as a novel entitled Jean-Marie Le Pen at trial, and 

the publisher is the second applicant. The novel based on real events, but adding fictional 

elements, recounts the trial of a militant member of Front National, who, by putting up 

posters for his party with other militants, committed the cold-blooded murder of a young 

man of North African descent and admitted it was a racist crime. The novel openly raises 

questions about the responsibility of Front National and Mr Le Pen for the rise of racism in 

France and about the difficulties in combating this scourge. After the proceedings, they 

were convicted of defamation. The Court, on the other hand, held that there had been no 

violation of freedom of expression in the present case. 
126 Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy and Satamedia Oy v. Finland [GC], § 150; Tête v. 

France, § 52. In a case of Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy and Satamedia Oy v. Finland, the 

first applicant company (Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy) published a newspaper providing 

information on the taxable income and assets of Finnish taxpayers. The information was, by 

law, public. The second applicant company (Satamedia Oy) offered a service supplying 

taxation information by SMS text message. In April 2003 the Data Protection Ombudsman 

requested the Data Protection Board to restrain the applicant companies from processing 

taxation data in the manner and to the extent they had in 2002 and from passing such data to 

an SMS-service. The Data Protection Board dismissed the Ombudsman‟s request on the 

grounds that the applicant companies were engaged in journalism and so were entitled to 

derogation under section 2(5) of the Personal Data Act. The case subsequently came before 

the Supreme Administrative Court, which in February 2007 sought a preliminary ruling 

from the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) on the interpretation of the EU 

Data Protection Directive (Jozwiak, 2016: 410). In its judgment of 16 December 2008 the 

CJEU ruled that activities relating to data from documents which were in the public domain 

under national legislation could be classified as “journalistic activities” if their object was to 

disclose to the public information, opinions or ideas, irrespective of the medium used to 

transmit them. In September 2009, the Supreme Administrative Court directed the Data 

Protection Board to forbid the processing of taxation data in the manner and to the extent 

carried out by the applicant companies in 2002. Noting that the CJEU had found that the 

decisive factor was to assess whether a publication contributed to a public debate or was 
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sized that the scope of the concepts of foreseeability and accessibility depends to a 

large extent on the content of the instrument in question, the field in which it is in-

tended to cover and the number and status of those to whom it is addressed. The 

law can still satisfy the requirement of foreseeability even if the person concerned 

has to take appropriate legal advice to assess, to the extent reasonable in the cir-

cumstances, the consequences that a particular action may cause. This is especially 

true for persons engaged in professional activity, who are accustomed to having to 

act with a high degree of caution while pursuing their profession; they can be ex-

pected to pay particular attention to the risk assessment of such activity.127 

                                                 

 
solely intended to satisfy the curiosity of readers, the Supreme Administrative Court con-

cluded that the publication of the whole database collected for journalistic purposes and the 

transmission of the information to the SMS service could not be regarded as journalistic 

activity. In the Convention proceedings the applicant companies complained, among other 

matters, of a violation of Article 10 of the Convention. In a judgment of 21 July 2015 a 

Chamber of the Court held, by six votes to one, that there had been no violation of that pro-

vision. On 14 December 2015 the case was referred to the Grand Chamber at the appli-

cants‟ request, which ruled the same decision by 15:2 of votes. 

In the latter case, the applicant appealed against his conviction for a malicious lie for an 

open letter he had written to the President of the French Financial Markets Authority 

(AMF), accusing Olympique Lyonnais Group (OLG) and its CEO of giving false and mis-

leading information during the company‟s stock exchange turnover. The flotation was 

aimed at allowing the construction of a new famous football stadium. The Court noted in 

particular that the domestic courts had not properly examined the need to interfere with the 

applicant‟s right to freedom of expression. He also noted that the AMF had not taken any 

action in response to the letter and that no proceedings had been instituted against the exec-

utive director of OLG. Moreover, the applicant wrote about an issue of general interest both 

in the context of political and pre-election activities. The court also noted the fact that the 

sanctions imposed were of a criminal nature. Accordingly, the Court considered that the 

interference with the applicant‟s right to freedom of expression was not proportionate to the 

legitimate aim pursued and that the reasons for the domestic courts' decisions were not suf-

ficient to justify it. 
127 Chauvy and Others v. France, §§ 43-45. The first applicant was the author of a book 

entitled “AUBRAC-Lyon 1943”, published in 1997 by Éditions Albin Michel (the third 

applicant), whose chairman was the second applicant. The book described historical events 

from the Second World War relating to the French Resistance. In particular, it examined 

one of the main “grey areas” from this period, namely the Caluire meeting, a particularly 

significant event in the history of the French Resistance. On 21 June 1943 Klaus Barbie, 

regional head of the Gestapo, arrested the main leaders of the Resistance, who were meet-

ing in Caluire, a suburb of Lyons. Among those arrested was Raymond Aubrac, a member 

of the Resistance movement, who succeeded in escaping in the autumn of 1943. The book‟s 

author sought to challenge what he called the official truth about this major episode in the 

history of the Second World War as reported, inter alia, by Mr and Mrs Aubrac in the me-

dia. Accordingly, the book had an appendix containing a memoir by Klaus Barbie, the so-
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In addition, the Court considers that the scope of the notion of predictability de-

pends on the context in which the restrictive measures are used. Therefore, their 

use in the electoral context takes on special significance given the importance of 

the integrity of the voting process in maintaining the confidence of the electorate in 

democratic institutions.128 The Court reiterated, having regard to Articles 9, 10 and 

11 of the Convention, that the mere fact that a statutory provision is capable of 

multiple constructions does not mean that it does not meet the requirement of fore-

seeability. In this context, when new criminal offenses arise legally, there will al-

                                                 

 
called “Testament Barbie”, and the author posed a large number of questions based on 

comparison of this document with the account of the events given by Mr and Mrs Aubrac. 

The Aubracs instituted proceedings against the applicants for libel. The court convicted the 

first two applicants of criminal libel against the Aubracs in their capacity as members of a 

“recognised Resistance movement” and ordered them to pay fines. The applicants were also 

ordered to pay damages to Mr and Mrs Aubrac. The court dismissed the request for the 

book to be destroyed, but ordered the publication of a legal notice and its insertion in every 

copy of the book. The court of appeal upheld the judgment, considering in particular that 

the book‟s thesis as a whole tended to suggest to readers that the Aubracs had committed 

acts of betrayal and that it systematically called into question the historical accounts given 

by those recognised members of the Resistance by implying that they had lied. The Court of 

Cassation dismissed an appeal on points of law by the applicants. The European Court of 

Human Rights unanimously found that there was no violation of the right to freedom of 

expression. 
128 Magyar Kétfarkú Kutya Párt v. Hungary [GC], § 99. In this case, in 2016 a referen-

dum related to the European Union‟s migration relocation plan was held in Hungary. Just 

prior to the referendum the applicant, a political party 

called Magyar Kétfarkú Kutya Párt (“the MKKP”), had made available to voters a mobile 

application which they could use to anonymously upload and share with the public photo-

graphs of their ballot papers. Following complaints by a private individual to the National 

Election Commission (NEC), the applicant party was fined for infringing the principles 

of fairness and secrecy of elections and of the exercise of rights in accordance with their 

purpose. The Kúria upheld the NEC‟s finding regarding the infringement of the principle of 

the exercise of rights in accordance with their purpose, but dismissed its conclusions re-

garding the voting secrecy and fairness of the referendum. The applicant party‟s constitu-

tional complaint was declared inadmissible. In a judgment of 23 January 2018, a Chamber 

of the Court held, unanimously, that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the Conven-

tion. In the Court‟s view, the applicant party‟s conduct was not conducive to any prejudice 

in respect of the secrecy or fairness of the referendum. The sanction imposed on the appli-

cant did not pursue any of the legitimate aims enumerated in Article 10 § 2. On 28 May 

2018 the case was referred to the Grand Chamber at the Government‟s request. Less than 

two years later, the European Court confirmed this position with 16 votes. 
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ways be an element of uncertainty as to the meaning of this law until it is interpret-

ed and applied by criminal courts.129 

In assessing the foreseeability of a law, the Court also undertakes to verify the 

quality of the law in question, given its clarity and precision. In this regard, the 

Court reiterated that the term “prescribed by law” not only requires that the im-

pugned measure should have some basis in domestic law, but also refers to the 

availability and quality of the law in question. The Court considers that the law 

published in the national official gazette is available. The court concluded that the 

conviction of the applicant, the president of the political congress, for failing to 

intervene and prevent congressional delegates from speaking Kurdish, despite 

warnings from a government superior, was not “prescribed by law”. The Court 

considered that the domestic provision governing political parties was not clear 

enough to allow the applicant to foresee that he could face criminal proceedings.130 

                                                 
129 Jobe v. the United Kingdom (dec.). The application in this case was declared inadmis-

sible. Namely, the applicant was arrested on 15 December 2006 in Birmingham. He re-

mained in custody throughout the criminal proceedings against him. Following his arrest, 

he was found to possess a large number of digital files containing extremist Islamist materi-

al. These included files entitled “Military Training Manual”, “Al Qaeda Training Manual”, 

“How can I train for jihad?” and “39 ways to serve and participate in jihad”. The documents 

were contained either in a “torrent” file, obtained through a file-sharing system on the In-

ternet, or, in the case of the “Al Qaeda Training Manual” document, on a CD. On the appli-

cant‟s mobile phone, the police found a video of the police headquarters, which was alleg-

edly recorded with the aim of a possible terrorist attack. The applicant was charged, inter 

alia, with five counts of possession of a document or record containing information that 

could be useful to the person who committed or prepared the crime of terrorism. In a de-

fense statement, the applicant explained that he had obtained the files during an online in-

vestigation into military training in his home country, the Gambia. He was thinking about 

returning to The Gambia in the future and wanted to know what training he would need to 

do in his country to join the army. For the document “Al Qaeda Training Manual”, he said 

on several occasions that he bought or was given material related to Islamic religious, his-

torical and current affairs. The CD was one such item and at the time of the arrest he did not 

know its full contents and was not familiar with that particular document. Similar explana-

tions were given for the remaining documents, with the additional explanation that all Mus-

lims were obliged to participate in the jihad. Finally, with regard to the video on his mobile 

phone, the applicant explained that he had taken it when he had just acquired the phone. 

While traveling by bus, he decided to test the video device on his phone. There were no 

signs to suggest that video recording was banned in the area and indeed his actual recorded 

images were irrelevant. The Court concluded that even on the assumption that there had 

been an interference with the applicant‟s rights under Article 10 of the Convention, it was 

justified under Article 10 § 2 of the Convention. Any interference, however, was prescribed 

by law. It was clearly justified by the legitimate aims of the interests of national security 

and the prevention of crime. It was also necessary in a democratic society. 
130 Semir Güzel v. Turkey, §§ 35 and 39-41. The applicant, vice-president of a political 

party, was prosecuted for having allowed participants at the general congress he was chair-
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In Pinto Pinheiro Marques v. Portugal, the Court found that there was insuffi-

cient legal basis for interference, noting that the applicant‟s statements were subject 

to a statutory provision punishing another type of comment (§§ 37-39). In the same 

way, the Court found a violation of the requirement that interference should be law-

ful after noticing a contradiction between the two legal texts and in the absence of a 

clear solution or disagreement in the case law. In the second case, the Court reiter-

ated that criminal law provisions (in this case, relating to hate speech) must clearly 

and precisely define the scope of the relevant offenses, in order to avoid a situation 

in which the State whose discretion prosecutes such criminal offenses acts become 

too broad and potentially susceptible to abuse by selective enforcement. In the case 

of the Editorial Board of Pravoye Delo and Shtekel v. Ukraine, the Court found 

that, given that domestic law lacked adequate safeguards for journalists using in-

formation obtained from the Internet, the applicants could not adequately foresee 

the consequences that would controversial publication could have. This allowed the 

Court to conclude that the requirement of legality contained in the second para-

graph of Article 10 of the Convention had not been met.131 

In a case where domestic law did not contain any provision prohibiting the pho-

tographing of ballots and their anonymous sending to a mobile application so that 

they could be shared during the referendum, the Court noted considerable uncer-

tainty as to the potential effects of the impugned legal provision applied by domes-

tic authorities and considered that such provisions were not predictable. The Court 

also concluded that it was not necessary to limit its assessment to the quality of 

laws previously declared vague and unpredictable, but to assess the necessity of 

such laws where they were incompatible with the notions of equality, pluralism and 

tolerance inherent in a democratic society. With regard to the law in force prohibit-

ing exhibitors from giving any opinion on the news broadcast, the Court considered 

that the question was not whether, in the abstract, the relevant legal provision was 

sufficiently precise, but whether the publication of the impugned statement (which 

describes the political party as “extreme right”), the requesting television station 

knew or should have known - if necessary, after taking appropriate legal advice - 

that the term would represent an “opinion” in the circumstances of the case. In the 

Court‟s view, the question of whether the access of the domestic courts could rea-

sonably be expected was closely linked to the question of whether in a democratic 

                                                 

 
ing to speak in Kurdish during their interventions. At the relevant time, it was a criminal 

offence for a political party to use any language other than Turkish at congresses and meet-

ings. In his application to the European Court the applicant complained that his prosecution 

was in breach of his right to freedom of expression under Article 10 of the Convention. 
131 Editorial Board of Pravoye Delo and Shtekel v. Ukraine, § 66. 
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society it was necessary to prohibit the notion of “far right” in the news program, in 

the circumstances of the present case restriction.132 

In the second place in the examination is the test of the legitimacy of the goal to 

which the interference is sought. The legitimate aims of interfering with the right to 

freedom of expression are set out in detail in the second paragraph of Article 10 of 

the Convention. At this stage of the examination, the Court may find that interfer-

ence does not serve to achieve a legitimate aim on which it relies or decide to retain 

only one of the legitimate aims on which the State relies, while rejecting the others. 

The Court may consider that the absence of a legitimate aim of interference consti-

tutes in itself a violation of the Convention and therefore decides not to examine 

whether the interference in question in the present case was necessary in a demo-

cratic society. It may also decide, taking into account the circumstances of the case, 

to continue the examination and determine whether the interference was necessary 

in a democratic society. 

In third place is probably one of the most important tests, but also the one that 

often prevails when examining whether there has been a violation of Article 10 of 

the Convention or not. The General principles for assessing the necessity of inter-

fering with freedom of expression, which the Court has repeatedly repeated since 

the judgment in Handyside v. The United Kingdom, are summarized in Stoll v. 

Switzerland and repeated in Morice v. France and Pentikäinen v. Finland, which 

we have dealt with. The Court has thus developed in its case-law the autonomous 

concept of whether interference is “proportionate to the legitimate aim”, which de-

termined taking into account all the circumstances of the case is using the criteria 

set out in the Court‟s case-law and aided by various principles and interpretative 

tools. There are several criteria that are taken into account, and primarily the exist-

ence of an urgent social need and an assessment of the nature and severity of sanc-

tions (least restrictive measures, general measures, requirements for relevant and 

sufficient reasons). 

2.1.11.2. The Right to Freedom of Expression on the Internet in the Case Law 

of the European Court of Human Rights  

 The European Court of Human Rights has many times emphasized the im-

portance and significance of the media for the creation and development of a dem-

                                                 
132 ATV Zrt v. Hungary, §§ 35 and 37. This is a relatively recent verdict in the domain of 

freedom of expression. Section 12 of the Media Act prohibited the communication of any 

“opinion” by a newsreader. The applicant company owned a television channel found to 

have infringed the Act by describing, in a news programme, the political party Jobbik as 

“far-right”. It was prohibited from repeating the statement. The applicant company appealed 

unsuccessfully, arguing that the term “far-right” was widely used in relation to Jobbik, that 

it had a scientific basis in political and social science, and that it reflected Jobbik‟s position 

in Parliament. 
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ocratic society, and has often dealt with the issue of freedom of expression on the 

Internet (Mijoviš, 2020: 1030). In the first place, the case law of the European 

Court of Human Rights considers that the restrictions of political speech or issues 

of public interest are viewed according to higher standards than regular speech, and 

the limits of permissible criticism are wider in relation to government than in rela-

tion to private citizens or even politicians. In a democratic system, government ac-

tions or omissions must be carefully monitored not only by the legislature and the 

judiciary but also by public opinion.133 In its rich case law, the ECHR has con-

firmed that Article 10 is fully applicable on the Internet.134 The right to freedom of 

expression includes the right to freely express opinions, views, and ideas and to 

seek, receive and impart information regardless of frontiers. Internet users should 

be free to express their political beliefs as well as their religious and non-religious 

views. The latter refers to the exercise of the right to freedom of thought, con-

science and religion prescribed by Article 9 of the ECHR. Freedom of expression 

refers not only to “information” or “ideas” that are favorably received or that are 

considered offensive or indifferent, but also to those that may offend shock or har-

ass.135 The exercise of the right to freedom of expression by the Internet users must 

be balanced with the right to protection of reputation. The Court has in several cas-

es concluded that this right is protected by Article 8 of the ECHR with regard to 

respect for private life.136 In other words, the Court has noted on several occasions 

                                                 
133 Sürek v. Turkey, No. 1. 
134 See Factsheet – new technologies. 
135 Handyside v. the United Kingdom, Judgment of 7 December 1976, Series A No. 24, 

paragraph 49. 
136 Chauvy and Others, No. 64915/01 § 70; Pfeifer v. Austria, No. 12556/03, § 35; and 

Polanco Torres and Movilla Polanco v. Spain, No. 34147/06, § 40. In a case Pfeifer 

v. Austria, the applicant published a comment which was critical of the professor who had 

written an article stating that the Jews had declared war on Germany in 1933 and trivialized 

the crimes of the Nazi regime. Some five years later, the professor was prosecuted for the 

article banning National Socialism. He committed suicide just before the trial. Then the 

editor-in-chief of the right-wing magazine Zur Zeit addressed a letter to subscribers asking 

for financial support and claiming that a group of anti-fascists was trying to damage him 

with disinformation in the media and by initiating criminal proceedings and civil litigation. 

The letter reiterated the claim already made by the magazine in an earlier article that the 

applicant was a member of a “hunting association” which had taken the professor to his 

death. The domestic courts acquitted the editor-in-chief of the defamation charges on the 

grounds that the letter contained a value judgment that had a sufficient factual basis. The 

court unanimously found a violation of the right to freedom of expression.  

In a case Polanco Torres and Movilla Polanco v. Spain, the applicants are respectively 

the wife and daughter of a senior judge who has died since the events of the case. He was 

president of a court before which criminal proceedings had been brought against a senior 

political leader of the region. In 1994 an article in a national daily newspaper, based on a 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
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that expressive user-generated activities on the Internet provide an unprecedented 

platform for freedom of expression, holding that, given its availability and ability to 

store and communicate vast amounts of information, the Internet plays an im-

portant role in strengthening public access to news and facilitating the dissemina-

tion of information in general.137 Accordingly, the Court considers that the blocking 

                                                 

 
company‟s accounts, accused the judge‟s wife of involvement in unlawful dealings with 

that company. The judge and his wife brought proceedings for the protection of their hon-

our against the national newspaper. The district court partly upheld their application and 

ordered the newspaper to pay them damages. The appellate court and the Supreme Court 

upheld that judgment. In 2006, however, the Constitutional Court upheld an amparo appeal 

lodged by the newspaper and quashed the judgments of the courts below. The European 

Court of Human Rights has taken the position that there has been no violation of freedom of 

expression. 
137 Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], § 133; Times Newspapers Ltd v. the United Kingdom (No. 1 

and No. 2) § 27). Delfi AS v. Estonia is one of the most famous subjects in this field today. 

The applicant company owned one of the largest Internet news portals in Estonia. On its 

website, readers could anonymously and without prior registration post comments below 

the published articles. Although the applicant company could not edit or moderate such 

comments, it could remove them using a prior automatic-word filtering system or on being 

alerted by readers. In 2006 the applicant published an article stating that a ferry company 

had changed its routes thereby causing the break-up of ice at potential locations of ice 

roads. As a result, the opening of the roads – which were a cheaper and faster connection to 

the Estonian islands compared to the company‟s ferry services – had to be postponed for 

several weeks. A number of comments containing personal threats and offensive language 

directed against the ferry-company owner were posted below the article. The applicant 

company removed them some six weeks later at the insistence of the ferry company. The 

owner of the ferry company instituted defamation proceedings against the applicant compa-

ny, which was ultimately ordered to pay 320.00,00 EUR in damages. The European Court 

of Human Rights unanimously ruled that there was no violation of the right to freedom of 

expression. 

The case of Times Newspapers Ltd v. the United Kingdom (No. 1 and No. 2) con-

cerned the application, in the context of the Internet, of the common-law rule that succes-

sive publications of a defamatory statement give rise to separate causes of action. In De-

cember 1999 the applicant newspaper published two articles that were allegedly defamatory 

of a private individual, G.L. Both articles were uploaded onto the newspaper‟s website. 

G.L. brought proceedings for libel against the newspaper, its editor and the two journalists 

who had written the articles. In their defence, the defendants pleaded qualified privilege 

on the grounds that the allegations were of such a kind and seriousness that they had a duty 

to publish and the public a corresponding right to know. While the first libel action was 

under way, the articles remained accessible on the newspaper‟s website, as part of its ar-

chive of past issues. In December 2000 G.L. brought a second action for libel in relation 

to the continuing the Internet publication of the archives. Following this, the newspapers 

added a notice to the Internet archives announcing that both articles were subject to libel 
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of the Internet access may be in direct conflict with the actual wording of Article 

10 § 1 of the Convention, according to which the rights set out in that Article are 

guaranteed “regardless of frontiers”.
138

 In addition, the Court noted that an increas-

ing amount of services and information is only available via the Internet and that 

political content ignored by traditional media is often shared via the Internet, thus 

encouraging the emergence of citizen journalism.139 

                                                 

 
litigation and were not to be reproduced or relied on without reference to its legal depart-

ment. In its defence to the second action, it argued in favour of a single-publication rule, 

such that only the first publication of an article posted on the Internet could give rise to a 

cause of action in defamation and not any subsequent downloads by Internet readers. How-

ever, applying the rule established in Duke of Brunswick v. Harmer [1849] 14 QB 154 that 

successive publications of a defamatory statement give rise to separate causes of ac-

tion, the High Court held that a new cause of action accrued every time the defamatory ma-

terial was accessed (“the Internet publication rule”). The Court of Appeal upheld that deci-

sion after noting that the maintenance of archives was a relatively insignificant aspect of 

freedom of expression, and that it would have been advisable to attach a notice warning 

readers against treating the archive material as the truth as soon as it was known that it 

might be defamatory. In this case as well, the Court took the position that there was no vio-

lation of freedom of expression. 
138 Ahmet Yıldırım v. Turkey, § 67. The applicant owns and runs a website on which he 

publishes material including his academic work. It was set up using the Google Sites web-

site creation and hosting service. On 23 June 2009 the Criminal Court of First Instance or-

dered the blocking of another Internet site under the Law on regulating publications on the 

Internet and combating Internet offences. The order was issued as a preventive measure in 

the context of criminal proceedings. Later that day, under the same Law, a copy of the 

blocking order was sent to the Telecommunications Directorate for execution. On 24 June 

2009, further to a request by the Telecommunications Directorate, the Criminal Court of 

First Instance varied its decision and ordered the blocking of all access to Google Sites. As 

a result, the applicant was unable to access his own site. On 1 July 2009 he applied to have 

the blocking order set aside in respect of his own site, which had no connection with the site 

that had been blocked because of its illegal content. On 13 July 2009 the Criminal Court 

dismissed the applicant‟s application. In April 2012 he was still unable to access his own 

website even though, as far as he understood, the criminal proceedings against the owner of 

the offending site had been discontinued in March 2011. The Court unanimously found a 

violation of the right to freedom of expression. 
139 Cengiz and Others v. Turkey, § 52; Jankovskis v. Lithuania, § 49; Kalda v. Estonia, § 

52. In a case of Cengiz and Others v. Turkey, in May 2008 an Ankara court, finding that the 

content of ten pages on the YouTube website infringed the prohibition on insulting the 

memory of Atatürk, imposed a blocking order on the entire website. The applicants, who 

are active users of the website, appealed against that decision. Their appeal was dismissed 

on the ground that they were not parties to the investigation procedure and therefore did not 

have standing to challenge the blocking order. The legislation on which the court‟s decision 

had been based was amended following the facts of the case in such a way as to enable a 
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With regard to the material scope of Article 10 of the Convention, the Court 

emphasized that this provision applies to communication on the Internet, regardless 

of the type of message being transmitted, even when the purpose is making a prof-

it.140 Very often, freedom of expression is inextricably linked to copyright, and ac-

cording to some authors, copyright and freedom of expression are often viewed as a 

harmonious and complementary concept (Samuelson, 2003: 319). In particular, he 

considers that the exercise of the right to freedom of expression covers the follow-

ing areas: 

- maintenance of Internet archives if they represent a critical aspect of the role 

played by Internet sites;
141

 

                                                 

 
blanket blocking order to be made in respect of an entire Internet site and no longer just the 

content in issue. Apparently, the Court considered that freedom of expression had been vio-

lated. However, this judgment differs from Akdeniz primarily in considering a flexible in-

terpretation of victim status (Randall, 2016: 239). In Jankovskis c. Lithuania, the applicant, 

a detainee, complained that he had been denied access to a website maintained by the Min-

istry of Education and Science, thus preventing him from receiving information concerning 

education in violation of Article 10 of the Convention. Here, too, the court ruled on the vio-

lation of the right to freedom of expression. Finally, in the case of Kalda v. Estonia, the 

applicant, also a detainee complained that he had been prevented from conducting legal 

research as a result of his refusal to access certain websites. This included the website of the 

local Council of Europe Information Office and certain, but not all, national databases con-

taining laws and court decisions. In an appeal brought by the applicant, the Supreme Court 

concluded that granting access to Internet sites outside those approved by the prison author-

ities could increase the risk of prisoners engaging in prohibited communication, leading to 

the need for an increased level of monitoring of computer use. However, in this case as 

well, the Court found a violation of the right to freedom of expression.  
140 Ashby Donald and Others v. France, § 34. The applicants are fashion photographers. 

Accredited by the French designers‟ federation Fédération française de la couture for dif-

ferent fashion publications, they were invited by various fashion houses to the women‟s 

winter 2003/2004 collection fashion shows in March 2003. They had not signed any exclu-

sive agreements. Photographs they took at the fashion shows were sent to a company that 

published them on line, a few hours after the shows, on a specialised Web site offering pho-

tos and videos of fashion shows on a free or pay-to-view basis and for sale. The designers‟ 

federation and several fashion houses lodged a complaint with the Central Industrial and 

Artistic Copyright Infringement Brigade. The applicants were questioned in 2003. They 

were acquitted by the criminal court in June 2005. The complainants and the public prose-

cutor appealed. In a judgment of January 2007 the court of appeal set aside the first-

instance judgment and found the applicants guilty of copyright infringement. The Court of 

Cassation rejected their subsequent appeal in February 2008. In essence, the Court has tak-

en the view that copyright is not immune to external restrictions arising from fundamental 

rights (Geiger & Izyumenko, 2014: 317-318). 
141 Times Newspapers Ltd v. the United Kingdom (No. 1 and No. 2), § 27; M.L. and W.W. 

v. Germany; Węgrzynowski and Smolczewski v. Poland. Subject M.L. and W.W. v. Germany 
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- posting photos on a website specializing in fashion and offering photos and 

videos of fashion shows for free or for a fee;
142

 

- the fact that a political party has made available a mobile application that al-

lows voters to share anonymous photos of their invalid ballots and comment on 

their reasons for voting;
143

 

                                                 

 
is considered one of the key subjects in this field. In 1993 the applicants were convicted 

of the murder of a well-known actor and sentenced to life imprisonment. In 2007, with the 

date of their release from prison approaching, they brought proceedings against several me-

dia organisations, requesting that they anonymise archive documents which were accessible 

on their Internet sites and dated from the time of the trial (an article, a file and the transcrip-

tion of an audio report). In 2009 and 2010, while acknowledging that the applicants had a 

considerable interest in no longer being confronted with their conviction, the Federal Court 

of Justice ruled in favour of the media organisations, on the grounds that:  

- the crime and the trial had attracted considerable media attention at the time; the public 

had an interest in being informed, which included the possibility of carrying out research 

into past events; it was part of the media‟s role to participate in forming democratic opinion 

by making their archives available; – the applicants had attempted fairly recently to have 

the proceedings in their case reopened; barely three years prior to their release, they had 

called on the press to transmit information about their most recent application for a retrial; 

until 2006 the web site of the second applicant‟s criminal-defence lawyer had included mul-

tiple reports about his client; – the documents in question had been placed under headings 

which clearly indicated that these were not new reports; – it was necessary to take account 

of the risk that, in the absence of sufficient staff and time to examine requests for material 

to be rendered anonymous, the media would refrain from including in their reports identify-

ing elements that could subsequently become unlawful. The applicants considered that this 

approach failed to take account of the power of search engines. The Court, however, unan-

imously disagreed with the applicants‟ allegations. The Court reached a similar conclusion 

in the case Węgrzynowski and Smolczewski v. Poland. The applicants are lawyers who won 

a libel case against two journalists working for the daily newspa-

per Rzeczpospolita following the publication of an article alleging that they had made a 

fortune by assisting politicians in shady business deals. Holding in particular that the jour-

nalists‟ allegations were largely based on gossip and hearsay and those they had failed to 

take the minimum steps necessary to verify the information, the domestic courts ordered 

them and their editor-in-chief to pay a fine to a charity and to publish an apology. These 

obligations were complied with. Subsequently, after discovering that the article remained 

accessible on the newspaper‟s website, the applicants brought fresh proceedings for an or-

der for its removal from the site. Their claim was dismissed on the grounds that ordering 

removal of the article would amount to censorship and the rewriting of history. The court 

indicated, however, that it would have given serious consideration to a request for a foot-

note or link informing readers of the judgments in the original libel proceedings to be added 

to the website article. That judgment was upheld on appeal. 
142 Ashby Donald and Others v. France, § 34. 
143 Magyar Kétfarkú Kutya Párt v. Hungary [GC], § 91. 
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- the use of certain websites that allow the exchange of information, in particu-

lar YouTube,
144

 a video hosting website where users can upload, watch and share 

videos and Google Cites, Google a service designed to make it easier to create and 

share websites in a group. The Court reiterated that, given the role that the Internet 

plays in the context of professional media activities and its importance for the exer-

cise of the right to freedom of expression in general, the absence of a sufficient 

domestic legal framework allows journalists to seriously interfere with the use of 

the Internet information performing the vital function of the press as a “public 

guardian”.
145

 In the Court‟s view, the complete exclusion of such information from 

the scope of the legislative guarantees of freedom of journalists may in itself lead to 

unjustified interference with the freedom of the press under Article 10 of the Con-

vention.
146

 

Recognizing the benefits of the Internet, the Court has also recognized that it 

follows them dangers, as apparently illegal speech, including defamatory state-

                                                 
144 Cengiz and Others v. Turkey, § 52. 
145 Ahmet Yıldırım v. Turkey, § 49. 
146 Editorial Board of Pravoye Delo and Shtekel v. Ukraine, § 64; Magyar Jeti Zrt v. 

Hungary, § 60. In the first case, the first applicant was the editorial board and the second 

applicant the editor-in-chief of a newspaper. In 2003 the newspaper published an anony-

mous letter it had downloaded from a news website and which had allegedly been written 

by a member of the secret services. The letter contained allegations that senior officials of 

the Ukrainian security service had engaged in unlawful and corrupt activities and had links 

to organised crime. The newspaper provided reference to the source of the information and 

published a comment by the editorial board indicating that the information in the letter 

might be false and inviting the public to comment. A claim was then lodged against the 

applicants by a person who claimed that he had been defamed by the information contained 

in the letter. The applicants were held jointly liable and ordered to pay damages. The first 

applicant was also ordered to publish a retraction and the second applicant an apology. The 

violation of the right to freedom of expression was unanimously established. In the second 

case, the applicant company operated a popular online news portal in Hungary. Following 

an incident where intoxicated football supporters had shouted racist remarks and made 

threats against students at a school whose students were predominantly Roma, the leader of 

the Roma minority local government gave an interview to a media outlet with a focus on 

Roma issues. While describing the events, the leader stated, inter alia, that the football sup-

porters were “members of Jobbik for sure”. The media outlet uploaded the video of the in-

terview to Youtube. The applicant company published an article on the incident on its web-

site, including a hyperlink to the Youtube video. The right-wing political party Jobbik 

brought defamation proceedings. It argued that by using the term “Jobbik” to describe the 

football supporters and by publishing a hyperlink to the Youtube video, the respondents had 

infringed its right to reputation. The applicant company was found liable for disseminating 

defamatory statements, infringing the political party‟s right to reputation. Its appeals were 

dismissed. However, the Court considered that the right to freedom of expression had been 

violated. 
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ments, hate speech (Lukic, 2017) and violent speech, can spread like never before, 

worldwide, in a second, and the same sometimes remain permanently available 

online.
147 

More specifically, the Court accepts that the Internet is an information 

and communication tool that is particularly different from the print media, especial-

ly in terms of its capacity to store and transmit information. The court acknowl-

edged that an electronic network serving billions of users around the world is not 

and potentially will never be subject to the same regulations and controls, and those 

policies governing the reproduction of print media and the Internet may differ. The 

rules relating to the latter must undoubtedly be adapted in accordance with the spe-

cific characteristics of the technology in order to ensure the protection and promo-

tion of the rights and freedoms in question.148 The Court also noted that, although 

the Internet and social media remain powerful communication tools, the choices 

inherent in the use of the Internet and social media mean that the information de-

rived from them does not have the same synchronization or impact as the infor-

mation broadcast149 and that a telephone interview broadcast on a program availa-

ble on the website has a less direct impact on viewers than a television program.150 

                                                 
147 Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], § 110; Annen v. Germany, § 67. In Annen v. Germany, in 

2005 the applicant, an anti-abortion campaigner, distributed leaflets in the vicinity of a clin-

ic ran by Doctors M. and R. where abortions were performed. The leaflet contained the fol-

lowing text in bold letters: “In the day clinic Dr M. / Dr R. [full names and address] unlaw-

ful abortions are performed”. This was followed by an explanation in smaller letters that 

abortions were, however, allowed by the German legislature and were not subject to crimi-

nal liability. On the back of the leaflet it was stated that “The murder of human beings in 

Auschwitz was unlawful, but the morally degraded [Nazi]-State allowed the murder of in-

nocent people and did not make it subject to criminal liability.” Below this sentence the 

leaflet referred to a website operated by the applicant which contained an address list of so-

called “abortion doctors”, including the clinic and the full names of Doctors M. and R. Fol-

lowing a complaint by the two doctors, the domestic courts ordered the applicant to desist 

from further disseminating the leaflets at issue and from mentioning the doctors‟ names and 

address in his website. The applicant‟s subsequent appeal was dismissed. In the Convention 

proceedings, the applicant complained of a breach of his right to freedom of expression, 

which the Court confirmed. 
148 Editorial Board of Pravoye Delo and Shtekel v. Ukraine, § 63. 
149 Animal Defenders International v. the United Kingdom [GC], § 119. The Communica-

tions Act 2003 prohibits political advertising in television or radio services, the aim being to 

maintain impartiality in the broadcast media and to prevent powerful groups from buying 

influence through airtime. The prohibition applies not only to advertisements with a politi-

cal content but also to bodies which are wholly or mainly of a political nature, irrespective 

of the content of their advertisements. Before it became law, the legislation was the subject 

of a detailed review and consultation process by various parliamentary bodies, particularly 

in the light of the European Court‟s judgment in the case of VgT Verein gegen Tierfabriken 

v. Switzerland (in which a ban on political advertising had been found to violate Article 10 

of the Convention). The applicant is a non-governmental organisation that campaigns 
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2.1.11.3. Protecting the Rights of Others in the Context of the Internet  

Specific aspects of the exercise of freedom of expression in the context of the 

Internet have led the Court to examine a fair balance between freedom of expres-

sion and other rights and requirements. In this regard, he believes that the risk of 

harm that the content and communications on the Internet do to the exercise and 

enjoyment of human rights and freedoms, especially the right to respect for private 

life, is certainly greater than the risk posed by the press.151 In its latest judgment on 

freedom of expression, the Court reiterated that, despite the essential role of the 

press in a democratic society, Article 10 § 2 does not guarantee completely unre-

stricted freedom of expression even when it comes to press coverage of matters of 

serious public concern.152 

Thus, while acknowledging the important benefits that the Internet can bring to 

freedom of expression, liability for defamatory or other forms of unlawful speech 

must in principle be retained and is an effective remedy for violations of individual 

rights.153 The specific characteristics of the Internet may be taken into account 

when deciding on the level of seriousness in order for an attack on personal reputa-

tion to fall within the scope of Article 8.154 The result of the amplifying effect of the 

                                                 

 
against the use of animals in commerce, science and leisure and seeks to achieve changes 

in the law and public policy and to influence public and parliamentary opinion to that end. 

In 2005 it sought to screen a television advertisement as part of a campaign concern-

ing the treatment of primates. However, the Broadcast Advertising Clearance Centre 

(“the BACC”) refused to clear the advert, as the political nature of the applicant‟s objec-

tives meant that the broadcasting of the advert was caught by the prohibition in section 

321(2) of the Communications Act. That decision was upheld by the High Court 

and the House of Lords, with the latter holding in a judgment of 12 March 2008 ([2008] 

UKHL 15) that the prohibition of political advertising was justified by the aim of prevent-

ing Government and its policies from being distorted by the highest spender. With a narrow 

majority (9:8), the Court took the view that there had been no violation of the right to free-

dom of expression. 
150 Schweizerische Radio- und Fernsehgesellschaft SRG v. Switzerland, § 64. 
151 Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], § 133; Editorial Board of Pravoye Delo and Shtekel v. 

Ukraine, § 63; Węgrzynowski and Smolczewski v. Poland, § 98. 
152 Miloslavljević v. Serbia, 69. 
153 Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], § 110. 
154 Arnarson v. Iceland, § 37. The applicant was a journalist and freelance writer for a 

Pressan-based website. The case concerned a defamation lawsuit against him following the 

publication of an article charging the chief executive of the Icelandic Federation of Fishing 

Boat Owners with accounting deception and fraud. Between 2010 and 2011, the applicant 

published a series of articles regarding rumors that the said director was paying a website to 

lobby in his favor, namely discrediting his slanderers. One of the articles pointed out that it 
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Internet seems very clear in the case of an individual against whom accusations of 

anti-semitism have been made; were published on the association's website and the 

association was ordered to remove the article in question. The Court noted in par-

ticular that the potential impact of the allegations of anti-Semitism was significant 

and was not limited to the usual reading of the Bulletin in which it was published, 

given that the description of the text as anti-semitic was visible to a large number 

of people. Just entering the person‟s name into the search engine allowed the user 

to access and read the disputed article. The publication on the applicants‟ associa-

tion‟s website therefore had a significant impact on the reputation and rights of the 

individual concerned.155 With regard to the free assessment enjoyed by the member 

                                                 

 
is possible that not all board members were aware that the organization's funds were being 

used for these purposes, and insinuated that the payments were well concealed by the or-

ganization's financial data. In November 2012, in the proceedings, the court found that this 

insinuation was defamatory. The Court took into account that the fisheries management 

system was a matter of great concern to the public in Iceland, with different views ex-

pressed, but essentially found that the applicant had not provided any evidence to show that 

his allegations were true. The Court took the view that his right to freedom of expression 

had not been violated.  
155 Cicad v. Switzerland, § 60. The applicants‟ association, CICAD (Inter-Community 

Coordination against Anti-Semitism and Defamation), was established under Swiss law and 

is registered in Geneva (Switzerland). The case concerns a verdict against CICAD in civil 

proceedings for describing the university professor‟s statements as anti-semitic on his web-

site. Namely, in 2005, a book entitled “Israel and Others” was published, with the support 

of the University of Geneva, edited by V.O., a professor of political science who was him-

self of Jewish descent through his mother. The book contained contributions from academ-

ics and intellectuals on the role of Judaism in the policy pursued by the State of Israel and 

its consequences. The professor supervised the publication and wrote the preface. On No-

vember 28, 2005, after the book was published, CICAD published an article on its website, 

in which the author (MS) criticized the book and claimed that V.O. made anti-Semitic 

statements in the preface. Professor V.O. responded to the allegations in the Association‟s 

Bulletin of 18 January 2006. Then, on 11 March 2006, an article by M.S. was published, 

which was very similar to his previous published article, regarding the said book and the 

professor‟s statements. On July 11, 2006, Professor V.O. filed a civil lawsuit against 

CICAD and MS, alleging illegality of interference with his personal rights. Then, on May 

31, 2007, the Geneva Canton Court of First Instance granted his request, finding that the 

author‟s comments were illegal. He ordered the removal of the article from the association's 

website and the publication of the findings made in his verdict. CICAD and M.S. appealed 

to the Court of Justice of the Canton of Geneva, which upheld the first-instance judgment 

on 21 December 2007, specifying that only the most significant elements rendered in that 

judgment would be published. Among other things, it held that an attack on a part of a per-

son within the meaning of the Civil Code should be interpreted more broadly than in a 

criminal context, extending to a professional, economic and social position. According to 

the Court, there has been no violation of Article 10 of the Convention.  
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states, the Court recognized the existence of a wider margin in the defamation con-

viction case, noting the existence of a dispute involving only private individuals 

and the fact that the alleged defamatory statements were made in a semi-public 

manner, namely on the internet forum.156 

The general principles applicable to offline publications also apply online. For 

example: 

- The Court considers that where private or personal data are published on the 

Internet, such as a person‟s name or description, the need to maintain confidentiali-

ty in this respect can no longer be a primary requirement, as this information has 

ceased to be confidential and is in the public domain. In such cases, the protection 

of family life and reputation comes to the fore and must be ensured;157, 158 

- The court found that the criminal conviction of the webmaster for public insult 

against the mayor in relation to the comments published on the website of the asso-

ciation he chaired was excessive, noting that the comments concerned the expres-

sion of the representative body of the association, which transmitted the claims of 

its members to a topic of general interest in the context of challenging municipal 

policy;159 

- Likewise, the Court found a violation of the Convention in which the NGO 

was held responsible for describing the politicians‟ speech as “verbal racism”;160 

                                                 
156 Wrona v. Poland (dec.), § 21; Kucharczyk v. Poland (dec.).  
157 Aleksey Ovchinnikov v. Russia, §§ 49-50. The applicant was a Russian national who 

was a journalist for Ivanovo-Press. He was found responsible for defamation in a civil law-

suit filed against him after an article he wrote in 2002 about a child who was sexually 

abused by another child at a summer camp and mentioned the identity of the parents of two 

offenders, two federal judges and a deputy regional traffic police in Ivanovo. The applicant 

alleged that his conviction had been contrary to Article 10 (freedom of expression) of the 

European Convention on Human Rights. The Court disagreed with him.  
158 By the way, the Russian view of the Internet is quite suspicious nowadays. Thus, Rus-

sia‟s ruling elite, as well as state-controlled media, view the Internet as a dangerous, unreli-

able and biased tool, making it easier for the Russian state to justify restrictions on the free 

flow of information and present them as security measures required by the public (Orlova, 

2020: 230). 
159 Renaud v. France, § 40. The applicant‟s right to freedom of expression was violated 

after he was convicted in criminal proceedings for defamation and public insult of a citizen 

performing a public mandate, due to objections concerning the mayor published on the 

website of the association of which he was president and editor of the site. Otherwise, the 

potential implications for freedom of expression in relation to internet communications are 

most evident when speech or expression is criminalized (McGoldrick, 2013: 132).  
160 GRA Stiftung gegen Rassismus und Antisemitismus v. Switzerland. In November 2009 

the youth wing of the Swiss People‟s Party held a demonstration concerning a public initia-

tive to support the prohibition of the building of minarets in Switzerland. Following the 

demonstration, the applicant, a non-governmental organisation which promoted tolerance 
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- In contrast, although the protection of animals and the environment was un-

doubtedly in the public interest, the Court considered it proportionate to issue a ban 

preventing an animal protection organization from publishing a poster on the Inter-

net with photographs of prisoners in camps with images of animals raised in inten-

sive care breeding;161 

- In addition, regardless of the medium used, statements inciting racial discrimi-

nation and hatred do not enjoy the protection offered by Article 10 paragraph 2; the 

Court found that the conviction of the website owner - who was also a politician - 

                                                 

 
and condemned all types of racially motivated discrimination, posted an entry on its web-

site, quoting a speech given by a young politician during the demonstration and describing 

his words as “verbal racism”. The politician in question filed a claim for the protection of 

his personality rights. The High Court concluded that the politician‟s speech had not been 

racist and ordered the impugned article be removed from the applicant‟s website and re-

placed with the court‟s judgment. The applicant‟s appeal was unsuccessful. Before the Eu-

ropean Court the applicant organisation alleged, in particular, that the civil courts had vio-

lated its right to freedom of expression. The European Court of Human Rights unanimously 

agreed with him. 
161 PETA Deutschland v. Germany. The applicant association is the German branch of the 

animal rights organisation PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals). In 2004 

the applicant planned to launch an advertising campaign entitled “The Holocaust on your 

plate”, which had been carried out in a similar way in the United States. It intended to pub-

lish a number of posters each bearing a photograph of concentration camp inmates along 

with a picture of animals kept in mass stocks, accompanied by a short text. For example, 

one poster showed photographs of piled up human bodies and of a pile of slaughtered pigs 

under the heading “final humiliation” and another photographs of rows of inmates lying on 

bunk beds and of rows of chickens in laying batteries under the heading “if animals are 

concerned, everybody becomes a Nazi”. The president and the two vice-presidents of the 

Central Jewish Council in Germany sought an injunction ordering PETA to refrain from 

publishing seven specific posters on the Internet or displaying them in public. They had 

survived the Holocaust as children and one of them had lost her family through the Holo-

caust. The regional court granted the injunction after finding, that although there was no 

indication that PETA‟s primary aim was to debase Holocaust victims and that criticism of 

the conditions in which animals were kept was a matter of public interest that would gener-

ally enjoy a higher degree of protection, the comparison that had been made between con-

centration camp inmates and Holocaust victims appeared arbitrary in the light of the central 

role of human dignity in the German Basic Law. That decision was upheld on appeal. In 

2009 the Federal Constitutional Court rejected the applicant‟s constitutional complaint on 

the grounds that the lower courts had based their decisions on the assumption that the Basic 

Law drew a clear distinction between human life and dignity on the one hand and the inter-

ests of animal protection on the other, and that the campaign had banalised the fate of the 

victims of the Holocaust. The Court found that there had been no violation of the right to 

freedom of expression in the present case 
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for spreading xenophobic comments corresponded to the urgent social need to pro-

tect the rights of the immigrant community;162 

- Equally, the publication of personal attacks online that go beyond a legitimate 

confrontation of ideas is not protected by Article 10 § 2 of the Convention.163 

                                                 
162 Féret v. Belgium, § 78; Willem v. France. In a case Féret v. Belgium, The applicant, 

the chairman of the “Front National-Nationaal Front” political party, was a member of the 

Belgian House of Representatives at the relevant time. Leaflets and posters distributed by 

his party in an election campaign led to complaints of incitation to hatred, discrimination 

and violence. The leaflets presented non-European immigrant communities as criminally-

minded and keen to exploit the benefits they derived from living in Belgium, and also 

sought to make fun of them, with the inevitable risk of arousing feelings of distrust, rejec-

tion or even hatred towards foreigners. The applicant‟s parliamentary immunity was lifted 

at the prosecutor‟s request. Then criminal proceedings were brought against him as the au-

thor and editor-in-chief of the offending leaflets and owner of the website. The applicant 

was sentenced to 250 hours‟ community service related to the integration of immigrants, 

together with a 10-month suspended prison sentence. He was also declared ineligible for ten 

years. The court found that the applicant‟s offending conduct had not fallen within his par-

liamentary activity and that the leaflets contained passages that represented a clear and de-

liberate incitation to discrimination, segregation or hatred, and even violence, for reasons of 

race, colour or national or ethnic origin. An appeal by the applicant on points of law was 

dismissed. The European Court of Human Rights held by a narrow majority that there had 

been no violation of Article 10 of the Convention. In the second case, Willem v. France, In 

2002, during a meeting of the town council at which journalists were present, the applicant, 

who was the mayor, announced his intention to boycott Israeli products in the municipality, 

to protest against the anti-Palestinian policies of the Israeli Government. His words were 

reported in a newspaper. In response to the reactions the article triggered, a few days later 

the applicant published an open letter on the municipal Internet site. Representatives of the 

Israeli community lodged a complaint with the public prosecutor, who decided to prosecute 

the applicant for incitement to discrimination on national, racial and religious grounds. The 

applicant was acquitted by the criminal court, but sentenced on appeal and fined 1.000,00 

euros. He lodged a cassation appeal but was unsuccessful. The Court held that there had 

been no violation of the right to freedom of expression.  
163 Tierbefreier e.V. v. Germany, § 56. The applicant is a German-based association 

fighting for animal rights. The case concerned a court injunction preventing the association 

from distributing film footage secretly filmed in 2003 by a journalist at the premises of a 

company conducting animal experiments for the pharmaceutical industry. The journalist 

used his footage to produce documentaries of various lengths that gave critical comments, 

especially about the way the animals were treated on the company‟s premises. His films and 

excerpts from the footage were shown on several TV networks, and the applicants‟ associa-

tion made a film - of about 20 minutes entitled “Poisoning for Profit” - available on its web-

site. Relying on Article 10 (freedom of expression), the association complained that Ger-

man courts, in a ban that was eventually upheld by the Federal Constitutional Court in Jan-

uary 2009, ordered it to refrain from publicly showing the recordings. The Court, however, 

took the view that there had been no violation of Article 10 of the Convention.  
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In the case of Tamiz v. The United Kingdom, the applicant, a politician, com-

plained of an attack on his reputation for the refusal of the domestic courts to rec-

ognize Google‟s responsibility for comments which he considered defamatory, 

published on Google‟s Blogger platform. The domestic courts considered that the 

condition of a “real and significant” tort, which is necessary in order to conduct 

defamation proceedings outside state jurisdiction, was not met. The Court empha-

sized the importance of this threshold and specified that, in reality, millions of In-

ternet users post comments online on a daily basis and many of them express them-

selves in ways that may be considered offensive or even defamatory. The Court 

accepted the domestic courts‟ findings that most of the comments complained of by 

the applicant were undoubtedly offensive, but that they were largely little more 

than “vulgar abuse” of a kind common in communication on the Internet portals 

and which the applicant would have expected as a politician he tolerates. Moreover, 

many of the comments made more specifically, in the context in which they were 

written, would probably be understood by readers as conjectures that should not be 

taken seriously.164 

2.1.11.4. Protection of Vulnerable Persons 

The Court found that, in principle, the rights guaranteed by Articles 8 and 10 

deserve equal respect. Considers that, where the right to freedom of expression is 

balanced with the right to respect for private life, the relevant criteria in balancing 

interests include the following elements: 

1. contribution to the discussion of general interest; 

2. how specific a known person is, the subject of the report; 

3. previous conduct of that person; 

4. method of obtaining information and its truthfulness; 

5. content, form and consequences of publication and 

6. the gravity of the sanction imposed.165 

                                                 
164 Tamiz v. the United Kingdom (dec.), § 81. In this application, which was declared in-

admissible, the applicant sought to file a defamation suit after publishing a number of 

comments on the blog, which he considered defamatory. The blog was maintained by a 

corporation registered in the United States. The applicant was allowed to submit the appli-

cation form to the company, but the company subsequently managed to revoke that permit. 

The English courts concluded that the claim should not be allowed to continue, as both the 

damage and the eventual justification would be minimal and the costs would be dispropor-

tionate to what would be achieved; in other words, there was no “real and significant” tort 

as necessary to serve defamation proceedings outside the jurisdiction. 
165 Delfi As v. Estonia, No. 64569/09, § 78-81; Axel Springer AG v. Germa-

ny No. 39954/08 § 89-95, Von Hannover v. Germany (No. 2), nos. 40660/08 and 

60641/08 §§ 108-113. In Axel Springer AG v. Germany , the applicant company is the pub-

lisher of a large-circulation national daily newspaper which published an article on the front 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
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Protecting vulnerable people, especially because of their youth, can have a 

number of implications for exercising freedom of expression on the Internet. There-

fore, the Court found inadmissible the application filed in response to the convic-

                                                 

 
page in September 2004 about the star of a popular television series who was arrested at the 

Munich Beer Festival for possession of cocaine. The article was supplemented by a more 

detailed article on the second page, and it was illustrated by three pictures of the actor in 

question. Immediately after that article appeared, the actor banned any further publication 

of the article or photos. The ban on publishing the article was upheld on appeal in June 

2005 (the applicant company did not challenge the ban on photographs). In November 2005 

the ban was continued in respect of almost the entire article and the applicant company was 

ordered to pay an agreed fine, which, on appeal, was reduced to 1.000,00 EUR. Meanwhile, 

in July 2005, the newspaper published another article, reporting that the actor had been 

convicted of illegal drug possession after a full confession and was punished. The actor 

obtained a ban on publishing another article on essentially the same grounds as for the first. 

That judgment was upheld on appeal. The applicant company was later ordered to pay two 

fines in the amount of 5.000,00 EUR for subsequent breaches of the ban. The Court ruled 

on the violation of the right to freedom of expression. 

In Von Hannover v. Germany (No. 2), the applicants were Princess Caro-

line von Hannover, daughter of the late Prince Rainier III of Monaco, and her husband 

Prince Ernst August von Hannover. Since the early 1990s Princess Caroline had sought, 

often through the courts, to prevent the publication of photographs of her private life in the 

press. Two series of photographs, published in German magazines in 1993 and 1997, had 

been the subject of litigation in the German courts that had led to leading judgments of the 

Federal Court of Justice in 1995 and of the Federal Constitutional Court in 1999 dismissing 

her claims. Those proceedings were the subject of the European Court‟s judgment in Von 

Hannover v. Germany (the first Von Hannover judgment, No. 59320/00, 24 June 2004), in 

which the Court found a violation of Princess Caroline‟s right to respect for her private life 

under Article 8. Following that judgment the applicants brought further proceedings in the 

domestic courts for an injunction restraining further publication of three photographs which 

had been taken without their consent during skiing holidays between 2002 and 2004 and 

had already appeared in two German magazines. The Federal Court of Justice granted an 

injunction in respect of two of the photographs, which it considered did not contribute to a 

debate of general interest. However, it refused an injunction in respect of the third photo-

graph, which showed the applicants taking a walk during a skiing holiday in St. Moritz and 

was accompanied by an article reporting on, among other issues, Prince Rainier‟s poor 

health. That decision was upheld by the Federal Constitutional Court, which found that the 

Federal Court of Justice had had valid grounds for considering that the reigning prince‟s 

poor health was a subject of general interest and that the press had been entitled to report on 

the manner in which his children reconciled their obligations of family solidarity with the 

legitimate needs of their private life, among which was the desire to go on holiday. The 

Federal Court of Justice‟s conclusion that the photograph had a sufficiently close link with 

the event described in the article was constitutionally unobjectionable. The Court unani-

mously ruled that there was no violation of Convention rights.  

https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng#{%22appno%22:[%2259320/00%22]}
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tion for publishing obscene documents on a free website, noting in particular that 

the material in question was precisely the type of material that young people could 

seek.
166 

In addition, in the case of a sexual nature, the Court found that the repeated 

reference by the press to the identity of the juvenile involved in the violent incident 

was detrimental to his moral and psychological development and private life. For 

this reason, it considered that the civil liability imposed on the journalist who wrote 

the article was justified, even if that personal data had already entered the public 

domain because it was available on the Internet.167  

Then, in the Court‟s view, there can be no justification for preventing an effec-

tive investigation in order to obtain from the ISP the identity of the person who 

placed the advertisement of a sexual nature, which harms minors, especially at a 

time when we are all at risk of pedophilia on the Internet and when it is strength-

ened protection of confidentiality. The Court therefore considered it incompatible 

                                                 
166 Perrin v. the United Kingdom (dec.). The applicant‟s conviction and sentence for pub-

lishing an obscene article had constituted an interference with his right to freedom of ex-

pression. As to whether the interference had been prescribed by law, the applicant main-

tained that the 1959 Act was not sufficiently foreseeable because the major steps towards 

publication had taken place in the United States, where the 1959 Act did not apply. Howev-

er, the applicant was a resident of the United Kingdom and could not therefore argue 

that the laws of the United Kingdom were not reasonably accessible to him. Moreover, con-

cerning the precision of the amended 1959 Act, the Act made it clear that it applied 

to the transmission of data that was stored electronically, and also clarified the definition of 

what material was “obscene”. Hence, the impugned interference was “prescribed by law” 

within the meaning of Article 10(2). It was not disputed that the legitimate aim 

of the interference had been to protect the morals and/or the rights of others. 

On the question of proportionality, the fact that the dissemination of the images in question 

may have been legal in other States, such as the United States, did not mean that in pro-

scribing such dissemination within its own territory the respondent State had exceeded its 

margin of appreciation. Likewise, the fact that there were other means to protect 

against the harm of such material (such as parental control software packages, mak-

ing the accessing of the sites illegal and requiring Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”) to 

block access) did not render it disproportionate for a Government to resort to criminal pros-

ecution, particularly when other measures had not been shown to be more effective. As 

to the applicant‟s further argument that websites were rarely accessed by accident and nor-

mally had to be sought out by the user, the web page in respect of which the applicant was 

convicted was freely available to anyone surfing the internet and could be sought out by 

young persons whom the national authorities were trying to protect. It would have been 

possible for the applicant to have avoided harm by ensuring that none of the photographs 

were available on the free preview page. In conclusion, the applicant‟s criminal conviction 

could be regarded as having been necessary in a democratic society in the interests 

of the protection of morals and/or the rights of others. The length of the sentence imposed 

had not been disproportionate either and the application was declared manifestly ill-

founded. 
167 Aleksey Ovchinnikov v. Russia, §§ 51-52. 
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with Article 8 of the Convention not to oblige an Internet service provider to reveal 

the identity of the person sought for posting an indecent advertisement on a minor 

on a partner-finding website, noting in this context the potential threat to his physi-

cal and mental well-being that the situation could also create for the applicant the 

vulnerability created by his young age, while stressing that the Internet, precisely 

because of its anonymous nature, could be used for criminal purposes (Buffa, 2016: 

72).168 

 2.1.11.5. Duties and Responsibilities of the Internet Portals 

Although, due to the special nature of the Internet, the “duties and responsibili-

ties” to be entrusted to the Internet news portal for the purposes of Article 10 may 

differ somewhat from those of traditional publishers in terms of third party con-

tent,169 providing a forum for exercising the right to freedom of expression to con-

                                                 
168 K.U. v. Finland, § 41, 48. In 1999 an unknown individual posted an advertisement of a 

sexual nature on an Internet dating site in the name of the applicant, who was twelve years 

old, without his knowledge. The advertisement gave details of the applicant‟s age, year of 

birth and physical characteristics and stated that he was looking for an intimate relationship 

with a male. It also contained a link to his web page where his picture and telephone num-

ber could be found. The applicant became aware of the advertisement when he received an 

e-mail from a man offering to meet him. A complaint was made to the police but the service 

provider refused to disclose the identity of the person who had placed the advertisement as 

it considered itself bound by confidentiality rules. A district court subsequently refused a 

request by the police under the Criminal Investigations Act for an order requiring the ser-

vice provider to divulge the advertiser‟s identity after finding that there was no explicit le-

gal provision in cases concerning less serious offences, such as calumny, which could be 

used to compel a service provider to disregard professional secrecy and disclose such in-

formation. The court of appeal upheld that decision and the Supreme Court refused leave to 

appeal. The Court reached a unanimous decision in violation of Article 8 of the Convention.  
169 Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], § 113; Orlovskaya Iskra v. Russia, § 109. In Orlovskaya Is-

kra v. Russia, the applicant NGO published a regional newspaper whose political affiliation 

was specified on the front page. During the 2007 election campaign for the lower chamber 

of Parliament, the newspaper published a number of articles criticising a candidate in those 

elections. The regional electoral committee examined the articles and concluded that, in 

breach of the relevant domestic provisions, they contained elements of electoral campaign-

ing which had not been paid for from the official campaign fund of any party as required. 

The applicant was found guilty of an administrative offence and fined. On 27 December 

2007 a district court dismissed its appeal. The applicant subsequently lodged two superviso-

ry-review applications and a constitutional complaint, all of which were dismissed. In the 

Convention proceedings, the applicant complained under Article 10 about the classification 

of the material it had published as election campaigning and the fine imposed for failing to 

indicate who had commissioned its publication. The Court ruled in violation of Article 10 

of the Convention. The European Court of Human Rights relied on this judgment in deter-

mining the violation of the right to freedom of expression and in the latest case when it 
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vey information and ideas to the public must be assessed in the light of principles 

applicable to the press.170 In assessing whether the Internet portal operator was 

obliged to remove comments posted by a third party,
171

 the Court identified four 

criteria in order to strike a fair balance between the right to freedom of expression 

and the right to reputation of the person or body from the comments, namely: 

1. context and content of comments; 

2. responsibility of the author of the comment; 

3. the measures taken by the applicants and the conduct of the injured party and 

4. consequences for the injured party and the applicants. 

Based on these criteria, the Court concludes that it was justified under Article 

10 of the Convention to order the news portal to pay compensation for the insulting 

anonymous comments posted on its website, given the nature of the comments, 

which were hate speech or incitement to violence.172 On the contrary, having regard 

to the absence of hate speech or any direct threat to the physical integrity of the 

users‟ comments in question, the Court found that the Internet portal's objective 

liability for third-party comments was incompatible with Article 10 of the Conven-

tion stated that, with efficient procedures that allow for a rapid response, the notifi-

cation and retrieval system did not function as an appropriate means of protecting 

                                                 

 
comes to freedom of expression on the Internet, OOO Informatsionnoye Agency Tambov-

Inform v. Russia, dated May 18, 2021.  
170 Magyar Tartalomszolgáltatók Egyesülete and Index.hu Zrt v. Hungary, § 61. The first 

applicant was a self-regulatory body of internet content providers and the second applicant 

the owner of an Internet news portal. Both applicants allowed users to comment on publica-

tions appearing on their portals. Comments could be uploaded following registration and 

were not edited or moderated by the applicants before publication. The applicants‟ portals 

contained disclaimers stating that the comments did not reflect the applicants‟ own opinion, 

and a notice-and-take-down system, which allowed readers to request the deletion of com-

ments that caused concern. In February 2010 the first applicant published an opinion about 

two real-estate management websites the full text of which was subsequently also published 

on the second applicant‟s portal. The opinion attracted user comments some of which criti-

cised the real-estate websites in derogatory terms. As a result, the company operating the 

websites brought a civil action against the applicants alleging damage to its reputation. The 

applicants immediately removed the offending user comments. They were nevertheless 

found by the domestic courts to bear objective liability for their publication, and ordered to 

pay procedural fees. The European Court of Human Rights found a violation of the right to 

freedom of expression.  
171 Magyar Tartalomszolgáltatók Egyesülete and Index.hu Zrt v. Hungary, §§ 60 et seq.; 

Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], §§ 142 et seq. 
172 Delfi AS v. Estoniа.  
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the commercial reputation of the real estate management sites involved in this 

case.173 

2.1.11.6. Responsibility Arising from the Publication of a Hyperlink  

In the case of Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, the applicant company was held lia-

ble for inserting a hyperlink to an interview on YouTube which was subsequently 

found to have defamatory content. Given the role of the Internet in strengthening 

public access to news and information, the Court points out that the very purpose of 

hyperlinks, by directing them to other sites and web resources, is to enable Internet 

users to navigate to and from material on the web. Hyperlinks contribute to the 

smooth operation of the Internet by making information available through their in-

                                                 
173 Magyar Tartalomszolgáltatók Egyesülete and Index.hu Zrt v. Hungary, § 91; see also, 

given the importance of reacting quickly after notification of content illegality, Pihl v. Swe-

den, § 32; Tamiz v. the United Kingdom (dec.), § 84; Høiness v. Norway, §§ 73-74. Accord-

ing to Pihl v. Sweden, in September 2011 the applicant was accused in a blog post run by a 

small non-profit association of being involved in a Nazi party. The following day a com-

ment accusing the applicant of being a “hash-junkie” was posted by an anonymous third 

party. Following a request by the applicant both the blog post and the comment were re-

moved and the association published a new post apologising for the mistake. The applicant 

brought civil proceedings against the association alleging, inter alia, under section 5 of the 

Act on Responsibility for Electronic Bulletin Boards* that it was responsible for failing to 

remove the comment sooner than it had done. That action was dismissed on the grounds 

that the comment, though defamatory, was not covered by the legislation. An application to 

the Chancellor of Justice for damages for the State‟s failure to fulfil its positive obligation 

to protect the applicant‟s private life was likewise dismissed. In the Convention proceedings 

the applicant complained under Article 8 of the Convention that the fact that Swedish legis-

lation prevented him from holding the association responsible for the defamatory comment 

had violated his right to respect for his private life. The Court noted (i) the comment did not 

concern the applicant‟s political views and had nothing to do with the content of the origi-

nal blog post and so could hardly have been anticipated by the association; (ii) though of-

fensive, the comment did not amount to hate speech or incitement to violence; (iii) the as-

sociation was a small non-profit association, unknown to the wider public, and it was thus 

unlikely that it would attract a large number of comments or that the comment about the 

applicant would be widely read; (iv) the association had removed the blog post and the 

comment a day after being notified by the applicant (it remained on the blog for about nine 

days in total) and had published a new blog post with an explanation for the error and an 

apology; (v) although the applicant had obtained the IP-address of the computer used to 

submit the comment, he had not taken any further measures to try to obtain the identity of 

the author; (vi) the chilling effect on freedom of expression caused by internet liability for 

third-party comments could be particularly detrimental for a non-commercial website; and 

(vii) the scope of responsibility of those running blogs was regulated by domestic law and 

the applicant‟s case had been duly considered on its merits both by the domestic courts and 

the Chancellor of Justice. 
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terconnection.174 Hyperlinks, as a reporting technique, are fundamentally different 

from traditional publishing acts in that, as a rule, they only direct users to content 

available elsewhere on the Internet. They do not represent related statements to the 

public or convey its content, but only serve to draw readers' attention to the exist-

ence of material on another website.175  

Another characteristic of a hyperlink, compared to acts of dissemination, is that 

the person who links the information through the hyperlink does not control the 

content of the web page to which the hyperlink allows access and which could 

change after the link is created. In addition, the alleged illegal content behind the 

hyperlink has already been made available by the original publisher on the website 

it led to, providing unrestricted access to the public.176 The Court considers that the 

question whether the publication of a hyperlink could constitute a dissemination of 

defamatory statements required the domestic courts to make an individual assess-

ment in each case and to determine whether the hyperlink was liable only where 

there were relevant and sufficient reasons. In this connection, the Court considered 

several relevant issues which had not been examined by the domestic courts when 

determining the merits of the action against the applicant company: (a) whether the 

applicant company had approved the content in question; (b) whether the content in 

question has been repeated (without supporting it); (c) whether he merely placed a 

hyperlink to the content in question (without approval or repetition); (d) whether he 

knew or could reasonably have known that the content in question was defamatory 

or otherwise illegal; (e) did he act in good faith, respect journalistic ethics and ex-

ercise due diligence expected in responsible journalism?177 

In the circumstances of Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, the Court noted that in do-

mestic law hyperlink constituted the dissemination of information and entailed 

strict liability for the person who inserted it, which could have negative conse-

quences for the flow of information on the Internet, persuading authors and pub-

lishers articles to refrain completely from hyperlinks to materials whose variable 

content they had no control over. This could, therefore, have a direct or indirect 

cold effect on freedom of expression on the Internet.178 

The issue of duty and responsibility for online newspaper publications is also 

important in this field. Namely, with regard to providing reliable and accurate in-

formation in accordance with the ethics of journalism, the Court stated the principle 

that when publishing on the Internet the press has increased responsibility, empha-

sizing that in a world where the individual faces huge amounts of information cir-

culating through traditional and electronic media and involving an increasing num-

                                                 
174 Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, § 73. 
175 Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, § 74. 
176 Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, § 75. 
177 Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, § 77. 
178 Magyar Jeti Zrt v. Hungary, §§ 83-84. 
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ber of players, monitoring respect for journalistic ethics is taking on additional im-

portance.179 In considering the “duties and responsibilities” of journalists, the po-

tential influence of the media is an important factor and the methods of objective 

and balanced reporting can differ significantly, depending, inter alia, on the media 

concerned.180 Equally, the press‟s duty to act in accordance with the principles of 

responsible journalism by ensuring the accuracy of historical rather than perishable 

information is likely to be stricter in the absence of urgency in publishing materi-

al.181 Therefore, in the Court‟s view, where a newspaper has been informed that a 

defamation action has been brought against the same article published in the press, 

the requirement to publish an appropriate qualification for an article contained in 

the Internet archives does not constitute a disproportionate interference with the 

right to freedom of expression.182 In contrast, responsible journalism does not re-

quire the press to remove from its Internet archives all traces of publications that 

have been found defamatory in the past by final court decisions.183 

Likewise, the editor of the website cannot be held responsible for publishing al-

legations of sexual abuse of children against election candidates, given that he 

made sure that the article in question was written in accordance with the journal-

ist‟s obligation to verify the allegations.184 Finally, journalistic “duties and respon-

sibilities” do not contain any obligation to inform the subject of the report in ad-

vance of their intention to publish, in order to allow the persons concerned to seek a 

temporary ban in order to prevent publication.185  

                                                 
179 Stoll v. Switzerland [GC], § 104. 
180 Delfi AS v. Estonia [GC], § 134. 
181 Times Newspapers Ltd v. the United Kingdom (No. 1 and No. 2), § 45. 
182 Times Newspapers Ltd v. the United Kingdom (No. 1 and No. 2), § 47. 
183 Węgrzynowski and Smolczewski v. Poland, §§ 60-68, on the compatibility of the stor-

age of newspaper articles in the online archives of newspapers found to be defamatory with 

Article 8 of the Convention. 
184 Ólafsson v. Iceland. The applicant, the editor of a web-based media site, published al-

legations made by two sisters that a relative of theirs, who was standing for election, had 

sexually abused them as children. The relative lodged defamation proceedings against the 

applicant and requested that a number of the statements be declared null and void. The Su-

preme Court found statements consisting of insinuations that the relative was guilty of hav-

ing abused children to be defamatory and ordered the applicant to pay compensation. In the 

Convention proceedings, the applicant complained under Article 10 of a breach of his right 

to freedom of expression. The Court unanimously took the position that the right to freedom 

of expression had been violated. 
185 Mosley v. the United Kingdom, §§ 125-129. A national weekly newspaper published a 

front page article, including intimate photographs, taken from secretly recorded video foot-

age about the alleged “Nazi” sexual activities of the applicant, a well-known figure in the 

International Automobile Federation and Formula One. An extract of the video and still 

images were published on the newspaper‟s website and reproduced  on the Internet. The 
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However, at this point it is important to note that in today's European media, ar-

tificial intelligence occupies a significant place, and therefore it is necessary to re-

consider the role of both editors and journalists (Helberger, Drunen, Eskens, Bas-

tian & Moeller, 2020). It is important to note that the duties and responsibilities of 

journalists in exercising their freedom of expression also apply when they publish 

information on the Internet under their own name, including on pages that are not 

their newspapers - especially on a freely available online forum.186  

                                                 

 
applicant sued the publisher for breach of confidence and invasion of privacy and claimed 

damages. In addition, he sought an injunction to restrain the newspaper from making avail-

able on its website the edited video footage. Shortly afterwards the newspaper published a 

second series of articles on the same subject. The High Court refused to grant the injunction 

on the ground that the material was no longer private as it had been published extensively in 

print and on the Internet. In the subsequent privacy proceedings it found that the published 

articles and images had breached the applicant‟s right to privacy as they had no Nazi conno-

tations and therefore there had been no public interest or justification for their publication. 

The applicant was awarded damages of 60.000,00 pounds sterling (GBP) and 420.000,00 

GBP costs. Despite the monetary compensation he was awarded he complained that he re-

mained a victim of a violation of his right to privacy in that he had effectively been de-

nied the opportunity to seek an interim injunction owing to the absence of any legal re-

quirement for the newspaper to give advance notice of publication. The Court, on the other 

hand, ruled unanimously that there had been no violation of Article 8 of the Convention. 
186 Fatullayev v. Azerbaijan, §§ 94-95. The applicant, a newspaper editor, was prosecuted 

in connection with two articles he had published. In the first (and in separate postings that 

subsequently appeared on the Internet), he discussed a massacre that had taken place at the 

town of Khojaly in 1992 during the war in Nagorno-Karabakh. He made statements that 

could be construed as differing from the commonly accepted version according to which 

hundreds of Azerbaijani civilians had been killed by Armenian armed forces with the re-

ported assistance of the Russian army. A civil action was then brought against him, which 

culminated in his being ordered to publish a retraction and an apology and to pay compen-

sation in respect of non-pecuniary damage. In separate, criminal, proceedings four Khojaly 

survivors and two former soldiers involved in the battle also brought a private prosecution 

against the applicant accusing him of defamation and of falsely accusing Azerbaijani sol-

diers of an especially grave crime. The trial was presided over by the same judge who had 

sat in the civil action. The applicant was convicted of two counts of defamation and sen-

tenced to two and a half years‟ imprisonment. The second article was entitled “The Aliyevs 

Go to War”. In it, the applicant expressed the view that, in order for President Ilham Aliyev 

to remain in power in Azerbaijan, the Azerbaijani Government had sought the support of 

the United States in exchange for Azerbaijan‟s support for the US “aggression” against 

Iran. He speculated about a possible US-Iranian war in which Azerbaijan could also be-

come involved, and provided a long and detailed list of strategic facilities in Azerbaijan that 

would be attacked by Iran if such a scenario developed. He concluded that the Azerbaijani 

Government should have maintained neutrality in its relations with both the US and Iran, 

and had not realised all the grave consequences its support of the US position entailed. The 
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2.1.11.7. Blocking Internet Access 

Although the Internet and other forms of digital communication technology 

have given voice to citizens in autocratic countries, many have tried to downplay 

the effects of the technology, and the number of countries restricting access to In-

ternet content has risen rapidly in recent years (Ford, 2014: 156).  

The Court has on several occasions ruled on the compatibility of Article 10 

measures with national authorities blocking access to certain Internet sites. Namely, 

new technologies inevitably determine certain limitations of freedom of expression 

(Raduletu, 2013: 46). In essence, the applicants complained about the collateral 

effects of the blocking measure. As to the blocking of the YouTube page, the Court 

noted that the applicants, although only users who were not directly targeted by the 

decision to block access to YouTube, could legitimately claim that the impugned 

measure affected their right to receive and transmit information or ideas in in the 

sense that they were active users of YouTube and that this platform was unique due 

to its features, accessibility and above all potential impact and that no alternatives 

were available to applicants.187 On the contrary, the Court considered that the mere 

fact that the applicant - as well as other Turkish users of the sites in question - had 

been indirectly affected by the blocking of two music-sharing websites could not be 

sufficient to consider him a “victim”.188 

As to whether the blocking measure was justified, the Court concluded that, alt-

hough such previous restrictions were in principle not incompatible with the Con-

                                                 

 
article also discussed the issue of possible unrest, in the event of a conflict with Iran, in the 

southern regions of Azerbaijan populated by the Talysh ethnic minority. As a result of the 

publication of this article, the applicant was prosecuted for the offences of threat of terror-

ism and inciting ethnic hostility. Before he had been formally charged, however, the Prose-

cutor General made a statement to the press in which he stated that the article constituted a 

threat of terrorism. The applicant was found guilty as charged and sentenced to a total of 

eight and a half years‟ imprisonment. The Court took the view, inter alia, that the appli-

cant‟s right to freedom of expression had been violated.  
187 Cengiz and Others v. Turkey, §§ 52, 53, 55; Ahmet Yıldırım v. Turkey, §§ 49 and 55. 
188 Akdeniz v. Turkey (dec.), § 24. On 25 November 2014, in response to a request from 

the Chairman of the Parliamentary Commission mandated to investigate allegations of cor-

ruption against four former ministers, a justice of the peace issued an injunction prohibiting 

the dissemination and publication, via any medium, of information on the content of the 

intelligence and documentation requested and obtained by the Commission and on state-

ments by persons interviewed by the latter. The appeals lodged by the applicants, Ms 

Güven, a journalist, and Mr Akdeniz and Mr Altıparmak, academics and well-known users 

of social media platforms, were dismissed. The measure was terminated on 9 January 2015. 

The Court unanimously ruled that there had been a violation of Article 10 of the Conven-

tion.  
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vention, they still had to be part of a particularly strict legal framework providing 

both strict control over the scope of prohibitions and effective judicial control to 

prevent any abuse. A judicial review of such a measure, based on the balancing of 

competing interests at issue and aimed at striking a balance between them, is in-

conceivable without a framework establishing precise and specific rules regarding 

the application of preventive restrictions on freedom of expression.189 The Court 

emphasized the need to weigh the various interests at stake, in particular the as-

sessment of the need to block any access to certain sites190 and noted that the au-

thorities should have taken into account, inter alia, the fact that such a measure 

made large amounts of information inaccessible, was obliged to substantially re-

strict the rights of Internet users and to have a significant collateral effect.191 

In the case of Vladimir Kharitonov v. Russia, concerning the blocking of a web-

site as an automatic consequence of an order to block another site with the same IP 

address, the Court noted that this measure had a significant collateral effect, mak-

ing large amounts of information inaccessible and thus severely restricting Internet 

users‟ rights. The Court considered that the legal framework on which the compe-

tent authorities based their decision was not sufficiently predictable for the purpos-

es of Article 10 of the Convention. In the case of Kablis v. Russia, the Court ruled 

whether previous restrictions on Internet publications encouraging participation in 

an unauthorized public event were in accordance with Article 10 of the Conven-

tion. He considered that it should have been possible to carry out a judicial review 

of the blocking measures before the event in question took place. The information 

contained in the posts was deprived of any value and interest after that date, so re-

voking the measure of blocking the judicial review at that stage would be meaning-

less.192 Likewise, in the present case and in the case of Elvira Dmitriyev v. Russia, 

the Court considered that the mere fact that the applicants had violated the legal 

prohibition by publishing an internet invitation to participate in a public event in 

breach of established procedure was not in itself sufficient to justify interference 

with their freedom of expression.193 

                                                 
189 Ahmet Yıldırım v. Turkey, § 64; Cengiz and Others v. Turkey, § 62, OOO Flavus and 

Others v. Russia, §§ 40-43. To the applicants, in the case of OOO Flavus and Others v. 

Russia, owners of online media that published articles, comments and research by opposi-

tion politicians, journalists and experts, many of whom were critical of the Russian gov-

ernment, had their websites blocked because some of their websites had illegal content. The 

Court unanimously ruled on the violation of the right to freedom of expression.  
190 Ahmet Yıldırım v. Turkey, § 66. 
191 Ibid. Cengiz and Others v. Turkey, § 64. 
192 Kablis v. Russia, § 96. The case concerns an appeal against restrictions on the right to 

protest and access to the Internet. 
193 Elvira Dmitriyeva v. Russia, §§ 103 и 84. The case concerns the authorities‟ refusal to 

allow an opposition meeting following Alexei Navalny‟s call for a nationwide protest 
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The Court found in several cases that the order to block the website was an ex-

treme measure, which the UN Human Rights Committee and other international 

bodies compared to banning newspapers or broadcasters.
194

 In the case of OOO 

Flavus and Others v. Russia, concerning the unjustified blocking of opposition 

online media in bulk, the Court held that this measure, which deliberately ignored 

the distinction between legal and illegal information, was arbitrary and manifestly 

unreasonable.195 In the case of Bulgakov v. Russia, in connection with the blocking 

by Court order of the entire website due to the presence of prohibited material and 

its continuous blocking even after that material was removed, the Court concluded 

that there was no legal basis for the blocking order that the legislation on which the 

order was based did not allow the authorities to block access to the entire website. 

The Court also held that the determination of illegality applied a fortifiori to the 

continuous blocking of a website after the removal of prohibited material. Finally, 

the Court explained that, although the procedural requirement of Article 10 of the 

Convention is secondary to the broader purpose of ensuring respect for the substan-

tive right to freedom of expression, the right to an effective remedy provides pro-

cedural protection.196 In this regard, the Court considered that, although the appli-

cant could have formally appealed the judgment in question and participated in the 

hearing, he had not had access to an “effective” remedy within the meaning of Ar-

ticle 13 of the Convention, in that the Court of Appeal had not considered the mer-

                                                 

 
against corruption. In March 2017 the applicant tried to hold a meeting demanding the res-

ignation of Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, suspected of large-scale corruption. Howev-

er, the city administration of Kazan refused to approve the places it proposed, because other 

public events were planned in the same place. A few days later, she posted a message on a 

social media website criticizing the refusal, which she challenged in court, and announcing 

that a meeting would be held. The courts partially granted her request, finding that the City 

Administration‟s failure to propose an alternative venue was illegal. She held a meeting a 

few days later, but was arrested on the way home and taken to the police station for four 

hours. In March and July 2017, she was found guilty of organizing and calling for participa-

tion in an unauthorized public event and refusing to obey a lawful police order to disperse. 

She was punished and got community work. The Court ruled in violation of Convention 

rights. 
194 OOO Flavus and Others v. Russia, (§ 34), Bulgakov v. Russia, (§ 34). In the case of 

Bulgakov v. Russia the applicant, the owner and administrator of the website, was blocked 

from accessing the entire site by an Internet service provider, based on a court decision, 

because it contained an e-book that had previously been categorized as extremist material. 

The blocking account was not revoked even after the ebook was removed. According to the 

Court, there has been a violation of Article 10 of the Convention in the present case.  
195 OOO Flavus and Others v. Russia, § 37. 
196 Bulgakov v. Russia, § 34, 38, 46. 
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its of his appeal.197 Finally, in a case where the website owner was obliged, in order 

to avoid blocking his entire website, to remove information prohibited by domestic 

courts on filter circumvention tools, the Court held that the legal basis for the order 

was not given to the courts or website owners have any indication of the nature or 

categories of content that are likely to be banned, and therefore have not met the 

foreseeability requirement.198 

2.1.11.8. Internet Access of Prisoners 

The Court had the opportunity to rule on the refusal, based on the protection of 

the rights of others and the prevention of riots and crimes, to allow prisoners to ac-

cess via the Internet information published on certain websites that were freely 

available.199 Noting that Article 10 of the Convention did not impose a general ob-

ligation to provide prisoners with access to the Internet or certain Internet sites, the 

Court considered that there had been interference with the applicants‟ exercise of 

their right to information and found a violation of Article 10 of the Convention. In 

doing so, it based his conclusion, in particular, on the nature and origin of the rele-

vant information and the failure of the State authorities to conduct a sufficiently 

detailed examination of individual prisoners‟ situations, noting that the applicant 

needed access to protect his rights in the domestic proceedings200 and it was not 

unreasonable to consider that the information in question was directly relevant to 

the applicant‟s interest in acquiring an education, which in turn was important for 

his rehabilitation and subsequent reintegration into society.201 

2.1.11.9. Hate Speech 

The Internet user should respect the reputation of others, including their right to 

privacy. Namely, there is an important difference between all speech and legally 

protected speech, which is crucial, because no one seriously claims that freedom of 

speech means the right to say or publish whatever you want about anyone or any-

                                                 
197 Engels v. Russia, §§ 27-28. In this case, the applicant, the owner and administrator of a 

website dedicated to the protection of freedom of expression online and digital privacy, was 

confronted with the choice of removing allegedly illegal content and having access to his 

entire website blocked following a decision by a Russian court, determining that a section 

of his website constituted banned information and requiring the telecoms regulator to im-

mediately block access but the Court certainly ruled unanimously in violation of Article 10 

of the Convention. 
198 Engels v. Russia, §§ 41-44. 
199 Jankovskis v. Lithuania, § 55; Kalda v. Estonia, § 45. 
200 Kalda v. Estonia, § 50. 
201 Jankovskis v. Lithuania, § 59. 
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thing without consequences (Melkonian, 2012: 4). Thus, however, certain situa-

tions in which expression do not meet the conditions for protection under Article 

10 of the ECHR. In other words, there are speeches that are not tolerated (Jones, 

2007: 9). In the first place, it is hate speech.  

The Court has found that certain forms of expression which constitute hate 

speech or which negate the fundamental values of the ECHR are excluded from the 

protection afforded by Article 10 of the Court.202 In this regard, the Court applies 

                                                 
202 Féret v. Belgium No. 15615/07; Garaudy v. France No. 65831/01, 24.06.2003, Leroy 

v. France No. 36109/03; Jersild v. Denmark No. 15890/89; Vejdeland and Others v. Swe-

den No. 1813/07. In the decision on the admissibility of the application in the case of 

Garaudy v. France, the applicant is a philosopher and a writer and was a politician. Follow-

ing the publication of his work entitled Les myths fondateurs de la politique is-

raélienne (The myths at the root of Israeli politics), a number of complaints, together with 

applications for civil damages, were lodged by a series of associations alleging crimes 

against humanity, racial public defamation and provocation of hatred or violence on 

grounds of race or religion. These complaints led to four judicial investigations being 

opened. A fifth investigation was opened by the State Prosecutor into the offence of deny-

ing crimes against humanity. The applicant was committed before the Paris Regional Court 

in five separate criminal proceedings involving two different editions of and a number of 

different passages from his work. The applicant sought to have the five proceedings joined 

but his application was rejected on the grounds that, although they concerned the same au-

thor, the proceedings related to two different editions of the same work and the separate 

files were the consequence of the various actions commenced either by the State Prosecutor 

or by different civil parties, each of whom had cited passages from the work which were 

different or of different scope. Following those proceedings, which were based on the Law 

of 29 July 1881 on press freedom, the applicant was found guilty of the less serious offenc-

es of denying crimes against humanity, public defamation of a group of persons, in this 

instance the Jewish community, and provocation of racial discrimination and hatred. He 

was given suspended prison sentences and fined and also ordered to pay compensation to 

the civil parties. The Court of Cassation dismissed the applicant‟s appeals on points of law. 

The five suspended prison sentences were combined. The amounts of the fines were added 

together (a total of 170.000,00 GBP), as were the amounts that the applicant was to pay to 

the associations which had joined the proceedings as civil parties (a total of 220.021,00 

GBP). The objection of inadmissibility raised by the Government is dismissed: the sole fact 

that the grounds of the appeal on a point of law submitted by the applicant in two of the five 

proceedings include arguments based less than the others on Article 10 is not sufficient to 

support a conclusion that the applicant failed to exhaust all domestic remedies. At least one 

ground relating to Article 10 of the Convention was submitted to the Court of Cassation in 

the context of each of the five criminal proceedings. As regards the merits, there are limits 

to freedom of expression: the justification of a pro-Nazi policy cannot enjoy the protection 

of Article 10 and the denial or revision of clearly established historical facts – such as the 

Holocaust – are removed by Article 17 from the protection of Article 10. As regards the 

applicant‟s convictions for denying crimes against humanity, the Court refers to Article 17: 

in his book, the applicant calls in question the reality, degree and gravity of historical facts 
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relating to the Second World War which are clearly established, such as the persecution of 

Jews by the Nazi regime, the Holocaust and the Nuremberg trials. Denying crimes against 

humanity is one of the most acute forms of racial defamation towards the Jews and of in-

citement to hatred of them. The denial or revision of historical facts of this type call in 

question the values underpinning the fight against racism and anti-semitism and are capable 

of seriously disturbing public order. Such acts adversely affect the rights of others and are 

incompatible with democracy and human rights; those responsible indisputably have in 

mind objectives of the type prohibited by Article 17. The Court considers that the greatest 

part of the content and the general tone of the applicant‟s work, and therefore its purpose, 

are markedly negationist in nature and therefore run counter to the fundamental values of 

the Convention, as expressed in the Preamble thereto, namely justice and peace. The Court 

considers that the applicant is attempting to divert Article 10 of the Convention from its 

purpose by using his right to freedom of expression for ends contrary to the letter and the 

spirit of the Convention. If such ends were admitted, they would contribute to the destruc-

tion of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention. Accordingly, under Article 

17 of the Convention, the applicant cannot rely on Article 10 as regards the items relating to 

the denial of crimes against humanity: incompatible ratione materiae. 

The case Leroy v. France is concerned with approving terrorism. On 11 September 2001, 

the day of the attack on the twin towers of the World Trade Centre, the applicant, a cartoon-

ist, submitted to the editorial team of a Basque weekly a drawing representing the attack 

with a caption which parodied the advertising slogan of a famous brand: “We have all 

dreamt of it... Hamas did it”. He said that his aim had been to represent the destruction of 

the American empire on the day of the attack on New York. The drawing was published in 

the newspaper on 13 September 2001. Following a complaint by the prefect, the public 

prosecutor brought proceedings in the criminal court against the applicant and the newspa-

per‟s publishing director under section 24 of the Law of 29 July 1881 on charges of con-

doning terrorism and complicity. A full page in the next issue of the newspaper was devot-

ed to extracts from letters and e-mails that had been received in reaction to the drawing and 

to support for the publishing director, who explained his reasons for publishing the draw-

ing. The criminal court convicted the applicant and the publishing director of the charges 

and ordered them to pay a fine of 1,500.00 EUR each. It found that by explicitly showing 

the tragic and violent destruction of the twin towers on 11 September 2001 and adding a 

caption referring to a dream, thereby glamorising an act of death, the newspaper had con-

doned terrorism. It also considered that the sentence should reflect the damage that had 

been done to public order in a region that was particularly sensitive to the issue of terrorism. 

An appeal by the applicant was dismissed and the Court of Cassation dismissed the main 

part of his further appeal on points of law. The Court also held that there had been no viola-

tion of Article 10 of the Convention.  

In the case of Yersild v. Denmark, the Court found a violation of Article 10 of the Con-

vention for convicting and sentencing a television journalist for aiding and abetting the dis-

semination of racist statements, according to the criterion of need in a democratic society. 

The applicants in Vejdeland and Others v. Sweden, filed a petition against a 2005 convic-

tion for distributing approximately 100 leaflets in high school that courts found offensive to 

homosexuals. The court found no violation of freedom of expression.  
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Article 17 of the ECHR, despite some objections in theory (Howard, 2018: 87). 

Moreover, scholars who have studied and analyzed the case law of the European 

Court of Human Rights in recent years have concluded that the Court often invokes 

the principle of free assessment in cases involving hate speech and freedom of ex-

pression, giving states the opportunity to define which types of hate speech they 

want to be considered punishable, referring to the historical and social context of 

each state (Bangstad, 2014: 11). Although there is no universally acceptable defini-

tion of hate speech, the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers considers that 

“hate speech” means all forms of expression that spread, encourage, promote or 

justify racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-semitism or other forms of hatred based on 

intolerance, including: intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism and ethno-

centrism, discrimination and hostility towards minorities, migrants and persons of 

immigrant origin.”203 The theory raises the question of whether the term hate 

speech itself is adequate, given that it consists of a more lasting emotional disposi-

tion towards the object of hatred and occasional periods of intensification of its 

emotional arousal, and the basis of this form of criminal activity is in fact prejudice 

(Dimovski, 2020: 10).204 Of course, while online hate speech is a modern-day crea-

tion, it is clearly rooted in bias and prejudice that existed long before the advent of 

the Internet, which in turn abounds in hate speech, chat groups, blogs, and websites 

that emphasize white supremacy and claims of inferiority of homosexuals, blacks, 

Jews, Latinos, Muslims, foreigners and women (Cassim, 2015: 310). 

It has been more than 25 years since the issue of hate speech has been hotly de-

bated in the midst of “cultural wars”, but it is noticeable that this issue remains vis-

ible as democratic nations become more heterogeneous and, in the face of increas-

ing diversity, ethnic, racial and religious tensions remain a serious problem. The 

question therefore arises as to whether a person has a moral right not to be restrict-

ed in the use of hate speech or whether it is morally acceptable for the government 

to restrict hate speech and, if so, on what basis (Lee, 2010: 14)? As some authors 

emphasize, any prohibition of hate speech is a violation of freedom of speech (Duy, 

2020: 237). What is hate speech sometimes depends on the jurisdiction in question 

(Cassim, 2015: 306). The United States explicitly bans hate speech (Sangsuvan, 

2014: 720).205 The lack of an agreed definition makes it difficult to determine when 

exactly the term used is hate speech. Some speech can be so offensive that it can 

foster a climate of prejudice or discrimination against minority groups; yet this 

might not constitute hate speech (Bakircioglu, 2008: 4). Similarly, the media may 

                                                 
203 Recommendation No. R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on 

“Hate Speech”. 
204 By the way, Professor Šoroviš emphasizes that when it comes to crimes, that is, hate 

crimes, it is necessary to first define the concept of hate in order to identify the differentia 

specifica of these crimes in relation to other (Šoroviš et al., 2020: 13). 
205 See decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States (Richards, 2013). 

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/hrpolicy/other_committees/dh-lgbt_docs/CM_Rec(97)20_en.pdf
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present derogatory news about minorities or religious groups, or they may portray 

members of religious or ethical minority groups through clichéd and stereotypical 

images, which may be offensive but not hate speech. In this regard, a broad defini-

tion of hate speech may include group defamation or an attack on the dignity or 

reputation of a given group or individual. This would include speech that is consid-

ered offensive whether or not it would lead to detrimental results. A narrower defi-

nition of hate speech, however, would limit speech “that should incite hatred or 

violence” towards certain groups or individuals. The difficulty due to the lack of 

universally recognized criteria for determining hate speech could be eliminated by 

further development of case law at the national and international level (Bakircioglu, 

2008: 4). Almagor believes that the assessment takes into account the content of 

speech, the way speech is expressed, the intentions and motives of the speaker, and 

the circumstances in which the speech takes place (Cohen-Almagor, 2001: 4). 

There is a special issue of hate speech on Twitter (Aswad, 2018-2019). 

2.1.12. The Case Law of the European Court of Justice  

Finally, we will list some of the views of the European Court of Justice that are 

relevant to these considerations.  

In its judgment of 23 March 2010 (Joined Cases C 236/08 to C 238/08 Google 

France and Google [2010] ECR I 2417), the Court of Justice of the European Un-

ion considered that in order to determine the possible limitation of liability of an 

Article 14 Directive 2000/31 needs to examine whether the role of that service pro-

vider was neutral, in the sense that it was purely technical, automatic and passive, 

indicating a lack of knowledge or control over the data it holds. Article 14 of the E-

Commerce Directive must be interpreted as meaning that the rule laid down in this 

Article applies to the Internet connection service providers where that service pro-

vider does not have an active role through which to acquire knowledge of or con-

trol over the data it holds. If he did not have such a role, that service provider can-

not be held responsible for the data he kept at the advertiser‟s request, unless he 

learned of the illegal nature of that data or the advertiser's activities, but failed to 

act quickly and remove or disable access to such data.206 

In its judgment of 12 July 2011 (Case C 324/09 L'Oréal and Others [2011]), the 

Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that Article 14 (1) of Directive 

2000/31 should have been interpreted as applying to the operator in the Internet 

market that did not play an active role that would allow it to gain knowledge or 

control over stored data. The operator played such a role when providing assistance 

which included, in particular, optimizing and promoting the offers offered for sale. 

If the operator did not have such an active role in the Internet market, on the basis 

of which the service provided falls within the scope of Article 14 (1) of Directive 

                                                 
206 Google France and Google [2010] ECR I 2417, 2010. 
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2000/31, in a case which could result in a claim for damages, the operator could not 

exemption from liability provided for in that Article if he was aware of the facts or 

circumstances on the basis of which any diligent economic operator could conclude 

that certain offers were illegal and if, despite that knowledge, he failed to act quick-

ly in accordance with Article 14 (1) (b) of Directive 2000/31.207 

Finally, in a judgment of 24 November 2011 (Case C-70/10 Scarlet Extended 

[2011]), the Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that an online service 

provider could not be barred from installing a system to filter all electronic com-

munications passing through its service, especially those that involve the use of 

peer-to-peer software, which is applied without distinction to all users as a preven-

tive measure, exclusively at the provider‟s own expense and for a limited period of 

time, and which is able to determine the movement of electronic files online service 

providers containing music, cinematographic or audiovisual works which the appli-

cant claims to have intellectual property rights, with the aim of blocking the trans-

fer of such files the exchange of which would constitute copyright infringement.208 

2.2. The Right to Freedom of Expression on the Internet in the Legislation 

of the Republic of Srpska  

Article 25 of the Constitution of the Republic of Srpska209 guarantees freedom 

of thought and choice, conscience and belief, as well as public expression of opin-

ion. But this is only a constitutional provision that needs to be worked out legally. 

The fact that a number of laws have been passed at the level of Bosnia and Herze-

govina is additionally problematic for these considerations. 

In the first place, we will state that Article 101 of the Stabilization and Associa-

tion Agreement obliges Bosnia and Herzegovina to raise the level of mutual under-

standing and respect between individuals, communities and people, while working 

on the promotion of cultural diversity. 

Before we move on to the legislation of the Republic of Srpska, it is important 

to point out that the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina has dealt with 

freedom of expression in several cases. The decisions we will list here were pub-

lished in the review of the case law of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Her-

zegovina from 2020. Thus, according to the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, freedom of expression is not absolute and has its limitations, and in 

democratic and legal states, namely, almost no human rights and freedoms, no mat-

ter how primary or significant, are and cannot be absolute and unlimited. Since ab-

solute freedom and absolute right are contradictio in adjecto, the way in which an 

                                                 
207 L‟Oréal and others [2011], 2011. 
208 Scarlet Extended [2011], 2011. 
209 ”Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 21/92, 28/94, 8/96, 13/96, 15/96, 

16/96, 21/96, 21/02, 26/02, 30/02, 31/02, 69/02, 31/03, 98/03, 115/05, 117/05. 
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established legal principle is interpreted and practically applied remains crucial, 

and at the same time controversial, and therefore the key role and task of an inde-

pendent judiciary is to clearly define the boundary between justified and necessary, 

and unjustified and unnecessary restrictions, which confirm a principle as a rule or 

deny it as a mere declaration.210 Furthermore, the Constitutional Court considers 

that Article 10 of the Convention does not allow factual allegations or comments to 

go unpunished even if journalists do so at the expense of politicians and public 

figures, unless there is evidence that can reasonably support the allegation, or if the 

allegation is journalist or editor published with good intentions and took reasonable 

steps to verify the reliability of the evidence as much as possible.211  

Then, the failure of the courts to make a correct distinction between value 

assessments and facts could in principle have an impact on determining the amount 

of damage, because the severity of the consequences for a person‟s reputation will 

depend on the “scope” of defamation. Given that the regular courts, according to 

the principle of proportionality, did not strike the right balance between the 

freedom of the media and the right of the prosecutor to a reputation, by doing so, 

they went beyond the permissible degree of free assessment.212 Or, compensation in 

civil litigation awarded as compensation for damage to one‟s dignity or reputation 

constitutes a clear interference with the exercise of the right to freedom of 

expression.213 

According to one decision, the appellant‟s right to freedom of expression was 

violated in the present case, given that the regular courts did not sufficiently 

perform an objective analysis of the appellant‟s text, and imposing a fine on the 

appellant without hearing facts and evidence in their favor, but also 

disproportionate interference with the protected freedom of expression guaranteed 

by the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the European Convention to the 

appellant.214 We also have the view that the general interest in raising the issue of 

possible illegal conduct of public officials cannot be defended by presenting 

indisputably untrue facts which constitute an attack on their reputation and which, 

                                                 
210 Decision on Merits No. AP 1005/04 of 2 December 2005, published in the Official 

Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 45/06. 
211 Decision on Merits No. AP 1064/05 of 14 March 2006, published in the Official 

Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 94/05. 
212 Decision on Admissibility and Merits No. AP 1203/05 of 14 March 2006, published in 

the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 7/07. 
213 Decision on Merits No. AP 1064/05 of 14 March 2006, published in the Official 

Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 94/05; Decision on Admissibility and Merits No. 

AP 1289/05 of 9 November 2006, published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina No. 11/07. 
214 Decision on Admissibility and Merits No. AP 198/03 of 20 October 2006, published in 

the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 11/07. 
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therefore, cannot be considered criticism which they are obliged to tolerate with 

regard to office which they perform.215 

Then, there can be no question of proportionality between the aim and the 

means, in this case the protection of the plaintiff‟s “truth”, and the means of 

interference, in this case the Court order to the appellants to pay damages to the 

plaintiff‟s reputation, in which case allowed free assessments when it comes to 

assessing whether the appellants committed an act of presenting facts that were not 

established to be true, but did not establish relevant facts for making a decision on 

awarding non-pecuniary damage, the circumstances of the case, and especially the 

severity of mental pain and their duration legal basis, rather than arbitrarily 

concluding that there was damage and liability of the appellants for it.216  

The appellant‟s right to freedom of expression under the Constitution of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina and the European Convention was violated when the Court 

ordered the appellant to pay compensation for non-pecuniary damage caused to the 

plaintiff‟s reputation by presenting and transmitting untrue facts, when imposing 

such a measure does not establish “proportionality” between freedom of expression 

and the right to prestige, nor can the reasons given in the judgment be considered 

relevant and sufficient within the meaning of Article 10 of the European 

Convention, which could lead to the finding that “interference” was a “necessary 

measure in a democratic society”.217 Or, the appellant‟s right to freedom of 

expression was violated by the fact that, by imposing a fine, the regular courts 

qualified the appellant‟s expression of doubt in the impartiality of the Court as 

insulting the Court and violating the authority of this body.218 However, the 

Constitutional Court concluded that there had been no violation of the right to 

freedom of expression when the appellant had been fined for misconduct at the 

hearing, which was proportionate to the legitimate aim of preserving the dignity 

and authority of the Court.219 

                                                 
215 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 1881/05 of 20 October 2006, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 9/07; Decision on 

Admissibility and Merits No. AP 1423/05 of 8 July 2006, published in the Official Gazette 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 7/07. 
216 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 1289/05 of 9 November 2006, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 11/07. 
217 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 1067/06 of 13 September 2007, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 6/08. 
218 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 840/06 of 25 January 2008, published 

in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 23/08; Decision on Admissibility 

and Merits No. AP 1095/06 of 14 October 2008, published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina No. 99/08. 
219 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 2486/11 of 17 July 2014, published in 

the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 71/14. 
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In one excerpt from the verdict, the Constitutional Court points out that with 

regard to the manner of determining the amount of damages as a sanction that 

constitutes an interference with freedom of expression, its own position according 

to which the constitution of each individual and all other circumstances under 

which the damage occurred which resulted in the injury of the injured party‟s 

intangible assets. Contrary to the appellant‟s contention that the damage must be 

proved in terms of the relevant provisions of the Law on Obligations in each 

individual case, there is no “list of evidence” on which the domestic courts would 

assess which sanction would constitute interference proportionate to the aim 

pursued to it could be expected evidence that would determine in an exact manner 

the “intensity and duration” of the non-pecuniary damage. Therefore, courts are not 

limited to special formal means of evidence, in particular by failing to present 

evidence by expertise to determine the “severity and duration of mental pain”. 

Therefore, when measuring a sanction, regular courts take into account a number of 

factors relevant to a particular case and, on the basis of a free assessment, 

determine the relevant circumstances of each specific case, without missing an 

acceptable analysis of relevant principles. In the context of the above, in the 

specific case, according to the assessment of the Constitutional Court, such an 

analysis was not absent. Namely, when determining the monetary compensation, 

i.e. the sanction that represents an interference with the right to freedom of 

expression, in the amount of 3,000.00 BAM, the regular courts did not act 

automatically, nor arbitrarily, to which the appellants unfoundedly point out, but 

acted in accordance with practice and discretion within its discretion limited solely 

to the requirement of proportionality set out in Article 10 of the European 

Convention, without failing to accept an acceptable analysis of all relevant 

principles, up to the fact that the plaintiff failed to take legal action to reduce the 

damage caused. The Constitutional Court considers that the measure taken to 

protect the reputation and honor of the prosecutor, i.e. awarding damages in the 

amount of 3,000.00 BAM is proportional to the gravity of the violation of his 

reputation, as well as the gravity of the Courts‟ interference with freedom of 

expression and considers the contested decisions were taken in accordance with 

Article 10 of the European Convention.220  

Additionally, we have a decision regarding the right to freedom of expression 

on the Internet. Thus, in relation to the allegations concerning the second 

defendant, who took all the disputed articles from other portals and published them 

on the Poskok.ba portal, the Constitutional Court considers it necessary to 

emphasize that the media have the task of transmitting information and ideas of 

public interest, while the public has the right to receive that information. If it were 

                                                 
220 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 3222/12 of 12 January 2016, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 12/16; Decision on 

Admissibility and Meritum Number AP 1428/13 of 20 April 2016. 
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not so, the media would not be able to fulfill their vital role of “guardian of the 

public interest”. The Constitutional Court notes that in the specific case it is 

indisputable that the second defendant is not the author of the disputed articles, but 

that he only transmitted what others stated about the appellant‟s husband, and that 

there is nothing to indicate that he acted maliciously. Given that the Constitutional 

Court has already concluded that the courts have correctly struck a balance between 

the right of the first defendant as the author of the disputed article to freedom of 

expression and the right to reputation, the same must be concluded in relation to the 

second defendant who transmitted that and two other content.221  

With regard to the question whether and to what extent the right of access to 

information under the control of a public authority in the present case falls within 

the scope of “freedom of expression” under Article 10 of the Convention, the 

Constitutional Court notes that in several cases concerning the right to view that 

“the procedure in which the existence of legal preconditions for access to 

information was established does not raise issues and does not enjoy the protection 

of the appellant‟s right to freedom of expression, so he declared such appeals 

inadmissible ratione materiae. However, having regard to the Court‟s case-law, 

and that the appellant in the present case is also a non-governmental organization 

which could play the role of a “social controller of power”, the Constitutional Court 

considers that the right to freedom of access to information falls within the scope of 

Article 10 of the Convention. [...] The Constitutional Court concludes that there is 

no violation of the right of access to information as part of the right to freedom of 

expression when the appellant is denied access to part of the requested information 

because the competent authority excluded that information from publication in 

accordance with law, and such denial, to the relevant criteria, does not constitute an 

interference with the appellant‟s right under Article 10 of the European 

Convention.222  

Furthermore, the Constitutional Court concludes that the appellant‟s right to 

freedom of expression was violated in a situation where the appellant‟s regular 

courts found him guilty of inciting popular, racial and religious hatred, discord or 

intolerance under Article 163, paragraph 2 in conjunction with paragraph 1 of the 

Criminal Code of FBiH, because they did not achieve a fair balance between the 

protection of the appellant‟s right to freedom of expression and the protection of 

the religious rights of others since they did not provide relevant and sufficient rea-

sons in the contested decisions to justify interference with this appellant‟s right.223 

                                                 
221 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 5204/15 of 13 March 2018, published 

in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 21/18. 
222 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 461/16 of 6 June 2018, published in 

the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 45/18. 
223 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 3430/16 of 19 December 2018, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 4/19 - the appellant was 
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The Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina has repeatedly addressed 

restrictions on the right to freedom of expression. The European Convention 

stipulates that, in the performance of their duties, all levels of government are 

obliged to respect the rights and obligations set out therein. In this context, the 

entity public broadcasters do not enjoy the protection of Article 10 of the European 

Convention. Furthermore, the present case does not contain elements which would 

require the European Convention to be interpreted differently. The previous 

paragraph, however, does not refer to the right of employees in public radio and 

television broadcasters to freedom of expression and information, and in this 

regard, the Constitutional Court refers to the position of the European Court of 

Human Rights, according to which the principles of Article 10of the European 

Convention also applies to civil servants, because, although it is justified for the 

state to impose on civil servants, given their status, duty of discretion, civil servants 

are individuals and, as such, fall under the protection of Article 10 of the European 

Convention.224  

There is a violation of the right to freedom of expression when regular courts go 

beyond the margin of appreciation when they conclude that the disputed text 

constitutes a statement of facts, although it fully expresses the appellants‟ value 

judgments, violating the principle of proportionality between the restriction of the 

media freedom and reputation of a public figure.225 Or, there is no violation of the 

right to freedom of expression when a Court judgment in a civil lawsuit orders the 

appellant to pay damages to the plaintiff‟s reputation by presenting and 

transmitting untrue facts because the “interference” was in accordance with the 

law, aimed at “protecting the rights of others” and was a necessary measure in a 

democratic societyˮ.226 Also, there is no violation of the right to freedom of 

expression when the Cantonal Court and the Supreme Court for their decisions, 

which oblige the appellant to compensate the plaintiff in the form of lost benefit 

due to violation of the right to commercial reputation, gave a clear reasoning, in a 

                                                 

 
found guilty of the criminal offense because he published the disputed image on his own 

Facebook profile. 
224 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. U 42/03 of 17 December 2004, published 

in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 36/05. 
225 Decision on Meritum No. AP 787/04 of 20 December 2005, published in the Official 

Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 41/06. 
226 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 913/04 of 20 December 2005, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 41/06; Decision on Merits 

No. AP 1005/04 of 2 December 2005, published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina No. 45/06; Decision on Meritum No. AP 1145/04 of 2 December 2005, 

published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 45/06; Decision on 

Meritum No. AP 96/05 of 2 February 2006, published in the Official Gazette of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina No. 37/06. 
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situation where it is undisputed proved that the plaintiff suffered material damage 

in the form of lost profits after the appellant published a controversial article in his 

daily newspaper, spreading false information about the quality of wheat imported 

by the plaintiff and due to which the plaintiff‟s business partners canceled 

previously concluded sales contracts with him.227 

More broadly, at the outset we will say that according to the latest Human 

Rights Watch reports, the authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina show little interest 

in solving long-standing human rights problems in the country, failing to protect 

women or LGBT people, including children, from domestic violence, with abuses 

exacerbated by restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic. Asylum seekers do 

not have adequate shelter and protection. Media professionals face interference in 

their work. Prosecutions for war crimes, including conflict-related sexual violence, 

are proceeding at a slow pace.228 In 2020, journalists in BiH continued to face inter-

ference in their work, including defamation lawsuits, verbal threats, and physical 

assaults. From January to August 2020, the Association of Journalists of BiH, BH 

Journalists, documented 51 violations of freedom. Reporters without borders, in its 

2020 World press freedom index, have said that defamation lawsuits are regularly 

used to disrupt journalists and silence critics. 

In the Republic of Srpska, it is necessary to start from the reintroduction of the 

verbal offense in 2020, in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic. Bypassing other 

regulations of a criminal nature, the Government passed a Decree on the misde-

meanor of causing panic and disorder. The decree prohibited the presentation or 

transmission of false news or allegations that caused panic or seriously disturbed 

public order or peace, or prevented or significantly hindered the implementation of 

decisions and measures of state bodies, other institutions or organizations exercis-

ing public authority, and the ban also applied to actions taken through the media, 

social networks or other similar media. The decree prescribed fines in the range of 

1,000.00 BAM to 9,000.00 BAM. The Government of the Republic of Serbia tried 

to introduce a similar regulation. Since this is a regulation, one of the questions 

that, inevitably, arises is who could decide at all whether a piece of news is false or 

not, and at the same time, it seems that the basic guiding idea was that government 

decisions should not be put in question and that any news that the government pub-

lishes is by definition true. After great public pressure, only a few days after the 

entry into force of the decree, it was withdrawn, although the justification for the 

withdrawal was used in civil compliance with the measures and instructions of the 

competent authorities. 

                                                 
227 Decision on Admissibility and Meritum No. AP 2753/16 of 17 July 2018, published in 

the Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina No. 55/18. 
228 https://www.hrw.org/europe/central-asia/bosnia-and-herzegovina, June 2021. 
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With regard to hate speech, the Criminal Code of the Republic of Srpska229 stip-

ulates in Article 123, item 21) that a hate crime is committed in whole or in part 

because of racial, national or ethnic affiliation, religious belief, skin color, gender 

or sexual orientation, health status or gender identity of a person. Although there 

are several prescribed criminal offenses in which hatred appears as a qualifying 

circumstance, two considerations are important for these considerations.  

In the first place, Article 359 prescribes the criminal offense Public Provocation 

and Incitement to Violence and Hate. The basic and two more serious forms of 

crime are prescribed. The action of the basic form consists of publicly calling, pro-

voking, inciting or making available to the public leaflets, pictures or other materi-

als calling for violence or hatred directed against a certain person or group because 

of their national, racial, religious or ethnic affiliation, skin color, gender, sexual 

orientation of disability, gender identity, origin or any other characteristics, through 

the press, radio, television, computer system or social network, at a public gather-

ing or in any other way. Alternatively, the basic form of the criminal offense is 

threatened with a fine or imprisonment for up to three years. A more serious form 

of this criminal offence exists if the act of the basic form was committed by coer-

cion, abuse, endangering security, exposing national, ethnic or religious symbols, 

damaging other people‟s property, desecrating monuments, memorials or graves. A 

prison sentence of one to five years has been threatened. The most serious form of 

offence exists if, as a result of any of the above actions, riots, violence or other se-

vere consequences for the common life of the people and others living in the Re-

public of Srpska have occurred, and a prison sentence of two to twelve years is 

threatened. Finally, it is mandatory to confiscate materials or objects that carry this 

type of message, as well as the means for their creation, reproduction and distribu-

tion. 

In the second place, the criminal offense of Violent Behavior at a Sports Event 

or Public Gathering under Article 363 of the Criminal Code consists of physical 

assault or physical confrontation with participants in a sports event or public gath-

ering, violence or damage to property of greater value upon arrival or departure 

from sports event or public gathering, bringing into a sports facility or throwing on 

the sports field, among spectators or participants of a public gatherings objects, 

pyrotechnic devices or other explosive, flammable or harmful substances that may 

cause bodily injury or endanger the health of participants in a sports event or public 

gathering; unauthorized entry into a sports field or part of the auditorium intended 

for opposing fans and causing violence; damage to a sports facility, its equipment, 

devices and installations, their behavior or slogans at a sports event or public gath-

ering provoking national, racial, religious or other hatred or intolerance based on 

any discriminatory basis resulting in violence or physical confrontation with partic-

ipants. It is threatened with imprisonment from six months to five years. If the 
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basic form of the crime was committed by a group, the form is threatened with im-

prisonment from one to eight years. The ringleader of the basic form group can be 

sentenced from three to twelve years in prison. If, on the other hand, the execution 

of one of the previous two forms resulted in a riot in which a person was seriously 

injured or property of greater value was damaged, a prison sentence of two to ten 

years is threatened. An official or responsible person who fails to take security 

measures when organizing a sports event or public gathering in order to prevent 

disorder, and as a result the life or body of a large number of people or property of 

greater value is endangered, may be punished by imprisonment for up to three 

years and a fine punishment. An obligatory security measure prohibiting attendance 

at certain sports events is also prescribed. Violation of a security measure is a spe-

cial form of criminal offense, punishable by an alternatively prescribed fine or im-

prisonment for up to six months. 

We will also mention the criminal offense of Causing disorder under Article 

358 of the Criminal Code, where the basic form of criminal offense is used in par-

ticipation in a group of a large number of persons who violate public order by vio-

lating other persons, objects or things or seriously threatening to commit violence 

and whereas hatred appears as a qualifying circumstance in the first serious form of 

crime. 

The Law on Protection against Defamation of the Republic of Srpska restricts 

the freedom of expression in terms of civil liability for damage caused to the repu-

tation of a natural or legal person by presenting or transmitting something untrue. 

The law largely protects freedom of expression, stipulating that the term expression 

means any statement, especially including any oral, written, audio, visual or elec-

tronic material, regardless of the content, form or manner of presentation or trans-

mission. Exemption from liability for defamation exists if it is an expression of 

opinion or when the expression is substantially true, then if the person who alleged-

ly caused the damage was obliged to make or transmit a statement or make or 

transmit an expression during legislative, judicial or administrative proceedings, 

and if it was reasonable to make or convey an expression. What is positive is the 

fact that the legislator refers to the European Convention for the Protection of Hu-

man Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the case law of the European Court of 

Human Rights.  

The Law on Communication regulates the field of communications in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, as well as the establishment and work of the Communications 

Regulatory Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina in accordance with the Constitution 

of BiH, which provides for the establishment and functioning of joint and interna-

tional means of communication. Communications include telecommunications, 

radio, broadcasting and related services and assets. However, the question is 

whether the title of the law is justified, since it does not touch on any topic that is 

the subject of discussion in this part of the paper. The Decision on the adoption of 

the policy of the electronic communications sector of Bosnia and Herzegovina for 
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the period 2017-2021 is also important for these considerations as well as the Ac-

tion Plan for policy implementation.  

The Press and Online Media Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina is also important, 

which in Article 3 regulates incitement, and which stipulates that journalists will be 

aware at all times of the danger that arises when the media incites discrimination 

and intolerance through hate speech, and will, bearing in mind such a danger, jour-

nalists should do their utmost not to incite and / or incite hatred and / or inequality 

based on ethnicity, nationality, race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, physical 

disability or mental condition, and that journalists will not under no circumstances 

incite crime or violence.  

The Code on audiovisual media services and radio media services stipulates that 

audiovisual media services and radio media services shall not humiliate, intimidate 

or incite hatred, violence or discrimination against a person or group on the 

grounds of sex, race, ethnicity, nationality, religion or belief, disability, special 

needs, age, sexual orientation, social origin or on the basis of any other circum-

stance which has the purpose or consequence of preventing or endangering any 

person‟s recognition, enjoyment or realization on an equal basis of his rights and 

freedoms. Audiovisual media services and radio media services shall not create a 

clear and imminent risk of incitement to hatred, violence or discrimination against 

a person or group on such grounds or which may be construed by the public as in-

citement to hatred, violence, disorder and unrest, or which could provoke or incite 

crimes. Exceptions are audiovisual media services and radio media services that are 

part of scientific, authorial or documentary work and / or are part of objective jour-

nalistic reporting and are published without the intention to encourage these actions 

or with the intention to critically point out such actions.230 

In a somewhat more indirect way, hate speech is also prohibited by the Law on 

Protection against Discrimination, the Law on Gender Equality, and the Law on 

Freedom of Religion and the Legal Status of Churches and Religious Communities 

in BiH.  

Then, the issue of prisoners‟ right to the Internet is also important. Namely, Ar-

ticle 209 of the Criminal Procedure Code stipulates that after the approval of the 

pre-trial judge and under his or her supervision of a person designated by him or 

her, the prisoner may be visited by a spouse or extramarital partner and his or her 

relatives, and at his or her request the prisoner may be visited by a doctor and other 

persons. Certain visits may be prohibited if this could damage the conduct of the 

proceedings. The pre-trial judge shall authorize a consular officer of a foreign 

country to visit a detainee who is a national of that country, in accordance with the 

house rules of detention. The prisoner may maintain confidential correspondence 

with any other person. Exceptionally, if required by the interests of the proceed-

ings, the Court may issue a decision on the supervision of such confidential corre-
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spondence or a decision prohibiting such confidential correspondence. An appeal is 

allowed against this decision, which does not delay the execution of the decision. 

The prisoner may not be prohibited from sending requests, complaints and appeals. 

The prisoner may not use a mobile phone, but has the right, in accordance with the 

house rules, and under the supervision of the custody administration, to make tele-

phone conversations at his own expense. For this purpose, the custody administra-

tion provides prisoner with the required number of public telephone connections. 

The pre-trial judge, the judge or the presiding judge may, for reasons of security or 

the existence of any of the first three reasons for ordering detention,231 restrict or 

prohibit the prisoner from using the telephone. The prisoner has the right to a free 

and undisturbed connection with the defense counsel. As we can see, the prisoner 

has no right to use the Internet. 

Law on execution of criminal and misdemeanor sanctions and measures232 pro-

vides a number of rights for the prisoners. However, the right to access the Internet 

is not prescribed. 

2.3. Analysis of the Congruence of European Union Standards and the Leg-

islation of the Republic of Srpska Regarding Freedom of Expression 

on the Internet  

Analyzing the compliance of European Union standards with the legislation of 

the Republic of Srpska in this field is not simple, for at least two reasons. One re-

fers to certain laws that are passed at the level of the state of Bosnia and Herze-

govina, and the shortcomings are reflected at the state, not the entity level, and the 

other, to the fact that certain laws and bylaws do not exist at all, and therefore it is 

necessary to pass the same. When it comes to regulating the Internet, it is necessary 

to pass through laws and bylaws, in which the right to access the Internet should be 

recognized as a human right. Specific proposals will be listed in the conclusion, 

where the list of proposals is not extensive, but, on the one hand, it is necessary to 

follow the numerous international acts in this area, and on the other the continuous 

practice of the European Court of Human Rights. Only in this way freedom of ex-

pression on the Internet can be adequately protected. In the criminal substantive 

legislation of the Republic of Srpska, hate speech is incriminated through several 

                                                 
231 These are the following reasons: if he is hiding or if there are other circumstances that 

indicate the danger of absconding, if there is a well-founded fear that he will destroy, hide, 

alter or falsify evidence or clues relevant to criminal proceedings or if special circumstances 

indicate that he will obstruct criminal proceedings influence on witnesses, accomplices or 

undercover agents, and if special circumstances justify the fear that he will repeat the crimi-

nal offence or that he will complete the attempted criminal offence or that he will commit 

the criminal offence he threatens, and for these criminal offfence a sentence of imprison-

ment of three years or more may be imposed.  
232 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 63/2018. 
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criminal acts, which is positive. In the criminal procedure and executive criminal 

legislation, on the other hand, the right of a prisoner and convicted person to the 

Internet is not recognized, which should be clearly allowed.  

3. EU INTEGRATION AND THE RIGHT TO PROTECT PRIVACY ON 

THE INTERNET IN THE LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF 

SRPSKA  

3.1. International Standards on the Right to Privacy on the Internet  

3.1.1. European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Funda-

mental Freedoms  

The right to respect for family and private life is provided for in Article 8 of the 

ECHR. Namely, according to the mentioned article, everyone has the right to re-

spect for their private and family life, home and correspondence. Public authorities 

shall not interfere with the exercise of this right unless it is in accordance with the 

law and necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, pub-

lic security or the economic well-being of the country, to prevent disorder or crime, 

to protect health or morals or to protect rights and freedoms. This right is further 

elaborated through the case law of the Court and supplemented and reinforced by 

the Council of Europe Convention 108. It is therefore necessary to summarize here 

the provisions laid down in the EU and the decisions of the Court. Since we talked 

about the Internet in detail in the previous chapter, we will not repeat ourselves 

here. However, attention should be drawn here to the notion of information priva-

cy, which implies the ability to control personal information, with a growing con-

cern that different online platforms use personal information in a way that com-

promises their right to privacy (Mai, 2019: 95). 

Article 8 of the Convention is extremely broad, and therefore the case law is 

comprehensive (Hert, 2005: 73). Private life is a term that is not subject to an ex-

tensive definition. The Court emphasized that Article 8 covers a wide range of in-

terests, namely private and family life, home and correspondence, including mail, 

telephone communication233 and e-mails at work. Private life also refers to the situ-

ations mentioned in the case of Von Hannover v. Germany (No. 2), or in the case of 

Sciacca v. Italy.234 This right also applies to the identity and personal development 

of a person, and to the right to establish and develop relationships with other hu-

                                                 
233 Klass and Others v. Germany, No. 5029/71, §41. 
234 Von Hannover v. Germany (No. 2), Nos. 40660/08 and 60641/08 §§ 108-113, Sciacca 

v. Italy, No. 50774/99, § 29. 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx#{
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man beings. Activities of a professional or business nature are also included.235 

Many user activities involve some form of automatic processing of personal data; 

examples include the use of browsers, email, instant messaging, voice Internet pro-

tocols, social networks (Jørgensen & Desai, 2017) and browsers as well as cloud 

storage services. Convention 108 covers all operations carried out on the Internet, 

such as the collection, storage, modification, deletion and retrieval or dissemination 

or dissemination of personal data. 

There are principles and rules that should be followed by public authorities and 

private companies that process personal data. It is necessary for the user to be 

aware of and understand what and how his or her data is processed and whether he 

or she can take a certain action in that regard, for example, to request correction or 

deletion of data. Under Convention 108, personal data must be collected and pro-

cessed fairly and lawfully, and kept for specified and lawful purposes. The pro-

cessing must be adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purpose for 

which the data are stored, as well as accurate and, if necessary, up-to-date, pre-

served in a way that allows identification of persons whose personal data are pro-

cessed and no more than necessary due to the purpose for which this data is stored. 

Emphasis is placed on two specific principles of personal data processing: legality 

of processing and user consent. The user must be informed that the data may be 

processed only when required by law and when he or she has agreed to it, for ex-

ample by accepting the terms and conditions of use of the Internet service. 

3.1.2. Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data  

The Convention stipulates that personal data shall mean any information relat-

ing to an identified or identifiable person. Personal data that are automatically pro-

cessed: (a) are loyally and lawfully obtained and processed; (b) are entered for 

well-defined and legitimate purposes and are not used inappropriately; (c) are ade-

quate, relevant and of adequate scope in relation to the purposes for which are en-

tered; (d) are carefully arranged and (e) are stored in a form that allows the identifi-

cation of interested persons for a period not exceeding the period necessary for the 

purposes for which they were stored.236 Then, personal data related to racial origin, 

political affiliation, religious beliefs or some other type of belief, as well as person-

                                                 
235 Rotaru v. Romania (No. 28341/95); P.G. and J.H. v the UK (No. 44787/98); Peck v. 

UK (No. 44647/98); Perry v. UK (No. 63737/00); Amann v. Switzerland (No. 27798/95). In 

a case of P.G. and J.H. v the UK the Court held that although the evidence obtained by in-

tercepting the applicant‟s communication was unlawful, a fair trial was not called into ques-

tion (Nash, 2002), adhering to the principle that a violation of Article 8 of the Convention 

does not necessarily lead to a violation of Article 6 of the Convention. 
236 Article 5 of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data. 
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al data related to health or sexual life can be automatically processed only if do-

mestic legislation provides appropriate guarantees. The same is the case with per-

sonal data from criminal records.
237 

 

Appropriate security measures shall be taken to protect personal data stored in 

collections from accidental or unauthorized destruction or accidental loss, as well 

as from unauthorized use, modification or diffusion.238 Each person must be able to: 

(a) be informed of the existence of an automated collection of personal data, its 

basic purpose, as well as the identity and permanent address or address of the regis-

tered office of the company in which the collection operator is employed; (b) rea-

sonable intervals and without excessive time or cost confirmation of existence or 

not, in an automated collection of personal data relating to him or her, and that such 

data shall be provided to him or her in an understandable form; (c) to choose, if 

necessary, to rectify those data or for their deletion when they are processed contra-

ry to the provisions of domestic legislation which contain the basic principles pre-

scribed in Article 5 and 6 of the Convention; (d) that he or she may lodge a com-

plaint in the case that he or she has not received a reply to a request for confirma-

tion or, where appropriate, the provision, correction or deletion of any information 

as referred to in (b) and (c) of this Article.239 No exceptions to the provisions of 

Article 5, 6 and 8 of the Convention, except within the limits, i.e. it is possible to 

deviate from the provisions of Article 5, 6 and 8 where such derogation, provided 

for by the law of the contracting party concerned, constitutes a necessary measure 

in a democratic society: (a) for the protection of the security of a state, for public 

security, for the monetary interests of the state or for the suppression of criminal 

offenses; (b) to protect the data subject and the rights and freedoms of others. The-

se restrictions may be provided by law for automated collections with personal data 

used in statistics or in scientific research, when the risk of violating the privacy of 

the person concerned clearly does not exist.240 

                                                 
237 Article 6 of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data. 
238 Article 7 of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data. 
239 Article 8 of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data. 
240 Article 9 of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 

Processing of Personal Data. 
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3.1.3. Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with Re-

gard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of 

Such Data, and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection 

Regulation) 

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 Octo-

ber 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal 

data and on the free movement of such data in its relevant parts, provides a number 

of rights and obligations.241 This Directive has been repealed by Regulation (EU) 

2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the 

protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the 

free movement of such data, which applies from 25 May 2018. It contains most of 

the provisions of Directive 95/46 / EC and reinforces some of the safeguards con-

tained therein. According to Article 4, personal data means any information relat-

ing to a specific or identifiable natural person; an identifiable natural person is one 

who can be directly or indirectly identified, with an emphasis on identifiers such as 

name, identification number, location data, network identifier or one or more fac-

tors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, the cultural 

                                                 
241 Article 6 of Directive 95/46/EC provides that member states shall ensure that personal 

data are processed fairly and lawfully; collected for specific, explicit and legitimate purpos-

es and may not be further processed in a way incompatible with that purpose, where further 

processing for historical, statistical or scientific purposes is not considered incompatible 

provided that the member state provides adequate protection; appropriate, relevant and not 

excessive in relation to the purpose for which they are collected or further processed; accu-

rate and, if necessary, supplemented; all appropriate measures must be taken to erase or 

correct data which are inaccurate or incomplete, taking into account the purpose for which 

they are collected or for which they are further processed; kept in a form which permits 

identification of persons whose data are processed only during the period necessary for the 

purpose for which the data are collected or for which they are further processed. Member 

states shall provide for adequate protection for the storage of personal data for extended 

periods or for historical, statistical or scientific use. Furthermore, member states shall en-

sure that personal data may be processed only if the data subject has unambiguously given 

his or her consent; or processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the 

data subject is a party; or to take action at the request of the data subject processed before 

the conclusion of the contract; or processing is necessary to comply with the legal obliga-

tion to which the supervisor is subject; or processing is necessary to protect the vital inter-

ests of the person whose data are processed or processing is necessary to perform a task 

carried out in the public interest has a supervisor or a third party to whom the data are dis-

closed; or the processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interest of the su-

pervisor or a third party or parties to whom the data are disclosed, except when such data 

are subordinate to the interest of fundamental data and freedoms (Article 7 of the Directive 

95/46/EC).  
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or social identity of that individual. Video surveillance recordings often contain 

images of people and the information can be used to identify those people either 

directly or indirectly, while recognizable images of faces always represent personal 

data. 

The processing shall be in accordance with the law only to the extent that at 

least one of the following applies: (a) the data subject has consented to the pro-

cessing of his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes; (b) processing 

is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party or 

for taking steps at the request of the data subject prior to the conclusion of the con-

tract; (c) processing is necessary to comply with a legal obligation to which the 

controller is a subject; (d) the processing is necessary in order to protect the vital 

interests of the data subject or another natural person; (e) processing is necessary 

for the performance of tasks in the public interest or for the performance of official 

duties given to the controller; (f) processing is necessary for legitimate interests 

pursued by a controller or a third party, unless such interests are outweighed by the 

interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject requiring the pro-

tection of personal data, in particular if the data subject is a child ((Article 6 ) 

2016/679). Restrictions are laid down in Article 23 in the case of: (a) national secu-

rity; (b) defence; (c) public safety; (d) the prevention, investigation, detection or 

prosecution of criminal offenses or the execution of criminal sanctions, including 

the protection and prevention of threats to public security; (e) other important ob-

jectives of general interest of the union or of the member state, in particular the 

economic or financial interest of the union or of the member state, including mone-

tary, budgetary and tax matters, public health and social security; (f) the protection 

of the independence of the judiciary and judicial proceedings; (g) the prevention, 

investigation, detection and prosecution of breaches of ethics for regulated profes-

sions; (h) supervisory, inspection or regulatory functions related, even occasionally, 

to the exercise of official authority in the cases referred to in points (a) to (e) and 

(g); (i) the protection of the data subject or the rights and freedoms of others; (j) 

enforcement of civil law claims (Article 23 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679). 

3.1.4. Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 

12 July 2002 Concerning the Processing of Personal Data and the Pro-

tection of Privacy in the Electronic Communications Sector (Directive 

on Privacy and Electronic Communications)  

This Directive was adopted on 12 July 2002 and the Preamble emphasizes that 

this Directive does not address issues of protection of fundamental rights and free-

doms related to activities not regulated by Community law, and therefore does not 

change the existing balance between the individual‟s right to privacy and oppor-

tunity. Member states to take the measures referred to in Article 15 (1) of the Di-

rective, necessary for the protection of public security, defence, national security 
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(including the economic well-being of the state when activities relate to matters of 

national security) and the implementation of criminal law. Accordingly, the Di-

rective does not affect the ability of member states to lawfully intercept electronic 

communications or take other measures, if necessary for any of the above purposes 

and in accordance with the European Convention for the Protection of Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, through interpretations by the European Court 

of Human Rights. Such measures must be appropriate, strictly proportionate to the 

purpose envisaged and necessary in a democratic society, and should be subject to 

appropriate safeguards in accordance with the European Convention on Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Article 15 of the Directive provides that mem-

ber states may adopt legislative measures to limit the scope of the rights and obliga-

tions provided for in the Directive where such a restriction constitutes a necessary, 

appropriate and proportionate measure in a democratic society to protect national 

security (i.e. state security), defence and public security and the prevention, inves-

tigation, detection and prosecution of criminal offenses or the unauthorized use of 

electronic communications systems. To that end, member states may, inter alia, 

adopt legislative measures providing for the retention of data for a limited period, 

all measures of which must comply with the general principles of Community law. 

3.1.5. Opinions of the Venice Commission  

The next important international document is the Opinion of the Venice Com-

mission on “Video Surveillance of Private Operators in the Public and Private 

Spheres and Public Authorities in the Private Sphere and Protection of Human 

Rights”, adopted at the 71st session in 2007. According to it, the private sphere, in 

the physical sense, is a place where those who possess it can restrict access. Private 

spheres are in principle not open to the public and are not available to them indis-

criminately. The rules that regulate the private sphere are mainly those that refer to 

private law, more precisely to the right to privacy. The powers of state bodies over 

these areas are more limited than over public areas (point 15). The private sphere 

will also include workplaces and the use of video surveillance on workplace prem-

ises, which raises legal issues concerning employees‟ privacy rights (paragraph 18). 

With regard to jobs, the introduction of video surveillance requires respect for the 

privacy rights of employees (point 52). Video surveillance would, in general, be 

allowed to prevent or detect fraud or theft of employees in case of reasonable sus-

picion. However, except in very specific circumstances, video recording would not 

be permitted in places such as toilets, showers, changing rooms or smoking areas 

and employee lounges where a person can be trusted to have full privacy (point 

53). Moreover, and what is really important for these considerations, covert surveil-

lance should only be allowed if it proves necessary due to the lack of appropriate 

alternatives (point 54). As far as shops are concerned, video surveillance may be 

justified for the protection of property, if such a measure proves necessary and pro-
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portionate. Prevention of theft under threat may also be justified at certain locations 

in the shop, but, again, only if necessary and not longer than necessary, and nation-

al legislation will need to clearly define the legal basis for supervision and the ne-

cessity of infringements due to protected interests (points 57-58.). In its concluding 

provisions, the Venice Commission emphasized that video surveillance must com-

ply with the requirements of Article 8 of the European Convention and at least fol-

low the requirements of Directive 95/46/EC, and that people must be informed of 

surveillance, unless the surveillance system is obvious. This means that the situa-

tion must be such that the supervised person can be presumed to be aware of the 

supervision or to have unambiguously given his or her consent.  

Another important opinion of the Venice Commission dates from 2015 and re-

fers to the democratic oversight of agency intelligence and is related to the mass 

surveillance of communications. Namely, in this Opinion, the Venice Commission 

noticed at the very beginning the value that mass interception of communications 

could have for security operations, because it enabled security services to adopt a 

proactive approach, looking for hitherto unknown dangers, instead of investigating 

known ones. However, it is noted that interception of mass data or requests for tel-

ecommunications companies to store and then provide telecommunications data or 

metadata to law enforcement or security agencies involve interference with the pri-

vacy and other human rights of much of the world's population. In this regard, the 

Venice Commission considered that the main invasion of privacy occurred when 

the agencies accessed and / or processed the stored personal data. For this reason, 

computer analysis was one of the important stages in balancing concerns about per-

sonal integrity and other interests. According to the report, the two most important 

protection measures were authorization (collection and access) and process super-

vision. It was clear from the Court‟s case-law that the latter must be carried out by 

an independent, external body. Although the Court prefers judicial power, it has not 

found this to be a necessary condition. Instead, the system should be assessed as a 

whole, and where independent controls were lacking in the approval phase, particu-

larly strong safeguards had to exist in the monitoring phase. The report insists on 

internal control as the primary protection. Recruitment and training were key is-

sues; in addition, it was important for agencies to build respect for privacy and oth-

er human rights when publishing internal rules. It is also acknowledged that jour-

nalists are a group that requires special protection, because searching their contacts 

could reveal their sources (and the risk of discovery could be a powerful disincen-

tive for whistle-blowers), but there is no absolute ban on searching journalist‟ con-

tacts, provided that there are very strong reasons for this. According to the report, 

the journalistic profession cannot be easily recognized today, as NGOs have also 

been involved in building public opinion, and even bloggers may claim to be enti-

tled to equivalent protection. Finally, the report briefly considered the issue of in-

telligence sharing, and in particular the risk that states could thus circumvent 

stronger domestic surveillance procedures and / or any legal restrictions that their 
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agencies might be subject to in terms of domestic intelligence operations. It is con-

sidered that an appropriate safeguard would be to ensure that the transferred mate-

rial can be searched only if all material requirements of the national search are met 

and this is duly approved in the same way as a search of material obtained through 

the agency‟s intelligence service. 

3.1.6. Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)13 on the Protection of Individuals 

with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data in the Context 

of Profiling  

In the first place, it is important to mention Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)13 

of the Committee of Ministers to member states on the protection of individuals 

with regard to the automatic processing of personal data in the context of profiling. 

This is seen as an automatic data processing technique consisting of the application 

of an individual‟s profile for the purpose of making decisions concerning him / her 

or for the purpose of analysing or predicting personal preferences, behaviors and 

attitudes. For example, personal data of the Internet users may be collected and 

processed in the context of their interaction on web pages or applications or in the 

context of the Internet search activities over time and on different web pages (e.g., 

by collecting information on visited pages, content, time of visit). “Cookies” are 

one of the means used to monitor user browsing activities; this is achieved by stor-

ing the information in the user equipment and retrieving it later. The Recommenda-

tion provides for the right of Internet users to consent to the use of personal data for 

the purpose of profiling and the right to withdraw such consent.242 

The rights of the Internet users to information regarding the processing of their 

personal data are set out in various Council of Europe instruments. Convention 108 

provides that the subject should be able to establish the processing of his personal 

data by any natural or legal person, the main purpose of the processing as well as 

the identity and habitual residence or principal place of business of the processor 

and to obtain confirmation at reasonable intervals and without undue delay or ex-

pense whether personal data relating to him or her are kept, as well as to present 

such data to him or her in an understandable form.243 

3.1.7. Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)4 on the Protection of Human Rights 

with Regard to Social Networking services CM/Rec(2012)4 

Information on users is also mentioned in Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)4 of 

the Committee of Ministers to member states on the protection of human rights 

with regard to social networking services. Internet users on social networks should 

                                                 
242 Part 5. 
243 Convention No. 108, Article 8. 
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be clearly and understandably informed about any change made to the terms of ser-

vice and terms of use of the provider. This also includes other actions, such as in-

stalling third-party applications that involve risks to user privacy; the law applica-

ble to the provision of social networking services and in connection with the pro-

cessing of their personal data; the consequences of open access (temporally and 

geographically) to their profiles and communications, in particular explaining the 

differences between private and public communication, and the consequences of 

disclosing information, including unrestricted access and collection of data from 

third parties; and - the need to obtain the prior consent of others before publishing 

their personal data, including audio and video content, in cases where they have 

extended access beyond self-selected contacts. Internet users should also be given 

specific information regarding the logic on which the processing of personal data 

used to attribute a profile to him and the purpose of profiling is based. Internet us-

ers should be able to exercise control over their personal data, as set out in Conven-

tion 108, in particular the right to obtain rectification or erasure of data processed 

unlawfully and the right to a remedy if confirmation is sought.  

3.1.8. Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)3 on the protection of human rights 

with regards to search engines 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)3 of the Committee of Ministers to member 

states on the protection of human rights in relation to search engines refers to a 

number of measures that providers can take to protect the privacy of their users. 

This includes the protection of personal data from unauthorized access by third par-

ties and a data breach notification scheme. Measures should also include encrypting 

communication between the user and the search provider. Cross-correlation of data 

originating from different services / platforms belonging to the browser provider 

can only occur if the user has given unambiguous consent for that particular ser-

vice. Users should be able to access, correct and delete data collected during the 

use of such services, including any profile created, for example for direct marketing 

purposes. 

Social networks should also assist users in managing and protecting their data, 

and in particular there should be default privacy settings, to restrict access to user-

defined and selected contacts (this includes adjusting privacy settings and choosing 

levels of public access to data); improved protection of sensitive data, such as bio-

metric data or access to face recognition that should not be activated by default; 

data security by illegal access to users‟ personal data, including by third parties, 

including coding of communication between users and social networks (users 

should be informed of breaches of the security of their personal data so that they 

can take preventive measures such as password change and attention to their finan-

cial transactions (for example, when social networks have bank or credit card in-

formation)); protection for non-social network users by refraining from collecting 
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and processing their personal data, such as e-mail addresses and biometric data (us-

ers should be aware of their obligations to other individuals, and in particular that 

the publication of personal data related to other people should respect the rights of 

these individuals). 

Before a social network user account is terminated, the user should be able to 

easily and freely transfer their data to another service or device, in a usable format. 

Upon termination, all user data should be permanently eliminated from the data 

storage media on social networks. In addition, thr Internet users should be able to 

make informed choices about their Internet identity, including the use of pseudo-

nyms. In case the social networking service requires actual identity registration, 

publishing the identity on the Internet should be optional for users. This does not 

prevent law enforcement authorities from gaining access to the real identity of us-

ers when necessary and from being subject to appropriate legal guarantees that en-

sure respect for fundamental rights and freedoms. In the context of profiling, the 

user may also be able to object to the use of his personal data for the purpose of 

profiling and to object to a decision made solely on the basis of profiling, which 

has legal effects or significant influence on him, unless provided by law that deter-

mines measures to protect the legitimate interests of users, in particular allowing 

them to express their views even if the decision was not made during the perfor-

mance of the contract and provided that there are measures to protect the legitimate 

interests of the Internet users.244 

The rights of the Internet users are not absolute. Derogations are permitted when 

provided for by law and constitute a necessary measure in a democratic society in 

the interests of: (a) the protection of national security, public security, the pecuni-

ary interests of the state or the suppression of criminal offenses; and (b) the protec-

tion of the data subject or the rights and freedoms of others. Restrictions in the ex-

ercise of the envisaged rights may be provided by law in connection with automat-

ed files of personal data used for statistical purposes or for the purposes of scien-

tific research work when there is obviously no risk of violating the privacy of the 

respondents. Interception refers to the interception, monitoring or surveillance of 

the content of communications, the provision of data content through access and 

use of a computer system, or indirectly through the use of electronic monitoring or 

eavesdropping devices. Interception may also include recording. The right to re-

spect for the confidentiality of correspondence and communications is provided for 

in Article 8 of the ECHR, which the Court has interpreted and elaborated in its rich 

                                                 
244 Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)13 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States 

on the protection of individuals with regard to automatic processing of personal data in the 

context of profiling, section 5. 

https://search.coe.int/cm/Pages/result_details.aspx?Reference=CM/Rec(2010)13
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case-law. The concept of correspondence includes mail and telecommunications245 

as well as email.246 The interpretation of this concept is expected to evolve to keep 

pace with the development of technology that can bring other forms of communica-

tion on the Internet, such as e-mails (in a broader context), instant messaging or 

others within the scope of Article 8 of the Convention. 

3.1.9. Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)5 on Internet freedom 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)5 on freedom of the Internet emphasizes the 

guarantee of private and family life in accordance with Article 8 of the Convention. 

Any restriction of this right has one of the legitimate aims exhaustively enumerated 

in Article 8 of the Convention, it is necessary in a democratic society and in pro-

portion to the legitimate aim pursued. The law should guarantee that all personal 

data are protected in accordance with Article 8 of the Convention and the Conven-

tion for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Per-

sonal Data in the states which have ratified it. Data protection authorities that exist 

in the vast majority of member states should play an important role in research, 

intervention, awareness-raising or otherwise disrupting the processing of personal 

data. This applies regardless of the primary role of the state to ensure the protection 

of personal data in the broader scope of their obligation to preserve the right to pri-

vate and family life. Personal data may only be processed lawfully (with the une-

quivocal consent of the data subject or on the basis of law) for lawful purposes. 

These conditions also apply to profiling (techniques of automatic processing of 

personal data that collect and use information about an individual in order to identi-

fy, analyse or predict his personal preferences, behaviours and attitudes). Individu-

als do not submit to decisions based on automated data processing without taking 

into account their views. There should be efficient processes that allow each indi-

vidual to obtain, upon request, information on the processing of their personal data 

and on the reasons associated with the processing; objection to processing; to ob-

tain a correction or deletion of personal data upon request; and to consent to, object 

to or withdraw consent to the processing or profiling of personal data. There must 

be an effective remedy for individuals when these rights are not respected. Legal 

frameworks for the protection of personal data should provide appropriate safe-

guards for access to information and freedom of expression. The law must define 

the duties of public and private entities regarding the processing of personal data. 

The supervisory authority, acting with complete independence and impartiality, 

should ensure compliance with the legal framework for data protection. The state 

                                                 
245 Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekmidzhiev v. 

Bulgaria No. 62540/00 § 58; Klass and Others v. Germany No. 5029/71, Malone v. the 

United Kingdom, No. 8691/79 and Weber and Saravia v. Germany, No. 54934/00. 
246 Copland v. UK, No. 62617/00. 
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must not prohibit, either in law or in practice, anonymity, pseudonymity, confiden-

tiality of private communications or the use of encryption technologies. Interfer-

ence with the anonymity and confidentiality of communications is subject to the 

requirements of legality, legitimacy and proportionality of Article 8 of the Conven-

tion. 

There may be a possibility of supervision in the legislation. However, oversight 

measures taken by public authorities (such as security services) must comply with 

the requirements of Article 8 of the Convention and be subject to effective, inde-

pendent and impartial oversight. Surveillance measures are carried out in accord-

ance with the law, which should be accessible, clear, precise and predictable. The 

law must contain protective measures for the exercise of discretionary rights by 

public authorities and thus define sufficiently clearly and precisely: the nature of 

criminal offenses that may give rise to supervision measures; the competent author-

ities carrying out the supervision measures, the scope of any discretion given to 

such bodies and the manner in which they are to be carried out, taking into account 

the legitimate aim of the measure in question; categories of persons subject to sur-

veillance measures; time limits for the implementation of supervision measures; 

procedures for testing, using and storing data obtained from surveillance measures; 

precautions to be taken when communicating data acquired by supervisory 

measures to other parties and measures applied during communication to provide 

data; circumstances of destruction and deletion of data obtained by surveillance 

measures; authorities responsible for supervising the measures. Supervisory 

measures may have only one or more legitimate aims, which are extensively listed 

in Article 8 of the Convention and that are necessary in a democratic society and 

proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. Supervisory measures carried out by 

state bodies directly or through / in cooperation with private sector entities are au-

thorized by an independent and impartial court established by law or by another 

state body independent of the authorities implementing such measures and the ex-

ecutive. Surveillance measures implemented by state authorities directly or through 

/ in cooperation with private sector entities do not include activities that weaken 

encryption systems and the integrity of the communication infrastructure (for ex-

ample, embedded vulnerabilities and background in security, information and 

communication systems). Oversight measures must be subject to effective review 

provided by a judicial authority or the oversight of another public authority that 

offers the best guarantees of impartiality and independence from the oversight body 

or the executive. The law must guarantee the right of the supervisory body to ac-

cess all information that is relevant to the fulfilment of its task, regardless of the 

level of classification of information. Access to information by the supervisory au-

thority refers to all relevant information held by public authorities, including in-

formation provided by foreign authorities. Supervisors should exercise their pow-

ers, including seeking and handling classified and personal information, profes-

sionally and strictly for the purposes assigned to them by law, while ensuring that 
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information is protected from use or disclosure for any purpose beyond the authori-

ty of such authorities. Within their competences, supervisory authorities verify the 

compliance of human rights with supervisory measures taken by public authorities, 

including those taken in cooperation with foreign authorities, through the exchange 

of information or joint operations. Judicial and supervisory authorities should have 

the power to revoke and terminate supervision measures when such measures are 

considered illegal, and the power to request the deletion of any data obtained 

through the use of such measures. Public authorities implementing oversight 

measures and their oversight bodies are not exempted from the freedom of infor-

mation legislation. Decisions not to provide information are made on a case-by-

case basis, must be properly justified and under the supervision of an independent 

Commissioner for Information or Data Protection. Supervisory authorities shall 

make available to the public informative versions of their periodic and investigative 

reports (Section 4). 

3.1.10. Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)6 on the Free, Cross-border Flow of 

Information on the Internet 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2015)6 emphasizes the protection of the right to re-

spect for private and family life, enshrined in Article 8 of the ECHR, and the provi-

sion of personal data protection in accordance with the Convention for the protec-

tion of individuals with regard to automatic processing of personal data supports 

the exercise of freedom of expression contributes to the free flow of information on 

the Internet.  

3.1.11. Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)2 on the Role and Responsibilities of 

the Internet Intermediaries 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)2 on the role and responsibilities of the Internet 

intermediaries was adopted on 7 March 2018. The Recommendation provides a 

number of important provisions for these considerations. Any request by public 

authorities to the Internet intermediaries to access, collect or intercept the personal 

data of their users, including for criminal purposes, or any other measure that inter-

feres with the right to privacy, must be prescribed by law, to pursue one of the le-

gitimate objectives set out in Article 8 of the Convention and Article 9 of Conven-

tion 108, and may be used only when necessary and proportionate in a democratic 

society. The protection of the right to privacy and data protection also applies to 

devices used to access the Internet or stored data (1.4.1.). Public authorities should 

ensure that their legal frameworks and accompanying intermediary policies and 

practices respect data protection principles (legality, fairness and transparency, 

purpose limitation, data minimization, accuracy, storage time limits and data secu-

rity, including integrity and confidentiality) and guarantee rights data subject in full 
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compliance with Convention 108 (1.4.2). Public authorities should protect the right 

to confidentiality of all private communications provided by the Internet intermedi-

aries, extending to the content of communication and metadata, and should ensure 

that levels of data protection and respect for privacy, in accordance with Conven-

tion 108, are guaranteed in cross-border data flows. (1.4.3.). Surveillance measures 

taken by states, whether in cooperation with the Internet intermediaries or not, 

should be targeted, precisely defined, subject to effective external oversight and in 

accordance with Article 8 of the Convention, as well as Article 9 of the Conven-

tions 108 and other relevant provisions of this convention. They should also con-

tain guarantees for the exercise of data subjects‟ rights and effective protection 

mechanisms (1.4.4). Public authorities should ensure that appropriate complemen-

tary safeguards, such as the express consent of the data subject (1.4.5), are applied 

to the automatic processing of specific categories of data as set out in Article 6 of 

Convention 108. 

Intermediaries should not disclose personal information to a third party unless 

required by law or by a judicial or other independent administrative body whose 

decisions are subject to judicial review that have determined that disclosure is in 

accordance with applicable laws and standards required in to a democratic society 

and in proportion to the legitimate aim pursued (2.4.1.). Internet intermediaries 

should limit the processing of users‟ personal data to what is necessary in the con-

text of a clearly defined purpose, which is explicitly communicated to all users in a 

proactive manner. The processing, including the collection, retention, aggregation, 

storage, adaptation, modification, linking or sharing of personal data, shall be based 

on the free, specific, informed and unambiguous consent of the user, for a specific 

purpose or other legitimate basis established by Convention 108. Complementary 

safeguards, such as explicit consent, anonymity or encryption, should apply to the 

automatic processing of specific categories of data, as defined in Article 6 of Con-

vention 108 (2.4.2). User data should be aggregated and transferred to multiple de-

vices or services based on the free, specific, informed and unambiguous consent of 

the user. Users should be able to use the service without consent to such a combina-

tion of their data. The principles of “privacy by default” and “privacy by design” 

should be applied at all stages in order to prevent or minimize the risk of interfer-

ence with the rights and fundamental freedoms of users (2.4.3). Users have the 

right to access their personal data and to correct, delete and block it. Therefore, in-

termediaries should provide them with relevant information at all stages of pro-

cessing, using clear language, especially if such information relates to children. 

Moreover, intermediaries should clearly inform users about the conditions under 

which they can exercise the right to delete personal data, object to data processing 

and withdraw the consent provided for personal data processing, after which all 

processing based on user consent should be terminated (2.4. 4.). Monitoring and 

profiling of users by intermediaries should be fully transparent to users. In order to 

protect the Internet identity of their users, the Internet intermediaries should not use 
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profiling and digital tracking techniques that violate the user‟s enjoyment of human 

rights, including the right to freedom of expression and the right to privacy. Inter-

mediaries should seek to protect their users from tracking and profiling by third 

parties. Adequately trained staff should oversee all matters relating to the disclo-

sure of user data to third parties, in accordance with the responsibilities and duties 

of intermediaries under international standards for the protection of personal data 

and privacy. A person whose human rights are significantly affected by a decision 

taken on the basis of profiling or who is affected by the legal consequences arising 

from that decision should be able to object to that decision (2.4.6). 

3.1.12. Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)1 on the Protection and Promotion of 

the Right to Freedom of Expression and the Right to Privacy with Re-

gard to Net Neutrality 

The next important act is Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)1 on the protection 

and promotion of the right to freedom of expression and the right to privacy with 

regard to net neutrality, which was adopted on 13 January 2016. According to Arti-

cle 4, the Internet traffic management measures should include the processing of 

personal data only to the extent necessary and proportionate to achieve the objec-

tives set out in the Recommendation itself. Such measures should be in accordance 

with Article 8 paragraph 2 of the Convention for the protection of individuals with 

regard to automatic processing of personal data (ETS No. 108) and the applicable 

legislation on the right to privacy and personal data protection. The use of the in-

ternet traffic management techniques that can assess the content of communication 

constitutes an interference with the right to respect for private and family life. 

Therefore, such use must be in full compliance with Article 8 of the Convention, be 

tested through the relevant law on the right to privacy and the protection of person-

al data by the competent authority within each member state to assess compliance 

with the law.  

3.1.13. Covert Monitoring of Communication 

The relationship between privacy and security is increasingly affecting humani-

ty due to the faster and more sophisticated development of technologies on the one 

hand, while on the other hand we have numerous terrorist acts. Today, the criminal 

procedure authorities must use modern technologies in order to fight against new 

and sophisticated forms of criminal activity (Muharremi, 2015: 87). In the midst of 

debates on balancing privacy and security, some politicians have proposed re-

nouncing the right to privacy for security‟s sake (van den Hoven van Genderen, 

2017: 338; Czerniak, 2021: 126). However, the fact remains that the legal frame-

work often allows too much discretion to the authorities, leaving room for arbitrary 

oversight (Graf, 2017: 446).  
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The number of legal regulations at the level of the European Union which set 

standards in the field of personal data protection and supervision is constantly in-

creasing, and two well-known judgments of the Court (Roman Zakharov v. Russia 

and Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary) set certain principles that states must respect 

when enactment of oversight laws (Boehm, 2016: 179). According to the Human 

Rights Committee, the integrity and confidentiality of correspondence should be 

guaranteed de jure and de facto, which should be delivered without interception, 

opening or reading in any other way (Committee, 1988). In addition, surveillance, 

interception of telephone, telegraph and other forms of communication, eavesdrop-

ping and recording of conversations should be prohibited (Committee, 1988). 

However, in the development of sophisticated technology, there is a need for a bet-

ter fight against serious forms of criminal activity and many countries have intro-

duced secret surveillance measures in national legislation, primarily due to the fact 

that old methods of investigation in modern times are not effective for successful 

prosecution (Fenyyvesi, 2006: 183). Thus, the challenge is how to balance the right 

to privacy with the need to intercept communications in order to prevent the com-

mission and investigation of criminal acts (Essen, 2012: 164; Moonen, 2010: 98). 

Tapping and other forms of interception of telephone conversations constitute a 

serious interference with private life and correspondence and must therefore be 

based on a law that is particularly precise (Jayawickrama, 2002: 629). This is, in 

addition, a very sensitive area due to data protection (Norris, et al., 2017). Thus, 

rule of law societies believe that governments should gather information about us 

only when it is useful to achieve a goal more important than our personal right to 

be leaders of what they learn about us (Moonen, 2010: 98).  

We will now briefly elaborate the principles developed in the Court‟s case-law 

on the interception and monitoring of communications in non-Internet-related cases 

and in cases involving government intervention. These principles provide general 

guidelines and references for possible future application in the Internet communica-

tion. Interception of correspondence and telecommunications is an interference 

with the right to private life and under the conditions of Article 8, paragraph 2 of 

the ECHR. Only the existence of a law allowing the supervision of telecommunica-

tions can be considered an interference with the right to privacy. The law establish-

es a surveillance system, under which all persons in a particular state can potential-

ly be monitored by post and telecommunications, directly affects all users or poten-

tial users of postal and telecommunications services in that country. The Court 

therefore accepted that someone could, under certain conditions claim to have been 

the victim of a violation caused by the mere existence of covert measures or a law 

allowing them, without having to claim that such measures had in fact been applied 

to him or her.247 

                                                 
247 Klass and Others, No. 5029/71 §§ 30-38; Malone v. the United 

Kingdom No. 8691/79§ 64; Weber and Saravia v. Germany, No. 54934/00, §§ 78 and 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/Pages/search.aspx#{%22appno%22:[%2254934/00%22]}
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As we can see from the very provision of the Convention, it is obvious that the 

fight against crime is recognized as a legitimate basis for interfering with the right 

to privacy. Specifically, the boundary lines for this type of mixing are defined in 

several Council of Europe recommendations. For example, according to Recom-

mendation R(95)4, interference by public authorities in the content of communica-

tions, including the use of interception or tapping devices or other means of moni-

toring or intercepting communications, must be done only when required by law 

and is a necessary measure in a democratic society in the interest of: a) protection 

of state security, public security, monetary interests of the state or suppression of 

criminal offenses, or b) protection of the data subject or the rights and freedoms of 

others. In the case of interference by public authorities in the content of a commu-

nication, domestic law should regulate: a) the exercise of the right of access and 

rectification of data subject data; b) in what circumstances the responsible public 

authorities have the right to refuse to provide information to the person concerned 

or to delay the provision of information; c) storing or destroying such data. If a 

public authority instructs a network operator or service provider to perform a spe-

cific action, the data thus collected should be communicated only to the authority 

designated in the authorization to interfere. Than, Recommendation R(95)13 in the 

introductory part emphasizes the consequences that the development of information 

technologies has on the structure and types of criminal acts, but also on the use of 

this type of technology in the investigation and proving of committed acts. Rec-

ommendation R(96)8 in the Preamble emphasizes the changes in the European 

economy and market that result from the collapse of totalitarian regimes, which are 

also reflected in the structure of crime and types of crime and therefore require an 

adequate response from individual countries, but also a new European policy 

crime. In addition, paragraphs 1-2 insist on a response to a crime that is in line with 

the rule of law and the protection of human rights, regardless of the seriousness of 

the crime situation in an individual society. In Section C, the Recommendation ex-

plains the preconditions for a successful fight against crime and strictly stipulates 

that wiretapping of direct communication should be regulated as a means of com-

bating organized crime (paragraph 26).  

Interception of communications is a very complex issue, which also falls under 

Article 8 of the Convention (Rona & Aarons, 2016: 512). Namely, the Court, from 

the Leander case, has always moved towards a progressive extension of the scope 

of Article 8 of the Convention (Sicurella and Scalia, 2013: 434-435). As Lagerwall 

points out, the case law is relatively rich in terms of considering covert surveillance 

measures, such as signal intelligence and individual eavesdropping (Lagerwall, 

2008: 19). So, when we talk about secret surveillance measures, the key article is 

                                                 

 
79, Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekmidzhiev v. Bulgar-

ia No. 62540/00 § 58, § 69-70. 
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Article 8 of the Convention. One of the important aspects of Article 8 of the Con-

vention is not only the protection of people from shame from external scrutiny of 

their personal situation, but also respect for their dignity and sense of being valued 

(Feldman, 2002: 702; Marshall, 2009: 70).  

In theory, there are four main reasons why surveillance of communications is a 

complex issue. The first is that identifying a particular subject area is not at all 

easy. Secondly, which explains the complexity of the case, is the fact that the inter-

ception of telecommunications is a particularly intrusive technique and thus ex-

tremely sensitive in the context of the protection of fundamental rights. Third, the 

situation is all the more complex, because the internal legal systems of different 

countries still differ greatly. And fourth, mutual legal assistance is far from simple 

(Weyembergh and Biolley, 2007: 285-287). As we can see, this provision is divid-

ed into four categories: private life, family life, home and correspondence (Scha-

bas, 2015: 366). Otherwise, Articles 8-11 of the Convention are subject to limita-

tions due to a number of “legitimate aims” which are found, although not uniform-

ly, in other paragraphs (Greer, 2006: 257). The rights protected by Article 8 can be 

limited only in accordance with the law and based on the needs of a democratic 

society (Jakšiš, 2006: 261), and the Convention bodies have developed a flexible 

methodology for interpreting and applying Article 8, paragraph 2, of the Conven-

tion (Schabas, 2015: 40).  

In order to deal with the supervision of communication in a satisfactory manner, 

it is necessary to start from the general principles guaranteed by the Convention, 

which are elaborated in detail in the case law of the European Court of Human 

Rights. As we have pointed out, the Court has emphasized in a number of judg-

ments that telephone conversations are covered by the terms “private life” and 

“correspondence” within the meaning of Article 8.248 Such interference is justified 

only under the conditions of Article 8 § 2 of the Convention, and if the interference 

is in accordance with the law, it pursues one or more of the legitimate aims stated 

and necessary in a democratic society to achieve the aim(s).249 The term “in ac-

cordance with the law” implies conditions that go beyond the existence of a legal 

basis in domestic law and requires that the legal basis be “accessible” and “foresee-

able” (Turanjanin, 2021).  

In the Court‟s view, the expression “in accordance with the law” implies that 

the impugned measure should have some basis in domestic law, but also refers to 

the quality of the law in question, requiring it to be compatible with the rule of law 

and available to the person concerned to be able to anticipate its consequences for 

                                                 
248 Klass and Others v. Germany, 1978: § 41; Malone v. The United Kingdom, 1984: § 

64; Lambert and Others v. France, 2014: § 21. 
249 Lüdi v. Switzerland, 1992: § 39; Kvasnica v. Slovakia, 2009: § 77. 
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him or her and to be in accordance with the rule of law.250 There must be a measure 

of domestic protection in domestic law against arbitrary interference by public au-

thorities with the rights protected by Article 8 § 1 of the Convention.
251

 In addition, 

the Court emphasized the fact that the risks of arbitrariness are evident especially 

where the executive is exercised in secret.252  

The requirements of the Convention, especially with regard to predictability, 

cannot be exactly the same in the particular context of interception of communica-

tions for the purposes of police investigations, as they aim to impose restrictions on 

the conduct of individuals.253 Thus, in the Kvasnica judgment, the Court held that 

the requirement of legal “predictability” is of particular importance in the context 

of covert surveillance measures, such as interception of communications, and can-

not mean that an individual should be able to predict when authorities are likely to 

intercept his communication so that he can adjust his behaviour accordingly.254 This 

view is, among other things, repeated in Weber and Saravia v. Germany255 and, 

similarly, in Leander v. Sweeden: “…The requirement of foreseeability in the par-

ticular context of covert controls of personnel in sectors affecting national security 

cannot be the same as in many other areas. Therefore, it does not mean that an in-

dividual should be able to predict exactly which checks will be carried out by the 

Swedish special police service in its efforts to protect national security”.256 Howev-

er, domestic law must be clear enough in its terms to provide individuals with an 

adequate indication of the circumstances and conditions under which public author-

ities are authorized to resort to any measures (its secret and potentially dangerous 

interference with the right to respect for private life and correspondence).257 The 

Court also stressed the need for protective measures in this regard. In his case law 

on covert surveillance measures, he described an overview of the minimum safe-

guards that should be established by law to avoid abuse of power.258 

                                                 
250 Kruslin v. France, 1990: § 27; Lambert v. France, 1998: § 23 (France, 1999); Huvig v. 

France 1990: § 26; Kopp v. Switzerland, 1998: § 55; Perry v. the United Kingdom, 2003: § 

45; Dumitru Popescu v. Romania (No. 2), 2007: § 61; Liberty and Others v. the United 

Kingdom, 2008: § 59 (the last verdict also speaks in terms of the incorporation of surveil-

lance tools by states into the Internet infrastructure (Ajayi, 2015: 127).  
251 Malone v. The United Kingdom, 1984: § 67. 
252 Klass and Others v. Germany, 1978: §§ 42, 49. 
253 Malone v. The United Kingdom, 1984: § 67. 
254 Kvasnica v. Slovakia, 2009: § 79. 
255 Weber and Saravia v. Germany, 2006: § 93. 
256 Leander v. Sweeden, 1987: § 51. 
257 Kvasnica v. Slovakia, 2009: § 79; Huvig v. France, 1990: § 29; Malone v. The United 

Kingdom, 1984: § 67; Kopp v. Switzerland, 1998: § 64; Valenzuela Contreras v. Spain, 

1998: § 46. 
258 Kvasnica v. Slovakia, 2009: § 79. 
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In the context of covert surveillance, it is necessary to have clear, detailed rules 

on the interception of telephone conversations, especially as technology available 

for use becomes increasingly sophisticated.
259 

Thus, in the event that domestic law 

does not regulate the use of secret eavesdropping devices at the relevant time, the 

interference is not “in accordance with the law”.260 Then, in numerous judgments, 

the Court took the position that, since the application of secret surveillance 

measures in communication was not subject to supervision by interested individu-

als from the general public, it would be contrary to the rule of law to give discre-

tion to the executive or possibly a judge. Accordingly, the law must explain clearly 

enough the scope of any such discretion granted to the competent authorities and 

the manner in which it is exercised to provide the individual with adequate protec-

tion against arbitrary interference.261 

In a case of Weber and Saravia the Court recalled the minimum safeguards that 

should be prescribed by law to avoid abuse: the definition of the categories of peo-

ple to whom the telephone should be tapped by court order; the nature of the of-

fenses which may give rise to such an order; limiting the duration of telephone tap-

ping; the process of compiling summary reports containing intercepted conversa-

tions; precautions to be taken to communicate the recordings intact and in their en-

tirety for possible interception by the judge and the defence and the circumstances 

in which the recording may or must be erased or the tapes destroyed, especially if 

the suspect is acquitted by a court or investigating judge (see more in: Schweda, 

2015).262 The failure to determine the nature of the offenses which could lead to 

such an order, the limitation of the duration of the telephone call and the determina-

tion of the procedure for compiling summary reports containing intercepted com-

munications lead to a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.263 

Covert surveillance of communications is generally envisaged as a special evi-

dentiary measure (Turanjanin, Voštiniš and Ţarkoviš, 2016).264 The Court also em-

phasizes that where the scope of a covert surveillance measure may cover virtually 

                                                 
259 Valenzuela Contreras v. Spain, 1998: § 67; Kopp v. Switzerland, 1998: § 72. In doing 

so, care should be taken that covert surveillance of communications differs from surveil-

lance by GPS tracking (Evers, 2017: 552). 
260 P. G. and J. H. v. The United Kingdom, 2001: § 39. 
261 Weber and Saravia v. Germany, 2006: § 46; Malone v. The United Kingdom, 1984: § 

68; Leander v. Sweeden, 1987: § 51; Huvig v. France, 1990: § 29; Bykov v. Russia, 2009: § 

78. 
262 Weber and Saravia v. Germany, 2006: § 46. 
263 Prado Bugallo v. Spain, 2003. 
264 For example, in Hungary there is secret surveillance for the purpose of criminal pro-

ceedings and secret surveillance for the purpose of protecting national security (Hidvegi & 

Zagoni, 2016: 534). 
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anyone, there will be a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.265 Then, as the 

Court emphasized, the length of the measure is very important. Therefore, if the 

law does not regulate the duration or the reasons that could justify it, the require-

ments of Article 8 of the Convention are not met.266 For the existence of a viola-

tion, it is necessary that the law in force at the time of the alleged violation has 

shortcomings. Notwithstanding legislative changes between the time of the viola-

tion and the judgment, the Court will appreciate the State‟s efforts, but will also 

find a violation of Article 8 of the Convention. For example, the Court considers 

that during the relevant period of the applicant‟s detention, the impugned supervi-

sion of the measure did not meet the requirements of Article 8 of the Convention.267 

Also in the Weber and Saravia judgment, the Court reiterated that when balanc-

ing the respondent State‟s interest in protecting its national security through covert 

surveillance measures with the seriousness of interfering with the applicant‟s right 

to privacy, it consistently acknowledged that national authorities enjoyed a fairly 

wide discretion to achieve the legitimate goal of protecting national security.268 

Given the risk that a system of covert surveillance to protect national security may 

undermine or even destroy democracy under the guise of defending it, the Court 

must satisfy itself that there are adequate and effective safeguards against abuse, 

depending on all the circumstances of the case, such as the nature of the case, the 

scope and duration of possible measures, the reasons required for their ordering, the 

authorities responsible for their approval, implementation and supervision and the 

type of remedy provided by national law.269 Then, in Dragojević v. Croatia, the 

Court again drew attention to the question whether the interference was “necessary 

in a democratic society” in order to achieve a legitimate aim, as the Court held that 

powers of secret surveillance of citizens were tolerated only in Article 8 to the ex-

tent that they are strictly necessary for the protection of democratic institutions.270 

In assessing the existence and extent of such a need, state arties enjoy a degree of 

freedom, but that margin is subject to European scrutiny. In Barfod v. Denmark, the 

Court assessed both the legislation and the decision taken in the application of the 

legislation, even those made by an independent court.271 Next, the Court must de-

termine whether the procedures for supervising the ordering and implementation of 

restrictive measures are such as to keep the “interference” within the limits of what 

is “necessary in a democratic society”. In addition, the values of a democratic soci-

                                                 
265 Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary, 2016: § 89. 
266 Domenichini v. Italy, 1996: § 30. 
267 R. E. v. The United Kingdom, 2015: § 142 (for more see: Galic, 2016).  
268 See also the judgment on this issue in Klass and Others v. Germany, 1978: § 49. 
269 Weber and Saravia v. Germany, 2006: § 106. 
270 Dragojević v. Croatia, 2015: § 84, see also Kennedy v. The United Kingdom, 2010: § 

153. 
271 Barfod v. Denmark, 1989: § 28. 
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ety must be followed as faithfully as possible in supervisory proceedings if the lim-

its are not exceeded beyond what is necessary, within the meaning of Article 8 § 2 

of the Convention. 

Finally, in the Klass and Malone cases, the Court stated that an individual may, 

under certain conditions; claim to be a victim of a violation of Article 8 due to the 

very existence of covert measures, without having to claim that such measures 

were in fact applied to him. However, this case law cannot be interpreted so broad-

ly as to cover every person who fears that the security service may have compiled 

information about him or her. It is sufficient to establish the existence of a practice 

which allows covert surveillance and that there is a reasonable likelihood that the 

security service has collected and retained information relating to his private life.272 

It is now necessary to analyse certain segments that have an impact on the legis-

lation of the Republic of Srpska. In the first place, the Court has repeatedly consid-

ered the issue of the order for covert surveillance of communications. Thus, one of 

the basic questions in this sphere is whether secret surveillance was necessary. The 

Court has handed down several verdicts against Croatia in recent years. Probably 

the most important is probably Dragojević v. Croatia, where the Court emphasized 

that verification by the authority authorized to use covert surveillance is, inter alia, 

that the use of such measures is limited to cases where there are factual grounds for 

suspicion that a person who plans serious crimes and that measures can be ordered 

only if there is no prospect of successful fact-finding by other methods or it would 

be significantly more difficult, is a guarantee of an appropriate procedure designed 

to ensure that measures are not ordered accidentally, incorrectly or without due 

consideration. Essentially, in this case the essence did not lie in illicit covert sur-

veillance, but in bad practice (Fuster, 2016: 439). It is therefore important that the 

approval authority determines whether there is a necessary justification for approv-

ing covert surveillance measures. In the present case, the four covert surveillance 

orders issued by the investigating judge of the Zagreb County Court against the 

applicant were essentially based only on a statement concerning the existence of a 

USKOK request for the use of covert surveillance and the legal phrase that “the 

investigation does not it could be managed in another way or it would be extremely 

difficult.” No actual details were given based on the specific facts of the case and 

certain circumstances that indicate the suspicion that crime had been committed 

and that the investigation could not be conducted by other, less intrusive means.273 

Essentially, at the moment when the judge‟s order does not contain a clear explana-

tion of the request, it is virtually impossible to determine whether the judge con-

ducted any kind of examination of the specific facts of the case and the attached 

materials (Jeliniš, 2020: 94; see the research in more detail in Karas, 2020). 

                                                 
272 About it in Hewitt and Harman v. The United Kingdom, 1993. 
273 Dragojević v. Croatia, 2015: §§ 94-95. 
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In a sensitive area such as the use of covert surveillance, which under the Con-

vention is only tolerable to the extent strictly necessary for the protection of demo-

cratic institutions, “the Court finds it difficult to accept this situation created by 

national courts. It suggests that the practice of law enforcement, which in itself is 

not clear enough given the two contradictory positions adopted by both the Consti-

tutional Court and the Supreme Court, contradicts the clear wording of the law re-

stricting the exercise of discretion given to the Constitutional Court. Moreover, the 

Court considers that in a situation where the legislator has provided for prior de-

tailed judicial review of the proportionality of the use of secret surveillance 

measures, circumventing this requirement by retroactive justification introduced by 

the courts can hardly provide adequate and sufficient safeguards against potential 

abuse supervision contrary to the procedure provided by the relevant law. This is 

particularly true in cases where the only effective option for an individual under 

secret surveillance in the context of criminal proceedings is to challenge the law-

fulness of the use of such measures before criminal courts during criminal proceed-

ings.”274 

In the case of Dragojević v. Croatia, the Court found a violation of Article 8 of 

the Convention. Quite simply, it did not appear that the procedure for ordering and 

supervising the applicant‟s telephone interception fully met the requirement of le-

gality, nor whether an adequate balance of interference with the applicant‟s right to 

respect for his private life and correspondence with what was “necessary in a dem-

ocratic society”. This was the basis for the next two judgments against Croatia, 

where there was an identical situation in this field,275 in which the Court only re-

calls the previous judgment. This is especially important for domestic judges, as it 

is not uncommon for such orders to have no justification. However, this does not 

seem to be a problem only in the countries of the Western Balkans. In the judgment 

of Mustafa Sezgin Tanrikulu v. Turkey, the Court notes that when the contested de-

cision did not contain any explanation as to why and how the milder measures 

would be ineffective for the objectives sought and when no specific details were 

given on the facts of the case and in the particular circumstances indicating proba-

ble reason to suspect that the objectives in question could not be achieved by other, 

less intrusive means, there will be a violation of Article 8 of the Convention.276 

According to the jurisprudence of the Court, the protection of the Convention 

includes: a list of telephone calls,277 facsimiles, e-mails, data transmission,278 and 

                                                 
274 Dragojević v. Croatia, 2015: §§ 98-99. We can find a similar situation in the case Go-

ranova-Karaeneva v. Bulgaria. 
275 Bašić v. Croatia, 2016; Matanović v. Croatia, 2017. 
276 Mustafa Sezgin Tanrikulu v. Turkey, 2017: § 59. 
277 Copland v. The United Kingdom, 2013. 
278 Leander v. Sweeden, 1987: § 42. 
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even pager communications.279 Similarly, all types of SMS messages should fall 

into this sphere, regardless of whether they are sent via a mobile network or via the 

Internet and social networks. The Court took the view that the recording of private 

(telephone) conversations of partners and the private use of such recordings did not 

in itself constitute an insult to Article 8 if done privately, but that they should be 

different in nature from covert surveillance and in favour of an official investiga-

tion criminal or other - and with the consent and technical assistance of the public 

investigation body.280  

In the case of Roman Zakharov v. Russia, the Court emphasized that the lack of 

a provision providing for the abolition of covert surveillance measures when it is 

no longer necessary does not provide a sufficient guarantee against arbitrary inter-

ference.281 Namely, in this case, as well as in Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary, the 

Court has recognized that the protection of national security and public order, as 

well as the prevention of crime and even the protection of economic welfare, im-

plemented by a system of covert surveillance measures, constitutes legitimate law 

within the meaning of Article 8, paragraph (2) of the European Convention (Mark 

& Vandendriessche, 2016: 127). He also took the position that it is very important 

to have a body or official who is either outside the services that apply the means of 

supervision or at least needs to have certain qualifications that ensure his independ-

ence and observance of the rule of law.282 The Court, on the other hand, has made 

improvements since the Kennedy verdict, as it requires subsequent review (McIn-

tryre, 2016: 154).  

The next important issue in this area is the notification of covert surveillance 

measures and the handling of unnecessary material. Namely, a very important issue 

is informing about secret surveillance measures, which is inextricably linked with 

the effectiveness of legal remedies before the court, and thus with the existence of 

effective protective measures against abuse of supervisory powers, because in prin-

ciple there is little room for courts, unless he is consulted on measures taken with-

out his / her knowledge and can thus retrospectively challenge their legality.283 The 

Court generally used Klass as an opportunity to prescribe basic principles that bal-

ance the right of the state to exercise covert surveillance with the rights of targeted 

individuals, especially when it comes to the right to be informed about surveillance 

measures and the possibility of going to court after such measures cease (Boehm, 

2012: 34). In the mentioned judgment, the Court did not directly request notifica-

                                                 
279 Taylor-Sabori v. The United Kingdom, 2002: § 17. 
280 Van Vondel v. Netherlands, 2008: § 49. 
281 Roman Zakharov v. Russia, 2015: § 302. 
282 Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgaria, 

2007: § 85. 
283 Klass and Others v. Germany, 1978: § 57; Weber and Saravia v. Germany, 2006: § 

135. 
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tion of the person concerned, but in recent cases the Court has increasingly insisted 

on the obligation to inform (Boehm and Hert, 2012), starting with the judgment in 

the case Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekimdzhiev 

v. Bulgaria. 

However, the fact that persons under secret surveillance were not informed im-

mediately after surveillance ceased cannot itself justify the conclusion that interfer-

ence was not “necessary in a democratic society”, as it is precisely the lack of 

knowledge of surveillance that ensures the effectiveness of interference. Such noti-

fication may reveal working methods and fields of action. As soon as the notifica-

tion can be made without prejudice to the purpose of the restriction following the 

lifting of the surveillance measure, the information should, however, be provided to 

the persons concerned.284 In the case of Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary also there was 

no obligation to notify, and for that reason, inter alia, the Court found a violation of 

Article 8 of the Convention. The Romanian legislator, on the other hand, applied 

the provision that the prosecutor will inform in writing as soon as possible each 

subject of the order for technical supervision measures taken in his case (Boroi, 

2013: 59). In recent years, the Court has on several occasions made decisions on 

the protection of the right to privacy when it comes to mass surveillance of com-

munications (for example, Vogiatzoglou, 2018; van der Sloot & Kosta, 2019). 

Thus, interception must have a legal basis and must be necessary in a democrat-

ic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-

being of the country, to prevent disorder or crime, to protect health or morals, or to 

protect the rights and freedoms of others. The Court has developed the following 

general principles with special reference to the requirements that the law, which 

provides for secret measures of supervision over correspondence and communica-

tions by state authorities, should meet:  

- Foreseeability - the law must be available to the person, who must be able to 

foresee the consequences of the application of the law to him. The law must also be 

formulated with sufficient clarity and precision to adequately indicate to citizens 

the conditions and circumstances in which the authorities are authorized to resort to 

this secret and potentially dangerous interference with the right to respect for pri-

vate life and correspondence.285 

- Minimum protective measures for the exercise of discretionary powers of state 

bodies - the law should contain detailed rules on (1) the nature of criminal offenses 

                                                 
284 Klass and Others v. Germany, 1978: § 58; Weber and Saravia v. Germany, 2006: § 

135; Leander v. Sweeden 1987: § 66; Association for European Integration and Human 

Rights and Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgaria, 2007: § 90. 
285 Malone v. The United Kingdom, No. 8691/79 § 67; Valenzuela Contreras v. Spain, 

judgment of 30 July 1998, Reports 1998-V, p. 1925, § 46 (iii); and Khan v. The United 

Kingdom, No. 35394/97, § 26, Association for European Integration and Human Rights 

and Ekmidzhiev v. Bulgaria, No. 62540/00, §71. 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/Pages/search.aspx#{%22appno%22:[%2235394/97%22]}
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that may lead to an interception order; (2) defining categories of people who can 

oversee communication; (3) limiting the duration of such monitoring; (4) the pro-

cedure used to examine, use and store the data obtained; and (5) the precautions to 

be taken when sending data to other parties and the circumstances in which the data 

obtained may or must be deleted or the records destroyed.286 

- Supervision and revision by the competent authorities - The Court requires 

that there be adequate and effective safeguards against abuse.287 

3.1.14. Workplace Supervision 

As Judges De Gaetano, Yudkivska and Grozev pointed out in their separate 

opinions, the case of Lopez Riblada and Others v. Spain288 shows the growing in-

fluence and control of technology in our world, more precisely, the collection and 

use of our personal data in everyday activities, where the Convention, as a living 

instrument, and the Court, not only need to recognize the impact of modern tech-

nology but also develop more adequate legal protection measures to ensure respect 

for the private life of the individual.  

The case law on privacy at the workplace has determined that telephone calls of 

an employee in the company‟s premises cover the concepts of private life and cor-

respondence. Emails sent from work, as well as information derived from the moni-

toring of personal use of the Internet, should be protected in accordance with Arti-

cle 8 of the ECHR. In the absence of a warning that they might be monitored, em-

ployees justifiably expect her privacy to be respected with respect to phone calls, 

email, and the Internet use in the workplace (Turanjanin, 2020).289 The user may be 

assisted by data protection authorities or other competent authorities in the member 

states.  

The judgment in Bărbulescu v. Slovenia is also important in this area. Romania, 

which focuses on monitoring employee communication. Namely, in the present 

case the applicant was employed by a private company in Bucharest as a sales en-

gineer. At the request of the employer, in order to respond to customer inquiries, he 

created an instant messaging account via Yahoo Messenger, an online chat service 

that offers real-time text transmission over the Internet. It is important to note that 

he had a personal account, in addition to a business one. The applicant was invited 

                                                 
286 Kruslin v France, No. 11801/85 § 33; Huvig v. France, No. 11105/84 § 32; Amann v. 

Switzerland, No. 27798/95 § 56; Weber and Saravia v. Germany, No. 54934/00§ 

93; Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekmidzhiev v. Bulgar-

ia, No. 62540/00 § 76. 
287 Association for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekimdzhiev v. Bulgar-

ia, No. 62540/00 § 77. 
288 Lopez Riblada and Others v. Spain. 

   289 Copland v.UK, No. 62617/00, §§ 41,42. 
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by the employer on one occasion to explain the fact that he had used the internet for 

his own purposes, in breach of internal regulations. The employer provided tran-

scripts of messages exchanged by the applicant with his brother and fiancée during 

the supervision period; the messages were personal and intimate. The transcript 

also contained five messages exchanged by the applicant from his private account; 

these messages do not contain any intimate information. In the said judgment, the 

Court narrowed290 its question to “how the domestic courts decided on the appli-

cant‟s appeal stating that his employer had violated his right to respect for private 

life and correspondence within the employment relationship”. In this case, the ap-

plicant was not informed in advance of the scope and nature of his employer‟s su-

pervisory activities, nor of the possibility for the employer to have access to the 

actual content of his messages. An employer‟s warning must be given before moni-

toring activities are initiated, especially when they involve access to the content of 

employee communication, and international and European standards indicate this, 

requiring the data subject to be notified before any monitoring activities are carried 

out. There has accordingly been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention in the 

present case.291 

3.2. The Right to Protection of Privacy on the Internet According to the 

Legislation of the Republic of Srpska 

In the first place, Article 13 of the Constitution of the Republic of Srpska stipu-

lates that human dignity, physical and spiritual integrity, human privacy, and per-

sonal and family life are inviolable. It is important to say that the Decision on the 

adoption of the policy of the electronic communications sector of Bosnia and Her-

zegovina for the period 2017-2021 and the Action Plan for the implementation of 

the policy stipulates that the regulations will be maximally harmonized with the 

applicable EU regulations regarding the protection of personal data and privacy, 

which must not be violated by the application of technologies and procedures for 

providing electronic communications.292 Also, the Press and online media code of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina stipulates that journalists will avoid interfering in some-

one‟s private life, unless such interference is in the public interest.293 

Article 79 of the Stabilization and Association Agreement undertakes Bosnia 

and Herzegovina to harmonize its legislation on the protection of personal data 

with EU law and other European and international privacy legislation. Bosnia and 

Herzegovina should have established independent supervisory bodies with suffi-

                                                 
290 Unjustified, judging by the dissenting opinion of the judges Raimondi, Dedov, 

Kjølbro, Mits, Mourou-Vikström and Eicke.  
291 Bărbulescu v. Romania, §§ 140-141. 
292 Section 4.2. of the Decision. 
293 Article 9 of the Code. 
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cient financial and human resources in order to effectively monitor and guarantee 

the implementation of national legislation on personal data protection. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina has adopted a Law on personal data protection at the 

state level.294 This legal text established the Agency for personal data protection in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, this law needs to be adapted to a number of 

European Union regulations. For example, and which is important for these consid-

erations, Article 28 stipulates that the data controller is not obliged to provide in-

formation on the processing of personal data, nor to provide access to personal data 

if this could cause significant damage to the legitimate interests of the following 

categories in Bosnia. and Herzegovina: a) state security; b) defence; c) public safe-

ty; d) prevention, investigation, detection of criminal offenses and prosecution of 

perpetrators, and violation of ethical rules of the profession; e) important economic 

and financial interests, including monetary, budgetary and tax issues; f) inspection 

and other control duties; g) the protection of the data subject or the rights and free-

doms of others. Such restrictions are permitted only to the extent necessary in a 

democratic society for one of the above purposes. The data controller must state the 

reason for the rejection of the request for submission of information to the data sub-

ject on the processing of his personal data, and submit to the Agency an annual re-

port on the rejected requests of the data subject. As we can see, the law provides a 

wide range of grounds on which the data controller is not obliged to provide infor-

mation on the processing of personal data. 

Based on the previous statements, it is necessary to continue with the Criminal 

Procedure Code of the Republic of Srpska. This legal text was adopted in 2012,295 

and it contains provisions on secret surveillance of communications, which, as we 

have seen, according to the European Court of Human Rights, partly falls under 

online protection under Article 8 of the Convention. In the first place, according to 

Article 20, point p) of the CPC, a telecommunication address is any telephone 

number, line or mobile or internet address owned or used by a certain person.  

Article 234 of the CPC stipulates those special investigative actions may be or-

dered against persons for whom there are grounds for suspicion that he or she alone 

or together with other persons participated in the commission of one or more of the 

listed criminal offenses, if they cannot be otherwise obtain evidence or would be 

disproportionately difficult to obtain. There are seven special investigative 

measures: surveillance and technical recording of telecommunications, access to 

computer systems and computer data comparison, surveillance and technical re-

cording of premises, secret surveillance and technical recording of persons, secret 

monitoring and technical recording of persons, means of transport and related 

items, use of undercover investigators and use of informants, simulated and con-

                                                 
294 “Official Gazette of Bosnia and Herzegovina”, No. 49/2006, 76/2011 and 89/2011. 
295 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 53/2012, 91/2017, 66/2018 and 

15/2021; hereinafter: CPC. 
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trolled purchase of items and simulated bribery and supervised items and delivery 

of items (for more see: Pena, 2019; Bubaloviš & Piviš, 2016: 295-297).296 These 

special investigative actions may also be ordered against a person for whom there 

are grounds for suspicion that he transmits information related to the criminal of-

fense to the perpetrator, i.e. from the perpetrator of the criminal offense for whom 

special investigative actions can be determined, i.e. that the perpetrator uses his 

means of telecommunications. The provisions on communication between the sus-

pect and the defence counsel shall apply accordingly to the conversations between 

the suspect and his defence counsel.297 For this part of the paper, the most im-

portant is certainly the supervision and technical recording of telecommunications, 

which refers to all technical means in any form and to all types of communications, 

and thus over the Internet (Simoviš & Simoviš, 2011: 268). 

When carrying out measures of using undercover investigators and informants, 

as well as simulated and controlled purchase of items and simulated bribery, police 

authorities or other persons may not undertake activities that constitute incitement 

to commit a criminal offense. If such activities are undertaken, it is a circumstance 

that excludes the criminal prosecution of the incited person for a criminal offense 

committed in connection with these actions. An undercover investigator is a spe-

cially trained authorized official who investigates under a changed identity, who 

has the appropriate authority within the police authorities of the Republic of 

Srpska, the police authorities of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the police authorities 

of other states. An undercover investigator may participate in legal transactions 

under his or her changed identity. If necessary for the formation and maintenance 

of that identity, appropriate documents may be created, modified or used. Finally, 

the informant is a person from the ranks of citizens, who may be a foreign citizen, 

and during the engagement acts according to the instructions of an authorized offi-

cial and may, with his consent, be equipped with technical equipment for audio and 

video recording to document the actions.298 

                                                 
296 In the Criminal Procedure Code of Montenegro, secret surveillance measures are more 

numerous and are classified into two groups, according to the entity that determines them - 

the Court or the state prosecutor (for more on this see Raduloviš, 2009: 195-204), while in 

Serbia there are six special evidentiary actions (see Iliš, Majiš, Beljanski, & Trešnjev, 2013: 

412-443, and before this legal solution, six, somewhat different special evidentiary actions 

were also envisaged – see Škuliš, 2007: 475-544). 
297 The communication of the suspect or the accused with the defense counsel is regulated 

in two places. First, Article 56 of the CPC stipulates that if a suspect or accused is in custo-

dy, he has the right to communicate immediately with counsel, orally or in writing, and 

during the interview the suspect or accused and defense counsel may be observed, but no-

body should listen to their conversation. Secondly, Article 209, paragraph 5 of the CPC 

stipulates that a prisoner has the right to a free and undisturbed connection with a defense 

counsel. 
298 Article 234 of the CPC. 
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Special investigative actions may be ordered for criminal offenses a) against the 

constitutional order and security of the Republic of Srpska, b) against humanity and 

values protected by international law, c) terrorism and d) for which a sentence of 

five years imprisonment may be imposed under the Criminal Code, or heavier pun-

ishment.299  

Special investigative actions are determined by the order of the pre-trial judge, 

at the reasoned proposal of the prosecutor, which contains: information about the 

person against whom the action is taken, grounds for suspicion, reasons for taking 

it and other important circumstances that require action, indication of the required 

action and manner its performance, scope and duration of the action. The order 

contains the same information as the prosecutor‟s proposal, as well as determining 

the duration of the ordered action. Exceptionally, if a written order cannot be ob-

tained in time and if there is a danger of delay, a special investigative action may 

be initiated on the basis of an oral order of the pre-trial judge. The written order of 

the pre-trial judge must be obtained within 24 hours of the issuance of the oral or-

der. All special investigative actions, except for the use of undercover investigators 

and the use of informants, simulated and controlled purchase of items and simulat-

ed bribery, can last up to a month, and if they give results and there is reason to 

continue conducting them to gather evidence the prosecutor‟s proposal, to be ex-

tended for another month, provided that they may last for a maximum of six 

months in total. The request for simulated and controlled purchase of the item and 

simulated bribery may refer only to a one-time act, and the request for each subse-

quent action against the same person must contain the reasons that justify its use. 

The pre-trial judge‟s orders, as well as the prosecutor‟s proposal, are kept in a spe-

cial envelope. The prosecutor and the pre-trial judge shall prevent the unauthorized 

persons, the suspect and his defence counsel from revealing the identity of the un-

dercover investigator and informant by compiling or transcribing the minutes with-

out stating the personal data of the undercover investigator and informant or in any 

other appropriate manner. The pre-trial judge must, by a written order, without de-

lay, suspend the execution of the undertaken actions if the reasons for which the 

actions were determined have ceased. The order is executed by the police authority. 

Companies that transfer information are obliged to enable the prosecutor and police 

authorities to conduct surveillance and technical recording of telecommunica-

tions.300 

After the cessation of the application of special investigative actions, the police 

authorities must submit all information, data and materials obtained by the under-

taken actions, as well as a report on that to the prosecutor. The prosecutor is 

obliged to submit a written report on the actions taken to the pre-trial judge. Based 

on the submitted report, the pre-trial judge checks whether his or her order was act-
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ed upon. If the prosecutor withdraws from the criminal prosecution, i.e. if the in-

formation and data obtained by applying the ordered actions are not necessary for 

the criminal procedure, it will be destroyed under the supervision of the pre-trial 

judge, who will draw up a special record. The person against whom some of the 

special investigative actions were taken shall be informed in writing about the un-

dertaking of actions, the reasons for their undertaking, the information that the ob-

tained material was not the basis for criminal prosecution and that it was destroyed. 

The pre-trial judge will, without delay, and after taking action, inform the person 

against whom the action was taken. The person against whom the action was taken 

may request the court to examine the legality of the order and the manner in which 

the action was carried out. The prosecutor may request the court not to inform the 

person against whom action has been taken, if this notification would jeopardize 

the investigation against that person or other suspects. The person against whom 

action has been taken shall be notified no later than the indictment against that per-

son or other persons, or after the suspension of the investigation. Data and infor-

mation obtained by undertaking special investigative actions are kept while the 

court file is kept.301 

The issue of accidental findings is specially regulated. Namely, information and 

data obtained by undertaking special investigative actions cannot be used as evi-

dence if they do not relate to a criminal offense for which these actions can be de-

termined.302 Then, if special investigative actions have been taken without or in 

violation of the pre-trial judge‟s order, the court cannot base its decision on the data 

or evidence obtained.303 So, this is inadmissible evidence that must be separated 

from the file. Finally, technical recordings, documents and objects obtained under 

the conditions and in the manner prescribed by the CPC can be used as evidence in 

criminal proceedings. An undercover investigator and informant, as well as persons 

who have conducted special investigative actions of simulated activities may be 

heard as witnesses or as protected witnesses about the course of the actions or other 

important circumstances.304 

3.3. Analysis of the Congruence of European Union Standards and the Leg-

islation of the Republic of Srpska Regarding the Right to Privacy on 

the Internet 

When we talk about the analysis of the harmonization of regulations, in the first 

place, the Law on personal data protection should be harmonized in detail with the 

legislation of the European Union. We believe that, for example, the reasons for not 
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informing about the processing of personal data are extremely broad, and the pos-

sibilities for arbitrary action are great.  

Covert surveillance of communications is relatively well regulated. For exam-

ple, one of the provisions that deserve attention is the notification of the undertaken 

secret surveillance of communication as soon as it can be performed without jeop-

ardizing the purpose of the restriction after the abolition of the surveillance meas-

ure. Therefore, the information should be provided to the persons concerned. But 

what is being asked is whether this is really the case. Namely, it is very difficult to 

determine whether there was a secret surveillance of communication, when the per-

son who was the subject of the measure does not even know about it, but eventually 

receives a notification after the surveillance has been undertaken. The question is 

also in what way the law enforcement authorities assess whether or not there is a 

reason for not informing and until when it exists. However, these are practical is-

sues and, in this regard, law enforcement authorities must be extremely careful, 

taking into account the case law of the European Court of Human Rights. 

4. EU INTEGRATION AND THE RIGHT TO A NON-

DISCRIMINATORY APPROACH IN ENSURING THE RIGHT TO 

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLIC 

OF SRPSKA 

4.1. International Standards on the Right to a Non-discriminatory Ap-

proach in Ensuring the Right to Higher Education 

For an adequate understanding of the right to a non-discriminatory approach to 

ensuring the right to higher education, it is necessary to start from the human right 

to education itself. Namely, the right to education is in itself a human right and an 

unavoidable means of exercising other human rights. Education improves an indi-

vidual‟s chances in life and helps combat poverty. Education enables individuals to 

get out of poverty and improve their socio-economic status. Politically and socially, 

education offers necessary skills to identify common goals, take a full and active 

place in community life, recognize manipulative media practices, and resist oppres-

sion (Brown, 2016: 82). All instruments for protection of human rights rely heavily 

on knowledge and education about their standards and goals. The preamble to the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights recognized this when it noted that a com-

mon understanding of these rights and freedoms was of the utmost importance for 

the full realization of this promise to promote universal respect and respect for hu-

man rights. This implies that human rights education is essential for creating a 

world in which human rights are respected (Brander et al., 2012: 488). The right to 

education is articulated in Article 26 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, which emphasizes the universality, equal access and role of education in 

promoting respect for human rights and tolerance among people and social groups. 
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, therefore, stipulates that education is 

a fundamental human right for everyone, and this right is explained in more detail 

in the Convention against Discrimination in Education (Article 26),
305

 then in the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (Article 13-14),306 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (Article 28)307 and the European Convention 

for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, First Protocol (Ar-

ticle 2).308 

The right to education is based on several principles: the principle of availabil-

ity, the principle of accessibility, the principle of acceptability and the principle of 

adaptability, that is, flexibility. The concept of the right to education, based on the-

se four principles, was developed by Katarina Tomasevski, a former UN special 

rapporteur for the right to education. 

Availability means that education is free and paid for by the state, as well as that 

there is an appropriate infrastructure, including trained teachers. 

Accessibility means that the education system is non-discriminatory and acces-

sible to all and that all affirmative measures are taken to include individuals be-

longing to marginalized groups in the educational process. Acceptability as a third 

principle of this right implies that the content of education is relevant, non-

discriminatory and culturally appropriate, as well as a guarantee of its quality. 

Adaptability refers to the fact that education should be developed in accordance 

with the changing needs of society, as well as to the fact that the education system 

can be adapted to the local context (Brander et al., 2012: 489). 

Education is an institution that is usually established through a collective social 

desire for civil and supportive societies. Also, here we should point out one gener-

ally accepted opinion that, the more education people have, the better it will be for 

them. With this in mind, many societies traditionally view education (at least pri-

mary and secondary education) as a true public good that adults, teachers, and the 

education system provide to children by the time they outgrow their childhood vul-

nerabilities and inexperience to become contributing members. As it is already 

pointed out, many existing international documents promote and protect this under-

standing of education, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the In-

ternational Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Convention 

on the Rights of the Child (Lee, 2013: 2). Thanks to these international instruments, 

                                                 
305 UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education, Art. 4, Dec. 14, 1960, 429 

U.N.T.S. 93. 
306 UN General Assembly, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 De-

cember 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 999. 
307 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989). Treaty Series, 

1577. 
308 Council of Europe, European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms, as amended by Protocols Nos. 11 and 14, 4 November 1950. 
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sustainable legal mechanisms have been established, supported by the nation states 

and applicable, and which enable the assessment of the efficient social structure 

necessary to provide appropriate educational opportunities. Thus, for example, Ar-

ticle 13 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights is 

the longest provision of the Covenant and the broadest and most comprehensive 

article on the right to education in international human rights law. The mentioned 

article in paragraphs 1 and 2 states that:  

“1. The member states to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone 

to education. They agree that education should aim at the full development of hu-

man personality and dignity and to enhance respect for human rights and funda-

mental freedoms. They agree, furthermore, that education should enable everyone 

to play a useful role in a free society, to foster understanding, tolerance and friend-

ship between all peoples and all racial, ethnic or religious groups, and to encour-

age the development of United Nations peacekeeping activities.  

2. The member states to the present Covenant recognize that, in order to ensure 

the full exercise of this right: 

a) primary education must be compulsory and available free of charge to all; 

b) secondary education, in its various forms, including technical and vocational 

secondary education, should be general and accessible to all through appropriate 

measures, in particular through the gradual introduction of free education; 

c) higher education should be accessible to all equally, depending on the abili-

ties of all, in particular through the gradual introduction of free education; 

d) primary education should be encouraged or enhanced as much as possible, 

for persons who have not received primary education or who have not received it 

in full; 

e) active work should be done to develop the school network at all levels, to es-

tablish an adequate scholarship system and to constantly improve the material 

conditions of the teaching staff...” 

This provision emphasizes the need to recognize, in addition to loose symbolic 

suggestions, not only the basic nature of the right to education, but also the instru-

mental and essential value of this right (Lee, 2013: 2). In addition, Article 28, para-

graph 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which is followed by the In-

ternational Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, provides that: 

“Contracting parties recognize the right to education and, in order to gradually 

exercise that right, and on the basis of equal opportunities, they shall in particular: 

(a) make primary education compulsory and free for all; 

(b) encourage the development of various forms of secondary education, includ-

ing general and vocational education, which would be available and accessible to 

every child, and take appropriate measures such as the introduction of free educa-

tion and the provision of financial assistance where necessary; 

 c) to make, by all appropriate means, higher education available to all, in ac-

cordance with their abilities; 
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(d) make educational and professional information and advice available to all 

children; 

(e) take measures to ensure regular school attendance and reduce drop-out 

rates.” 

Based on the review of these articles of international human rights instruments, 

we can see that the right to primary education enjoys great recognition in interna-

tional human rights instruments, while the human right to higher education is not 

developed to that extent. Namely, the right to primary education is absolute accord-

ing to internationally recognized standards and there is a widely accepted agree-

ment to make it compulsory and free. On the other hand, the right to higher educa-

tion is related to capacity or merit, which we consider to be completely correct, 

while the scope of this right is very disputed, which will be discussed later in the 

doctrinal interpretation of this right. The right to higher education is very important 

and is an integral part of the right to education. Although the right to higher educa-

tion may sound sublime or a luxury at first glance, it is not. Although the right to 

higher education is a human right, not every individual should be able to attend a 

higher education institution, but only those who have the capacity, ability and de-

sire for this level of education. In this sense, denying access to those who have the 

capacity, ability and desire for this level of education is a violation of human rights, 

for the reason that education is related to human dignity (Gilchirst, 2018: 664). 

Dignity as personal integrity, which recognizes a distinct human state of fragility 

and vulnerability to challenges, threats, injuries, diseases and death, requires that 

people should be protected from state actions that may be crucial to limiting or en-

dangering this ability (Ivanoviš & Sopronov, 2020: 177). In other words, to deny 

someone who has the capacities and abilities to access higher education means to 

deny him or her full dignity and potential as a human being. In that sense, the opin-

ion that prestigious higher education institutions are available only to the rich peo-

ple is contrary to the realization of the right to higher education, but that they 

should be equally available to those who have only capacity and ability, but not 

money for tuition fees. In this regard, and in the spirit of this human right, anyone 

who has the capacity to successfully complete their studies should be able to attend 

higher education. Therefore, the right to higher education should be viewed in the 

context of the general right to lifelong education. Higher education in this way is 

just one of a number of opportunities for organized learning available to people in 

adulthood, along with various forms of vocational education, specific trainings, 

creative and artistic pursuits, personal development and the like. (McCowan, 2012: 

117). Taking into account the nature of this right, we can conclude that it is not 

guaranteed to everyone, by the very act of birth, such as the right to primary educa-

tion, but only to those who have the capacity and ability to acquire higher educa-

tion. So, it is a hybrid human right, which springs from the right to education. Alt-

hough the term human right to higher education is often used in the literature, we 

believe that it is more correct to use the term human right to non-discriminatory 
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access to the right to higher education, because the essence of this right, as ex-

plained above, is non-denial of access to this level of education to those who have 

the capacity and ability and of course the desire to acquire higher education. 

4.1.1. Universal International Agreements and Instruments and the Right to a 

Non-discriminatory Approach to Ensuring the Right to Higher Educa-

tion 

When it comes to the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher 

education, we find its foundations in Article 26, paragraph 1 of the Universal Dec-

laration of Human Rights of 1948, which stipulates, inter alia: “... higher education 

must be equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.”Considering the guarantee 

of the right to compulsory and free primary education, mentioned earlier in this 

article, as a significant segment of the right to non-discriminatory access to the 

right to higher education, a significant segment of this right is the fact that the level 

of total population access to this right, but only guarantees that higher education 

will be accessible, but not generally available (Beiter 2006: 97). Also, this formula-

tion could be interpreted in such a way that no one should be banned from higher 

education for any reason other than lack of “merit”, and not due to financial impos-

sibility and similar reasons. (McCowan, 2012: 113). Although the Declaration is 

not binding, with its authority it appealed to member states to recognize human, 

civil, economic and social rights to their citizens, as it is generally accepted as the 

foundation of international human rights law and most of its provisions have ac-

quired customary international law status. 

Furthermore, the UN Convention against Discrimination in Education of 1960, 

Article 4, paragraph 1, item a) stipulates, inter alia, that the member states of this 

Convention undertake to formulate, develop and implement national policies 

which, by methods adapted to circumstances and national use, promoting equal 

opportunities and treatment in education, and in particular to: “...ensure that higher 

education is equally accessible to all in accordance with individual abilities...” 

Then there is the 1965 International Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Racial Discrimination, which recognizes the “right to education and voca-

tional training”. Namely, Article 5, paragraph 1, item d) stipulates that the contract-

ing states are obliged to prohibit and eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms 

and to guarantee the right of everyone to equality before the law, regardless of race, 

color or national or ethnic origin, especially in regarding the enjoyment of the ex-

haustively stated rights, and, among other things, other civil rights, where under 

indent c) the right to education and vocational training is also stated.309 

                                                 
309 Recommendation No. 30 of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimina-

tion recommends that member states, on the basis of these general principles and in accord-

ance with their means, take, inter alia, the following measures: remove obstacles to non-
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Furthermore, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights of 1966, Article 13, paragraph 2, item c), provides, inter alia, that member 

states to this Covenant recognize that, in order to fully realize this right: “...higher 

education must be equally accessible to all, on the basis of ability, by all appropri-

ate means, and in particular by the gradual introduction of free education.” This 

international document is extremely important for the debate on the right to ensure 

non-discriminatory access to higher education, as it is a legally binding document 

for member states and is recognized by 167 member states and four signatories. 

What can be noticed, in relation to the provisions that regulate this matter in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is that when it comes to the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, there has been a terminological 

application, in the way that instead of the expression “merit”, the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights uses the term “capacity” to in-

clude those with disadvantaged backgrounds (Beiter, 2006: 97). The ability must be 

looked at broadly to include those who may not have benefited from a strong pri-

mary and secondary education but nonetheless have the capacity for further studies. 

The scope of this right is not clearly defined, because the costs of education are 

very high, so only higher education that is “equally accessible” is required from the 

state, and the goal is free higher education. However, although the exact contours 

of law are not fully defined, this does not diminish the fact that it represents a hu-

man right (Gilchirst, 2018: 649). 

The 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 28, paragraph 1, item 

c) provides, inter alia, that member states recognize the right of the child to educa-

tion, and with a view to achieving this right gradually and on the basis of equal op-

portunities, in particular:  

“... to make higher education accessible to all on the basis of ability by all ap-

propriate means...”.This is the most ratified treaty on the right to education with 

196 member states and one signatory - the United States of America. 

The right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education is also 

enshrined in other anti-discrimination conventions. Thus, the International Conven-

tion on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women310 provides 

in Article 10, paragraph 1, item a) that member states shall take all appropriate 

measures to eliminate discrimination against women in order to guarantee them 

                                                 

 
citizens' economic, social and cultural rights, especially in the fields of education, housing, 

employment and health care; ensure the openness of public educational institutions for non-

citizens and immigrant children without proper documents residing in the territory of a 

member state; avoid segregation in schools and the application of different standards to 

non-citizens, when those standards are based on race, color, origin, nationality and ethnici-

ty, in primary and secondary schools and higher education institutions. 
310 Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, Аrt. 

10, Dec. 18 1979, 1249 U.N.T.S. 13. 
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equal rights as men in education, equality between men and women to ensure equal 

conditions in terms of career and professional guidance, in terms of opportunities 

for learning and obtaining diplomas in educational institutions of all categories, 

both in rural and urban areas; this equality is ensured in terms of pre-school, gen-

eral, technical and vocational education, as well as higher technical education and 

all types of vocational guidance. Also, there is the Convention on the Rights of Per-

sons with Disabilities,311 which in Article 24, paragraph 5, requires member states 

to ensure that persons with disabilities can have access to general tertiary educa-

tion, vocational training and education, adult education and lifelong learning on an 

equal basis with others persons, and that in order to achieve the abovementioned 

objective, states shall ensure that reasonable accommodation is provided to persons 

with disabilities. Also, Article 30 of the International Convention on the Protection 

of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families312 provides 

that migrant workers shall be treated equally with citizens of the state concerned in 

respect of access to educational institutions. 

Finally, with regard to the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to 

higher education, it should be mentioned that the Convention relating to the Status 

of Refugees, which, unlike other groups to which the Convention recognizes this 

right, prescribes this right to refugees. The Convention relating to the Status of 

Refugees,313 in Article 22, paragraph 2, stipulates that Contracting States shall ap-

ply the most favorable treatment to refugees and in any case a procedure no less 

favorable than that applied to foreigners under the same circumstances in respect of 

classes other than basic, in particular access to studies, recognition of study certifi-

cates, diplomas and university certificates issued abroad, payments dues and fees 

and the award of scholarships for studies.  

4.1.2. Documents of the European System of Human Rights Protection and 

the Right to a Non-discriminatory Approach to Ensuring the Right to 

Higher Education 

In the case of the European continent, the most important role in the promotion 

and protection of human rights is played by two institutions: the Council of Europe 

and the European Union. The Council of Europe was founded in 1949 and it con-

                                                 
311 G.A. Res. 61/106, Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (Dec. 13, 

2006). 
312 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and 

Members of Their Families, Аrt. 43-1, opened for signature Dec. 18, 1990, 2220 U.N.T.S. 3 

(entered into force July 1, 2003). 

 
313 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, July 28, 1951, 19 U.S.T. 6259, 189 

U.N.T.S. 150. 
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sists of 47 member states. The European Union consists of 28 member states. Their 

documents guarantee education at first place, and as the right to a non-

discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to higher education is derived from 

this right, here we will present the instruments of these two institutions concerning 

this right. 

When it comes to regional documents on the human right to non-discriminatory 

access to the right to higher education, i.e. international documents that regulate 

this area of human rights in Europe, the European Convention on Human Rights 

and Fundamental Freedoms should be mentioned first. The European Convention 

for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, adopted in 1950, 

does not explicitly guarantee the right to education, but is recognized in Article 2 of 

the first Protocol of the Convention. Namely, the first protocol of this Convention, 

1952/1954, in Article 2 prescribes, inter alia: “that no one may be deprived of the 

right to education”. The aim of drafting the Convention was that the essential pro-

visions of the Convention have direct effect in the contracting states, once they be-

come part of the domestic legal order, and the same applies to the right to education 

under Article 2 of the First Protocol (Fawcett, 1987: 411). 

The European Social Charter of the Council of Europe314, adopted in 1961 to 

protect basic social standards, recognizes a wide range of economic, social and cul-

tural rights, including the right to education. This document is the main European 

instrument on social rights which, among other things, ensures the right to educa-

tion from primary to higher education and the right to vocational training, through a 

series of provisions. It was revised on 3 May 1996 in order to extend the rights ar-

ticulated in the original version of the Charter. The European Social Charter com-

plements the European Convention on Human Rights in the field of economic and 

social rights. It establishes rights and fundamental freedoms and establishes a 

monitoring mechanism based on collective complaints and state reports, guarantee-

ing their observance by signatory states. Article 10 of the Charter guarantees the 

right to vocational training, Article 15 the right to vocational training of persons 

with disabilities and Article 17 the right of children to assistance, education and 

training. Therefore, the above provisions guarantee an accessible and efficient sys-

tem of primary and secondary education and vocational education, as well as equal 

access to higher education. 

Article 10, paragraph 1, of the Charter provides that, in order to ensure the ef-

fective exercise of the right to vocational training, the contracting parties under-

take: (1) to provide or improve, as appropriate, the technical and vocational training 

of all persons, including persons with disabilities, in consultation with employers 

and workers‟ organizations, and to provide capacity for access to higher technical 

and university education depending solely on individual abilities. 

                                                 
314 Council of Europe, European Social Charter, 18 October 1961, ETS 35. 
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Interpretations of the European Social Charter were given by the European 

Committee of Social Rights (ECHR), and the members themselves, who guarantee 

the right to education, i.e. higher education, have been interpreted through numer-

ous decisions. In this regard, citing the Information Document prepared by the 

ECHR on 17 November 2006. entitled “RIGHT TO EDUCATION UNDER THE 

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER”, we will present some of the conclusions, i.e. 

interpretations, which refer to the topic of the right to non-discriminatory approach 

to ensuring the right to higher education.315 

Given the current evolution of national systems, which consists in eliminating 

the boundaries between education and training at all levels within the concept of 

lifelong learning, the concept of vocational training in Article 10 of the European 

Social Charter includes: initial training – i.e. general and secondary vocational edu-

cation - university and non-university higher education and organized vocational 

education from other public or private actors, including continuing education - 

which is addressed in Article 10, paragraph 3 of the Charter. University and non-

university higher education are considered professional training if they provide stu-

dents with the knowledge and skills necessary to pursue a profession.316 

According to Article 10, item 1) of the Charter, the right to vocational training 

must be guaranteed to all. States must provide317 vocational training through:318 

- providing general and secondary vocational education, university and non-

university higher education, and other forms of vocational training; 

- building links between secondary vocational education and university and 

non-university higher education; 

- introduction of mechanisms for recognition / validation of knowledge and ex-

perience gained in the context of training / work activities in order to acquire a 

qualification or access to general, technical and university higher education; 

- taking measures with the aim of making general secondary and general higher 

education qualifications relevant from the aspect of professional integration in the 

labor market; 

- introduction of mechanisms for recognition of qualifications awarded in the 

framework of continuing vocal education and training. 

                                                 
315 Information Document prepared by the Secretariat of the ESC, “THE RIGHT TO ED-

UCATION UNDER THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER”, from 17 November 2006, 

аvailable at: https://www.right-to-education.org/sites/right-to-education.org/files/resource-

attach-

ments/ESC_The_Right_to_Education_under_the_European_Social_Charter_2006_en. pdf  
316 Conclusions of ECSR from 2003, France, p. 131. 
317 Conclusions of ECSR I, p. 55 
318 Conclusions of ECSR from 2003, France, p. 131. 

https://www.right-to-education.org/sites/right-to-education.org/files/resource-attachments/ESC_The_Right_to_Education_under_the_European_Social_Charter_2006_en.pdf
https://www.right-to-education.org/sites/right-to-education.org/files/resource-attachments/ESC_The_Right_to_Education_under_the_European_Social_Charter_2006_en.pdf
https://www.right-to-education.org/sites/right-to-education.org/files/resource-attachments/ESC_The_Right_to_Education_under_the_European_Social_Charter_2006_en.pdf
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- Non-financial aid to students is approved to facilitate access to technical or 

university higher education solely on the basis of individual ability.319This com-

mitment can be achieved
:320 

- avoiding that registration fees or other education costs constitute financial bar-

riers for some candidates; 

- establishing educational structures that facilitate the recognition of knowledge 

and experience, as well as the possibility of transfer from one type or level of edu-

cation to another. 

The main indicators of compliance include the existence of the education and 

training system, its total capacity (especially the ratio between training places and 

candidates), total spending on education and training as a percentage of GDP; 

completion rate of young people enrolled in courses321 vocational training and stu-

dents enrolled in higher education; the employment rate of people with a higher 

education qualification and the waiting time for these people to get their first quali-

fied job. 

Equal treatment in terms of access to vocational training must be guaranteed to 

non-citizens as well. According to the Annex to the Charter, nationals of other con-

tracting parties legally residing or regularly working in the territory of the sontract-

ing state concerned shall be accorded equal treatment. This implies that the length 

of stay in the territory of the contracting state concerned, for students and trainees 

residing in any capacity or who are authorized to reside in the territory of the con-

tracting state concerned, is not required as a condition. This does not apply to stu-

dents and trainees who, without the above grounds, have entered the territory of the 

contracting state concerned for the sole purpose of attending the training. Accord-

ingly, the conditions in terms of length of stay or employment requirements and / 

or the application of the reciprocity clause are contrary to the provisions of the 

Charter. 322,323 

Vocational training of persons with disabilities is regulated by Article 15 of the 

Charter of the state that has accepted Article 15.324 

Although point 1 of Article 10 of the Charter mainly deals with the right of ac-

cess to vocational training and continuing vocational training, paragraph 5 focuses 

on complementary measures which are nevertheless crucial for access to be effec-

tive in practice. The list of these measures is not complete and includes: 

                                                 
319 Conclusions of ECSR I, p. 55. 
320 Conclusions of ECSR from 2003, France, p. 132. 
321 Conclusions XIV-2, Statement on the Interpretation of Article 10, p. 60 and Conclu-

cions 2003. 
322 Conclusions XIV-2, Statement on the Interpretation of Article 10, p. 62. 
323 Conclusions of ECSR from 2003, Slovenia, p. 473. 
324 Conclusions XIV-2, Statement on the Interpretation of Article 10, p. 62. 
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a) reduction or abolition of all fees and other charges. States must ensure that 

vocational training, as defined in point 1 of Article 10 of the Charter, is provided 

free of charge or that fees are reduced. Compensation and contributions shall not, 

however, be applied differently to non-nationals and states shall guarantee equal 

treatment on the basis of the conditions referred to in Article 10, paragraph 1, of the 

Charter.325 

b) providing financial assistance in appropriate cases. Access to vocational 

training also includes the provision of financial assistance, the importance of which 

is so great that only the existence of the right to vocational training can depend on 

it.326 All issues related to financial assistance for vocational training to higher edu-

cation, including supplements for training programs in the context of labor market 

policy,327 are dealt with in Article 10, item 4) of the Charter.328 States must provide 

financial assistance universally, either on the basis of a means test, or on the basis 

of merit. In any case, help should be available at least to those who need it329 and 

must be appropriate.330 It may consist of scholarships or loans at preferential inter-

est rates. The number of beneficiaries and the amount of financial assistance are 

also taken into account to assess compliance with this provision.331 Equal treatment 

with regard to financial assistance must be guaranteed to non-nationals on the basis 

of the conditions mentioned in Article 10 paragraph 1) of the Charter.332 

The next document relevant to this right is the European Charter for Regional or 

Minority Languages of the Council of Europe333 from 1992. The aim of this agree-

ment is to protect and promote historical, regional and minority languages in Eu-

rope. It was adopted, on the one hand, to maintain and develop European cultural 

traditions and heritage, and on the other, to respect the inalienable and universally 

recognized right to use a regional or minority language in private and public life. 

This Charter, in Article 8, paragraph 1, item e), stipulates that, as regards educa-

tion, member states undertake, in the territory in which such languages are used, in 

accordance with the situation of each of these languages, and without prejudice to 

the teaching of official language (s) the language of the state to: (i) make university 

and other higher education available in regional or minority languages; or (ii) to 

provide conditions for the study of these languages as university and higher educa-

                                                 
325 Conclusions XVI-2, The United Kingdom, p. 941. 
326 Conclusions VIII, p. 136. 
327 Conclusions XVI-2, Slovak Republic, p. 773. 
328 Conclusions XIV-2, Statement on the Interpretation of Article 10, p. 62. 
329 Conclusions XIII-1, Turkey, p. 242. 
330 Conclusions XVI-2, Slovak Republic, p. 772. 
331 Conclusions XVII-2, Republic of Ireland, p. 406. 
332 Conclusions ECSR from 2003, Slovenia, p. 473. 
333 Council of Europe, European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, 4 Novem-

ber 1992, ETS 148. 
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tion subjects; or (iii) if the role of the state in relation to higher education institu-

tions does not apply subparagraphs (i) and (ii), to encourage and / or authorize the 

provision of university or other forms of higher education in a regional or minority 

language, or to provide conditions for the study of these languages as university or 

higher education subjects. This provision, therefore, prescribes the right to use a 

regional or minority language in education. 

The next document regarding this right at the European level is the Framework 

Convention for the Protection of National Minorities334 Council of Europe of 1995. 

This convention is dedicated to the protection of national minorities in general. Its 

aim is to specify the legal principles that states undertake to respect in order to en-

sure the protection of national minorities. In line with this goal, Article 12 recog-

nizes the principle of equal opportunities for access to education at all levels for 

persons belonging to national minorities. Article 13 guarantees them the right to 

establish private educational institutions. Article 14 refers to their right to learn 

their own (minority) language and, as far as possible, to be taught in the language 

of their minority or to receive instruction in this language. 

Then, the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers is also 

important for this right335 Council of Europe of 1977. This Convention addresses 

the main aspects of the legal situation of migrant workers. Article 14 of the Con-

vention protects the right of migrant workers to education and vocational training, 

on the same basis as national workers. Namely, the mentioned article prescribes the 

following: “Migrant workers and members of their families who have been official-

ly admitted to the territory of a contracting party have the right, on the same basis 

and under the same conditions as national workers, to general education and voca-

tional training and retraining and shall be given access to higher education in ac-

cordance with the general regulations governing admission to the relevant institu-

tions in the receiving state (paragraph 1). In order to promote access to general and 

vocational schools and vocational training centers, the receiving state shall facili-

tate the teaching of its language or, if more than one of its languages, to migrant 

workers and members of their families (paragraph 2). For the application of para-

graphs 1 and 2 of this article, the award of scholarships shall be at the discretion of 

each contracting party which shall endeavor to grant to migrant workers living with 

families in the receiving state - in accordance with Article 12 of this Convention - 

the same facilities as and nationals of the receiving state (paragraph 3). Previous 

achievements of workers, as well as diplomas and professional qualifications ob-

tained in the country of origin, shall be recognized by each contracting party in ac-

cordance with the arrangements established by bilateral and multilateral agree-

                                                 
334 Council of Europe, Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, 

1 February 1995, ETS 157. 
335 Council of Europe, European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers, 24 

November 1977, ETS 93. 
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ments (paragraph 4). The contracting parties concerned, acting in close coopera-

tion, shall endeavor to ensure that vocational training and retraining schemes, with-

in the meaning of this Article, meet the needs of migrant workers as much as possi-

ble for their return to their country of origin (paragraph 5). 

The next document, or better said documents, as there are more of them, rele-

vant to the human right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to 

higher education in Europe is the Recommendations of the Council of Europe. 

Namely, it periodically adopts recommendations for member states concerning ed-

ucation. These recommendations are not binding on member states, but provide 

guidelines for the implementation of education policies. In line with the subject of 

this chapter, we will highlight here some that relate to the law that is the focus of 

this chapter of the publication. 

Recommendation on Access to Higher Education from 1998336 in its definition 

of terms, under item 1), states that “Accession Policy” means: “A policy aimed at 

extending participation in higher education to all parts of society and ensuring that 

this participation is effective (i.e., in conditions that ensure that personal effort 

leads to a successful completion)”. Furthermore, “Equal Opportunities Policy” 

means: “One that is designed to meet all the requirements of the principle of equali-

ty, not only formal or de jure equality and non-discrimination, but also full and ef-

fective equality in terms of enabling all individuals to develop and realize their po-

tential. The promotion of effective equality may require the adoption of special 

measures where necessary and in accordance with the principle of non-

discrimination, taking into account the specific conditions of individuals or groups 

in society.” In addition, in the section on objectives and tasks, paragraph 2 recom-

mends, inter alia, the governments of the member states that: “everyone who can 

and wants to successfully participate in higher education should have fair and equal 

opportunities for that, as well as that the admission systems and learning environ-

ment in higher education institutions should be equal opportunities for all individu-

als and groups in society.” Paragraph 3 is dedicated to anti-discrimination activi-

ties, and recommends that member state governments: consider the need to prohibit 

national legislation on discrimination in higher education on the grounds of sex, 

sexual orientation, age, ethnic origin, religion, political or other opinion and disa-

bility. In this regard, attention should be paid to: 

- the desirability of including higher education in the scope of more comprehen-

sive measures to combat discrimination against all members of a particular group 

or groups; 

- relevant Council of Europe instruments adopted by member states regarding 

equality between women and men, policies for persons with disabilities, national 

                                                 
 336 Recommendation CM/Rec(1998)3 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on 

Access to Higher Education. The Committee of Ministers adopted on March 17, 1998. 
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minorities, against intolerance and racism, as well as the European Convention on 

Human Rights and its protocols; 

-  the need for a balanced combination of measures that empower individuals to 

obtain compensation in cases of proven discrimination with those dealing with 

structural causes and the promotion of institutional change; 

- the fact that anti-discrimination legislation in the framework of equal opportu-

nities policy should be complemented by positive action in favor of under-

represented groups. 

Also, within this point, it is stated that all residents and all holders of national 

qualifications should be treated equally for the purpose of accessing higher educa-

tion, regardless of their legal status as citizens or non-citizens. Persons with disabil-

ities should be given equal opportunities to participate in studies, research and em-

ployment in higher education and the physical and systemic barriers to their partic-

ipation should be gradually removed.  

Paragraph 6, which deals with the financing of higher education, recommended 

that member states‟ public funding of higher education should support the goals 

and objectives of the policy of non-discriminatory access to higher education, with 

the ultimate goal that all citizens should have fair and equal opportunities for high-

er education. Furthermore, it is recommended that public funding mechanisms for 

higher education institutions and students should support the implementation of the 

access policy. This is particularly relevant when the funding system of institutions 

includes incentives for quality and performance or is based on different needs as-

sessments. This view cannot be interpreted as a recommendation in favor of certain 

approaches to funding. Also, in order to reduce financial barriers to wider access to 

higher education, it is recommended that member state governments provide finan-

cial support for student support, taking into account the costs of dependents. Priori-

ty should be given to meeting the needs of those students from lower income 

groups. Incentive scholarships for students with high academic grades can play a 

complementary role. Also, financial arrangements should recognize the additional 

needs of students with disabilities and those with children. Furthermore, where tui-

tion fees or registrations are introduced, it is desirable: 

- treat fees as a limited student contribution to the cost of higher education in 

partnership with the taxpayer, rather than as a substitute for public funding; 

- that the payment of the student contribution be income-dependent, for exam-

ple by a comprehensive financial aid scheme covering the cost of fees for low-

income students; 

-  to regulate fees at a comparable level in all public institutions; 

- that any fee income should be devoted to additional spending.  

This position cannot be interpreted as a recommendation in favor of fees. At the 

very end of this point, it is stated that the government‟s policy towards private 

higher education institutions should adequately take into account the goals of ac-

cess to higher education. 
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Paragraph 9 recommended that member state governments and higher education 

institutions set up a system to monitor progress towards equal opportunities. Under 

this paragraph, it was recommended that a monitoring system for participation in 

higher education be established, in accordance with data protection legislation, and 

that institutional monitoring should be seen as an integral part of equal opportuni-

ties policies and a key professional tool for management and planning, aims to in-

clude student profiles, enrollment qualifications, performance, advancement, and 

retention rates (including reasons for non-retention), by age, gender, disability, eth-

nic or cultural identity, and socioeconomic background. Monitoring of staff profiles 

and positions should be considered as part of an overall equal opportunities policy. 

Recommendation on ensuring quality education from 2012337 states that the 

right to education as a basic human right “can only be fully realized if the educa-

tion is of adequate quality” and paragraph 6 defines what is meant by quality edu-

cation. In this regard, it is crucial that member states provide quality education, 

while when it comes to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education, 

paragraph 18 states that: “Students should be provided with efficient and equal ac-

cess to higher education institutions and programs based on their aspirations and 

abilities. Their qualifications should be adapted to the main objectives of higher 

education as defined in paragraph 6 of this recommendation. Moreover, students 

should have the right to contribute fully and participate in the management of the 

institution as responsible members of the academic community.” Also, paragraph 

19 stipulates that: “Public authorities have the leading responsibility for establish-

ing a coherent framework that ensures equal access to higher education and higher 

education for all citizens and is based on the principle of institutional autonomy. 

The development of quality assurance criteria, although based on standards and 

guidelines for quality assurance in the European Higher Education Area, should 

take into account the concept of education quality as defined in this Recommenda-

tion.” 

Recommendation on the Education of Roma and Travelers in Europe from 

2009338 in paragraph 12, states that: “Roma and travelers access to vocational train-

ing should be adapted and supported by targeted measures and culturally sensitive 

adult education programs. Furthermore, in the absence of diplomas, the validation 

of knowledge gained through experience should be encouraged.” In addition, para-

graph 12 of the recommendation states that: “Roma and travelers should have easi-

er access to higher secondary and university education.” 

                                                 
337 Recommendation CM/Rec(2012)13 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States 

on Access to Higher Education. The Committee of Ministers adopted on 12.12.2012. 
338 Recommendation CM/Rec(2009)4 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on 

the education of Roma and travellers in Europe. Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 

17.06.2009. 
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Recommendation on Public Accountability for Higher Education and Research 

2007,339 among other things, paragraph 14, entitled Responsibility for Ensuring 

Equal Opportunities in Higher Education, states that: “Public authorities should 

take the lead to ensure that all qualified candidates enjoy effective equal opportuni-

ties to attend and complete higher education, regardless of their social and econom-

ic origin. In particular, public authorities should seek to create effective opportuni-

ties for members of poor and underrepresented groups to access and complete 

higher education to the fullest extent of their aspirations and abilities. Equal oppor-

tunities should be extended to all aspects of higher education, including interna-

tionalization, for example through the academic mobility of students and staff.” 

Gender Equality in Education Recommendation from 2007,340 which does not 

explicitly mention higher education but, inter alia, recommends that the govern-

ments of the member states: “... (II) promote and encourage measures aimed in par-

ticular at implementing gender equality at all levels of the education system and in 

teacher education with a view to achieving de facto gender equality; improving the 

quality of education...” 

Recommendation on the 2010 Charter of the Council of Europe on Education 

for Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education341 on higher education, 

recommends that member states promote, with due respect for the principles of ac-

ademic freedom, the inclusion of education for democratic citizenship and human 

rights education in higher education institutions, especially for future education 

professionals. In addition, paragraph 45 of this recommendation states that the dif-

ference in the situation of higher education institutions in relation to lower levels of 

education is reflected in the introductory verbs, “should promote inclusion”, rather 

than “should include”. This reflects the fact that in most, if not all, countries, higher 

education institutions generally have autonomy over their curriculum. The refer-

ence to academic freedom, which was the main topic of concern to the Board of 

Higher Education when considering the proposal for a new framework policy doc-

ument in 2007, points to the same point. "Higher education institutions" include, of 

course, but are not limited to universities. 

Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union342 brings together exist-

ing rights that have previously been scattered across a number of sources, including 

                                                 
339 Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)6 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on 

the public responsibility for higher education and research. Adopted by the Committee of 

Ministers on 16.05.2007. 
340 Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)13 of the Committee of Ministers tо member states on 

gender mainstreaming. Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 10.10.2007. 
341 Recommendation CM/Rec(2010)7 of the Committee of Ministers tо member states on 

the Council of Europe Charter on Education. Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 

11.05.2010.  
342 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, OJ C 326, 26.10.2012. 
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the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and other 

agreements of the Council of Europe, the United Nations and the International La-

bor Organization. Its provision on the right to education (Article 14) includes, inter 

alia, the right to equal access to education and vocational training. The Charter of 

Fundamental Rights of the European Union applies only to the institutions and bod-

ies of the European Union and to the member states of the European Union when 

acting within the framework of European Union law. This means that EU directives 

/ policies / actions must be compatible with the Charter and that member states 

must respect the Charter when implementing European Union law into domestic 

law, i.e. enact their own national laws. The Court of Justice of the European Union 

interprets the Charter. The Charter is in line with the European Convention on Hu-

man Rights adopted within the Council of Europe: when the Charter contains rights 

deriving from this Convention, their meaning and scope are the same. The Europe-

an Convention on Human Rights is the minimum standard for interpretation. 

At this point, two documents deserve to be mentioned, which primarily concern 

the quality of higher education according to the labor market and facilitated student 

mobility throughout Europe, which indirectly affects the exercise of the right to 

non-discriminatory access to higher education. This is the 1997 Convention on the 

Recognition of Qualifications concerning Higher Education in Europe343 (the so-

called Lisbon Declaration), the 1998 Joint Declaration on the Harmonization of the 

Structure of the European Higher Education System344 (the so-called Sorbonne 

Declaration) and the Joint Declaration of the European Ministers of Education, 

which created the basis for the establishment of the European Higher Education 

Area from 1999 (the so-called Bologna Declaration). The main goal of this com-

mon system and the Bologna Process in general, is to facilitate mobility in higher 

education and improve the employability of graduates. Standardized diplomas 

should be recognized in the participating countries, and for that purpose, the Lisbon 

Convention of the Council of Europe is integrated in the so-called the Bologna pro-

cess making its ratification an explicit Bologna “requirement”, as an extension of a 

common three-layer structure and commitment to the recognition of diplomas, with 

a focus on establishing mechanisms and standards for quality assurance, within 

which “employability” plays an important role (Garben, 2020: 336). 

The Lisbon Declaration states in its preamble that the signatory countries to this 

convention are: “aware of the fact that the right to education is an elementary hu-

man right and that higher education, which serves as a means of acquiring and ad-

vancing knowledge, is an extremely great cultural and scientific treasure; believing 

that higher education should play a vital role in promoting peace, international un-

                                                 
343 Council of Europe/UNESCO (1997): Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications 

concerning Higher Education in the Europe Region (Lisbon Recognition Convention). 
344 “Joint declaration on harmonisation of the architecture of the European higher educa-

tion system” (PDF). DAAD. 25 May 1998. (Sorbonne Joint Declaration). 
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derstanding and tolerance and creating mutual trust between peoples and nations. 

As well as the desire to enable the people of the whole region to take full advantage 

of the great value of diversity by making it easier for residents and students of edu-

cational institutions in each of the signatory countries to access the educational re-

sources of other signatory countries or complete a period of study in higher educa-

tion institutions of other signatory countries.” Furthermore, Article 1 of this Con-

vention prescribes the meaning of certain terms, thus defining, inter alia, the mean-

ing of access to (higher education345), as the right of qualified candidates to apply 

and be considered for admission to higher education institutions.346 While admis-

sion (to institutions and programs of higher education347) defines it as an act of en-

abling qualified candidates to attend higher education studies in a given institution 

and / or within a given program, or a system that enables this. The Sorbonne Decla-

ration stipulates, among other things, that undergraduate students should have ac-

cess to a variety of programs, including opportunities for multidisciplinary studies, 

language development, and the ability to use information technology. The Bologna 

Declaration promotes mechanisms for establishing the most widespread student 

mobility within the European Higher Education Area. 

Taking into account the presented universal and European standards regarding 

the guarantee of the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher educa-

tion, in the next part of the paper we will present legislative and institutional mod-

els of protection of this right through national legislation of five countries (three 

EU members and two candidates for membership of the European Union). 

                                                 
345 For the purposes of this Convention, higher education includes all types of study 

courses or groups of study courses, trainings for scientific research at a higher level, which 

are recognized by the relevant competent institutions of a contracting state as part of their 

higher education system. 

 346 For the purposes of this Convention, a higher education institution means an institu-

tion for the acquisition of higher education which is recognized by the competent institution 

of the country as part of its higher education system. 

 347 For the purposes of this Convention, a higher education program means a study 

course which is recognized by the competent institution of a Contracting State as part of its 

higher education system and the completion of which provides the student with a higher 

education qualification. 
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4.1.3. Comparative Legal Analysis of Legislative and Institutional Models of 

Protection of the Right to Non-discriminatory Access to the Right to 

Higher Education in the Legal Systems of Member States and Candi-

dates for Membership in the European Union 

For the purpose of comparative legal analysis of legislative and institutional 

models of protection of the right to non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the 

right to higher education in the legal systems of member states and candidates for 

membership in the European Union, and then comparison with legislation and insti-

tutional mechanisms for protection of this right in the The Republic of Srpska. To 

improve them in terms of better protection of this right, we have opted for the fol-

lowing countries: the Federal Republic of Germany, the Republic of Slovenia, the 

Republic of Croatia, the Republic of Serbia and Montenegro. The reason why we 

chose Germany lies in the fact that it is one of the founding countries of the Euro-

pean Economic Community, today‟s European Union, the country with the strong-

est economy in Europe, a country with a high immigration rate and a highly devel-

oped higher education system. On the other hand, we decided for the Republic of 

Slovenia and the Republic of Croatia because both countries are former Yugoslav 

republics and today‟s members of the European Union and have a common history 

of higher education, as well as some similar challenges in terms of equal access to 

high education. Finally, when it comes to candidate countries, in terms of analyzing 

national legislation through the prism of this right, we opted for the Republic of 

Serbia and Montenegro, again because it is about the former Yugoslav republics, as 

well as countries that share a similar tradition of high education, as well as similar 

challenges when it comes to its reform, as well as the Republic of Srpska. 

4.1.3.1. The Right to a Non-discriminatory Approach to Ensuring the Right to 

Higher Education in the Legal System of the Federal Republic of Ger-

many 

The Federal Republic of Germany (German: Bundesrepublik Deutschland) is a 

federal, parliamentary republic in Central and Western Europe. It consists of 16 

constituent states (German: Länder), with about 82 million inhabitants and an area 

of 357,021 km2 is the most populous member state of the European Union, and af-

ter the United States is the second most popular immigration destination in the 

world. The Federal Republic of Germany has implemented in its national legisla-

tion the right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to higher edu-

cation. 
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In the Basic Law (Constitution) of the Federal Republic of Germany (German: 

Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland)348, the right to education is not 

explicitly stated, but it is derived by interpreting individual articles of the Basic 

Law. In accordance with the above, the Constitutional Court of the Federal Repub-

lic of Germany has taken the position that Article 2 (free development of personali-

ty) includes the right to education. Article 7 of the German Basic Law stipulates 

that “the entire school system in the country is under the supervision of the state”. 

The basic law governing this area in the Federal Republic of Germany is the 

Framework Law on Higher Education349 German: Hochschulrahmengesetz - HRG) 

which was adopted in 1976, and defines the scope of the federal government‟s ob-

ligations under international treaties, while each country has its own Higher Educa-

tion Act (German: Hochschulgesetz), which specifically regulates all aspects of 

university life. Thus, in the Federal Republic of Germany there is a redistributed 

education system, in which responsibilities are divided between the Federation, 

countries and local authorities. The main decisions are made at the country level, 

while vocational education and training is the responsibility of the Federation and 

the countries. The constitution establishes the division of power in the field of 

higher education management between the federation and its countries. Responsi-

bility for the current functioning of state universities is almost exclusively at the 

level of national governments. 

With regard to public policy and the right to a non-discriminatory approach to 

ensuring the right to higher education, the Federal Republic of Germany has com-

mitted itself within the Bologna Process that social requirements for students enter-

ing higher education to participate in higher education and complete studies at all 

levels reflect population composition in whole. Given the growing need for highly 

qualified higher education graduates and their labor market and better-than-average 

career opportunities, there is a need to overcome social barriers and enable equal 

participation of previously underrepresented groups. So far, underrepresented 

groups in the German higher education system include women (in certain subject 

groups and among research staff), students with children, students with disabilities 

and chronic diseases, children from low-income or educationally disadvantaged 

backgrounds, and students with a migrant background. 

In terms of specific support measures, to ensure equal participation of the sexes 

must be monitored distribution in the various subject groups, and its consequences 

for social development (school sector, the items from the group of mathematical, 

computer, natural and technical sciences). For this purpose, many institutions of 

higher education, commissioners or office for gender, support the promotion of 

                                                 
348 Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland Vom 23.05.1949 (BGBl. 1949,1, S. 

1 ff.), zul. geänd. durch Gesetz vom 28.03.2019 (BGBl. I 2019,11, S. 404 f.). 
349 Hochschulrahmengesetz in der Fassung der Bekanntmachung vom 19. Januar 1999 

(BGBl. I S. 18). 
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gender equality. For students with children, a higher education institution is offer-

ing places for childcare, either through their own child care services or in support 

of other service providers. More than half the available places for children are un-

der three years. Many organizations for support to students (German: Studenten-

verke) complement the classic deals of care by providing care outside the usual 

working hours, during the weekend and during the holidays, and flexible short-term 

arrangements. For questions regarding compatibility and funding of studies and 

family life, the organization for support for students established advisory and in-

formation services (e.g. family offices). Other support measures include providing 

special accommodation for students with children, playrooms, locker rooms and 

nursing rooms, as well as children‟s equipment and dining rooms in student cafete-

rias. In establishing the conditions for family-friendly studies, higher education 

institutions cooperate with local authorities and other higher education institutions, 

inter alia, in the framework of the audit of family-friendly universities. (German: 

familiengerechte hochschule). According to the Framework Law on Higher Educa-

tion and Legislation of Higher Education, the Higher Education Institutions in Fed-

eral Republic of Germany are responsible for ensuring that students with disabili-

ties are not in adverse position and can attend courses without help whenever pos-

sible. Exam regulations must take into account special requirements of students 

with disabilities to provide equal opportunities. Lawyers who represent the needs of 

students with disabilities and lobbies for students with disabilities have an im-

portant function of mediators between students and the Board of Administrative 

Boards of the High School Institution. Most student support organizations also of-

fer advice to students with disabilities or chronic illnesses. Information on support 

measures from low-income families can be found in section on the financing of the 

Tertiary Sector (higher education). 

In recent years, special opportunities for the promotion of foreign students in 

training programs and programs for gifted students were expanded. At the basic 

level, foreign students living in Germany only with temporary residence permits for 

humanitarian reasons or with self-admission, access to training assistance granted 

after only 15 months of stay in the Federal Republic of Germany without interrup-

tion (instead of four years as before) by amendments to the Federal Training Law 

on Training350 (German: Bundesausbildungsforderungsgesetz - BAfoG). The defi-

ciency of education for foreign students has always been actual topics and is still 

discussed in Germany in each of the phases of the German education system in 

general, and especially in the higher education sector. Foreign students (German: 

Bildungsinlander) are foreign students who have obtained their qualification for 

university enrollment in Germany, so they are not foreign students in the narrower 

                                                 
350 Bundesgesetz über individuelle Förderung der Ausbildung (Bundesausbildungsförder-

ungsgesetz - BAföG) in der Fassung der Bekanntmachung vom 7. Dezember 2010 (BGBl. I 

1952; 2012 I S. 197), das zuletzt durch Artikel 3 des Gesetzes vom 8. Juli 2019 (BGB). 
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sense of the word, who come to Germany to study at a German higher education 

institution such as student exchanges. Namely, several different studies have been 

proven from several different studies that the German education system still has 

discriminatory attitude towards foreigners and Germans with migration origin, but 

also according to students who are in a socially vulnerable position, which is some-

times called “institutional discrimination.” It should be mentioned here that Ger-

mans of migrant origin are not the same as “Bildungsinlander”, because “Bild-

ungsinlander” are not German citizens, while Germans of immigrant origin are 

German citizens who have migrated to Germany themselves or have parents (or 

only one parent) who migrated to Germany after 1949. There are many reasons for 

this “institutional discrimination”, and politicians and scientists are discussing for 

years regarding to this topic (Başkaya, 2014:3). Private foundations are also in-

creasingly involving the provision of young people with migrant origin. The pro-

motion of insufficiently represented social groups in the education system is 

achieved by a number of measures, which aims to overcoming social barriers and 

enabling equal participation. At the level of the whole, they include, among other 

things, efforts to ensure success at school for all social groups or implementation of 

the National Integration Plan (German: Nationaler Integrationsplan) adopted in 

2007, which contains measures to promote young people with migrant origin in all 

phases of education and training and is supported in January 2012 to the National 

Integration Action Plan for Integration (German: Nationaler Aktionsplan Integra-

tion). Also in connection with this should be presented in the context of the Nation-

al Action Plan of the Federal Government for the implementation of the UN Con-

vention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (German: Nationaler Aktionsplan 

der Bundesregierung zur Umsetzung des Übereinkommens der Vereinten Nationen 

über die Rechte von Menschen mit Behinderung). 

In the Higher Education Sector of the Federal Republic of Germany, the 

measures for the promotion of insufficiently represented social groups include the 

following: 

- the program for professors (German: Professorinnenprogramm) from the Fed-

eration and Countries, which contributes to increasing the number of professors at 

higher education institutions; the central goal of the program is also strengthening 

structures of equal opportunities at higher education institutions through special 

measures; at the same time, the program also acts as a structural measure for great-

er gender equality at higher education institutions; 

- as part of the National Pact for Women in Mint (Mathematics, Informatics, 

Natural Sciences and Technology), by professions (German: Nationaler Pakt für 

Frauen in MINT-Berufen), the share of new women who accessed study and gradu-

ated in the field of natural sciences and technical professions should be increased; 

- network “Paths to Studying” (German: Netzverk „Vege ins Studium“) imple-

ments an information campaign to increase the preference towards studying; 
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- the needs of students in special circumstances should be considered in terms of 

reception for studies, burdens and exams, including, among other things, as part of 

the accreditation of study courses and systemic accreditation of the entire higher 

education institutions; 

- on the recommendation of the Permanent Conference Federal Ministry of Ed-

ucation and Research (German: Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung – 

BMBF) since 1982, it has been promoting information and advisory services for 

studies and disability (German: Informationsstelle Studium und Behinderung – IBS) 

In German Association of Student Affairs (German: Deutsches Studentenwerk). 

Information-advisory service has been serving as center of competencies for stu-

dents with health problems for many years, and by all stakeholders in German 

higher education is considered a competent authority with specialist professional; 

- financing additional costs that arise for students with disabilities in relation to 

the costs of studies and life (“needs for additional study in relation to disabilities”) 

should be provided by adaptation of social insurance regulations with modern edu-

cational roads; 

- higher education institutions should be familiar with the specific needs of stu-

dents in special circumstances; 

- the organization of studies should be more flexible and expanding extraordi-

nary study programs. 

4.1.3.2. The Right to a Non-discriminatory Approach to Providing the Right to 

Higher Education in the Legal System of the Republic of Slovenia 

The Republic of Slovenia is a unitary parliamentary democratic Republic of 

Central Europe. It consists of 211 municipalities, with about 2 million inhabitants 

and an area of 20,273 km2. It is a member of the European Union since 2004. Con-

stitution of the Republic of Slovenia351 (Slovenian: Ustava Republike Slovenije) in 

Article 14 stipulates that equal human rights and basic freedoms are guaranteed in 

Slovenia, regardless of nationality, race, gender, language, religious, political or 

other beliefs, financial status, birth, education, social status, disability or any other 

personal circumstances. Also, Article 57 (education) of the Constitution stipulates 

that education is free (paragraph 1), that primary education is mandatory and it is 

financed from public funds (paragraph 2), and that the state creates opportunities to 

citizens to acquire appropriate education (paragraph 3). Article 52 of the Constitu-

tion regulates the rights of persons with disabilities, where there are children with 

physical or mental disabilities, where, inter alia, it is stipulated that children with 

physical or mental disabilities and other persons have the right to education and 

                                                 
351 Ustava Republike Slovenije (Uradni list RS, št. 33/91-I, 42/97 – UZS68, 66/00 – 

UZ80, 24/03 – UZ3a, 47, 68, 69/04 – UZ14, 69/04 – UZ43, 69/04 – UZ50, 68/06 – 

UZ121,140,143, 47/13 – UZ148, 47/13 – UZ90,97,99 in 75/16 – UZ70a). 
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training for active life in society, and that such education and training will be fi-

nanced from public funds. Accordingly, we can say, that the right to education is 

explicitly determined in the Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia. The Constitu-

tion of the Republic of Slovenia determines the same rights and opportunities in 

education for all regardless of race, gender, nationality, socially or cultural origin, 

religion, political and other beliefs, education, social status, disability or any other 

personal circumstances. Higher education in Slovenia includes high-professional 

education and high education of short cycle. Since 2012, both domains are in re-

sponsibility of the Ministry of Education, Science and Sports (Slovenian: Min-

istrstvo za izobraževanje, znanost in šport). The area of higher education in the Re-

public of Slovenia is regulated by the Law on Higher Education (Slovenian: Zakon 

o visokem šolstvu).352 The key document on public policy regarding education is a 

plan for reforming the educational system of the so-called “education system”. 

White Book on Education in the Republic of Slovenia since 1996 (Slovenian: Bela 

knjiga o vzgoji in izobraževanju v Republiki Sloveniji), which, among other things, 

predicts “equal opportunities and non-discrimination” under the principles of the 

public education system. The 1996 White book was based on the standards of chil-

dren‟s and human rights and defined the basic starting points, principles and goals 

of education in the Republic of Slovenia. After this strategic document in the field 

of education, another White book was made in the Republic of Slovenia in 2011, 

whose goal was to provide a systemic overview of the structure and functioning of 

the state‟s education system after the 1990s education, and at the same time pro-

pose reforms that would ensure providing quality education in the future (Krek & 

Matljak, 2011:6). The basic principles, the basis of the public education system, 

White books on education in the Republic of Slovenia in 2011 include justice and 

provide equal educational opportunities in the scope of this principle. Moreover, 

several relevant regulations on education, healthcare, removal of obstacles and ob-

stacles in installation, social and financial assistance, employment and social inclu-

sion are adopted. National and development programs include solutions relevant to 

equal opportunities. Key goals of the National Higher Education Program 2011-

2020 (Slovenian: Nacionalnega programa visokega šolstva 2011–2020), which 

adopted the National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia in May 2011, are the 

quality and excellence, diversity and availability, internationalization, diversifica-

tion of structure of studies and significant high-education financing. Law on Pro-

tection against Discrimination353 (Sloveninan: Zakon o varstvu pred diskriminacijo) 

contains additional provisions on equal opportunities. Thus, in Article 2 of this 

Law, among other things, are prescribed obligations for state bodies, local commu-

                                                 
352 Zakon o visokem šolstvu (Uradni list RS, št. 32/12 – uradno preţišţeno besedilo, 

40/12 – ZUJF, 57/12 – ZPCP 2D, 109/12, 85/14, 75/16, 61/17 – ZUPŠ, 65/17, 175/20 – 

ZIUOPDVE in 57/21 – odl. US). 
353 Zakon o varstvu pred diskriminacijo, Uradni list: 33/2016, 21/2018-ZNOrg. 
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nities, public authority, legal and natural persons to ensure discrimination or equal 

treatment of all persons in all areas of decision-making, legal affairs and other op-

erations or conducts, and among other things, especially given access to all forms 

and all levels of career orientation and consulting, professional education and train-

ing, further professional development and retraining, including internship. When it 

comes to legislation regarding the right to a non-discriminatory approach to provid-

ing high-education rights in the Republic of Slovenia, the Law on Higher Educa-

tion of the Republic of Slovenia recognizes two groups of students who are entitled 

to special support measures. These are students with special needs and students 

with special status. Namely, the Law on Regulation of the Student Status from 

2017 (Slovenian: Zakon za urejanje položaja študentov)354 Article 7 prescribes 

amendments to the Law on Higher Education, in such a way that a new Article 69a 

(students with special needs and special status) is added to the Law on Higher Edu-

cation after Article 69 (other rights and benefits of students), stating that: “Students 

with special needs are blind and visually impaired student, deaf students, students 

with speech and language disorders, physically disrupted students, students with 

chronicall illnesses, students with autistic disorder and students with emotional and 

behavioral disorders (paragraph 1). Students with a special status under this law are 

superior athletes, students of renowned artists and other students participating in 

the (field) international competitions. Students with a special status are also stu-

dents who become parents during their studies (paragraph 2). Students with special 

needs and students with special status have the right to: more favorable treatment in 

the selection procedure in case of limited enrollment and adjustment to the imple-

mentation of study programs and additional professional assistance in studies, 

where they can progress and complete studies longer than provided by the study 

program, with the retention of other rights and benefits of the student referred to in 

paragraph 1 of Article 69 of this Law. The procedures and the detailed manner of 

exercising the rights referred to in the preceding paragraph shall be determined by 

the minister responsible for higher education.” 

We can conclude that the Law on Higher Education of the Republic of Slovenia 

recognizes the following categories of students who will enjoy special support in 

terms of exercising the right to access higher education: 

- students with special needs (by law: blind and visually impaired students with 

disorders of hearing, speech and language, with physical disabilities, chronic dis-

eases or disorders of autistic spectrum and students with emotional and behavior 

disorders); 

- Slovenes without Slovenian citizenship and foreigners; 

- superior athletes and artists; 

- students participating in international knowledge competitions; 

                                                 
354 Zakon za urejanje poloţaja študentov, Uradni list RS, številko 61/2017 z dne 

2.11.2017. 
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- higher education students are studying parallel; 

- students who become parents during their studies; 

- students living in extraordinary family occasions, or socially endangered stu-

dents. 

When it comes to special support measures, it should be noted that in the Re-

public of Slovenia vocational high schools and higher education institutions are 

autonomous in access to students with disabilities and students with special status. 

They adjust automatically the individual activities and these students have the same 

opportunities within their system, and rules defining the statute of the institution 

and other instruments. In most institutions of higher education there are competent 

coordinators available to these students. All educational institutions that enroll for-

eign students have appointed a person or have a ministry for international coopera-

tion. 

When it comes to the types of special support measures, they include: 

- priority in the selection process, in case of limiting place to individual studies; 

- priority in the process of selection of student dormitories; 

- adjust the application of study programs where students can progress and 

complete studies outside the time schedule provided in the study program, while 

maintaining other students‟ rights; 

- providing accessories and professional assistance to students with special 

needs; 

- the rights of deaf and hearing impairment to additional lessons provided by the 

character language translators (100 hours per year) and the right to interpret sign 

language for practical learning, lectures and other study obligations in public insti-

tutions; 

- high vocational schools and higher education institutions are scheduled to 10% 

of the Slovenes without Slovenian citizenship and a foreigner in the application call 

and organize the learning of Slovenian for them; 

- personal assistance; 

- assessment of knowledge for persons under international protection that can-

not provide proof of pre-acquired educational qualification; candidates who pass 

can be entered in the first year of high or undergraduate students; candidates must 

show sufficient knowledge at the level of general higher education in mathematics 

and English, and scholarships: state scholarships for students of socially weaker 

origin; students with special needs receive additional benefit. 

Students with disabilities are organized in the framework of the Association of 

Students with Disabilities Slovenia (Slovenian: Društvo studentov invalidov Slove-

nije). The aim of the Association is to represent students with disabilities and advo-

cate the implementation of program assistance and other activities for this category 

of students. The members of the Association are students with physical disabilities, 

students with visual impairment, hearing or speech and students with chronic or 

progressive diseases or specific learning difficulties. 
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4.1.3.3. The Right to a Non-discriminatory Approach to Providing the Right to 

Higher Education in the Legal System of the Republic of Croatia 

The Republic of Croatia is a unitary parliamentary democratic Republic of Cen-

tral and Southeast Europe. It consists of 20 countries and the city of Zagreb as spe-

cial territorial units, with about 4.28 million inhabitants and an area of 56,594 km2. 

The member of the European Union has been since 2013, legal regulations of the 

right to education are represented in all relevant legal frameworks of the Republic 

of Croatia (Boškoviš & Rinţiš, 2014: 496). Thus, the Constitution of the Republic 

of Croatia355 in Article 14, stipulates that everyone has the rights and freedom, in-

dependently of his or her race, skin, language, faith, political or other belief, na-

tional or social procedure, assets, births, education, socially or other traits, and that 

they are all equal before the law. Article 15 of the Constitution prescribes equality 

to members of all national minorities. Article 66 of the Constitution prescribes that 

education in the Republic of Croatia is available to anyone, under equal conditions, 

in accordance with its abilities. Croatian National Legislation and National Strategy 

for Education, Science and Technology recognizes higher education as an area of 

special interest in the country. Its strategic goals include higher education available 

to everyone under equal terms, expanding the global corpus of knowledge, at the 

same time contributing to the general benefit of society in Croatia. Academic free-

dom and institutional autonomy; open to public access and the community; social 

responsibility of students and social responsibility of the other members of the aca-

demic community; indivisibility of teaching and scientific and artistic research and 

creation; humanistic and democratic traditions; respect for human rights; compli-

ance with the European system of higher education; training for specific profes-

sional knowledge and skills, and lifelong learning principles are the basis of higher 

education in Croatia. Croatia joined the Bologna process in 2001 with the launch of 

reforms for the integration of the national system of higher education in the Euro-

pean higher education area. Key legislation in the field of higher education in the 

Republic of Croatia is the Law on Scientific Research in Higher Education356 from 

2003, with changes and amendments, all university programs are restructured in 

accordance with the principles of the Bologna process. Article 77, paragraph 2 of 

this Law, provides: “The university, faculty or college determines the procedure for 

selecting candidates for enrollment in a way that guarantees equality of all candi-

dates regardless of race, skin color, sex, language, religion, political or other belief, 

national or social origin, property, birth, social position, disability, sexual orienta-

tion and age.” 

                                                 
355 Constitution of the Republic of Croatia, Official Gazette No. 56/90, 135/97, 08/98, 

113/00, 124/00, 28/01, 41/01, 55/01, 76/10, 85/10, 05/14. 
356 Law on Scientific Activity and Higher Education, Official Gazette No. 123/03, 

198/03, 105/04, 174/04, 02/07, 46/07, 45/09, 63/11, 94/13, 139/13, 101/14, 60/15, 131/17. 
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The Law on Combating of Discrimination357 in Article 1 stipulates that this law 

provides the most values of the Constitutional Order of the Republic of Croatia and 

that the assumptions are created for the realization of equal opportunities and regu-

lations against discrimination based on race or ethnicity or skin color, sex, lan-

guages, faith, political or other belief, national or social origin, property condition, 

trade union, trade-social position or family status, age, health, disability, genetic 

heritage, gender identity, expression or sexual orientation. Also, in Article 8 of this 

Law, the law applies to the treatment of all state bodies, the body of the local self-

government and regional self-government, legal entities with public authorizations 

and the treatment of all legal and natural persons, inter alia. Croatian national legis-

lation, in terms of providing the right to non-discriminatory approach to higher ed-

ucation, pays special attention to children veteran of the Homeland War. Namely, 

Article 18 of the Law on Croatian Homeland War veterans and members of their 

families stipulates that Croatian Homeland War veterans and members of their 

families may, under the conditions determined by this Law, exercise, inter alia, the 

right to support in education and the right to priority when placed in student dormi-

tories. In Article 124, the right to support in education is regulated in more detail, 

in a way that this right during regular class education, regular undergraduate and 

graduate university study, short professional study, pre-finish professional study 

and specialist graduate professional study and the right to compensation for the 

costs of tuition of postgraduate studies in high schools (university and specialist) 

has: a) children of deceased Croatian Homeland War veterans and children of miss-

ing Croatian Homeland War veterans, b) homeland warship from the Homeland 

War, c) Homeland War volunteers, d) Croatian Homeland War veterans, e) chil-

dren of Croatian war and military invalids from the war, the children of volunteers 

from Homeland War and g) children of Croatian defenders from the Homeland 

War, which in defenses of the sovereignty of the Republic of Croatia participated in 

a combat sector. Article 127 of this law regulates in more detail the right to priority 

in accommodation in student dormitories in such a way that children of a deceased 

Croatian Homeland War veteran, children of a missing Croatian Homeland War 

veteran and children of a Croatian Homeland War invalid have the right to direct 

accommodation in student dormitories if their income per household member does 

not exceed 60% of the budget base and under other conditions determined by spe-

cial regulations governing the conditions and manner of accommodation in student 

dormitories. Also, paragraph 2 of this article stipulates that the above categories of 

persons, if they do not meet the conditions for direct accommodation in dormitories 

and children of Croatian Homeland War veterans who participated in the defense of 

the sovereignty of the Republic of Croatia for at least 100 days in the combat sector 

accommodation in student dormitories are assigned an additional number of points 

                                                 
357 Anti-Discrimination Act (Official Gazette, No. 85/08). 
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determined by special regulations governing the conditions and manner of accom-

modation in student dormitories. 

Although national high education legislation does not define particularly target 

groups, new educational acts are provided by laws that will redefine the current 

student standards system for regular food and housing, transportation for disabled 

students, state scholarships, student loans and other types of student support. Regu-

lar students enrolled in Croatia are entitled to direct student financial support and 

indirect financial support to students in the form of accommodation, meals, health 

care, transportation, tax benefits for students and tax breaks for students. Extraordi-

nary students are not eligible for any forms of financial subsequent students. The 

Ministry of Science, Education and Sports manages the largest scholarship program 

in the state, state scholarships, which are awarded on excellence and financial 

needs, as well as certain specific groups, such as students with disabilities, chil-

dren‟s veterans of the Homeland War and the Croatian army. 

When it comes to the right to non-discriminatory access in ensuring the right to 

higher education in the Republic of Croatia, in addition to the above laws, it should 

be mentioned that there are numerous strategies and programs of the Government 

or individual ministries that include measures for the right to non-discriminatory 

access of high education. National strategy for equation of opportunities for per-

sons with disabilities from 2007 to 2015358 and the Strategic plan of the Ministry of 

social policy and youth from 2014 to 2016359 are also harmonized with relevant 

international documents, especially in the part related to education, emphasizing 

the importance of quality education at all levels. The necessity of providing condi-

tions for increasing access to people with disabled with quality higher education is 

also mentioned (Boškoviš & Rinţiš, 2014:496).  

The Ministry of Science, Education and Sports, on the basis of the Law on sci-

entific activity and higher education and the Agreement on incentive measures for 

enrollment in higher education institutions from 2007, enabled enrollment in stud-

ies without payment for all students with 60% and more percent disability (if ex-

ceed the classification threshold). Since 2003, a special category “I” has been in-

troduced for students with disabilities, in which all students with disabilities are 

entitled to a scholarship (ensuring minimum standards of accessibility of higher 

education for students with disabilities at member universities, 2013). In this way, 

positive legal preconditions have been created, which aim to increase the number 

of students with disabilities in higher education, and thus ensure the continuation of 

education of young people with disabilities (Boškoviš & Rinţiš, 2014:497). 

                                                 
358 National strategy for equalization of opportunities for persons with disabilities from 

2007 to 2015. (Official Gazette, No. 63/07). 
359 Strategic Plan for the period from 2013 to 2015 of the Ministry of Social Policy and 

Youth (2012). 
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Regular students with physical disabilities receive financial support for transport 

costs. The institutions are obliged to provide access to people with disabilities. 

Higher education institutions can provide services to students with disabilities in 

the form of counseling, adapted testing procedures, accessed customized teaching 

and pedagogical materials. Accordingly, students with disabilities are entitled to an 

individually adapted manner of exams, additional checks for enrollment in college 

and exams during their studies if they exercise rights as a student with disabilities. 

Students with disabilities have the right to liberate from the payment of study costs 

if they are enrolled in the first year of study in the status of a regular student. At the 

same time, they have the right to receive a place in a student dormitory, the right to 

reimbursement of part of the costs co-financed by the Ministry of Science, Educa-

tion and Sports of the Republic of Croatia, the possibility of receiving a scholarship 

based on disability awarded by the National Foundation for Support of Student 

Standards (Boškoviš & Rinţiš, 24:40). 

4.1.3.4. Right to Non-discriminatory Approach to Providing the Right to Higher 

Education in the Legal System of the Republic of Serbia 

The Republic of Serbia is the unitary parliamentary democratic Republic of 

Southeast Europe. It consists of 174 units of local self-government and two auton-

omous provinces, with about 7 million inhabitants and an area of 88,361 km2. The 

status of candidates for membership in the European Union was gained in 2012. 

Constitution of the Republic of Serbia360 Article 21 prescribes a prohibition 

from discrimination in a way that we are all equal before the Constitution and law, 

and that everyone has the right to equal legal protection without any discrimination, 

direct or indirect, in particular, especially on the basis of race, sex, nationality, so-

cial origin, birth, religion, political or other belief, property status, culture, lan-

guage, age and mental or physical disability Furthermore, in Article 71, the Consti-

tution prescribes the right to education, in which paragraph 1 stipuletes that every-

one has the right to education, while in paragraph 3 states that all citizens have, 

under equal conditions, access to higher education (Ivanoviš, 2019:50). The Re-

public of Serbia provides successful and gifted students of lower financial status 

with free higher education, in accordance with the law Serbia joined the Bologna 

process in 2003. By adopting the Law on Higher Education361 in 2005 the imple-

mentation of the Bologna Process started in the National higher education system. 

Among other things, in Article 3 of this Law, it is defined by providing opportuni-

                                                 
360 Constitution of the Republic of Serbia (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia”, 

No. 98/2006). 
361 Law on Higher Education of the Republic of Serbia (“Official Gazette of the Republic 

of Serbia”, No. 76/2005, 100/2007 – authentic interpretation, 97/2008, 44/2010, 93/2012 

and 89/2013). 
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ties to individuals under equal conditions and to educate higher education, while 

Article 86 of the same Law stipulates that a student has the right, among other 

things, to equal quality study conditions for all students. The Strategy for the de-

velopment of education in Serbia until 2020 envisages that higher education will 

continue to continuously include in its work development and behavior, the princi-

ples on which the European higher education area and the European research area 

are formed and will follow those principles. The reform of the higher education 

system will continue with the full participation of students, teaching staff, and 

higher education institutions, the scientific and professional public and employers, 

and with respect for institutional autonomy, academic freedoms and equal condi-

tions for access to higher education regardless of social inequalities. In the part 

concerning the achievement strategy - policies, actions and measures, it is envis-

aged that each individual is accessed by the learning process at all levels and forms 

of education, under equal conditions and in a way that best suits its possibilities and 

needs. In the part concerning the vision of the public funding system, it is envis-

aged that the funding and credit management system and the credit management 

system and students of lower socioeconomic origin provide quality and equality. 

The system of financing academic and doctoral studies must provide coverage of 

all costs of the scientific-educational process, which provides universal accessibil-

ity and application of the principles of exceptional at the highest level of formal 

education. The Law on prohibition of discrimination should also be mentioned 

here.362 Article 19 (discrimination in the field of education and professional train-

ing), paragraph 1 states that everyone has the right to preschool, basic, secondary 

and higher education and professional training under equal conditions, in accord-

ance with the law. Also, paragraph 2 of this Article prohibits a person or group of 

persons on the basis of their personal characteristics, to make it difficult or impos-

sible to enroll in an educational institution, or to exclude them from these institu-

tions, to make it difficult or impossible to monitor teaching and participation in 

other educational activities, classify students by personal characteristics, abuse 

them and otherwise unjustifiably differentiate and treat them unequally. Finally, 

paragraph 3 of this Article prohibits discrimination against educational institutions 

that perform activities in accordance with the law and other regulations, as well as 

persons who use or have used the services of these institutions in accordance with 

the law.  

Based on the above, we can conclude that the Law on Higher Education guaran-

tees the right to equal access to higher education, while the support measures to 

achieve the rights to equal access to higher education is provided for more detailed 

                                                 
362 Law on Prohibition of Discrimination (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia”, 

No. 22/2009). 
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by the Law on Student Standard.363 In this regard, the national legislation of the 

Republic of Serbia recognizes as vulnerable groups, in terms of the right to non-

discriminatory access to higher education, persons with disabilities who study at 

higher education institutions in Serbia and who have the opportunity to receive fi-

nancial support for their studies for which the possibility of obtaining a social 

scholarship is envisaged. The Law Student Standards envisages as support measu 

in this regard, the national legislation of the Republic of Serbia, in terms of the 

right, recognized, persons with disabilities studying at higher education institutions 

in Serbia and who have the possibility of obtaining financial support for their stud-

ies, as well as students from socially endangered families, for whom the possibility 

of obtaining a social scholarship is envisaged. The Law on Student Standards en-

visages certain support measures:  

a) provision of accommodation, subsidized meals; 

b) student loans; 

c) student scholarships and 

d) scholarships for talented students. 

When it comes to providing accommodation and subsidizing meals, the Repub-

lic of Serbia subsidizes accommodation and nutrition for all students in public insti-

tutions financed from the state budget. In addition, subsidized accommodation in 

student dormitors is given to those who are studying outside the place of residence. 

There are eight student centers in Serbia, which provide subsidized accommodation 

and nutrition (Belgrade, Novi Sad, Niš, Kragujevac, Subotica, Ţaţak, Bor and 

Uţice). Students from private universities and those who are not funded from the 

state budget have the opportunity to obtain accommodation in student‟s dormitories 

only provided that there are available places and that right can exercise at economi-

cal prices. 

In terms of student loans, they are provided by the government, and benefits are 

intended for students studying at state universities and funded from the state budg-

et, while students of private universities do not have this right. Student loans are 

non-refundable for those who graduate in time with an average grade of 8.5 or 

higher (out of 10). Otherwise, students are obliged to return the loan with the corre-

sponding interest. To qualify for the loan, in addition to having the status “funded 

from the budget” students are ranked by success (number of ECTS obtained during 

the previous level of studies, or an alternative secondary achievement for the first-

year students), and according to their socio-economic status. 

When it comes to scholarships for students, the Ministry of Education, Science 

and Technological Development assigns student scholarships to students of public 

universities “funded from the budget” with excellent success (average grade must 

be 9 or more on assessment scale 5-10). There are additional affirmative action 

                                                 
363 Law on Student Standards (“Official Gazette of RS”, No. 18/2010, 55/2013, 27/2018 - 

other law and 10/2019). 
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measures for obtaining student scholarships for students from vulnerable groups. 

These grants are part of the general competition, and the ranking of students from 

vulnerable groups is still based on merit, with additional needs-based criteria, such 

as proof of disability, certificate / proof of socio-economic status, etc. 

When it comes to scholarships for talented students, they are awarded through 

the state budget and assign a special grant for exceptional achievements from the 

students from the Youth Talent Fund. Students financed from this program are 

obliged to remain in the country of a number of years after graduation. State uni-

versities, provincial governments and local governments of university cities pro-

vide funds to support talented and best students. The students who apply for this 

type of grants are not entitled to obtain other grants from the state budget (such as 

state grants and government loans described below). The order is strictly based on 

merit. Many local governments that are not university centers provide students 

from their municipalities / local grants and loans for studying in another city, as 

well as other types of fees, but there are no systematic data on the scope and type of 

grants / loans / scholarships. In addition to the above-mentioned support mecha-

nisms defined by the Law on Higher Education, all students are entitled to subsi-

dized transport in all cities in Serbia, as well as discounts for intercity trips. Some 

local governments have introduced free transportation for students in their munici-

palities. All students in public and private institutions have the right to subsidized 

transportation. 

Tuition fees at state universities are free for the following categories of students: 

- from families with lower socio-economic origin; 

- no parental care; 

- families of single parents; 

- members of the Roma national minority; 

- students with disabilities, those with chronic diseases and reconcenses; 

- refugees and displaced persons; 

- returnees under the readmission agreement and deported students; 

- students from families with lower socio-economic origin and children without 

parental care. 

In addition, students with disabilities, Roma students, and high school graduates 

in another country could apply for exemption from tuition by affirmative action as 

part of an official call for enrollment. When it comes to private universities, the 

policy of supporting vulnerable groups in terms of providing free tuition or dis-

counts on tuition is diverse and varies from one higher education institution to an-

other.  
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4.1.3.5. The Right to a Non-discriminatory Approach to Providing the Right to 

Higher Education in the Legal System of Montenegro 

Montenegro, is a unitary parliamentary democratic, civil, ecological and state of 

social justice of Southeast Europe. It is administratively divided into the capital city 

(Podgorica), which includes two municipalities (Golubovci and Tuzi), capital city 

(Cetinje) and 19 municipalities, with a little more than 600,000 inhabitants and an 

area of 13,812 km2. The status of a candidate for membership in the European Un-

ion was gained in 2010. Constitution of Montenegro364 in Article 8 (prohibition of 

discrimination) prescribes a ban on any direct or indirect discrimination, according 

to any foundation, while in Article 75 of the Constitution (schooling), it is pre-

scribed that it is guaranteed it is prescribed to guarantee the right to education un-

der equal conditions. Law on Higher Education365 is the main document arranging 

the field of higher education in Montenegro. Article 2 of this Law prescribes one of 

the goals of providing conditions for unhindered access to higher education, while 

Article 10 (Meaning of the term) under item 9 gives a definition of affirmative ac-

tion, which in terms of law implies the introduction of special measures aimed at 

creating conditions for achieving equality and protection of the rights of persons 

who are on an unequal position in education on any basis, and in point 10 is given 

the definition of a person or student with a disability, according to which it is con-

sidered a person who has long-term physical, mental, intellectual, sensory or com-

bined impairment which, with different barriers in higher education, may hinder 

their full and effective participation on the basis of equality with others. Also, in 

Article 23, which prescribes the conditions for establishing and performing the ac-

tivities of higher education institutions, it is said that the institution may be estab-

lished, inter alia, if there is consistent and unobstructed access for persons with dis-

abilities. Additionally, Article 64 (norms and standards for funding) stipulates that 

the founder provides funds to the public institution for, among other things, the es-

tablishment of equal conditions for studying for all students (unhindered access, 

residence and work). Finally, Article 103 (student rights) stipulates that a student 

has the right, inter alia, to equality and protection against discrimination. Article 15 

of the Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of Montenegro366 (discrimination in 

the field of upbringing, education and vocational training) stipulates that discrimi-

nation in the field of education and upbringing, i.e. vocational training is consid-

                                                 
364 Consitution of the Republic of Montenegro (“Official Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 

1/2007 и 38/2013 – Amandments I-XVI). 
365 Law on Higher Education (“Official Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 44/2014, 52/2014 – 

correction, 47/2015, 40/2016, 42/2017, 71/2017, 55/2018, 3/2019, 17/2019 – other law, 

47/2019, 72/2019 and 74/2020). 
366 Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of Montenegro (“Official Gazette of Montene-

gro”, No. 46/2010, 40/2011 - other law, 18/2014 and 42/2017).  
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ered to make it difficult or impossible to enroll in an educational institution and 

higher education institution and selection of programs at all levels of education and 

upbringing, exclusion from these institutions contrary to regulations in the field of 

education and upbringing, making it difficult or denying the possibility of monitor-

ing classes and participation in other educational activities, classifying children, 

pupils and students or others manner of discrimination or unequal treatment based 

on race, color, national origin, social or ethnic origin, connection with a minority 

people or minority national community, language, religion or belief, political or 

other opinion, gender, gender reassignment, gender identity, sexual orientation and 

/ or intersex personal characteristics, health status, disability, age, property status, 

marital or family status, group affiliation or assumptions about belonging to a 

group, political party or other organization, as well as other personal characteris-

tics. Article 19 of the Law on Minority Rights and Freedoms of Montenegro367 

stipulates that in order to fully enjoy the rights of minority peoples and other mi-

nority national communities, higher education institutions in Montenegro, at the 

proposal of the Council of Minority Peoples and other minority national communi-

ties, may enroll a number of students, members of minority peoples and other mi-

nority national communities, in accordance with their acts. 

Based on the above, we can conclude that the legislation of Montenegro espe-

cially recognizes people with disabilities as a category of students who are in ad-

verse position. The law envisages the duty of highly educational institutions to pro-

vide appropriate conditions for people with disabilities, which implies unobstructed 

access to the building, in place and adapted to their opportunities, as well as apply-

ing the principle of affirmative action in enrollment. In accordance with the Law on 

Higher Education and the Law on Rights and Freedoms of Minorities, the Universi-

ty of Montenegro has increased the total number of places at each study program 

for 1% for people with disabilities and members of the Roma and Egyptian com-

munity. Students with disabilities are exempt from paying tuition fees at all higher 

education institutions, regardless of whether they have the status of a public or pri-

vate institution and have the right to accommodation in a student dormitory, the 

right to student loans and scholarships. The Strategy for the social inclusion of 

Roma and Egyptians in Montenegro 2016-2020 should also be mentioned here and 

Action plan for the implementation of the strategy. According to these documents, 

the Roma population students have the opportunity to achieve their right to scholar-

ship through the Roma education fund. One of the measures in the Action Plan for 

2018 has increased the registration rate of members of the Roma and Egyptian 

population at higher education institutions in Montenegro, with special emphasis 

                                                 
367 Law on Minority Rights and Freedoms of Montenegro (“Official Gazette of Montene-

gro”, No. 031/06 from 12.05.2006, 051/06 from 04.08.2006, 038/07 from 22.06.2007 (“Of-

ficial Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 002/11 from 12.01.2011, 008/11 from 04.02.2011, 

031/17 from 12.05.2017). 
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on girls / women, providing scholarships and free accommodation in student dor-

mitories for these students. Also important for non-discriminatory access to the 

right to higher education is the Rulebook on criteria, manner, conditions and 

amount of compensation for exercising the right to accommodation and meals at 

home, student loan, scholarship and participation in transportation,368 which in its 

Article 16 prescribes that higher education students who enrolled the first semester 

of the relevant year and who have not changed the study program are entitled to a 

student loan. The criterion for approving a loan is the performance achieved in the 

previous year of study. Under equal conditions in terms of performance, preference 

is given to students whose parents or guardians are entitled to social protection in 

accordance with social protection regulations. The loan is given in monthly pay-

ments, not lower than the amount of the student allowance for dormitory accom-

modation and boarding house increased by 25%. The decision on the amount of the 

loan is made by the Minister for each academic year. The borrower is obliged to 

start repaying the loan within one year from the day when, according to the statute 

of the higher education institution, the student was obliged to complete his or her 

studies, and no later than 18 months. Student completing the studies in the regular 

duration of the study program, as defined by the Statute of the High School, with an 

average rating in the range from 9.00 to 10, is approved by the full release of the 

loan return. Disabled students, regardless of their performance and length of study, 

is approved full of loans. Article 32 of the Rulebook also provides for student 

scholarships. Students who are eligible for a scholarship are:  

- the best on the second and later years of study; 

- enrolled for the first time in the semester of the academic year; 

- did not loose any year during the study and  

- according to the curriculum of the institution of higher education where they 

study, passed all exams from previous years of study and achieved a success index 

of at least 9.00. 

In addition to the conditions referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article, the best 

students are students who in certain scientific disciplines have special inclinations 

for scientific or artistic work and awards obtained at international and national 

competitions. Article 33 of the Rulebook stipulates that the scholarship is awarded 

to the best students without the obligation to return it. The scholarship is awarded 

on the basis of a competition announced by the Ministry, at least one month before 

the beginning of the academic year. The scholarship is not awarded to students who 

are beneficiaries of a student loan. Article 2 of the Rulebook prescribes the right of 

                                                 
368 Rulebook on criteria, manner, conditions and amount of compensation for exercising 

the right to accommodation and meals in the dormitory, student loan, scholarship and trans-

portation participation (“Official Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 12/2007, 16/2007 and “Offi-

cial Gazette of Montenegro”, No. 25/2011, 54/2011 and 39/2015). 
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students to accommodation and meals, so that accommodation in the dormitory can 

be exercised by students studying outside the place of residence, who enrolled for 

the first time in the semester of the respective year of study and did not change the 

study program. If, after the distribution of places to students of the above category 

of students, there are vacancies in the dormitory, the right to accommodation at an 

economic price can be exercised by postgraduate and doctoral students, who are 

not in a random relationship, studying outside their place of residence enrolled in 

the semester of the corresponding year of study and did not change the study pro-

gram. A student with special educational needs exercises the right to accommoda-

tion in accordance with the law, i.e. his or her special needs. 

4.1.4. Doctrinal Interpretation of the Right to a Non-discriminatory Approach 

in Ensuring the Right to Higher Education 

Now that we have seen how this right is regulated by universal and European 

international documents, as well as how the standards provided by these documents 

are implemented in the national legislation of individual countries, it is time to see 

what the theory or doctrine says about this right. Understanding access to higher 

education requires consideration of the historical context in which the right to 

access higher education originated, as well as its historical development to the 

present day. Namely, historically, since its inception, higher education has been 

provided to the "elite" or a smaller number of members of society, who were 

considered the richest part of society at that time. However, in the seventies of the 

last century, the trend of popularization of higher education began, in a way that 

more and more people continued their further education after finishing high school. 

This trend was associated with the growing emphasis on the ideology of the 

welfare state and the concept of social mobility. In this context, higher education 

has often been subsidized by the state. More recently, the concepts of the 

knowledge economy have led to the view of higher education as the integrity of 

economic growth and competitiveness. Furthermore, the growing influence of 

neoliberal ideology, together with the need to finance the popularization of higher 

education, has fueled the trend towards a market orientation of higher education. 

Namely, instead of state-subsidized higher education, many countries have 

implemented reforms that are designed to shift the cost of education to the student, 

ie the consumer of this level of education (Kotzmann, 2018: 4). Of course, such 

reforms have provoked criticism for the negative impact on access to education, ie 

the disrespect of the hybrid right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the 

right to higher education. 

From today‟s point of view, although most countries share the generally accept-

ed view that primary and secondary education should be provided to all free of 

charge by the state, when it comes to access to higher education, the debate on how 

best to implement higher education continues. In understanding the different views 
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on this problem, it is extremely important to take into account the purpose for 

which higher education is provided in a society, and thus who should be responsi-

ble for financing its implementation. Consequently, in countries where higher edu-

cation is primarily considered a public good, there are stronger arguments that the 

state should cover the costs of higher education. Of course, then there is the prob-

lem of how to achieve this in the context of the trend of mass study. On the other 

hand, where higher education is primarily considered a private good, the position 

that individuals are expected to pay for their own education is quite justifiably em-

phasized. In terms of reconciling these two views, however, policy makers must 

consider the impact on access to higher education, inequality, vulnerability, and 

ultimately the impact of these factors on society as a whole. 

National legal systems, public policies as well as the mechanisms by which 

states implement policy definition in the field of higher education are extremely 

important for the right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to 

higher education. Consequently, reviewing the experiences of other state-legal 

frameworks that regulate the field of higher education and reviewing good and bad 

practice can be very useful for creating a national legal system and national public 

policy for the protection and exercise of this right. 

As it was emphasized at the beginning of the work, the policies pursued by the 

states in the framework of providing technical support and learning in the field of 

higher education are in many ways significant. First of all, because policies that 

result in better access to higher education, as a rule, lead to access to higher educa-

tion leading to improved life chances for a higher standard of living. In contrast, a 

more negative approach to higher education has a negative impact on the life 

chances of certain individuals who face barriers to accessing this level of educa-

tion. This situation leads to an increase in the level of inequality in society and as a 

result undermines the cohesiveness of a given society. A higher education system 

that excludes or disables access based on gender, race, nationality, etc., will create 

a society in which these excluded groups will be further marginalized and are likely 

to create tension between different social groups. In addition, it is necessary to con-

sider the consequences of the protection of this right beyond the very approach to 

higher education. Namely, the widely set free provision of higher education will 

certainly lead to the generally accepted view that higher education is a public good, 

i.e. which is subsidized by public funds and which will contribute to the function-

ing of public services, institutions, etc. On the other hand, where regulations re-

quire that higher education be provided free of charge, it may not act as a sufficient 

incentive for students to work hard, and the public budget will be significantly bur-

dened. In contrast, legal systems that suggest to higher education institutions to 

introduce fees for the provision of these services may contribute to the perception 

that higher education is an investment that will primarily benefit the individual and 

for which the individual should pay. However, this system can also have its down-

sides. Namely, the imposition of fees for higher education can cause students to 
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feel themselves as consumers, consumers who buy education, or certificates of ed-

ucation (i.e. diplomas), and not as students who should be actively involved in the 

learning process (study) and to that is how they get the knowledge and the deserved 

diploma. 

Higher education also makes an important contribution to social values. In this 

context, higher education has an important impact on the development of individual 

personalities, values and behaviors. Experiences, knowledge and skills from the 

educational process from the level of higher education are used by individuals to 

define their way of looking at the society in which they live and their way of be-

having in it (Kotzmann, 2018: 5). Accordingly, higher education should be viewed 

as a microcosm of society. Policies applied in relation to the higher education sys-

tem will affect that system, and that influence will be transferred to society in a 

broader sense. Understanding the effectiveness and implications of different public 

policy frameworks will enable policy makers for a given society to implement 

those policies that can give the best effects in terms of access to higher education. 

4.2. Analysis of the Existing Status of the Implementation of the Right to a 

Non-discriminatory Approach to Providing the Right to Higher Edu-

cation in the Legal System of the Republic of Srpska 

The Republic of Srpska, as one of the two entities that make up Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, covers an area of 25,053 km2 or about 49% of the territory of Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, where 1,439,673 people live, has its own Constitution, which is 

in accordance with the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Article 10 of the 

Constitution369 of the Republika Srpska prescribes that citizens of the Republic are 

equal in freedoms, rights and duties, are equal before the law and enjoy the same 

legal protection regardless of race, gender, language, nationality, religion, social 

origin, birth, education, property status, political and other beliefs, social status or 

other personal characteristics. Article 38 of the Constitution stipulates that every-

one has the right to education under equal conditions, and that everyone has access 

to secondary and higher education under equal conditions. Article 4 of the Republic 

of Srpska of Law on Higher Education370 prescribes the principles of higher educa-

tion, including the principle of respect for human rights and civil liberties, includ-

ing the prohibition of all forms of discrimination, the principle of gender equality 

and the principle of encouraging the inclusion of vulnerable groups. The right to 

higher education is prescribed by Article 8, paragraph 2 of this Law, which states 

that access to higher education may not be restricted directly or indirectly on the 

                                                 
369 Constitution of the Republic of Srpska (“Official Gazette of the Republika Srpska”, 

No. 21/92 - consolidated text, 28/94, 8/96, 13/96, 15/96, 16/96, 21/96, 21/02, 26 / 02, 30/02, 

31/02, 69/02, 31/03, 98/03, 115/05, 117/05). 
370 Law on Higher Education of the Republic of Srpska (“Official Gazette of the Republic 

of Srpska”, No. 67/2020). 
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basis of: gender, gender identity, race, sexual orientation, physical or other disabil-

ity, marital condition, skin color, language, religion, political or other opinion, na-

tional, ethnic or social origin, connection with a national community, property, 

number of years or any other status. Article 45, paragraph 2, item 2) of this Law 

stipulates the obligation for higher education institutions to protect the staff and 

students of higher education institutions from discrimination on any grounds, such 

as: gender, race, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, skin color, lan-

guage, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, affilia-

tion with a national community, property, birth or any other status. The Law on 

Higher Education of the Republic of Srpska recognizes students with disabilities as 

an endangered category, and thus in Article 74, which concerns the examination of 

students‟ knowledge, in point 7 prescribes that a student with disabilities has the 

right to take the exam in a manner adapted to his abilities with the statute of the 

higher education institution. Also, Article 125, paragraph 2, item 7) of this Law 

stipulates, among other things, that the equipment and conditions for studying stu-

dents with disabilities be financed from the budget of the Republic of Srpska. Arti-

cle 123, paragraph 5 of this Law provides for the financing of tuition fees from the 

budget of the Republic of Srpska for full-time students of public universities of the 

first and second cycle of studies in the first and each subsequent year of enrollment, 

while paragraph 6 provides for financing of full-time students of public higher edu-

cation institutions of the first cycle of studies renewing the final year of study for 

the first time. In this situation, students can use the financing of tuition fees only in 

one study program, at the same level of studies, and only at public higher education 

institutions. Exceptionally, at the proposal of the university member council and 

with the consent of the Ministry, full-time self-financing students and foreign stu-

dents may use the right from paragraph 5 of this article from the third year of the 

first cycle of studies, if they have not renewed previous years and have an average 

grade above 8.00. Article 124 of this Law prescribes incentive funds, which are 

provided by the Ministry of Scientific and Technological Development, Higher 

Education and Information Society to the following categories of students: a) full-

time students up to 35 years of age, if they enroll for the first time in the third cycle 

if they complete their studies within the deadline. Incentive funds are awarded in a 

public competition procedure conducted by a commission appointed by the Minis-

try of Scientific and Technological Development, Higher Education and the Infor-

mation Society. Measures to support students in terms of exercising the right to 

equal access to higher education are provided in more detail by the Law on Student 

Standards. The Law on Student Standards371 envisages accommodation and meals 

in the institution of student standards and student scholarships as support measures. 

Students of institutions registered in the Register of Higher Education Institu-

tions have the right to accommodation in a student standard institution, in accord-

                                                 
371 Law on Student Standard (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 34/08). 
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ance with the decision on the network of student standard institutions. Students 

who have enrolled in the appropriate year of study for the first time have the right 

to accommodation in the institution of student standard. The right to accommoda-

tion in a student standard institution is exercised through a public competition. The 

institution of student standard is established for the needs and in order to create 

conditions for acquiring higher education at an individual higher education institu-

tion. In the Republic of Srpska, the possibility of accommodation in five institu-

tions of student standard is provided. Article 14 of the Rulebook prescribes the 

right to co-financing of meals in the institution of student standard for full-time 

students of higher education institutions registered in the Register of Higher Educa-

tion Institutions. Full-time students of higher education institutions registered in the 

Register of Higher Education Institutions who renew the year for the first time for 

justified reasons are entitled to food co-financing. 

The Law on the Rights of Veterans, War Invalids, Civilian War Invalids and 

Members of Their Families of the Republic of Srpska,372 Article 39, paragraph 1, 

and item lj) prescribes, inter alia, the right of military invalids to priority in enrol-

ling children in educational institutions, awarding scholarships for schooling and 

accommodation in dormitories. Article 59 of the same Law stipulates that children 

of war invalids from the first to the sixth category, when enrolling in high schools 

or faculties, as well as when awarding scholarships for schooling, i.e. when being 

placed in dormitories, have, under equal conditions, an advantage over to other per-

sons, except for the children of the fallen soldiers, in accordance with the regula-

tions governing the field of education. In addition, the Law on Prohibition of Dis-

crimination in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is applicable in the Republic of 

Srpska, prohibits, inter alia, discrimination in education, based on race, color, na-

tional or social origin, nationality or ethnic origin, language, religion or political 

belief, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, property status, birth, genetic 

characteristics, health status, disability, marital and family status, conviction, age, 

appearance, membership in political, trade union and other organizations. Also, it is 

prescribed that the scope of application of this law, among other things, in the field 

of education, science and sports, and that the availability of education should not 

depend on the immigrant status of children or their parents. 

The education development strategy of the Republic of Srpska 2016-2021,373 as 

a vision of higher education, prescribes the creation of preconditions for sustainable 

development of quality higher education, which is scientifically research oriented 

and harmonized with the needs of social, economic and cultural development of the 

                                                 
372 Law on the Rights of Veterans, Military Invalids, Civilian Invalids of War and Mem-

bers of Their Families of the Republic of Srpska (“Official Gazette of the Republic of 

Srpska”, No. 18 /20) 
373 The Republic of Srpska‟s Education Development Strategy for the period 2016-2021 

(“Official Gazette of the Republic of Srpska”, No. 32/16). 
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Republic with equal opportunities for all increased mobility of students and aca-

demic staff, which will train students for learning to learn and lifelong learning. 

Within the mentioned strategy, a measure of reforming the existing model of stu-

dent scholarships at the national level is prescribed, which will be implemented 

through activities: a) changes in the rulebook on student scholarships and b) im-

plementation of the procedure for awarding scholarships to students in need, stu-

dents from the category of others, as well as those who study abroad by the Minis-

try. In addition, the strategy prescribes a measure to improve infrastructure capaci-

ty, which will be implemented through activities: a) expansion of existing and con-

struction of new facilities for student accommodation and construction and b) de-

velopment and implementation of a plan for construction of new and renovation of 

existing facilities for cultural, sports and social life of the student. 

The Rulebook on the awarding student scholarships374 stipulates that scholar-

ships are awarded in separate ranking lists for each of the following categories: 

1) successful students of the first, second and third cycle of studies; 

2) students of the first cycle of studies with residence in extremely underdevel-

oped municipalities of the Republic, determined by the decision of the Government 

of the Republic of Srpska; 

3) first, second and third cycle students studying abroad and 

4) other first cycle students, which include: 

- students from socially endangered families, which they prove exclusively by 

the decision of the competent center for social work on financial assistance; 

- students - civilian victims of the patriotic war, children of fallen soldiers and 

children of war invalids from I to VI category; 

- a student without one or both parents; 

- students from a family with two or more students; 

- students who have been placed in homes for neglected children or foster and 

related families until they reach the age of majority; 

- students with disabilities who are not covered by the previous point, 

5) students with disabilities who are entitled to an allowance for assistance and 

care of another person, with the aim of equalizing opportunities for higher educa-

tion.  

Scholarships are awarded to all listed categories of students of higher education 

institutions that are financed from the budget, while in the case of students of high-

er education institutions that are not financed from the budget, scholarships are 

awarded only in the category of successful first cycle students, up to 10% of the 

total financial amount planned for scholarships in the above category. Also, an ex-

ception to the application of this rule are students with disabilities who are entitled 

to an allowance for assistance and care of another person, who are awarded a 

                                                 
374 Rulebook on awarding student scholarships (“Official Gazette of the Republic of 

Srpska”, No. 99/18). 
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scholarship for studies at higher education institutions that are not funded from the 

budget of the Republic of Srpska. 

Article 10 of the Law on the Protection of the Rights of Persons Belonging to 

National Minorities375 in the Republic of Srpska prescribes the right of national 

minorities to establish and run their own private institutions for education and pro-

fessional training, as well as that persons belonging to national minorities are 

obliged to provide funding for such institutions.  

Finally, the Framework Action Plan on the Educational Needs of Roma Women 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina (2018-2022) should be mentioned here, which is appli-

cable in the Republic of Srpska and which recommends ensuring a sustainable sys-

tem for scholarships for secondary and higher education for Roma children 

(2018/2019), as well as providing scholarships to vulnerable pupils and students of 

the Roma population as a key incentive for continuing education. Also, as part of 

this action plan, the first measure is to launch an initiative to open a department for 

Romani language, literature and culture at the faculties of philosophy. Additionally, 

as a second measure, ensuring the professional training of teachers or professors of 

the Romani language at higher education institutions, and as a third measure, 

providing funds for scholarships for students who are being trained as teachers (lec-

turers) of the Romani language. 

Based on the above, we can conclude that the national legislation of the Repub-

lic of Srpska recognizes as vulnerable groups, in terms of rights, non-

discriminatory access to higher education, persons with disabilities who study at 

higher education institutions in the Republic of Srpska and who have the opportuni-

ty to receive financial support for their studies, vulnerable families, for whom the 

possibility of receiving a scholarship is provided, then gifted students, students, 

children of fallen soldiers and children of war invalids, students from underdevel-

oped areas of the Republic of Srpska, students without parental care and students 

without one or both parents. 

In the following section, we will present an analysis of the process of drafting, 

implementing, monitoring and evaluating public policy documents that have the 

right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to higher education in 

the legal system of the Republic of Srpska. Namely, the legal basis for the imple-

mentation of the hybrid right of non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right 

to higher education in the Legal System of the Republic of Srpska can be found in 

Article 100 of the Stabilization and Association Agreement between the EU and 

Bosnia and Herzegovina from 2015. First of all, it should be said that paragraph 1 

of this article, among other things, states that the priority for higher education sys-

tems will be to achieve the goals of the Bologna Declaration within the intergov-

ernmental Bologna process. This wording emphasizes that the priority activity in 

                                                 
375 Law on the Protection of the Rights of Members of National Minorities in the Repub-

lic of Srpska (“Official Gazette of the Republika Srpska”, No. 2/04). 
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the field of higher education will be the standardization of higher education in the 

Republic of Srpska and Bosnia and Herzegovina in a way that they achieve the 

goals of the Bologna Declaration. Furthermore, paragraph 2 of this Article, which 

directly refers to the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher educa-

tion, prescribes the obligation of cooperation between the European Communities 

and their members and Bosnia and Herzegovina, in order to ensure that access to 

all levels of education and training Bosnia and Herzegovina without discrimination 

on the basis of sex, color, ethnic origin or religion. In the continuation of this arti-

cle, the priority of respecting the obligations undertaken within the relevant interna-

tional conventions related to these issues is emphasized. 

By analyzing the above provisions, we can conclude that when it comes to the 

hybrid right to a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to higher educa-

tion, these provisions do not affect only higher education, but all levels of educa-

tion and training that are realized in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Therefore, this means 

that a non-discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to education, as a hybrid 

human right, according to these provisions applies to all levels of education (prima-

ry, secondary, higher), as well as training. When it comes to equal, i.e. non-

discriminatory approach to ensuring the right to education, the aforementioned 

provision with the obligation of cooperation between the signatories of the agree-

ment, exhaustively states personal characteristics on which discrimination in exer-

cising this hybrid human right must not be based, such as gender, skin color, eth-

nicity, origin and faith. 

The Action Plan for the Implementation of Priorities from the Report for Bosnia 

and Herzegovina for 2015 is defined as a priority under number 44. Improving co-

ordination and harmonization of the legal framework on education, and within that, 

as a measure it is defined that the conclusions of the Conference of Ministers of 

Education BiH makes recommendations to the competent education authorities to 

develop tables of harmonization of regulations with the acquis. The Ministry of 

Civil Affairs of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Conference of Ministers of Education 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina, has been designated as the competent institution, and 

the deadline for fulfilling the measure is August 2016. Also, within this priority, the 

adoption of the new Law on Higher Education of the Republic of Srpska, the com-

petent institution, the Ministry of Education and Culture of the Republic of Srpska, 

is defined as a measure, and the deadline for fulfilling the measure is June 2016. 

Considering that the Stabilization and Association Agreement between the EU 

and Bosnia and Herzegovina was signed in 2015, in the following section we will 

present parts of the European Commission‟s report for Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

which have been prepared since then, with a special focus on compliance the right 

to non-discriminatory access to higher education. 

The report of the European Commission for Bosnia and Herzegovina for 2015 

to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social 

Committee and the Committee of the Regions from November 2015, in the part 
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related to human rights and protection of minorities, stated that it is necessary to 

significantly improve institutional framework for respect for human rights, and that 

in the past year there has been no progress in resolving national reforms that affect 

the creation of conditions for the effective exercise of certain rights. In this regard, 

it is stated, among other things, that the effective protection of human rights is 

hampered by uneven implementation of anti-discrimination regulations and the 

lack of a nationwide strategy to combat discrimination, and that the socio-economic 

inclusion of the Roma national minority is hampered by in terms of education. 

Following the United Nations Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of the United 

Nations Human Rights Council in November, Bosnia and Herzegovina received 

167 recommendations. However, the state has yet to implement the recommenda-

tions from the previous cycle, including those related to the fight against discrimi-

nation, inclusive education. 

With regard to non-discrimination policies, no steps have been taken to develop 

a strategy to combat discrimination at the state level. The Law on Prohibition of 

Discrimination has not been amended to include age and disability as a basis for 

discrimination, nor have its provisions been appropriately included in labor law or 

higher education. 

The report of the European Commission for Bosnia and Herzegovina for 2016 

to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social 

Committee and the Committee of the Regions from November 2016 in the part re-

lated to human rights and protection of minorities stated that during the reporting 

period some progress was made last year‟s recommendations for the effective reso-

lution of human rights and minorities by adopting relevant amendments to the anti-

discrimination law. Strategic, legal, institutional and political frameworks are need-

ed to respect human rights significant improvement. In the coming period, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina needs to adopt a nationwide strategy in the field of human rights 

and non-discrimination. In addition, it was noted that Bosnia and Herzegovina has 

ratified all major European and international human rights instruments, but has not 

yet fully implemented the 128 accepted recommendations from the 2014 Universal 

Periodic Review, which includes, among other things, constitutional recommenda-

tions for change to recognize equality all citizens, preventing discrimination against 

minorities, ensuring non-discrimination, and inclusive education. In higher educa-

tion, coordination and cooperation between the state-level Agency for the Devel-

opment of Higher Education and Quality Assurance and the Republic of Srpska 

Accreditation Agency needs to be improved. It was also stated that the new Law on 

Asylum entered into force in February 2016 with the aim of further harmonization 

of asylum policies in the country with international standards and the acquis com-

munautaire, especially on the rights of asylum seekers and beneficiaries of interna-

tional protection, which includes and the right to education. 

The report of the European Commission for Bosnia and Herzegovina for 2018 

to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social 
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Committee and the Committee of the Regions from April 2018 in the part related to 

human rights and protection of minorities stated that some progress has been made 

in addressing previous recommendations in terms of human rights and the protec-

tion of minorities. The issue of discrimination against citizens still needs to be ad-

dressed, inter alia with regard to the education system. In the coming period, Bos-

nia and Herzegovina needs to adopt a nationwide strategy in the field of human 

rights and take additional measures to combat all forms of discrimination, especial-

ly through the adoption of anti-discrimination programs and improving the imple-

mentation of anti-discrimination measures prescribed by law. Also, it is necessary 

to allocate funds, implement and monitor the implementation of strategies and ac-

tion plans for social inclusion of vulnerable and marginalized groups, as well as 

persons with disabilities and national minorities, especially the Roma population. 

In addition, it was stated that Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) has ratified all major 

European and international human rights instruments, and that in July 2017 it 

signed the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, but that 

it has not yet fully implemented 128 accepted recommendations from the Universal 

Periodic Review from 2014, which, among other things, includes constitutional 

recommendations for change in order to recognize the equality of all citizens, pre-

vent discrimination against minorities, ensure non-discrimination, and inclusive 

education. Also, when it comes to anti-discrimination policies, nationwide strate-

gies on human rights and the fight against discrimination have not yet been adopt-

ed. Some initial steps have been taken to develop a medium-term anti-

discrimination program. Furthermore, it was noted that there are still disagreements 

regarding mother tongue education, national subject groups and curricula, and sys-

temic solutions to ensure inclusive and non-discriminatory education have not been 

adopted.  

The working document of the analytical report of the European Commission for 

Bosnia and Herzegovina to the European Parliament and the Council on the Com-

mission‟s opinion on Bosnia and Herzegovina‟s application for membership in the 

European Union from May 2019 states that non-discrimination policies have been 

in force since 2009, as well as that the changes aimed at full harmonization with the 

acquis communautaire were adopted in 2016. However, it was stated that the law 

needs to be effectively implemented and enforcement mechanisms need to be im-

proved. It was also stated that there are no strategies for human rights and anti-

discrimination throughout the country. Adequate and reliable statistics on discrimi-

nation cases are not collected. Documented cases should receive effective adminis-

trative and judicial monitoring, and court judgments should be enforced. Legal pro-

fessionals and the general public need access to training and awareness-raising on 

anti-discrimination provisions. Also, it is stated that although the law prohibits dis-

crimination against persons with disabilities, they still, among other things, face 

challenges related to access to education. Furthermore, Bosniaks, Croats or Serbs 

who represent a minority in some local communities, often formerly internally dis-
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placed persons or refugees, also face discrimination, inter alia, in access to educa-

tion. In addition, it was stated that there are few Roma in secondary and higher ed-

ucation, there are no classes in and in the Romani language, and awareness of the 

rest of the population about Romani culture is very limited. 

The European Commission‟s report for Bosnia and Herzegovina for 2020 to the 

European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee 

and the Committee of the Regions from October 2020 first stated that Bosnia and 

Herzegovina does not have a comprehensive policy framework for the promotion 

and implementation of human rights, including national strategies on human rights, 

non-discrimination and the protection of minorities in the absence of these strate-

gies, the protection of human rights remains uneven throughout the country. Re-

garding non-discrimination policies, human rights across the country and anti-

discrimination, it was noted that strategies have yet to be adopted. The Law on 

Prohibition of Discrimination aims at full alignment with the acquis, but is not im-

plemented effectively and there is no adequate collection of reliable statistics. 

When it comes to persons with disabilities, he stated that although the law prohibits 

their discrimination, persons with disabilities still face challenges, among other 

things, in terms of access to education. 

In the part related to education and culture, the mentioned report emphasized 

that the EU and the member states must also prevent discrimination and provides 

quality education for the children of migrant workers, including those from the 

conflict-affected areas. In this part, it was once again stated that Bosnia and Herze-

govina is at an early stage of preparation in the field of education and culture, and 

that some progress has been achieved by enrolling two public universities from the 

Republic of Srpska entities in the Register of Accredited Institutions in BiH educa-

tion. When it comes to the Roma population, it was stated that there is no learning 

about and in the Romani language, as well as that the awareness of Romani culture 

among the rest of the population is very limited. 

Based on all the above, we can conclude that although the guarantees of non-

discriminatory access to higher education are proclaimed by various international 

human rights treaties, the monitoring of relevant commitments made by states is 

often focused on primary and secondary education. Therefore, the monitoring of 

activities in the field of non-discriminatory access to higher education lags behind 

the monitoring of activities in the field of primary and secondary education. How-

ever, this does not mean that the situation in this field is excellent, or that no 

measures are taken in this area in order to eliminate possible inequalities in access 

to higher education, but they are less visible in relation to the same activities in the 

field of primary and secondary education. All this also applies to the Republic of 

Srpska. Namely, by analyzing the above reports, we can conclude that regarding 

the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education in the Repub-

lic of Srpska in the past 5 years, very little has been marked as problematic in terms 

of the right to non-discriminatory access to higher education. The objections given 
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are mostly related to the discriminatory approach in primary and secondary educa-

tion based on ethnicity in multiethnic environments. Also, the insufficient inclusion 

of Roma as well as persons with disabilities in the education system of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina stands out as a complaint. In addition, based on the latest report, 

which deals with European Union standards on migrants and their access to educa-

tion, a new problem for the education system of Bosnia and Herzegovina is moni-

tored, namely the provision of non-discriminatory access to education for children 

of migrant workers and migrants from war-torn and disaster-stricken areas. Also, 

when it comes to monitoring the implementation of the European Social Charter by 

the signatory states, which is implemented by the European Committee of Social 

Rights in the last 5 years, there were no conclusions regarding the right to non-

discriminatory access to the right to higher education. Specifically, there were sev-

eral objections related to the right to vocational training of persons with disabilities, 

but this related to the level of primary and secondary education. 

4.3. Analysis of the Conformity of the Standards of the European Union 

and the Legislation of the Republic of Srpska Regarding the Right to 

Non-discriminatory Access to Higher Education 

When it comes to the compatibility of the legal framework and public policies 

of the Republic of Srpska with universal and European standards regarding the 

right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education, we can say that 

there is a high degree of compliance and harmonization of national legislation and 

national public policies with these standards. , but of course there are also devia-

tions, ie spaces for improving the status of this right when it comes to the domestic 

legal framework, which will be discussed in more detail in the conclusion. 

CONCLUSION 

The criminal legislation applicable to juveniles in the Republic of Srpska is 

largely harmonized with the standards that exist in the European Union. What is 

important in the next period is the harmonization of the Law on Protection and 

Treatment of Children and Juveniles in Criminal Proceedings with the mentioned 

Directive. First of all, it is necessary to insist on the legislative anticipation of the 

best interests of the child at every stage of the procedure. 

Firstly, the procedural part of the Law talks in several places about informing 

parents, guardians or adoptive parents about various aspects of the procedure, but 

the right to information from the Directive should be implemented and 

consolidated, and the right to inform a third party at the request of a minor should 

be introduced, if the parent / adoptive parent / guardian is not in the best interest of 

the child, but also in the case of the other two exceptions. 

Secondly, the provision on action in the case when the child does not appoint 

another person is important, which should be provided for in the Law. 
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Thirdly, according to Article 77 of the Law, a juvenile must have a defense 

counsel during the first interrogation by the prosecutor or an authorized official, as 

well as during the entire criminal proceedings. However, the Directive shifted the 

moment, so defense counsel is required before the first examination, and not during 

the examination, of course, with additional moments. 

Fourthly, individual assessments are conducted with the strong involvement of 

the child and are conducted by professional staff in accordance, as far as possible, 

with a multidisciplinary approach and, where appropriate, with the involvement of 

a parent or other appropriate adult and / or specialist. In the case of a significant 

change in the elements underlying an individual assessment, member states shall 

ensure that the individual assessment is updated during the duration of the criminal 

proceedings. Member states may derogate from the obligation to carry out an 

individual assessment if that derogation is justified by the circumstances of the 

case, provided that it is in the best interests of the child. The law provides for a 

social anamnesis, which we have already talked about, with the provison that this 

article should be supplemented and specified. 

Fifth, Article 84 of the Law provides for the prohibition of audio and video 

recording of the course of proceedings against a minor, but only for the purpose of 

publishing the course of proceedings. At the same time, this does not mean that 

recording for the prescribed purpose is prohibited, but it is necessary to explicitly 

provide for this in the legal text. This is particularly the case if we take into account 

the case law of the European Court of Human Rights with regard to witnesses who 

do not have to testify at the main trial. 

Sixth, Article 103 of the Law stipulates that a juvenile must be detained 

separately from adults. Accordingly, it is necessary to amend this article, as well as 

to specify Article 96 of the Law, which prescribes the deprivation of liberty and 

stay of minors in the competent organizational unit of the RS Ministry of Interior. 

In particular, the provisions regarding the coming of age of minors and the 

extension of detention should be implemented. 

Seventh, it is necessary to implement the best interests of the child in Article 

109 of the Law. In other words, this article stipulates that the prosecutor, minor, 

defense counsel, parents / adoptive parent / guardian are invited to the session, and 

a representative of the guardianship authority may also attend it. When the parent 

or guardian is not able to attend the session or is not capable or is unknown or 

when a special guardian is not appointed for the juvenile, the judge in the interest 

of the juvenile calls a representative of the guardianship authority and then his or 

her presence is obligatory until the procedure ends. Although this solution is in the 

way of the one provided by the Directive, it is necessary to further specify and 

expand the provision. 

Provisions specifying the composition of trial chambers may also in some way 

indicate that juveniles are taken into account as important determinants. In the 

legislation of the Republic of Srpska, in criminal proceedings against juvenile 
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offenders, a special panel for juveniles is formed, composed of three judges. In 

other legislations, this panel includes either lay judges, who are usually teachers 

and educators, and there are also legislations in which, in addition to a professional 

judge, there is also a psychologist and a social worker (Silval, 2006, 276). 

When it comes to the protection of rights on the Internet, it should be said that 

the Internet is taking on an increasing role in social life every day, and therefore it 

is necessary to prepare a clear human rights policy in this regard. This policy, 

however, cannot be limited to local and partial access only to certain fundamental 

rights that favor market action, silence the role of the state and omit the challenges 

of effective global Internet governance (Cerda Silva, 2013: 27). 

As this is not prescribed by the laws in question, we consider it necessary to 

provide access to the Internet to both detainees and persons serving a prison 

sentence, with the permissible restrictions under Article 10 of the Convention. This 

is especially important when it comes to persons serving a prison sentence, since in 

that way the rehabilitation of convicts can be accelerated. 

Since there is no regulation in the Republic of Srpska that regulates freedom of 

expression on the Internet in the right way, we believe that it is necessary to pass 

laws that will be fully in line with the analyzed international documents. First, the 

protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms on the Internet should be 

guaranteed by law. In particular, provision should be made for: 

1. the state has, in accordance with Article 10 of the ECHR, a primary obliga-

tion not to interfere in communication between individuals, whether legal or natural 

persons; 

2. public authorities may take general blocking or filtering measures throughout 

the country only if the filtering concerns a specific and clearly identifiable content 

based on a decision on its illegality by a competent national authority that may be 

considered by an independent and impartial tribunal or regulatory body, in accord-

ance with the Article 6 of the ECHR; 

3. when restrictive measures are applied, a certain person has the right to a pre-

scribed procedure before a court or an independent administrative body whose de-

cisions are subject to judicial review, i.e. judicial review of blocking measures; 

4. measures taken to block certain Internet content must not be arbitrarily used 

as a means of general blocking of information on the Internet; 

5. blocking measures must be prescribed by law; 

6. the restriction must be necessary in a democratic society and in proportion to 

the legitimate aim pursued; 

7. deindexation or filtering of certain websites at the request of public authori-

ties should be transparent, closely tailored and regularly reviewed; 

8. Internet users should be given information on when filtering is activated, 

why a certain type of content is filtered and to understand how and according to 

what criteria filtering works; 
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9. the State should provide timely and appropriate information to the public on 

restrictions on the freedom to receive and transmit information, for example by list-

ing websites that have been blocked or removed, including details of the legal ba-

sis, necessity and justification for such information. restrictions, a court order 

granting the right to appeal; 

10. Internet users should be given concise information and guidelines regarding 

the manual switching of an active filter, namely who to contact when content is 

found to be unjustifiably blocked and the means that may allow the filter to be 

switched for a particular type of content or website; 

11. users should be provided with an effective and easily accessible remedy; 

12. service providers should not be liable for content on the Internet, if their 

function is limited, as defined by national law, to the transmission of information or 

the provision of access to the Internet; 

13. in cases where service providers have wider powers and keep the content 

they receive from other parties, Member states may hold them jointly and severally 

liable if they do not act quickly and do not remove or disable access to information 

or services as soon as they become illegal, according to domestic law. by law or, in 

the case of a claim for damages, after becoming aware of facts or circumstances 

indicating the illegality of the activity or information; 

14. the Internet should be accessible to all groups of the population without any 

discrimination; 

15. there must be no general, state restrictions on access to the Internet, except 

in accordance with Article 10 of the Convention - the state should recognize in law 

and practice that the exclusion of individuals from the Internet, as a general rule, is 

a disproportionate restriction on the right to freedom of expression; 

16. the editorial independence of online media should be guaranteed by law, 

policy and practice; 

17. the media must not be pressured to include or exclude information from 

their reporting or to follow certain editorial directions; 

18. the media do not need to obtain a permit or license from the government or 

state bodies, other than company registration, to be allowed to work on the internet 

or a blog; 

19. journalists and other media actors using the Internet must not be exposed to 

threats or harassment by the state; 

20. journalists and other media actors who use the Internet should not practice 

self-censorship for fear of punishment, harassment or attack; 

21. the confidentiality of sources of journalists and other media actors should 

be protected by law and respected in practice; 

22. states should exercise due diligence in assessing, developing and imple-

menting their national policies in order to identify and avoid disruptions to Internet 

traffic that have a negative impact on the free cross-border flow of information on 

the Internet. This includes taking into account the following points: 
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- assessment - regulatory or other measures that may have such an impact 

should be assessed in terms of the state‟s responsibility to respect, protect and pro-

mote the human rights and fundamental freedoms contained in the ECHR; 

- transparency, foreseebility, accountability - when developing policies and 

regulatory frameworks that may affect the free flow of information on the Internet, 

states should ensure transparency, including the results of such evaluations, fore-

seebility of their implementation and accountability; in particular, the proposed 

regulatory frameworks should be published in accordance with appropriate proce-

dures and with sufficient time to allow for public comment; 

- proportionality and revision of measures - states are obliged to ensure that 

blocking content or services that are considered illegal is in accordance with Arti-

cles 8, 10 and 11 of the ECHR. 

Since the European Court of Human Rights gives a wide space to states when 

prescribing the incrimination of hate speech, we believe that the legislative frame-

work is set clearly enough, with the need for terminological harmonization with 

international acts on the grounds. 

Finally, there is no international document according to which the Regulation 

on the Misdemeanor of Causing Panic and Disorder would be justified, legitimate 

and lawful. The decree as it is passed is a school example of violation of freedom 

of speech, which, unfortunately, was not uncommon during the coronavirus pan-

demic. That should not happen again. 

It is necessary to harmonize the legislation of Bosnia and Herzegovina when it 

comes to the protection of personal data. In recent years, many acts have been 

adopted in the European Union, with which it is necessary to harmonize legislation. 

Interception of communications is a complex issue worldwide, deeply affecting 

fundamental human rights, which are protected in this regard by Article 8 of the 

Convention. The Court has adopted a number of standards in this area in its wide 

practice and, accordingly, has set many requirements. We must emphasize the fact 

that a lack of understanding of the requirements imposed by the Court can lead to 

serious consequences for the rule of law, as pointed out in theory (Boroi, 2013, 69). 

In addition, we could say that the Court makes two types of requests, the first being 

related to the necessary changes in legislation, while the second type is related to 

the proper application of existing legal rules. 

When we talk about the reasoning of the order, the Court clearly emphasizes 

that it is necessary for the legislator to provide protective measures by imposing the 

statutory prior judicial approval of secret surveillance, based on reasoned orders, 

and in this context it is really important that the body authorized to grant secret 

surveillance justification for approval (Fuster, 2016: 440). In this regard, we be-

lieve that it is necessary to explicitly prescribe a special provision that the order 

must be clearly reasoned. 

What is positive, and how the legislation of the Republic of Srpska differs from 

certain laws in the region, is the fact that the obligation to notify about the per-
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formed supervision is prescribed. Namely, as soon as the notification can be made 

without jeopardizing the purpose of the restriction after the lifting of the supervi-

sion measure, the information should, however, be provided to the persons con-

cerned. 

Based on the above regarding the right to non-discriminatory access to higher 

education, we can conclude that universal and European documents concerning the 

right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education stipulate that 

states must take action to make higher education equally accessible to all. they 

must ensure that it is provided without discrimination in full and immediately. In 

addition, according to international law, there is a right to education that is of a 

general type, i.e. belongs to everyone by birth, and the right to non-discriminatory 

access to the right to higher education, which is limited and does not automatically 

belong to everyone, but only to those who have the capacity, ability and desire for 

this level of education. In this regard, states should ensure that no one is discrimi-

nated against because they do not have the money or the conditions to study, pro-

vided that they possess the abilities, capacities and desire for higher education. Ac-

cordingly, each state should recognize that the right to non-discriminatory access to 

the right to higher education is a human right and carefully identify barriers to ac-

cess for those from vulnerable or lower socio-economic groups and prescribe 

measures to overcome them. It is not enough to say that there are financial aid, 

scholarships and loans, but there must be an understanding of the right to non-

discriminatory access to higher education as a human right and ways to ensure that 

all those with capacity can really take advantage of these opportunities. 

In this regard, the Republic of Srpska has fully implemented in its legal frame-

work the right to non-discriminatory access to the right to higher education in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the 

Convention against Discrimination in Education, the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the rights of the child, the European Con-

vention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the First Protocol (Article 

2), the European Social Charter and the Framework Convention for the Protection 

of National Minorities. Where there is room for improvement in the national sys-

tem for the protection of this right in the Republic of Srpska is equal access to this 

level of education for non-state students in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In that sense, 

it is necessary to implement to a greater extent in the national legal framework of 

the Republic of Srpska the provisions of the European Social Charter concerning 

the equal treatment of non-citizenship in terms of exercising the right to access 

higher education. Then, when it comes to the implementation of the provisions of 

the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages in the field of higher 

education, and based on the analysis of the provisions of the Law on Protection of 

National Minorities in the Republic of Srpska we can conclude that in this regard 

there is room for making university education available in regional or minority lan-

guages. 
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Furthermore, it is necessary to regulate more specifically in domestic legislation 

the equality of access to higher education when it comes to members of minority 

communities. In that sense, it can serve as a good example of practice from Monte-

negro, which the Law on Minority Rights and Freedoms of Montenegro prescribes 

that in order to fully enjoy the rights of minority and other minority national com-

munities, higher education institutions in Montenegro, at the proposal of the Coun-

cil of Minority Peoples or other minority national communities, may enroll a cer-

tain number of students, members of minority peoples and other minority national 

communities each school year, in accordance with their acts. 

Also, amendments to the national legal framework of the Republic of Srpska in 

terms of exercising the right to access higher education should include greater im-

plementation of the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to regulate more specifically in the Law on Higher Ed-

ucation the equality of access to higher education when it comes to students of the 

Roma population. In that sense, it can serve as a good example of practice from 

Montenegro, where the percentage of places for members of this population for 

each study program is determined separately. 

In addition, we can conclude that the national legislation of the Republic of 

Srpska does not recognize students who are parents, i.e. students with children, as a 

vulnerable group in terms of equal access to higher education. In that sense, exam-

ples of good practice from the Federal Republic of Germany or the Republic of 

Slovenia, which are presented in this text, and which explicitly recognize this cate-

gory of students as a vulnerable group, can be used to solve this issue, i.e. to recog-

nize this category of students equal access to higher education and provide special 

support measures for these categories of students. 

Also, additional attention could be paid to gender equality, based on the experi-

ence of good practice of the Federal Republic of Germany, which as a special field 

of activity in terms of exercising the right to equal access to higher education, de-

termine the increase in women in higher education in certain scientific fields. 

Also, although the national legislation of the Republic of Srpska relatively well 

covers the area of encouraging people with disabilities to study, in terms of incen-

tives available to this category of students, we suggest the legislator of the Republic 

of Srpska to take into account the good practice of Montenegro in its Law on High 

Education stipulates that a higher education institution may be established to per-

form activities, inter alia, if it has provided conditions and unimpeded access for 

persons with disabilities, which significantly lays the foundations for equal access 

to the right to higher education for persons with disabilities. 

At the very end, there is a need to recognize students from the category of re-

turnees under the Readmission Agreement and deported students. Namely, with the 

amendments to the national legal framework, these categories of students should 

also be recognized as a vulnerable group, and in that respect, the legislator of the 
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Republic of Srpska could be guided by the example of good practice from the Re-

public of Serbia. 
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